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Terms of reference

Inquiry into Victoria’s recreational native bird hunting 
arrangements

On 9 March 2023, the Legislative Council agreed to the following motion:

A select committee of nine members be established to inquire into, consider and 
report by 31 August 2023 on Victoria’s recreational native bird hunting arrangements, 
including but not limited to —

(a) the operation of annual native bird hunting seasons; 

(b) arrangements in other Australian jurisdictions; 

(c) their environmental sustainability and impact on amenity; 

(d) their social and economic impact.
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Chair’s foreword

I am pleased to present the final report of the Inquiry into Victoria’s recreational native 
bird hunting arrangements.

Many Victorians care deeply about recreational native bird hunting. The depth of these 
feelings were clear to the Committee during our extensive deliberations, both through 
public hearings, reading submissions, and during our site visits to engage with hunters, 
animal welfare groups, and local communities.

Passionate interest in matters of public policy is a healthy sign for our democracy, as 
is being able to have that debate with respect and understanding of different points 
of view. The Legislative Council voted to establish a select committee to investigate 
this issue and provide a public consultation process. This report is a culmination over 
an extensive amount of research and evidence provided. Over 10,000 submissions 
were sent by members of the public and organisations wanting to have their say on 
this issue, making it the most submissions accepted by a Victorian parliamentary 
committee by a significant margin. Supporters and opponents of native bird hunt 
presented heartfelt arguments based on their personal experiences in their submissions 
and evidence given at public hearings. 

The Committee’s role was to review the evidence separate from the passion, and 
provide a set of recommendations for action on a topic that has been the subject of 
controversy for decades. Given this context not everyone on the Committee was going 
to agree on the final recommendations, just as sections of our community does not 
share a unanimity of views on the topic. To expect anything less would be to diminish 
these genuinely and deeply held views.

The Committee has made a recommendation to end recreational native bird hunting 
on all Victorian public and private land as of 2024. This would bring Victoria in line 
with many other Australian jurisdictions, including those in throughout the eastern 
seaboard. The Committee’s rationale is driven by the considerable environmental 
evidence of long-term decline in native bird populations, and a worsening outlook as 
our climate continues to change. The Committee was also acutely aware of the animal 
welfare issues associated with native bird hunting, as well as the amenity loss of large 
areas of public land to the overwhelming majority of the Victorian public during the 
hunting season.

Victoria’s native fauna is unique and should be protected. Native bird populations 
across eastern Australia have been in constant and consistent decline over the 
last 40 years. This has been caused by significant habitat loss driven through 
mismanagement of water resources, the impacts of climate change, repeated drought 
and fluctuating weather cycles. Although Victoria has experienced a significant 
increase in water surface and fuller wetlands in the most recent La Niña cycle, we have 
not experienced the same rebound in bird populations. This is an ongoing trend.
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Bird hunting also involves inherent wounding rates that cannot be completely avoided, 
regardless of hunter skill and best intentions. This is unacceptable for bird populations 
that are already under significant pressure. Threatened species are also routinely killed 
and although this may be inadvertent it is still unacceptable to allow this to occur. 

There is a genuine need to allow for control of ducks that are considered pests, such 
as minimising destruction of local crops. However, the experience of other jurisdictions 
shows this can be managed through the existing Authority to Control Wildlife process, 
managed by the Conservation Regulator. This will also allow for strict regulation and 
monitoring of pest control, and would mirror arrangements in New South Wales.

It was also extremely upsetting to see evidence of Aboriginal cultural heritage sites 
that were damaged or destroyed by game hunters. Just as disheartening was an 
apparent lack of a coherent process for monitoring this, reporting and responding to 
these issues. More must be done.

Victoria invests a significant amount of public funding into monitoring of bird 
populations and for compliance of bird hunting. However the sheer geographical 
size of public land available for hunting makes this a near on impossible task for the 
Game Management Authority. The sheer size and geographic diversity of locations 
make it impossible for the agency to enforce the regulations. Significant investment of 
additional resources would be required by either licence holders or taxpayers should 
native bird hunting continue.

Duck and quail hunters are subject to detailed regulations and it was clear to the 
Committee that the vast majority adhere to the rules. However, consistent evidence 
received by the Committee illustrates that there are a minority who do not adhere to 
bag limits, season rules and animal welfare guidelines. This continued in 2023 which 
was arguably the most scrutinised season on record.

There is also the concern about equity of access to state game reserves during the 
hunting season. As noted above, these reserves encompass a significant landmass and 
no other outdoor activity restricts access to a particular class user to the extent of bird 
hunting. The Committee has recommended that native bird hunting game reserves 
could be converted for other outdoor recreational uses to allow greater public access 
to this land. 

Victorians deserve to be able to access the outdoors for recreational activity. The 
Government should do more to support these important pursuits, and value those who 
choose to enjoy the outdoors.

I would like to extend my thanks to everyone who took the time to make a submission, 
to all witnesses who attended public hearings to provided evidence and other 
stakeholders who gave up their time to escort the Committee on site visits. Your 
contribution has greatly helped the Committee in its deliberations and in formulating 
the report’s final findings and recommendations.
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I particularly want to thank those individual hunters and animal welfare activists who 
we encountered during our site visits, as a Committee to the Connewarre Wetlands near 
Geelong, at our site visit and hearings in Sale, and at a personal level during my private 
trip to Kerang and surrounding wetlands at the end of the 2023 duck season. All were 
genuine in their positions and advocated clearly and calmly for their point of view.

I thank my Committee colleagues for their participation in the Inquiry and assistance in 
formulating the final report. I would like to thank the Committee secretariat managed 
by Matt Newington, the research team Kieran Crown and Imran Ahmed, and with 
administrative and other assistance provided by Julie Barnes, Daphne Papaioannou, 
Sylvette Bassey, Jo Clifford and Adam Leigh. I would also like to note additional 
assistance provided by other staff in the Committees office.

I would especially like to thank the Committee’s Deputy Chair, Michael Galea MLC, 
for his stewardship of the Committee’s final deliberations during my absence on 
bereavement leave. 

I commend this report to the House.

Ryan Batchelor MLC

Chair, Select Committee on Victoria’s  
Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements 
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Findings and recommendations

1 Overview and key recommendations

RECOMMENDATION 1: That the Victorian Government ends the annual recreational 
native bird hunting season opening on all public and private land from 2024. 1

RECOMMENDATION 2: That the Victorian Government retains existing exemptions 
to hunt and control native birds under the Authority to Control Wildlife framework to 
control bird populations impacting on agricultural and other land.  1

RECOMMENDATION 3: That Traditional Owner hunting rights are retained under 
existing legislation. 1

RECOMMENDATION 4: That State Game Reserves used for duck hunting be 
converted into Outdoor Recreation Reserves to provide greater access to outdoor 
recreation for all Victorians, with appropriate investment in camping, boating, and 
related infrastructure. 1

RECOMMENDATION 5: That the Victorian Government provides additional resources 
to the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action and Parks Victoria to 
better control non-native invasive species. 1

RECOMMENDATION 6: That the Victorian Government amends the Victorian 
wildlife framework to discontinue the use of lead shot for all types of bird hunting 
and undertakes further investigation into plastic pollution and other forms of wetland 
degradation as a result of hunting. 1

RECOMMENDATION 7: That the Victorian Government reviews the process to 
report damage or destruction of Aboriginal cultural heritage and introduces additional 
protections for these sites including appropriate signposting and a review of the current 
penalties for cultural destruction. 1

RECOMMENDATION 8: That the Victorian Government requires hunters participate 
in an Aboriginal cultural heritage awareness education program. 1
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2 Native bird hunting in Victoria

FINDING 1: Up to 3.5 million hectares of public land is available for duck hunting, 
for a limited season, of which 285,000 hectares are primary hunting locations near 
waterways, including 75,000 hectares of State Game Reserves.  26

FINDING 2: Publicly available map data on hunting areas is difficult to generate and 
available data is not at a consistent standard.  26

FINDING 3: If hunting is to occur in public places, it should be in declared areas 
rather than allowed in public land by default. This would assist members of the public 
to know where hunting can occur, and assist in effective regulation by the Game 
Management Authority and Victoria Police. 26

FINDING 4: The Victorian Government receives about $4 million per annum from 
game licence revenue plus about another $4.4 million in gun licence revenue from 
58,000 licenced hunters. 28

3 Regulation of recreational native bird hunting in 
Victoria

FINDING 5: A duck hunting season lasts no more than 12 weeks between March 
and June and avoids the season of breeding and moulting, and typically lasts about 
10 weeks, but was only 5 weeks in 2023. 48

4 Environmental and economic issues

FINDING 6: The Victorian Government should ensure that there is adequate funding 
and support to enable increased conservation and restoration projects of Victorian 
wetlands by First Nations, community (including hunting groups) and environmental 
organisations. 79

FINDING 7: There is little data on the direct economic impacts of native bird hunting 
in Victoria. Total figures provided to the Committee had a significant difference in their 
range and had inconsistent methodology. 83
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FINDING 8: Estimates by the Parliamentary Budget Office found approximately 
72% of net economic impact and 69% net employment impact of native bird hunting 
is received by regional Victoria. 83

5 Cultural and social impacts of native bird hunting

FINDING 9: The Game Management Authority is the appropriate authority to 
educate hunters to identify Aboriginal cultural heritage sites and ensure they are 
not disturbed in the course of recreational hunting. In addition, hunters should also 
be made aware of the reporting arrangements for the damage or destruction of 
Aboriginal cultural heritage sites on state game reserves. 99

6 Compliance with recreational native bird hunting 
regulations and guidelines

FINDING 10: The Game Management Authority has made significant progress to 
implement changes based on the findings of the Pegasus report in 2017. However, 
there are inherent difficulties with the Game Management Authority’s legislated 
compliance requirements as identified in the report, which in the Committee’s view 
cannot be rectified without significant investment in additional resourcing. 116

FINDING 11: The majority of the Game Management Authority’s compliance and 
enforcement resources are deployed ensuring public safety at a limited number of 
locations where hunters and rescuers are both in attendance. This comes at the 
expense of the Game Management Authority’s other compliance priorities including of 
ensuring sustainable hunting, the humane treatment of game animals and minimising 
impacts on non-game and protected species. 125

FINDING 12: Victoria’s land available for recreational native bird hunting is 
geographically vast and dispersed. This makes it improbable for the Game 
Management Authority to enforce compliance with hunting regulations with the 
resources they have. 127

7 Hunter and rescuer compliance with regulations

FINDING 13: There is conflicting and incomplete evidence on the wounding rate 
of bird due to recreational hunting. Estimates provided to the Committee ranged 
between 6% and 40% of ducks are wounded each year. A wounding rate at the lowest 
end of this range (6%) would have resulted in the wounding of 15,700 ducks during 
the 2022 season. 137
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FINDING 14: Thousands of ducks would be wounded in Victoria each duck hunting 
season, even if measures outlined in the Draft waterfowl wounding reduction action 
plan 2022–2026 were implemented. The Committee considers this ongoing level of 
wounding to be an unacceptable animal welfare outcome. 141

FINDING 15: Knowledge and proficiency testing, once-off or otherwise, for both 
prospective and existing game licence holders would help to reduce the rates of 
wounding during the recreational native bird hunting season. 141

FINDING 16: Although windmilling as a dispatch method is not recommended by 
the Game Management Authority, there is evidence of its continued use amongst 
native bird hunters.  147

FINDING 17: Rescuers put themselves and others in danger if they break the law 
to enter specified hunting areas during the recreational native bird hunting season. 154
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What happens next?

There are several stages to a parliamentary inquiry. 

The Committee conducts the Inquiry 

This report on the Inquiry into Victoria’s recreational native bird hunting arrangements 
is the result of extensive research and consultation by the Select Committee on 
Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements.

The Committee received written submissions, spoke with people at public hearings, 
reviewed research evidence and deliberated over a number of meetings. Experts, 
government representatives and individuals expressed their views directly to us as 
Members of Parliament. 

A Parliamentary Committee is not part of the Government. The Committee is a group 
of members of different political parties (including independent members). Parliament 
has asked us to look closely at an issue and report back. This process helps Parliament 
do its work by encouraging public debate and involvement in issues. 

You can learn more about the Committee’s work at:  
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/committees/select-committee-on-
victorias-recreational-native-bird-hunting-arrangements.

The report is presented to Parliament 

This report was presented to Parliament and can be found at:  
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/nativebirdhunting/reports.  

A response from the Government 

The Government has six months to respond in writing to any recommendations made 
in this report.

The response is public and put on the inquiry page of Parliament’s website 
when it is received at: https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/
nativebirdhunting/reports. 

In its response, the Government indicates whether it supports the Committee’s 
recommendations. It can also outline actions it may take.

https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/committees/select-committee-on-victorias-recreational-native-bird-hunting-arrangements
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/committees/select-committee-on-victorias-recreational-native-bird-hunting-arrangements
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/committees/select-committee-on-victorias-recreational-native-bird-hunting-arrangements
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/nativebirdhunting/reports
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/nativebirdhunting/reports
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/nativebirdhunting/reports
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1Chapter 1  
Overview and key 
recommendations

1.1 Key findings and recommendations

RECOMMENDATION 1: That the Victorian Government ends the annual recreational 
native bird hunting season opening on all public and private land from 2024.

RECOMMENDATION 2: That the Victorian Government retains existing exemptions to 
hunt and control native birds under the Authority to Control Wildlife framework to control 
bird populations impacting on agricultural and other land. 

RECOMMENDATION 3: That Traditional Owner hunting rights are retained under 
existing legislation.

RECOMMENDATION 4: That State Game Reserves used for duck hunting be converted 
into Outdoor Recreation Reserves to provide greater access to outdoor recreation for all 
Victorians, with appropriate investment in camping, boating, and related infrastructure.

RECOMMENDATION 5: That the Victorian Government provides additional resources to 
the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action and Parks Victoria to better 
control non-native invasive species.

RECOMMENDATION 6: That the Victorian Government amends the Victorian wildlife 
framework to discontinue the use of lead shot for all types of bird hunting and undertakes 
further investigation into plastic pollution and other forms of wetland degradation as a 
result of hunting.

RECOMMENDATION 7: That the Victorian Government reviews the process to 
report damage or destruction of Aboriginal cultural heritage and introduces additional 
protections for these sites including appropriate signposting and a review of the current 
penalties for cultural destruction.

RECOMMENDATION 8: That the Victorian Government requires hunters participate in an 
Aboriginal cultural heritage awareness education program.
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1
On consideration of all evidence received during the Inquiry, the Committee 
recommends that the Victorian Government end recreational native bird hunting on all 
public and private land from 2024. 

The Committee recommends continuing to allow existing exemptions for the 
management of native bird populations in agricultural and other settings under an 
authority to control wildlife permit. Currently the authorities permit control of native 
bird populations to assist farmers and other agricultural producers whose crops and 
farming practices are adversely impacted by native birds. This is a similar approach to 
that adopted in New South Wales. 

The hunting rights of Traditional Owners should be retained through existing legislative 
arrangements. 

The Committee’s underlying rationale for this recommendation includes the impacts of 
native bird hunting from:

 • the existing pressure on native bird population decline over the long term caused 
primarily by loss of habitat across the Murray Darling basin and exacerbated by 
climate change, particularly as Australia approaches another an El Niño cycle

 • animal welfare concerns regarding wounding rates, which cannot be completely 
avoided

 • the unacceptable wounding and death rate of threatened bird species, whether 
accidental or intentional

 • the amount of public land that excludes non-hunters during the season—which is up 
to 3.5 million hectares in total—and the reduction in local amenity associated with 
hunting

 • the inability to enforce an appropriate level of compliance due to the large area 
covered by native bird hunting and a lack of knowledge of when and where hunting 
is occurring.

There is clearly a need to improve the protection of sites of Aboriginal cultural heritage 
in State Game Reserves. The committee was extremely concerned about evidence of 
the destruction of sites of cultural significance, and disappointed at the lack of clarity 
from departments and agencies about who should be responsible for management 
and enforcement protection. In short, it should be everyone’s responsibility.

The Committee has also made a series of findings that highlight deficiencies in 
the current native bird hunting regulatory arrangements. Notwithstanding its 
recommendation to end native bird hunting in Victoria, the Committee has made a 
series of findings on issues with current native bird hunting practices. These include:

 • the need to introduce a form of hunter knowledge and proficiency testing alongside 
the existing Waterfowl Identification Test, particularly to reduce instances of wounding

 • re-testing of hunter knowledge and waterfowl identification should occur on a 
regular basis
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1
 • lead shot for quail should no longer be permitted 

 • public land made available for hunting should be declared, rather than made 
available by default

 • reliable map must be data available to the general public on where hunting occurs

 • exclusions zones for hunting on public land near residential developments should be 
increased.

If hunting were to continue, the Committee believes these issues need to be addressed. 
The findings and further rationale are discussed in detail throughout the report.

1.1.1 The Committee’s rationale

The Committee is concerned at the ongoing decline in native bird populations across 
Australia. The Eastern Australian Waterbird Survey finds that six of eight native game 
bird species show a significant long-term decline in population.

This decline is being driven largely by habitat loss. Many of the wetlands that support 
native bird abundance are not located in Victoria. Therefore the water management 
practices in the Murray Darling Basin have a considerable impact on game bird 
populations in this state. 

Evidence also indicates that despite a couple of years of good rainfall reviving many 
waterways, native bird populations have not yet increased in line with restoration of 
these habitats. 

There was clear evidence of a 'boom/bust’ cycle for bird populations, but that every 
recovery is more subdued. Native bird populations were lower in 2022 than in 2006 and 
2007, during the millennium drought when the Victorian hunting seasons were cancelled.

Given the ongoing effects of climate change on the Australian environment and the 
upcoming El Niño cycle, this is particularly concerning and will only likely worsen.

There is insufficient evidence to accurately state the real economic impact of native 
bird hunting to the Victorian economy. However given the scale and range of estimates, 
it is clear that ending native bird hunting would have a negligible economic impact on 
Victoria.

The Committee acknowledges the significant historical and family connection that 
many native bird hunters have with hunting as a recreational activity. Ending these 
practices will be difficult for many of the 10,000 to 11,000 Victorians who participate in 
duck and quail hunting each year. 

Native bird hunting participation is declining across the population, with less than 
0.4% of Victorians holding a bird hunting licence, and less than two thirds of these 
licence holders (0.26% of total population) participating in hunting in any year. In 
contrast, popularity of deer hunting is growing rapidly. 
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1
Outdoor recreation is important for many Victorians, and the Committee believes 
that the State Government could do more to support outdoor recreation. In particular 
by converting the existing State Game Reserves used for duck hunting to outdoor 
recreation reserves, with a priority on recreational activities at these sites. This 
conversion of land use should be subject to an assessment for Aboriginal cultural 
significance and for environmental significance, especially on Ramsar listed wetlands. 

These game reserves and waterways are currently subject to regulations that exclude 
non-game licence holders from wide areas during hunting season, up to three months 
of the year. This excludes 99% of Victorians from using them during this time. Changing 
the land use arrangements in this way would allow more Victorians to participate in 
outdoor recreation activities.

The Game Management Authority faces an almost insurmountable task in effectively 
regulating native bird hunting, given the geographic spread of hunting activity, and the 
environmental challenges of ensuring hunter compliance on waterways often replete 
with camouflaging vegetation. 

Much of the Game Management Authority’s efforts are focused on personal safety 
given the presence of animal welfare groups at game reserves during hunting season. 
This distracts the agency from their focus on hunter compliance. 

The Game Management Authority has a chequered past as an effective regulator and 
the Game Management Authority should be congratulated for these efforts. However 
if the Committee’s recommendations are not adopted and native bird hunting is to 
continue much more needs to be done. Either taxpayers or game licence holders will 
be required to fund considerably increased resources to effectively regulate native bird 
hunting into the future.

The Committee has also taken into account the inherent uncertainty surrounding the 
Minister’s declaration of season opening each year. This causes issues for hunters in 
planning leave from work to attend season, as well as purchase of supplies and other 
hunting equipment. 

In making the findings and recommendations, the Committee has considered the 
evidence provided by:

 • 10,402 written submissions, the overwhelming majority of which were from 
individuals expressing their personal views and experiences 

 • witnesses at 28 sessions of public hearings

 • supplementary material provided by submitters and public hearing witnesses

 • discussions with stakeholders 

 • additional research.

The Committee has considered this evidence base as a whole when formulating the 
report. It is up to the Committee itself what weight to give to specific evidence. 
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The Committee also appreciates there is considerable public sentiment against native 
bird hunting as publicised in a number of survey findings throughout Australia over 
the years. 

1.2 Summary of submissions received and key themes

Parliamentary committees consider the views of submissions as part of the broader 
evidence base received during an inquiry. It is up to committees themselves to 
determine the weight to apply to submissions individually and as whole as part of the 
broader evidence.

The Committee accepted 10,402 submissions to the Inquiry, the overwhelming majority 
of which were from individuals in a personal capacity. This was by far the highest 
number of submissions ever received by a Victorian Parliamentary Committee. This 
reflects the significantly polarised sentiment between those who support and those 
who oppose native bird hunting.

From these submissions the Committee identified key stakeholders and received 
evidence from these individuals and organisations at public hearings. The Committee 
also heard from key government agencies and departments who provided evidence 
relating to the themes.

The Committee’s findings and recommendations in this inquiry are based on 
consideration of all issues and evidence provided and its decisions are not based on 
the number of submissions received in favour or opposing native bird hunting.

Submissions were very polarised and almost every submitter expressed a firm view 
either in support of retaining or in favour of ending native bird hunting. However, the 
Committee has not reported a specific number or percentage of submissions that were 
in support or opposed native bird hunting. Submitters were not expressly asked their 
view in support or opposing native bird hunting through survey or similar means. 

In addition, parliamentary inquiry findings and recommendations are based 
on analysis of evidence and are not determined on proportions or numbers of 
stakeholders in support of a certain view of an issue.

Several key stakeholder organisations promoted campaigns and urged their members 
and followers to provide submissions to the Inquiry. This is a normal part of the 
democratic process and reflects the considerable organisational and political interest 
in the Inquiry. 

The submissions were received primarily through the Committee’s website form, but 
also comprised submissions emailed directly and those sent by post.

Appendix A provides a further summary of submissions and contains a list of all 
stakeholders who made a public submission.

The Committee extends its thanks to all individuals and organisation who took the time 
to make a submission.
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1.3 Sentiment of debate

Native bird hunting is a highly emotive, polarising and political topic. There is a 
significant amount of existing discourse on public record, including in the media and 
letters to the editor. There have also been several lawsuits involving hunters, rescuers 
and protesters. The Committee is aware of the sentiment between various pro- and 
anti-hunting groups, particularly in online forums. 

Overall, witnesses and other members of the gallery remained respectful of 
proceedings during public hearings. This is an important part of the inquiry process as 
all stakeholders are entitled to have their views heard. The Committee commends the 
conduct of all who gave evidence at hearings and others in attendance.

The Committee received correspondence from stakeholders alleging that inaccurate 
and misleading evidence had been provided in submissions and public hearings. 
These were noted and have been considered in the Committee’s analysis of evidence 
provided. The Committee reminds all participants that deliberately providing false or 
misleading evidence to an inquiry may constitute a contempt of Parliament. 

The Committee also received evidence and allegations of antisocial, harassing and even 
violent behaviour, from both those in support and those opposing native bird hunting. 
The Committee strongly condemns this behaviour but highlights that this inquiry is not 
the appropriate forum to investigate such claims.

1.4 Submissions supporting native bird hunting 
arrangements

The overwhelming majority of submissions in support of native bird hunting were 
from people and organisations who were hunters themselves or had a direct family 
connection to hunting. Most of them spoke of their personal family and traditional 
connection of hunting to them. 

Other submitters highlighted their personal investment into bird hunting through buying 
hunting supplies and other camping gear, which they believed made a significant 
contribution to local and the Victorian economies.

Some submitters highlighted that no Australian jurisdiction has completely implemented 
a ban on native bird hunting. Although Western Australia, Queensland and New South 
Wales ended recreational seasons, bird hunting can take place in certain circumstances, 
such as on private property as part of agricultural pest control programs.1

Stakeholders who supported retaining native bird hunting highlighted how hunting 
is a natural activity practiced by humans for thousands of years. They spoke of the 
enjoyment they received in harvesting their own food from local free range organic birds.

1 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p. 35.
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1.4.1 Family, cultural and historical significance of hunting 

I was fortunate to be introduced to duck hunting by my father at the age of 10. 
For the  last 15 years I have been proud to enjoy the recreational pursuit, and the 
company that comes with it. Fellow duck hunters have always been welcoming, and 
keen to share stories, knowledge and occasionally some of their harvest around a 
camp fire, creating some of my favorite memories with my father with hopefully many 
more to come.

When first introduced to this long‑standing tradition, the chore of plucking and 
cleaning each game bird was somewhat off‑putting. It’s through this process however 
that I’ve earned a deep respect and understanding of where our food comes from, 
and what work needs to be done before each meal can be served on a plate. In a 
community where most of our food comes ready to eat from a supermarket shelf, it’s 
extremely important to have this respect for the animals that exist to sustain us, and 
the vast nature that is present just past our back‑yard. My appreciation continues to 
grow with more time spent out in the swamps and lakes of Victoria, and it’s incredibly 
relaxing to take a break from the busy and connected world.

Anthony Gommers, Submission 9,999.

The majority of submitters who supported native bird hunting detailed the strong 
traditional and family connection they had to the activity. The Committee received 
many accounts from submitters detailing of the memories they had as children going 
hunting with their family and how they wanted to continue to do so.

Hunting is labeled as a sport, yet to me it’s a lifestyle. It’s how I de‑stress and where 
I meditate on how lucky we are to be free in this beautiful country Australia. Hunting 
is how I stay physically fit. It’s my main motivation to exercise. Hunting is my culture. 
My family are 6th generation Farmers, and to cease duck hunting would impact our 
farms economy, ecosystem and livelihood severely, not to mention a decline in mental 
health wellbeing.

Jo Howes, Submission 6,969.

Others described how they had been welcomed into the hunter and conservationist 
community and the sense of inclusion it gave to them.

In 2016, I was honoured to be asked to be an Ambassador for Field & Game Australia 
in recognition of my contributions to Hunting and Conservation. As a female, I thought 
this was a fantastic opportunity to promote women in hunting, and to show that 
hunters are not ‘rednecks’, as has been made out by the anti‑duck hunting groups. 
My involvement as an Ambassador has been voluntary, and has also encouraged 
other women to become involved in the conservation and rehabilitation of wetlands, 
and also duck hunting.

Deborah Meester, Submission 5,012.
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Some First Nations submitters described the cultural significance native bird hunting 
had to them, noting that hunting in Australia dated back for at least 35,000 years. 

I am a proud Wurundjeri Man and have lived most of my life on Dja Dja Wurrung 
country. I am a Koori Court Elder and although I will retire soon, I currently serve 
my local community as the Justice Worker at the Bendigo and District Aboriginal 
Cooperative. Hunting and eating native fauna is a major part of my culture (dating 
back 60,000 plus years), as is sharing native game food with Community.

Mark Little, Submission 665.

My people have been harvesting birds for 1000's of years. It's part of my culture. 

It brings friends and family closer together. 

It builds strong relationships with all people in Australia regardless of race.

Dr Nathan Vale, Submission 5,340.

Duck hunting is important to water ways cultural connections, where Aboriginal people 
prior to non Aboriginal settlement where protecting and rehabilitating waterways 
and wetlands on country to maintain food sources that sustained and provided for 
Aboriginal people and families. Evidence of Aboriginal occupation is at each waterway 
and wetlands showcasing cultural practices that have existed for 65,000 years.

…

I am an Aboriginal woman with close cultural connections to Victorian traditional 
areas of country. It is vitally important to me to learn and maintain for future 
generations the cultural practices, including the women’s business practices of using 
duck feathers, to strengthen my connection to land and water. 

Name withheld, Submission 10,394.

1.4.2 Outdoor recreational activity

Many submitters in support of native bird hunting highlighted the positive impact 
hunting as an outdoor activity had on their physical and mental health. They often 
described it as a ‘release’ from high-stress work environments.

Others descried the natural beauty such as sunrises and sunsets they had witnessed at 
wetlands whilst hunting.

[Native bird hunting] is a popular and lawful pursuit that promotes mental and 
physical health benefits for participants. Hunting provides an opportunity for some 
to escape the hustle and bustle of city life and connect with nature. The serene 
and peaceful environment is a stress‑relieving atmosphere that many people find 
soothing. It allows for an opportunity to decompress from everyday stressors and 
reset the mind. Hunting also encourages physical fitness, as it requires stamina and 
strength to trek through wetlands and carry equipment.

Nick Zema, Submission 9,712.
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Many submitters who were native bird hunters considered the term ‘sport’ as 
misleading. 

Last year I had a string of Heart attacks, my doctors told me I needed to become more 
active and find ways to remove excess stress from my life. Since then, I have increased 
my hunting activity 70% and my health has improved immensely. Looking back at 
hunting trips with my father and brother this would be one of the few times that they 
would openly talk about problems they were having in their life; this still happens with 
my brother and friend’s today.

Craig Stoddart, Submission 10,122.

1.4.3 Environmental and conservation

We are passionate about wetland management; we are also advocating for water 
allocations in certain wetlands where we believe the benefits to all native bird species 
to be enormous. Further evidence of our passion include; a very successful bird box 
and hen house, construction, and installation program this season. In conjunction 
with Shepparton Field and Game (SFG), [Rushford Field and Game] removed 20 old 
bird boxes and replaced with 50 new bird boxes. The RFG and SFG also constructed 
and installed 50 hen houses. The RFG have documented over 400 successful native 
bird hatchlings from the bird boxes and hen houses that were installed. This does not 
include the SFG hatchings. On many occasions the hen houses and bird boxes were 
utilised by separate breeding pairs.

Rushford Field and Game, Submission 1,622.

Many stakeholders described the conservation and wetlands restoration work 
undertaken and funded by hunting conservation groups, most of whom were 
volunteers. They noted that the projects are funded by volunteers and other donations.

 Key examples of key environmental works undertaken by volunteers included:

 • wetlands conservation

 • installation of nesting boxes 

 • feral species pest management programs

 • weed species removal

 • tree planting.

Duck hunters and hunters in general are conservationists, the have a vested interest in 
preserving wild places to the benefit of all wildlife and the population in general.

Duck hunters have pioneered nesting boxes for a variety of duck species and 
thousands of those boxes have been erected and serviced throughout the state by 
hunter volunteers. 

Duck hunters have put time, money, equipment and effort into water management, 
funding water control structures, monitoring water levels, access roads, boat ramps, 
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tree planting, feral animal eradication and the multitude of issues that go hand in 
hand with land management.

Duck hunters have purchased and rehabilitated wetlands again for the benefit of all 
wildlife and the rest of the population, a prime example of this is the Heart Wetland 
project near Sale.

The most important role that duck hunters play is that of guardian, they are the 
people who frequent the wetlands, they are often the first to report unwanted 
occurrences and changes in the environment, they fight for the preservation of 
wetlands.

Zorra Parmigiani, Submission 9,676.

In many areas, conservation work has revitalised formerly arid land into lively wetlands 
and attracted additional species to the area. Some wetlands designated as state game 
reserves have been listed as a Wetland of International Importance under the Ramsar 
convention.

The Committee saw this significant work firsthand during site visits to Lake 
Connewarre and Heart Morass State Game Reserves.

Some submitters described how that their participation in native bird hunting led 
them into conservation work through a greater understanding and respect for the 
environment. This was often conducted as projects with their local Field & Game branch.

Others noted the impact of hunting native birds when the native birds can be pests 
responsible for destruction of farming crops. They highlighted current practice in 
New South Wales where although native bird game hunting has come to an end, 
residents can apply for licences to shoot ducks to manage pest populations on 
private land. 

Many stakeholders were concerned that conservation work would cease if native 
bird hunting were to end, since there would no longer be a reason for many 
hunter-conservationists to be involved if they couldn’t use the land themselves for 
hunting. They believed this would lead to wetlands no longer being maintained and 
ultimately resulting in habitat loss for waterbirds and other fauna. 

1.4.4 Economic contribution of hunting to the economy

We don’t hunt because it’s cheap. We stop in local towns and always spend a 
significant amount of money every time we go hunting. The effort to get the gear 
required, is immense and never ending. For example, we spend money on: decoys, 
camouflage clothing, duck callers, waders, ammunition vest, ammunition belt, duck 
hangers, sled, dingy, gun dog, all the camping equipment and the four wheel drive 
equipment, plus the guns, plus the ammunition, plus the training, plus the petrol, and 
the list goes on. We are constantly updating our equipment and spending money and 
time on our activities

Matthew Zervides, Submission 9,814.
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Submitters in favour of retaining native bird hunting believed that native bird hunting 
made a significant contribution to the local and state economies. They highlighted the 
amount they had invested in hunting and other related equipment. 

As a duck hunter I would have over $95,000 in assets that are directly a result of 
duck and quail hunting. This money has all been spent in the Victorian Economy and 
benefits small business immensely. Then you take not account that I would spend 
around $250 per trip on fuel, food, [accommodation] etc and I would do at least 
10–15 trips a year you are looking at a further 3 thousand dollars injected into the 
economy and that is just me! I hunt with a group of over 5 other guys so if you multiply 
that out by 5 you get $15,000 into the rural towns from our group alone. We make a 
conscious effort to buy all our supplies in the small rural town closest to our hunting 
location to get the maximum amount of impact in these small communities.

Jacob Wade, Submission 9,953.

Many also highlighted the impact on regional tourism, they spent a considerable 
amount when travelling to regional towns that close to native bird hunting sites. 
This included local accommodation, hospitality venues and outdoor recreation stores.

I am now one of the literally thousands of interstate hunters who travel to the great 
hunting state of Victoria to participate and continue my hunting culture and family 
tradition … I spend many thousands of dollars each year in Victoria travelling and 
staying in Geelong to participate in the fantastic wetland hunting that this region 
has. I buy fuel, eat at local Geelong restaurants, purchase shotguns shells at the 
local gunshop (as I cannot travel with that many shells on the plane) It still feels 
like my home town to the point many locals still recognize myself when I return the 
Lake Connewarre and Reedy Lake each Victorian Duck Season. 

Sean Frazer, Submission 8,187.

Submitters who supported native bird hunting also referred to economic contribution 
reports prepared by RMCG for the Victorian Government. These reports are discussed 
in detail in Chapter 4. 

1.4.5 Non‑compliant and antisocial behaviour by rescuers and 
protestors

A number of submitters raised concerns at the conduct of duck rescuers in wetlands. 
Some felt unsafe for themselves and rescuers, as the rescuers were often close to 
active shooters. This is despite a legal requirements for rescuers to remain at least 
10 metres from hunters at all times.

Some stakeholders described how rescuers had reached downed birds that were still 
alive before hunters could reach them. They noted this practice is illegal and in some 
cases prolonged the suffering of birds as the wounds had caused fatal injuries. Others 
stated this practice increased the number of birds that were killed, as hunters unable to 
claim the bird would not add it to their daily bag limits.
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Some made accusations that rescuers were breaking laws such as entering hunting 
zones outside of permitted times. Other submitters alleged antisocial and harassing 
behaviour from animal rescuers and other protestors. This included being surrounded 
by rescuers during their time on wetlands, encroaching on their personal space and 
theft of hunting equipment.

The Committee recognises the right to protest, and that animal rescuers are motivated 
by protecting wildlife. However, allegations of harassment against people who are 
otherwise compliant with a lawful activity are concerning.

1.5 Submissions opposing native bird hunting

The majority of submitters who opposed native bird hunting did so due to animal 
welfare and cruelty concerns. Many described native bird hunting negatively as ‘cruel’, 
‘barbaric’ or ‘abhorrent’. 

The environmental impact of native bird hunting was also a key issue for submitters 
who opposed it. They noted the declining trends of native bird populations since the 
Eastern Australian Aerial Waterbird Survey began in 1983. Many considered that native 
bird hunting was exacerbating pressure on bird populations that were already in 
decline due to habitat loss and climate change. 

Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting provided a detailed submission that 
included responses they received from surveys conducted in 2018, 2021 and 2023. Its 
submission included responses from 800 participants on the negative impact of native 
bird hunting to their environmental, social and economic amenity.2 The organisation 
provided a summary of key quotes from residents of regional Victoria in its submission 
who opposed native bird hunting for a range of reasons.3

The Committee received a large number of submissions opposing native bird hunting 
that were similar in form and content. These were coordinated by Animals Australia 
and Birdlife Australia.

Many noted that Western Australia, New South Wales and Queensland had ended 
recreational native bird hunting and believed the Victorian Government should also 
follow.

1.5.1 Animal welfare issues

Many submitters considered animal welfare issues as a key reason to end native bird 
hunting. 

Among these issues, a key concern was the wounding rates associated with native bird 
hunting. Wounding occurs when a bird is not hit by an immediately lethal shot. 

2 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, Submission 1,587, Attachment A.

3 Ibid., pp. 55–63.
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These submitters believed the wounding rate of native birds is too high due to the use 
of shotguns, which disperse pellets and have a tendency to wound birds if not used in a 
skilled and ethical way. Many considered native bird hunting to be untenable due to the 
inability to reduce wounding rates to an ‘acceptable’ level. 

I am a licensed gun owner and a hunter. I own and use rifles and a shotgun for 
hunting. I think my long experience as a hunter is relevant here. I strongly oppose 
duck and quail hunting and think both should be banned forthwith. Shotgunning 
of birds results in far too many instances of wounding and inevitable, often lengthy 
periods of suffering, as demonstrated by GMA research … Furthermore large numbers 
of birds which ARE NOT target species are wounded and/or killed by duck hunters 
every season. This has been demonstrated time and again by volunteer groups who 
have collected the carcasses or wounded specimens of these species. No ethical 
hunter, keen to avoid wounding at all times, and careful to identify his or her target, 
can accept these ongoing cruel outcomes.

Name withheld, Submission 8,212.

During the Inquiry the Committee heard the difficulty in estimating wounding rates, 
with exact rates provided ranging from as low as 6% of birds shot to as high as 80%, 
but likely up to 40%. Submitters noted that wounding prolonged the suffering of birds, 
some of which would die slowly.

In addition, submitters highlighted their observations and provided evidence of 
improper kill method for downed birds. This included ‘windmilling’, where a duck 
is swung by its head in an arc or a circle to break its neck. Stakeholders noted that 
windmilling is considered an unacceptable method under the Game Management 
Authority’s Guidelines for humane dispatch of downed ducks.4

Submitters also provided evidence of wounding or killing of native birds that are not 
permitted game species, either by accident or purposely by hunters. This includes bird 
that are on the Threatened List due to population decline. Many believed that shot 
threatened species were not collected by hunters even when shot accidentally, to avoid 
penalties.

During the duck opening this year, a significant number of Blue‑winged Shovelers and 
a Hardhead were shot even though there was so much attention on shooters by duck 
rescuers and officers. Historically, it was quite easy to determine which ducks were 
game species as all game birds featured white on some part of their wings. Hunters, 
therefore, shot any duck with white visible on its wings. Blue‑winged Shovelers and 
Hardheads, while once classified as game birds, are now listed as threatened and are 
therefore protected species. I think they are still regularly shot because of the white 
on their wings, placing these species at further risk to population decline.

Manfred Zabinskas OAM, Submission 8,608.

4 Game Management Authority, Guideliens for humane dispatch of downed ducks, (n.d.),  
<https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/498985/Web-Guidelines-for-humane-di~-of-downed-ducks-
August-2019.PDF> accessed 17 July 2023, p. 21.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/498985/Web-Guidelines-for-humane-di~-of-downed-ducks-August-2019.PDF
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/498985/Web-Guidelines-for-humane-di~-of-downed-ducks-August-2019.PDF
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I witnessed a massacre of pink eared ducks; they were shot during a brief foggy storm 
that had little to no visibility. After the storm cleared, dozens of pink eared ducks were 
found dead on the shorelines of the wetland. They were not retrieved by shooters.

Name withheld, Submission 9,366.

1.5.2 Environmental concerns

The Government’s State of Environment Report (Victoria) report has determined 
that Victoria has the highest number of threatened species by subregion in Australia, 
with over 700 fauna and flora species and ecological communities threatened. 
Between one quarter and one third of all terrestrial plants, birds, reptiles, amphibians 
and mammals, and complex ecological communities, are at risk of extinction. The 
Government’s recreational duck shooting program is condemning the very ones who 
need our protection.

Gariwerd Animal Biodiversity Alliance, Submission 9,632.

A key issue raised in submissions supporting an end to native bird hunting was the 
decline in native bird populations in Victoria and throughout Australia. Although the 
Committee heard from expert witnesses this was primarily driven by habitat loss, 
submitters believed that hunting was adding undue pressure on populations that are 
already in steady long-term decline. 

Submitters who opposed native bird hunting noted that many of the wetlands where 
hunting is permitted are considered Wetlands of International Importance under the 
Ramsar Convention.5 Many noted the findings of a 2016 Victorian Auditor-General’s 
Office report into the Victorian Governments’ management of obligations under the 
Ramsar convention.6 

Many noted that protected bird species were shot by hunters, either accidentally or 
deliberately. They also highlighted the results of a survey conducted by the Game 
Management Authority in 2020 on hunter knowledge, which indicated some hunters 
may have a poor knowledge of species of birds that are on the Threatened list.

Many spoke of toxic levels of lead (from lead shotgun pellets which are now illegal 
to use in duck hunting but are still used to hunt quail. Some raised heightened PFAS7 
levels that had detected in selected game hunting reserves and some duck meat.

As a long‑time farmer on low‑lying land in East Gippsland, with ducks on my property, 
I am very much against duck shooting. Ducks are [part] of the natural environment 
and help on our farm by cleaning up invertebrates. I see no good reason to shoot 
them. Our human population has grown so large that even a short hunting season 

5 Ramsar, Wetlands of International Importance, <https://www.ramsar.org/about/our-mission/wetlands-international-
importance> accessed 17 July 2023.

6 VAGO, Meeting Obligations to Protect Ramsar Wetlands, 2016, <https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/meeting-obligations-
protect-ramsar-wetlands> accessed 17 July 2023.

7 A group of over 4,000 chemicals historically used in firefighting foam. Increase PFAS presence has been detected throughout 
many Victorian sites and there is growing concern about the health effect increase exposure has on humans.

https://www.ramsar.org/about/our-mission/wetlands-international-importance
https://www.ramsar.org/about/our-mission/wetlands-international-importance
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/meeting-obligations-protect-ramsar-wetlands?section=
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/meeting-obligations-protect-ramsar-wetlands?section=
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can be devastating to ducks (and other water life which become part of the carnage). 
Wildlife, including ducks have experienced some terribly destructive years in recent 
times with long years of drought and massive bushfires in our area. We need to take 
some responsibility for protecting wildlife as we continue the unstoppable increase in 
human population. 

Christine Vanderwerf, Submission 1,389. 

1.5.3 Impact on cultural heritage and signifcant sites 

Our First Nations will be applying to the Commonwealth for protection of cultural 
heritage for permanent protection declarations across all waterways. It is our belief 
that our tangible and intangible cultural heritage is being desecrated on our Country, 
landscape and waterways. Our showcasing of our creation stories and Astronomy is 
impacted by the killing of ducks and the desecration of our culture and histories.

Victorian Traditional Owner Land Justice Group, Submission 1,496.

As a Wiradjuri woman, an ecologist and an animal rescue volunteer, I ask that our 
water birds are protected for all and not exploited by a minority.

Homeless Hounds Animal Rescue, Submission 167.

The Committee heard about the impact of native bird hunting on First Nations’ cultural 
heritage, including destruction of sites. This included scar trees being cut down and 
used as firewood.

All wetlands in Northern Victoria average an Aboriginal Cooking Mound every 
150 metres on the perimeter where there was plenty of timber. It is a disgrace to see 
many campers light fires, bury and leave rubbish on these sites, there is absolutely 
no respect for the First Australian’s history. Shooters who enter Wetlands should be 
trained to respect these important sites, Parks Victoria have failed in not identifying 
these sites with a sign. That would be true conservation! Also, every duck opening 
we loose significant scarred trees to campfires, this is also a disgrace. This year large 
amounts of firewood disappeared from Yando Swamp during the duck season, while 
locals are banned from collecting firewood.

Paul Haw, Submission 7,539.

Other submitters highlighted the importance of ducks as sacred totems for certain 
First Nations People.

Yumburra, the black duck, is the totem of the Yuin people. Yumburra is us, harm 
Yumburra and our other totems and you harm us. It is a cornerstone for our cultural 
practice and its importance to the Yuin is celebrated regularly through ceremony. 
Yumburra’s story is rooted in our dreaming and our great teacher, Uncle Max Harrison, 
asked us to hold Yumburra lore. Yumburra also played an important role in our 
people’s survival when our ancestors escaped from colonial invaders at Wallaga Lake. 

Back to Country, Submission 9,790.
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1.5.4 The Game Management Authority’s compliance and enforcement

Submitters who were opposed to native bird hunting highlighted governance and 
compliance issues they had observed by the Game Management Authority. They noted 
the findings of the 2017 independent review of the Game Management Authority by 
Pegasus Economics, which many described as ‘damning’.

Many submitters believed there was no possible way for the Game Management 
Authority to adequately ensure compliance by hunters due to the sheer area covered by 
hunting. They considered this as a key reason to end native bird hunting.

Several claimed they had contacted the Game Management Authority or Victoria Police 
with complaints about hunter behaviour but were dissatisfied by responses from either 
agency. Many stated their complaints had not progress past initial enquires or had not 
been investigated at all. 

In its submission, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting highlighted the 
inaccuracy in hunting maps provided by the Victorian Government’s MapshareVic 
website. It argued that this was a public safety issue as members of the public were not 
able to determine exactly where hunters were likely to be. It also considered that this 
meant native bird hunting was unable to be monitored as agencies were not accurately 
able to estimate the number of areas it occurred.8

Other submitters believed the existing Waterfowl Identification Test required by native 
bird hunters was inadequate. Some referred to findings from a Game Management 
Authority analysis of results from the test, which they believed showed inadequate 
ability from the majority of those who took the test. 

1.5.5 Loss of amenity 

It ruins regional communities. Imagine how people living in the city would feel with 
constant gun shots ringing in the air for 2 months. They would NEVER allow it. Why do 
we think it's OK to impose this on country people.

I usually really look forward to celebrating ANZAC Day. This year it is coming with 
dread. The next day the guns will start. I live in Bairnsdale Victoria with the Macleod 
Morass Wetlands nearby. We can clearly hear guns firing from our house and yard. 
It distresses me that every shot heard is being fired at the ducks. We have so many 
beautiful birds in the East Gippsland Lakes. I can't imagine the distress this noise 
causes them. I haven't witnessed visually the cruelty by the shooters as the general 
public are forbidden to enter the nearby wetlands during hunting season.

We live next to Loch Garry in Bunbartha Victoria. Every duck season we have shooters 
near or property. Disrupting our animals and even have shotgun pellets landing on our 
roof of our home. Shooters offer shoot outside the times allowed also. The shooters 
also leave huge amounts of rubbish in the nature reserve on top of the devastation 

8 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, Submission 1587, pp. 7–9.
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they cause to the local flora and fauna. Game management authority have been 
contacted on numerous occasions during the duck season but nothing gets done 
about the shooters, even when evidence is provided about illegal activities.

Whilst on holiday during duck shooting season, we realised we were staying in an 
area that allowed the sport. We ended up coming home early as the sound of the 
animals being shot and killed for fun was horrendous, and quite distressing. While 
we were there we were stressed the whole time, waiting for the next day's shooting 
to start ‑ or finish. Even then, we knew there were injured animals lying there dying. 
That's no way to spend a holiday.

Survey responses, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, Submission 1,587.

The Committee heard from residents of towns close to bird hunting locations who 
described the loss of amenity during hunting seasons. Their issues included examples of:

 • the impact on other animals on properties such as dogs, horses and livestock, which 
become distressed by the sound of gunshots

 • an inability to work from home or loss of sleep caused by the sound of gunshots

 • a loss of access to local areas.

Many detailed how they avoided areas close to game hunting reserves during the 
bird hunting season due to safety concerns and the impact of hunters on the sites. 
They also highlighted waste and pollution left behind by hunters in wetlands and 
surrounding campsites.

1.5.6 Substitute activities and ecotourism

I conduct Environmental and Aboriginal tours on the Wetlands and cannot operate in 
the duck shooting season or will be fined significantly. My wife, Cathie and I are the 
operators Yung Balug Museum on the East side of Lake Boort. Since Duck Opening the 
attendance has dropped to 10 a week where it usually is around 100 a week, we just 
cannot allow Students to attend. To think that there is only an average of 5 ‑ 10 duck 
shooters a day on the lake.

Paul Haw, Submission 7,539.

Many submitters believed that the economic impact of native bird hunting had been 
overstated compared to the direct benefits. 

Several referenced the Australia Institute’s 2012 research piece ‘Out for a Duck’. This 
found that impact of native bird hunting to the Victorian economy was far less than 
commonly stated.

Others noted the high substitutability of native bird hunting with other outdoor activities 
such as camping, 4-wheel driving and fishing. They considered these all as far lesser 
impact on the environment while pointing out they had a higher economic benefit. 
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Some submitters believed that native bird hunting could be substituted with other 
ecotourism activities if native bird hunting were ended. They commonly included bird 
watching as an emerging pastime. 

Others believed that hunters would be better off hunting pest and non-native game 
birds to control non-native animal populations.

Many submitters believed that by ending native bird hunting, the Government would 
allow existing areas to be opened up for use as ecotourism. Some suggested that 
investing in tourism for sites—particularly Ramsar-listed wetlands—would provide a 
bigger economic contribution to the state than native bird hunting. 

The economic contribution of native bird hunting is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

1.5.7 Non‑compliant, antisocial and illegal behaviour by hunters

Many submitters who were animal rescuers or local residents described non-compliant 
and antisocial behaviour of hunters that they had witnessed or experienced. This 
ranged from:

 • spent shotgun shells and pellets, rubbish and other pollution caused by hunters and 
hunting activities

 • antisocial behaviour including alcohol and drug consumption

 • hunting on private land without permission 

 • destruction of local environment such as trees illegally used for firewood, including 
trees of cultural significance.

Some submitters alleged they had been harassed and received personal threats from 
hunters, either on native bird hunting reserves or online contact. Several provided 
evidence they had personally recorded in support of this. Others pointed to media 
reports over the years detailing antisocial and illegal behaviour by hunters.

Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting noted its survey findings that indicated 74% 
of respondents had witnesses illegal activity caused by native bird hunters. This included: 

 • trespassing

 • littering

 • shooting in the dark

 • leaving behind wounded birds

 • shooting protected species

 • removing habitat

 • leaving campfires unattended.9

9 Ibid., pp. 9–10.
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The Committee also received picture and video evidence to of antisocial and 
non-compliant behaviour by hunters. In some cases, the Committee has chosen 
to redact or not publish evidence where individuals may be identified in line with 
committee practice.

The Committee strongly condemns any personal harassment, threats or other violent 
activity by any persons. However, the Committee notes any further investigation on 
allegations or evidence relating to criminal activity is not a matter for investigation by 
a parliamentary inquiry and should be dealt with by the appropriate authorities.

1.6 Demographics of submitters

The Committee received more than 8,200 submissions via the parliamentary website. 
The remaining submissions were received in a combination of direct-to-inbox emailed 
submissions and submissions received by post.

Stakeholders who made submissions via the parliamentary website also had the 
option of providing demographic data such as age and postcodes. Although data was 
not collected from every submission, the trends here provide an insight to the overall 
evidence received by the Committee.

Further information on submissions, including a list of submitters, is detailed in 
Appendices A and B.

Note that the following demographic data does not include submissions emailed 
directly to the Committee’s inbox or sent by post.

1.6.1 Postcode analysis

The Committee also received age and postcode data from approximately 6,898 
submissions received through its website. From these, approximately 3,880 were from 
regional Victorians, with the remaining 3,018 from metropolitan Melbourne. A higher 
percentage of submissions from regional Victorians is unusual for a parliamentary 
Inquiry but highlights the interest in the topic from regional residents.

Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 below show heatmaps of submissions by postcode.
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Figure 1.1   Heatmap of submissions by postcode, Victoria

Source: Select Committee on Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements.

Figure 1.2   Heatmap of submissions by postcode, metropolitan Melbourne

Source: Select Committee on Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements.
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1.6.2 Submitter ages

The Committee also received data from individuals who made submissions. This is 
shown in Figure 1.3 below. 

Most submissions were received from people aged 45 to 54, in both regional Victoria 
and metropolitan Melbourne. There was generally a proportionately even spread 
between submitters from regional Victoria and metropolitan Melbourne across all 
submitter age brackets. The exception was the 65 to 74 age group, who in regional 
Victoria had a higher proportion of submitters compared to metropolitan Melbourne.

Figure 1.3    Submitter data based on age (individuals)

Source: Select Committee on Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements.
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Chapter 2  
Native bird hunting in Victoria

Recreational native bird hunting has occurred in Victoria since colonisation. However 
there has been an increasingly polarised public sentiment to bird hunting as a 
recreational activity, particularly since the first ‘duck rescue’ occurred in 1986. 

Native bird hunting occurs across over 200 state game reserves, as well as certain 
Crown Land and National Parks. Hunting also occurs on private land, where permitted.

Hunters must hold an appropriate licence endorsement and undergo a Waterfowl 
Identification Test before hunting. There is also an exemption under the Wildlife Act 1975 
for an Authority to Control Wildlife, which allows for humane destruction of animal 
(including native birds) in certain circumstances, such as when they are causing 
damage to property. 

2.1 Hunting locations

Land classification determines whether duck hunting is a permitted activity in wetlands 
on public lands. During the hunting season, all state game reserves, state forests, forest 
parks, and other unoccupied crown land are available for duck hunting. 

There are specific exceptions, with certain areas of coastal parks permitting both quail 
and duck hunting during designated seasons. Additionally, native duck hunting is 
permitted on licensed crown land and private land with the consent of the landowner 
or manager. These are summarised in Table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1   Hunting rights by land clasification

Land classification Hunting rights

State game reserves  • Victoria has over 200 state game reserves, which are typically wetlands, covering a 
total of 75,318 hectares. 

 • All State Game Reserves are available to duck hunting during the season. 

Crown land  • Crown land is land owned and managed by the government. It comprises 
approximately one-third of all land in Victoria. 

 • The majority of Victoria’s Crown land is national and state parks and forests. The 
remainder includes land set aside for public purposes, including cemeteries, public 
halls, railways, schools, hospitals and sporting amenities.a

 • The use and administration of Crown land in Victoria are primarily governed by four 
key land Acts: the Land Act 1958, the Forests Act 1958, the National Parks Act 1975, 
and the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978. 

 • The Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action assists the government 
in determining the status of land. This includes:

 – Leased Crown land: Game during hunting season requires the permission of the 
lessee.

 – Licensed Crown land: Game during hunting season requires the permission of the 
licensee.

 – Unoccupied Crown land: Game hunting is allowed during the season.

National parks, state 
parks, coastal parks, 
wilderness parks, and 
regional parks

Hunting of any type is generally not permitted at any time, but there are some 
exceptions.

Flora and fauna 
reserves and nature 
conservation reserves

 • Hunting of any kind is not permitted at any time.

 • Carrying and using firearms in these areas is also prohibited.

Sanctuaries While pest animals may be hunted, game may not be hunted at any time.

Alpine resorts Hunting of any type is not permitted.

Private land A game license is required, and game license conditions apply when hunting on private 
land.

Melbourne water 
catchment areas

Hunting of any kind is prohibited.

a. Land Use Victoria, What is government land?: Understanding government land, an important asset for all Victorians., 2023, 
<https://www.land.vic.gov.au/government-land/first-time-here/what-is-government-land> accessed 17 July 2023.

Source: Select Committee on Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements.

The Stubble Quail is the only native quail species that can be legally hunted in Victoria. 
Around 175,000 Stubble Quail are harvested each year, mostly on private paddocks and 
grasslands, although 16 State Game Reserves are also open to Stubble Quail hunting.

Based on land classification, approximately 3.5 million hectares of public land is 
available for duck hunting. According to the Department of Energy, Environment and 
Climate Action, this includes about 285,000 hectares of primary hunting locations near 
waterways, of which 75,000 hectares are state game reserves.1 

1 Mr James Todd, Chief Biodiversity Officer, Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action, public hearing, Melbourne, 
3 July 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 57.

https://www.land.vic.gov.au/government-land/first-time-here/what-is-government-land
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The Game Management Authority informed the Committee that approximately 50% of 
duck hunting takes place on public land and 50% on private properties.2

There have been slight variations over the years due to water available and duck 
populations.

For instance, duck hunting on public land may increase in wetter years when natural 
wetlands hold good water. In drier years, natural wetlands on public land dry. In 
contrast, water storage levels (such as dams) can be artificially maintained on private 
land, which can lead to increased hunting on private land. 

Figure 2.1 below show the proportion of duck hunting activity on public and private 
land, and on both land types. This data is drawn from the annual telephone surveys of 
hunters collected since 2009. 

Figure 2.1   Percentage of duck hunting occuring on public and private 
land, 2009 to 2022
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The following diagrams (Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15) show the distribution of Game Licence 
holders’ primary place of residence by postcode for each of the different licence categories. The 
distribution of all licence holders is also shown. 

Deer hunters by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 12  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Duck hunters by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 13 
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Stubble Quail and other introduced game bird hunters (not including people 
endorsed for duck hunting) by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
All hunters by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 15 
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Source: Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer, Game Management Authority, public hearing, response to questions on notice 
received 4 August 2023.

On licensed Crown land, Stubble Quail hunting is generally permitted during the season 
opening unless the land is licensed under the Land Act 1958. On private land, Stubble 
Quail hunting is allowed during the season opening but requires the permission of the 
landowner or manager. 

2.1.1 Availability and quality of map data

During the Inquiry the Committee received evidence about the lack of reliable map 
data for hunting. The Government’s MapshareVic website allows members of the public 
to generate maps with various overlays, including for hunting. This is concerning and 
increases the public safety risk.

2 Mr Simon Toop, Director, Strategy and Research, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 5. 
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In its submission, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting detailed 
correspondence with the Game Management Authority discussing the inaccuracy 
of publicly available map data. It also provided examples of where hunting maps 
on MapshareVic were inaccurate, such as designating an entire reservoir as open to 
shooting where only certain parts should be show.

The organisation noted correspondence from the Game Management Authority which 
conceded there were errors in the map caused by data that was not at a sufficiently 
accurate standard.3

In addition, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting highlighted that 
government departments and agencies had not been able to provide an accurate 
estimate of hunting waterways in the State. It stated it has received estimates ranging 
from 8,000 to 15,000.4

The Committee notes that due to changing environment and weather cycles, total 
waterways and by extension hunting areas will fluctuate. However the Committee is 
concerned that there is a lack of easily accessible information on where hunting can 
occur, particularly given public safety considerations. 

FINDING 1: Up to 3.5 million hectares of public land is available for duck hunting, for a 
limited season, of which 285,000 hectares are primary hunting locations near waterways, 
including 75,000 hectares of State Game Reserves. 

FINDING 2: Publicly available map data on hunting areas is difficult to generate and 
available data is not at a consistent standard. 

FINDING 3: If hunting is to occur in public places, it should be in declared areas rather 
than allowed in public land by default. This would assist members of the public to know 
where hunting can occur, and assist in effective regulation by the Game Management 
Authority and Victoria Police.

2.2 Permitted game

As at the 2023 season opening, there are 8 native duck species and 1 native quail 
species prescribed as game birds for hunting. These are:

1. Pacific Black Duck (Anas superciliosa)

2. Australasian (Blue-winged) Shoveler (Anas rhynchotis)

3. Chestnut Teal (Anas castanea)

3 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, Submission 1,587, p. 7.

4 Ibid.
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4. Grey Teal (Anas gracilis)

5. Hardhead (White-eyed) Duck (Aythya australis)

6. Australian Shelduck (Mountain Duck) (Tadorna tadornoides)

7. Pink-eared Duck (Malacorhynchus membranaceus)

8. Australian Wood Duck (Maned Duck) (Chenonetta jubata)

9. Stubble Quail (Coturnix pectoralis).5

There are also 4 non-native birds prescribed as game birds under the Wildlife (Game) 
Regulations.6

In 2021, the Minister for Environment added the Australasian (Blue-winged) Shoveler 
and Hardhead (White-eyed) Duck to the threatened species list under the Flora and 
Fauna Guarantee Act 1988.7 Since then, hunting either duck has been specifically 
prohibited in the gazetted notice for season opening and their population numbers 
have shown long term declines.8 

2.3 Licence types

There are four types of licence categories for game hunting in Victoria:

 • deer (stalking)

 • deer (stalking and hounds)

 • game birds, including duck

 • game birds, not including duck.9

Individuals must hold a licence endorsement for the type of game they wish to hunt. 
Hunters may also hold licences with multiple endorsements (e.g. deer stalking and game 
birds including duck, game birds including duck and game birds not including duck).

To obtain a game license, including for hunting native birds, individuals must apply 
to the Game Management Authority and include the required fee as specified in the 
application process. A valid Victorian Game Licence is required for anyone who intends 
to hunt game in Victoria, including juniors aged 12–17 years and international visitors.

5 Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 (Vic) Schedule 3.

6 Pheasant Partridge, European Quail, Japanese Quail and Californian Quail. 

7 Game Management Authority, Fact Sheet: No hunting of Blue‑winged Shoveler, 2022, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0010/481519/No-hunting-of-Blue-winged-Shoveler-Dact-sheet.pdf> accessed 17 July 2023. 

8 Mr Sean Dooley, National Public Affairs Manager, Birdlife Australia, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence.

9 Game Management Authority, Licence types, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/apply-for-a-game-licence> accessed 
10 July 2023.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/481519/No-hunting-of-Blue-winged-Shoveler-Dact-sheet.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/481519/No-hunting-of-Blue-winged-Shoveler-Dact-sheet.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/apply-for-a-game-licence
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2.3.1 The number of game licenses and license revenue

There were 58,016 fully licenced game hunters (58,332 including provisional licenses) 
in Victoria on 30 June 2022. Of these, 27,810 were licenced with an entitlement to hunt 
game birds. Victoria receives 4 million dollars in game licence revenues and about 
another $4.4 million in gun licence revenue (see Table 2.2 below).

Table 2.2   The number of game licenses and game and gun license 
revenue

Category Licences Fee Game licence revenue Gun licence revenue 
(No.) ($/year) ($000/year) ($000/year)

Deer (stalking) 27,699 60.92 1,687 2,093

Deer (stalking and 
hounds)

2,770 60.92 169 209

Game birds, 
including duck

11,083 60.92 675 837

Game birds, 
excluding duck

1,089 60.92 66 82

Deer (stalking) and 
game birds, including 
duck

9,712 91.38 887 734

Deer (stalking and 
hounds) and game 
birds, including duck

2,085 91.38 191 158

Deer (stalking) 
and game birds, 
excluding duck

3,442 91.38 315 260

Deer (stalking and 
hounds) and game 
birds, excluding duck

181 91.38 17 14

Total all licence 
categories

58,061 – 4,007 4,387

Source: Derived from the Game Management Authority 2022 Game licence statistics, summary report 2022 and Victoria Police 
webpages assuming 1.5 guns per shooter and by applying 2022–23 fee of $15.23/unit.

FINDING 4: The Victorian Government receives about $4 million per annum from game 
licence revenue plus about another $4.4 million in gun licence revenue from 58,000 licenced 
hunters.

The most recent Game Management Authority data as of June 30, 2022 notes there 
were 58,332 people licensed to engage in game hunting in Victoria. There were: 

 • 11,083 game license holders with entitlements to hunt game birds including duck 

 • 1,089 with entitlement to hunt game birds not including duck 
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 • 147 with provisional game licence to hunt game birds including duck 

 • 15,491 licenses with hunting entitlements of game birds/duck and deer entitlement.10

However the number of active native bird hunters (those who are licenced and 
participate in hunting seasons), is typically between 50% and 66% of licence holders 
depending on the season.11

Since 1996, the total number of game licences has risen from approximately 23,000 to 
over 58,000. However the growth is mostly due to an increase in deer hunting licences. 
In the same period, duck and quail licences have increased by a modest amount. 

In contrast to the growth of the Victorian population as a whole, the percentage of 
people with an entitlement to duck and quail in this time has fallen from 0.52% and 
0.56% in 1996 to 0.35% and 0.42% in 2022 respectively.

Figure 2.2 below illustrates the trends in game licences versus the Victorian population 
from 1996 to 2022.

Figure 2.2   Percentage of Victorians who hold a game licence versus 
total Victorian population from 1996 to 2022 (as at 30 June each year)

Left axis

Right axis Total Victorian population

Duck Quail Deer Total
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The following diagrams (Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15) show the distribution of Game Licence 
holders’ primary place of residence by postcode for each of the different licence categories. The 
distribution of all licence holders is also shown. 

Deer hunters by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 12  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Duck hunters by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 13 
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Stubble Quail and other introduced game bird hunters (not including people 
endorsed for duck hunting) by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 14 
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Figure 15 
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p. 6.

10 Game Management Authority, Game Licence Statistics Summary report 2022, Victorian Government, 2022, pp. 6–7. The 
Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria) notes ‘More than half of the duck hunting game licences in Victoria 
do not include an endorsement for deer hunting.’ Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, p. 6.

11 Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 6; Game Management Authority, Estimate of duck and stubble quail harvest in Victoria for 2022, p. 2.
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Children aged 12–17 can apply for a 12-month ‘provisional licence’ (for ducks) and a 
‘juniors licence’ (for stubble quail).12 A junior hunter with a provisional licence must be 
under the direct supervision of an adult who possesses a valid game licence specific 
to the targeted species. Applicants submit a licence application form from the Game 
Management Authority’s website along with the required fee.13 Firearm usage and 
hunting is not permitted for children under the age of 12.

There are additional exemptions from licence requirements for Traditional Owners that 
are granted under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010 and the Native Title Act 
1993 (Cth). These are discussed further in Chapter 3.

Traditional owners acting under a natural resource agreement14 or other authorisation 
are exempt from the requirement to hold a game licence. This allows them to hunt on 
their recognised traditional owner settlement area in accordance with agreed terms. 
However, traditional owners who wish to hunt duck with the use of hounds must pass a 
relevant test before hunting those species.15

2.3.2 Authority to Control Wildlife

An Authority to Control Wildlife is used for landholders and land managers who 
have issues with wildlife causing damage to property or which pose risks to human 
health and safety. An authority may include permission for lethal or non-lethal control 
methods.

Ducks can impact agriculture in some situations and can cause localised damage to 
some early-stage green crops. Impacted crops in Victoria include canola and types of 
cereal, leafy vegetable crops such as lettuce or bok choy and rice, which is grown in 
limited areas of Northern Victoria.

An Authority to Control Wildlife is issued under section 28A or 28A(1A) of the Wildlife 
Act.16 They are overseen and managed by the Conservation Regulator, a specialist 
regulatory body established in 2018. The regulator sits within the Department of 
Energy, Environment and Climate Action.

In responses to questions on notice, the Department of Energy, Environment and 
Climate Action provided data on Authorities to Control Wildlife. These are summarised 
in Box 2.1 below.

12 Game Management Authority, Licence types.

13 $61.20 at the time of writing or $91.70 for a game licence to hunt game birds and deer. Children aged 12–17 are not required 
to pay a fee.

14 Alice Petrie explains that a Natural Resource Agreement ‘can be made in order to enable members of a Traditional Owner 
group to access, occupy and use certain public land in the agreement, as well as the natural resources on that land. Natural 
resources, as defined within the Act, include land, vegetation, animals, water, stones and earth; but do not include gold, silver, 
metals or minerals.’ Alice Petrie, Land and water rights of Traditional Owners in Victoria, Parliament of Victoria, 2018, p. 15. 

15 Game Management Authority, Licences, <https://licensing.gma.vic.gov.au/licences/> accessed 18 July 2023.

16 Victorian Government, Wildlife management and control authorisations: How to manage wildlife and apply for an Authority 
to Control Wildlife (ATCW)., <https://www.vic.gov.au/wildlife-management-and-control-authorisations> accessed 
17 July 2023.

https://licensing.gma.vic.gov.au/licences/
https://www.vic.gov.au/wildlife-management-and-control-authorisations
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Box 2.1   Summary of Authority to Control Wildlife authorisations relating 
to native birds

 • Between 1 January 2018 and 17 July 2023, 50% of Authority to Control Wildlife 
permits for duck species in East Gippsland Shire, Murrindindi Shire, Mitchell Shire, 
West Wimmera Shire, Greater Shepparton, and Strathbogie Shire local government 
areas. Of these, approximately 71% were due to damage to agricultural production.

 • In the past 5 years, 50% of those issued an Authority to Control Wildlife permit have 
re-applied in subsequent years.

 • A condition of all Authority to Control Wildlife permits prohibits the use of lead shot. 
The conditions also require that animals must be dead before another is targeted to 
ensure humane control of wildlife. 

 • Since its establishment, the Conservation has not issued any Authority to Control 
Wildlife permits for threatened species of ducks.

Source: Beth Jones, Deputy Secretary Regional and Suburban Development, public hearing, response to 
questions on notice received 27 July 2023. 

In the 2021–22 year there were 2,148 permits issued in total.17 Of these, 251 were issued 
for native birds. Figure 2.3 below provides a breakdown of these.

Table 2.3   Authority to Control Wildlife permits issued to control native 
birds in 2021‒22

Species Authorities issued  2021 Authorities issued  2022
For lethal control For non-lethal control For lethal control For non-lethal control

Australian 
Shelduck

12 0 13 0

Chestnut Teal 1 0 0 0

Maned Duck 
(Wood Duck)

93 3 72 6

Pacific Black 
Duck

21 0 16 5

Grey Teal 5 0 4 0

Totals 132 3 105 11

Source: Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Change, response to questions on notice received 26 May 2023.

17 Conservation Regulator, Year in Review: 2021–22, Victorian Government, 2022. 
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2.3.3 Waterfowl Identification Test

Since 1990, applicants for game bird hunting licences are required to pass the 
Waterfowl Identification Test. The test was introduced to reduce the incidence of 
protected waterbirds being shot during season opening.

The test consists of 22 multiple-choice questions video, and those taking the test 
have 20 minutes to complete all the questions. A species of waterfowl is shown in 
a video for approximately five seconds and applicants must identify the correct 
waterbird species and its hunting status before moving to the next question. The test 
is conducted in-person at various locations around Victoria. A score of 85% or greater 
is required to obtain a pass provided that the applicant also correctly identifies all 
non-game species.18

The test only needs to be completed once and those renewing an existing licence are 
not required to pass the test again. However, a court may order a person to re-sit the 
test again, such as after a conviction of shooting non-game birds.19

Figure 2.3 below illustrates the number of Waterfowl Identification Tests completed 
from 2005 to 2022.

Figure 2.3   Total Waterfowl Identification Tests completed each year, 
2005 to 2022
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The following diagrams (Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15) show the distribution of Game Licence 
holders’ primary place of residence by postcode for each of the different licence categories. The 
distribution of all licence holders is also shown. 

Deer hunters by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 12  
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Stubble Quail and other introduced game bird hunters (not including people 
endorsed for duck hunting) by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 14 
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Source: Game Management Authority, Game licence statistics, Victorian Government, Melbourne, 2022, p. 17.

Issues relating to the Waterfowl Identification Test are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

2.4 Demographics of hunters

Most duck hunting licence holders reside in regional Victoria. This is relatively 
consistent with the demographics of all hunters. In contrast, stubble quail and other 
introduced game bird licence holders (game birds excluding ducks) are mostly 
concentrated around metropolitan Melbourne.

18 Game Management Authority, Waterfowl Identification Test, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/waterfowl-
identification-test> accessed 16 May 2023. 

19 Ibid.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/waterfowl-identification-test
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/waterfowl-identification-test
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Figures 2.4 to 2.6 below illustrate the distribution of duck, quail and other introduced 
game bird and all hunters by postcode as at 30 June 2022.

Figure 2.4   Duck hunters by postcode as at 30 June 2022 
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The following diagrams (Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15) show the distribution of Game Licence 
holders’ primary place of residence by postcode for each of the different licence categories. The 
distribution of all licence holders is also shown. 
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Figure 12  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Duck hunters by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Source: Game Management Authority, Game Licence Statistics Summary report 2022, Victorian Government, 2022, p. 15.

Figure 2.5   Stubble Quail and other introduced game bird hunters 
(not including those endorsed for duck hunting) by postcode as at 
30 June 2022
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Stubble Quail and other introduced game bird hunters (not including people 
endorsed for duck hunting) by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 14 
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Figure 15 
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Stubble Quail and other introduced game bird hunters (not including people 
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Figure 2.6   All hunters by postcode as at 30 June 2022 
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Native bird hunting licence holders are predominantly male, which is consistent with 
game hunting overall. Males make up 98% of duck hunters, 95.4% of non-duck bird 
hunters and 95.8% of game hunters overall.

Male game licence holders vary in age depending on the type of licence held. For duck 
hunting, 62.9% of licence holders were aged 48 to 68. For non-duck game bird hunters, 
58.8% of male licence holders were aged 28 to 57. Overall, males aged 28 to 57 account 
for 57.9% of all total game licence holders.20

For females, a typical licence holder is younger than males. Around 69% of total female 
hunting licence holders are aged 18 to 47.21 Of females licenced to hunt duck, 61.8% are 
aged 18 to 47 and for non-duck game bird hunters 66.4% are aged 18 to 47.22

2.5 The 2023 native bird hunting season arrangements

The 2023 hunting season spanned from Wednesday 26 April 2023, to Tuesday 
30 May 2023. Hunting was permitted from 8.00 am until 30 minutes after sunset 
every day.23

During this period, hunters were subject to a bag limit of four birds per day. In addition, 
hunting of Australasian (Blue-winged) Shoveler and Hardhead (White-eyed) Duck was 
prohibited as the ducks were listed on the Threatened List.

20 Game Management Authority, Game licence statistics: summary report 2022, Victorian Government, Melbourne, 2022, p. 9.

21 Ibid.

22 Ibid., pp. 11–12.

23 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. S112, 14 March 2023.
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The declared season opening length differed from the length recommended to the 
Minister for Outdoor Recreation by the Game Management Authority. The Game 
Management Authority initially recommended a slightly extended season running from 
Wednesday 15 March 2023 to Monday 12 June 2023.24

These species were banned by the Minister for Outdoor Recreation through the season 
declaration in the Government Gazette. This was due to them being placed on the 
threatened species list under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. 

In addition, several wetlands were closed during the 2023 season. When the 
season was announced, 13 areas were fully or partially closed to duck hunting.25 On 
16 May 2023, Lake Connewarre game reserve was announced to be closed for hunting 
from 19 May 2023 onwards.26 In addition, four areas were immediately closed using 
emergency closure notices under s 86A of the Wildlife Act:

 • Lake Elingamite lake reserve, 24 April 202327

 • Lake Buloke state game reserve, 5 May 202328

 • Lake Bookar state game reserve, 19 May 202329

 • Lake Elizabeth state game reserve, 26 May 2023.30

The Game Management Authority outlined the reasons for a modified season as 
follows:

While the interim harvest model has been run to inform the settings for the 2023 duck 
season, the outputs of this model have been modified to provide a more precautionary 
approach to concerns regarding the rates of wounding of ducks, poor behaviour 
by some hunters, and the fact that waterbird abundance, breeding and habitat 
availability, all show long-term declines.31

24 Game Management Authority, Recommendations for the 2023 duck season arrangements, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.
gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/928264/GMA-Brief-to-Minister-2023-duck-season-recommendation.pdf> accessed 
15 July 2023.

25 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. S 195, 21 April 2023.

26 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. S 233 16 May 2023.

27 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. S 199 24 April 2023.

28 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. S 220, 5 May 2023.

29 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. S 250 19 May 2023.

30 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. S 266, 26 May 2023.

31 Game Management Authority, 2023 duck hunting season arrangements, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-
releases/2023/2023-duck-hunting-season-arrangements> accessed 16 May 2023.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/928264/GMA-Brief-to-Minister-2023-duck-season-recommendation.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/928264/GMA-Brief-to-Minister-2023-duck-season-recommendation.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-releases/2023/2023-duck-hunting-season-arrangements
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-releases/2023/2023-duck-hunting-season-arrangements
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2.6 Timeline of key events relating to native bird hunting

Government regulation of native bird hunting in Victoria dates back to at least 1867.32 
Bag limits have been imposed since at least 1916.33 

In 1959 the Government established a Wildlife Reserve System and introduced game 
licences which were paid into a Game Development Fund. The fund was used to 
establish the Wildlife Reserve System and to purchase private land for public use in 
waterfowl conservation and for duck hunting opportunities.34

Additional regulations have been introduced since the 1990s, which include the 
requirement for licence holders to take the Waterfowl Identification Test. Exclusionary 
zone requirements for non-hunters (such as rescuers and protestors) were first 
introduced in 1994. Lead shot was classified as ‘toxic shot’ in 2002 and banned from 
duck hunting, although it is still allowed for quail hunting today.

The Game Management Authority was established in 2014. It assumed the role as 
regulator for game hunting from Game Victoria, a unit of the former Department of 
Primary Industries.

32 An Act to Protect Game (Vic).

33 Victoria, Victoria Government Gazette, No. 18, 19 January 1916.

34 Game Management Authority, An audit of Victoria’s State Game Reserves, Victorian Government, 2016.
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Figure 2.7   Timeline of key events in native bird hunting in Victoria and 
Australia
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The following diagrams (Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15) show the distribution of Game Licence 
holders’ primary place of residence by postcode for each of the different licence categories. The 
distribution of all licence holders is also shown. 
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Stubble Quail and other introduced game bird hunters (not including people 
endorsed for duck hunting) by postcode (Victoria only) as at 30 June 2022 
Figure 14 
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2.6.1 Public sentiment and the duck rescue and protest movement

The modern Victorian duck hunting protest and rescue movement is generally 
attributed to the Coalition Against Duck Shooting and its campaign lead Laurie Levy 
between 1985 and 1986. The first ‘duck rescue’ was performed in 1986. Since then the 
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Coalition Against Duck Shooting has made representation in other states and has 
lobbied other government to end native bird hunting. 

The Coalition Against Duck Shooting describes its native bird hunting activism as a 
‘media campaign’. At a public hearing, Laurie Levey told the Committee: 

we got a lot of media coverage. Now, the great thing about media coverage is that 
when you are debating the issue in the media – and part of our job was to force duck 
shooters out into the open, to make them debate the issue out in the public arena. And 
when you are debating in the media it is not 15 rescuers against 100,000 duck shooters: 
it is one spokesperson against another spokesperson.35

Lead shot (along with other toxic shots) was banned for waterbird hunting through 
the Wildlife (Game) (Amendment) Regulations 2000. The ban came into effect in 2002 
after a transitional period from 2000 to 2001. However, lead shot is still permissible for 
quail hunting on the 16 reserves it is permitted.36

Over the years there have been several public opinion polls into duck and native bird 
hunting in Victoria and Australia. Many submitters noted the outcomes of this polls, 
including:

 • Kantar research group (2016), indicating 66% of Victorians oppose duck hunting

 • Morgan poll for the Coalition Against Duck Shooting, indicating an 87% support for 
a ban on duck hunting

 • McCringle (2018) polling for RSPCA Australia, indicating 66% of respondents 
Australia-wide were concerned about shooting of ducks and other birds for 
recreation of sport (31% very concerned, 35% concerned)

 • Red bridge (2022) for RSPCA, indicating 48.5% of Victorians supporting a ban on 
duck hunting (35.5% strongly support)

 • Community Engagement (2023) for Sporting Shooters Association of Australia, 
indicating a 44.9% opposition to a ban on duck hunting in Victoria (30.6% strongly 
opposed, 14.3% opposed). 

Others noted online opinion polls on social media and on news media websites with 
outcomes in favour and opposed to native bird hunting. Some submitters claimed that 
votes had been inflated by certain groups to skew results.

The methodologies of the polls above vary considerably and whilst the Committee 
notes their findings it makes no further comment on them.

35 Laurie Levy, Campaign Director, Coalition Against Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 49. 

36 Game Management Authority, Non‑Toxic shot information, 2022, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-
education/non-toxic-shot> accessed 18 July 2023.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-education/non-toxic-shot
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-education/non-toxic-shot
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Chapter 3  
Regulation of recreational 
native bird hunting in Victoria

In Victoria, the recreational hunting of native species of duck and quail is permitted for 
licence-holders who are endorsed to hunt either game ducks, non-game ducks or both. 
Hunting is permitted during season opening each year. This typically runs from the 
third Saturday in April to the second Monday in June for ducks and the first Saturday in 
April to 30 June for quail. However, this is subject to change based on bird populations 
and environmental factors.

Native bird hunting is overseen by the Game Management Authority in consultation 
with other Victorian Government agencies, which have responsibility for regulating 
various aspects of the practice. This includes controlling the timing and locations of 
hunting, determining which bird species are allowed to be hunted, acceptable methods 
of hunting, and establishing specific bag limits for hunters.

3.1 Overview of legislation

Native bird hunting is regulated by a framework of state, federal legislation. In 
addition, Australia has international obligations under the Ramsar Convention on 
Wetlands.

Although the Wildlife Act 1975 is the principal Act governing native bird hunting, most 
of the arrangements are provided in the Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012.

Figure 3.1 below provides a summary of the legislative framework.
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3.1.1 Wildlife Act 1975

The Wildlife Act 1975 establishes procedures to:

 • support the protection and conservation of wildlife

 • prevent the extinction of species

 • promote sustainable use of wildlife resources

 • ensure access to wildlife in a sustainable manner

 • regulate the activities of individuals involved in wildlife-related pursuits.

The Wildlife Act also contains provisions relating to game hunting licenses, including 
matters of license renewals, suspensions, and cancellations. It outlines offences against 
wildlife, which includes unlawful methods of killing, disturbing, molesting, and hunting 
game.

Section 86 of the Act allows the Ministers1 to further regulate season settings for native 
bird hunting through a notice published in the Government Gazette. This includes 
modifying season opening times and lengths, and regulating or prohibiting hunting of 
certain species of wildlife.

Section 86A gives the Ministers emergency powers to close wetlands if they are 
satisfied that threatened or protected wildlife, other than game, is under immediate 
threat from hunting.

Authority to Control Wildlife

As all wildlife is protected under the Wildlife Act in Victoria, shooting wildlife without 
an appropriate authorisation, licence or exemption is illegal.

The exceptions permitted under the Wildlife Act allow a person to shoot, wilfully 
disturb or trap wildlife where it is damaging property, crops or other wildlife habitat, 
or for the purposes of management, conservation or protection of wildlife.

An Authority to Control Wildlife authorisation is issued under section 28A or 
section 28A(1A) of the Wildlife Act. These are administered by the Conservation 
Regulator.

More information on the Authority to Control Wildlife framework is available in 
Chapter 2.

1 At the time this report was adopted, the Act was jointly administered by the Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Environment 
and Minister for Outdoor Recreation.
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3.1.2 Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012

The Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 are the primary regulations for recreational 
native bird hunting. Among other things, they prescribe:

 • open and close season times and lengths for various types of game hunting

 • permitted game species

 • bag limits

 • licence and testing requirements.

3.1.3 Wildlife (State Game Reserves) Regulations 2014

The Wildlife (State Game Reserves) Regulations 2014 provide for the management of 
State Game Reserves established under the Wildlife Act.

The regulations aim to safeguard wildlife within state game reserves, with a specific 
focus on native game species. They also address the hunting, capturing, or elimination 
of certain game species within State Game Reserves, while prioritising the safety, 
enjoyment, and recreational experiences of visitors to these reserves.

3.1.4 Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988

The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 aims to ensure that Victorian flora and fauna 
can persist and improve in the wild and retain capacity to adapt to environmental 
change. Its objective is also to improve the conservation status of threatened species, 
prevent flora and fauna from becoming threatened, and protect, restore and enhance 
Victorian biodiversity.

The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act prescribes the process for listing types of native 
flora and fauna that are in danger of extinction. Any person or organisation can 
nominate flora or fauna for addition to the Threatened List.

The Act establishes processes for protecting flora and fauna, including the threatened 
species list.2 From 2021, two species of native birds (the Hardhead and Blue-winged 
Shoveler) were listed as ‘vulnerable’ on the Threatened List.3

3.1.5 Firearms Act 1996 and Firearms Regulations 2018

In Victoria, it is mandatory to register firearms with Victoria Police. In addition, 
individuals must possess a permit to acquire and hold a valid firearms licence to 
purchase, possess, carry, and utilise firearms within the state.4 Registration is not 

2 Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic) s Part 3.

3 Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action, Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 Threatened List, Victorian 
Government, 2023.

4 Victoria Police, Firearms licensing, <https://www.police.vic.gov.au/firearms-licensing> accessed 17 July 2023.

https://www.police.vic.gov.au/firearms-licensing
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required for certain antique firearms produced prior to 1900, however all other firearms 
must be registered.5

As of 30 June 2022, there were 230,260 current Victorian firearm licences and 
906,576 registered firearms.6

The Firearms Act 1996 aims to ensure that the possession, carriage, use, acquisition 
and disposal of firearms do not threaten public safety and peace. It establishes a 
system of licensing and regulating the possession, carriage, registration, disposal, and 
use of firearms and related items.

The Firearms Regulations 2018 regulate the use of firearms on private property and 
outlines provisions related to registration and fees for the issue and renewal of licences 
and permits.

3.1.6 Traditional Owner legislation

In Victoria, hunting rights for Traditional Owners are recognised under two Acts:

 • the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010, via a Recognition and Settlement 
Agreement that includes a Natural Resource Agreement

 • the Commonwealth Native Title Act 1993, via a native title consent determination).

Certain hunting-related offences in Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 do not apply to 
Traditional Owners undertaking hunting activities in accordance with their Natural 
Resource Agreement and on their respective agreement lands.

The Victorian Government has entered into Natural Resource Agreements with three 
Traditional Owner Corporations under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act. These are 
listed in Table 3.1 below.

5 Australian Business Licence and Information Service, Registration of a Firearm – Victoria, 2023,  
<https://ablis.business.gov.au/service/vic/registration-of-a-firearm/24234> accessed accessed 15 July 2023.

6 Victoria Police, Victoria Police Annual Report 2021–2022, Victorian Government, 2022, p. 61.

https://ablis.business.gov.au/service/vic/registration-of-a-firearm/24234
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Table 3.1   Victorian Government Resource Agreements with Traditional 
Owner Corporations

Traditional Owner Group Traditional Owner Corporation Year

Dja Dja Wurrung People (Djaara) Dja Dja Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation 2013a

2022b 

Taungurung People Taungurung Land and Waters Council Aboriginal 
Corporation (formerly Taunrugung Clans 
Aboriginal Corporation)

2018

Wotjobaluk, Jaadwa, Jadawadjali,  
Wergaia and Jupagulk Peoples 
(WJJWJ Peoples, Wotjobaluk Peoples)

Barengi Gadjin Land Council 
Aboriginal Corporation

2022

a. Natural resource rights provided via the former ‘Authorisation Order’ framework.

b. Standalone Natural Resource Agreement.

Source: Carolyn Jackson, Deputy Secretary, Environment, Climate Action and First Peoples, public hearing, response to questions 
on notice, received 27 July 2023, p. 9.

The Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) provides for the recognition of rights and interests 
of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders in relation to land or waters. This 
includes hunting, gathering, or fishing.

Section 211 of the Native Title Act allows hunting activity and exempt native title 
holders from the requirement to hold a licence to hunt.

Native title rights and interests, including hunting rights, exist in areas of Crown land 
where the Federal Court has recognised native title to exist.

The groups in Table 3.2 below have recognised native title rights in Victoria following 
native title consent determinations.

Table 3.2   Recognised native title rights in Victoria

Traditional Owner Group Traditional Owner Corporation Year

Wotjobaluk, Jaadwa, Jadawadjali,  
Wergaia and Jupagulk Peoples

Barengi Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal 
Corporation

2005

Gunditjmara People Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal 
Corporation

2007

Gunaikurnai People Gunaikurnai Land & Waters Aboriginal 
Corporation RNTBC

2010

Gunditjmara People and Eastern  
Maar People

GMTOAC and Eastern Maar Aboriginal 
Corporation RNTBC

2011

Eastern Maar People Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation 2023

Source: Carolyn Jackson, Deputy Secretary, Environment, Climate Action and First Peoples, public hearing, response to questions 
on notice received 27 July 2023, p. 11.
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3.1.7 Ramsar Convention on Wetlands

The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands is an intergovernmental treaty that provides a 
framework for the conservation and ‘wise use’ of wetlands and their resources. Within 
the framework of the convention, the term ‘wise use’ encompasses the overarching 
goal of preserving the ecological character of wetlands. It was first adopted in the 
Iranian city of Ramsar in 1971 and came into force in 1975. Hunting is allowable under 
‘wise use’.

As at October 2021, the treaty had 172 contracting parties (almost 90% of UN member 
states) that have acceded to the convention.7 The goal of the convention was to stop 
the worldwide loss of wetlands and conserve those that remain.8 Member states 
nominate sites that are important for conserving biodiversity. Ramsar sites then are 
wetlands of international importance and are listed under the Ramsar convention for 
protection.

The Ramsar convention entered into force in Australia in 1975.9 There are 67 such sites 
covering a total of over 8 million hectares in Australia. In Victoria, there are 12 Ramsar 
sites which are listed in Box 3.1 below.

7 Ramsar, The Convention on Wetlands, 2023, <https://www.ramsar.org> accessed 15 July 2023.

8 Department of Climate Change, Energy, the Environment and Water Australia’s Ramsar Sites, 2021,  
<https://www.dcceew.gov.au/water/wetlands/publications/factsheet-australias-ramsar-sites> accessed 15 July 2023..

9 Ramsar, Australia, 2023, <https://www.ramsar.org/country-profile/australia> accessed 15 July 2023.

https://www.ramsar.org/
https://www.dcceew.gov.au/water/wetlands/publications/factsheet-australias-ramsar-sites
https://www.ramsar.org/country-profile/australia
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Box 3.1   List of Ramsar sites in Victoria

 • Barmah Forest

 • Corner Inlet

 • Edithvale-Seaford Wetlands

 • Gippsland Lakes

 • Glenelg Estuary and Discovery Bay

 • Gunbower Forest

 • Hattah-Kulkyne Lakes

 • Kerang Wetlands

 • Lake Albacutya

 • Port Phillip Bay (Western Shoreline) Bellarine Peninsula

 • Western District Lakes

 • Western Port

Source: Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action, Significant Wetlands: Wetlands of national 
and international significance, 2022, <https://www.water.vic.gov.au/waterways-and-catchments/our-
waterways/wetlands/significant-wetlands> accessed 17 July 2023. 

As a signatory to the Ramsar convention, Australia has obligations which are shared 
between the Commonwealth and state and territory governments. These are codified 
in Australian law under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 1999 (Cth). This Act aims to protect and manage nationally and internationally 
important plants, animals, habitats and places.

Part 3, Subdivision B of the Act provides the framework for Ramsar wetlands in 
Australia. Key obligations of Australian governments under the Act include:

 • designation of wetlands as Ramsar Wetlands of International Significance

 • promoting the wise use of wetlands

 • international cooperation, particularly in managing wetland-dependant migratory 
species.10

Day-to-day management of Ramsar wetlands is the responsibility of the site 
managers, the majority of which are state and territory agencies.11

Duck hunting is permitted at certain Ramsar wetlands in Victoria as it was an activity in 
place before the Environment and Biodiversity Conservation Act was enacted in 1999. 

10 Energy Department of Climate Change, the Environment and Water Submission 1804, p. 1.

11 Ibid., p. 2.

https://www.water.vic.gov.au/waterways-and-catchments/our-waterways/wetlands/significant-wetlands
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/waterways-and-catchments/our-waterways/wetlands/significant-wetlands
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As such, duck hunting in Victoria is considered a lawful continuation of land use under 
the Act12 and a recreational service provided by the site.13

The Commonwealth Department of Climate Change, Energy, the Environment and 
Water provided supplementary evidence clarifying the continuation of land use 
provisions. It noted that if hunting were not already permissible and a proponent 
wanted to allow bird hunting on a Ramsar site, they would need to undertake 
an assessment on whether this would have a ‘significant impact’ on the site. Any 
action identified to constitute a significant impact is then required to be referred to 
the Minister for consideration under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act.14

The Department noted it was unaware of any instance where bird hunting had been 
referred to the Minister for approval under the Act.15

3.1.8 Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986

The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 aims to encourage the considerate 
treatment of animals and improve the level of community awareness about the 
prevention of cruelty to animals.

This Act, except Part 3 relating to scientific research, does not apply to anything done 
in accordance with the Wildlife Act 1975 and therefore does not apply to native bird 
hunting.

However, the Act does provide for the Governor in Council on recommendation of the 
Minister to make Codes of Practice relating to animal welfare. The Code of Practice 
for the welfare of animals in hunting specifies recommended practices in bird hunting, 
relating to:

 • use of gundogs

 • singling out single ducks rather than firing into a flock.16

Since 2020, the Victorian Government has been developing new animal care and 
protection laws. Consultation closed in October 2022. However, the Committee notes 
in the Government’s proposed plan for the new laws they would not apply to hunting 
game animals under the Wildlife Act 1975.17

12 Section 43B(1).

13 Department of Climate Change, Energy, the Environment and Water, Supplementary evidence, supplementary evidence 
received 18 July 2023, p. 1.

14 Ibid., pp. 1–2.

15 Ibid., p. 2.

16 Agriculture Victoria, Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals in Hunting (revision no. 1), 2023,  
<https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-
for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1> accessed 3 July 2023.

17 Engage Victoria, Summary of Plan for Victoria’s new animal care and protection laws, <https://engage.vic.gov.au/download/
document/28583> accessed 17 July 2023.

https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1
https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1
https://engage.vic.gov.au/download/document/28583
https://engage.vic.gov.au/download/document/28583
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3.2 Native bird hunting season declarations and variations

The default native bird hunting season arrangements are prescribed in the Wildlife 
(Game) Regulations 2012. For ducks, the default season runs from the third Saturday 
in March until the second Monday of June each year. This includes a prescribed daily 
bag limit of 10 game ducks per hunter (including no more than two Blue-winged 
Shoveler).18 Hunting is permitted from 30 minutes before sunrise to 30 minutes after 
sunset.19

The default Stubble Quail season runs from 1 April to 30 June every year with daily bag 
limit of 20 Stubble Quail. Lead shot can be used to hunt quail, unlike for duck hunting.

Default season arrangements can be modified through by the relevant Ministers 
under section 86 of the Wildlife Act 1975. This allows the Ministers to prohibit, regulate 
or control taking, destroying or hunting of wildlife in any area through notice in the 
Government Gazette.

Notable exceptions seasonal arrangements have taken place. For instance, duck 
hunting season was cancelled in 1983, 1995, 2003, 2007 and 2008, due to dry 
conditions or drought concerns.20

Figure 3.2   Season length and bag limits for game bird hunting in 
Victoria
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Figure 3 - Season length and bag limits for game bird hunting in Victoria

Note: Separate bag limit restrictions or prohibitions on hunting the Blue-winged Shoveler applied to all hunting seasons between 
2013 and 2023. Different bag limits apply to native stubble quail.

Source: Game Management Authority. 

Previous studies on game bird hunting 

Australia Institute (2012) Out for a duck: An analysis of the economics of duck hunting in Victoria 

The Australian Institute conducted an online survey of 503 Victorians about participation in hunting 
and travel in Victoria. The report found that 98% of duck hunters would substitute another outdoor 
activity for game bird hunting if it were banned, and argued on this basis that a ban on game bird 
hunting would have no significant impact to the Victorian economy. The report did not give detail on 
survey sampling methods. 

RMCG (2014) Estimating the economic impact of hunting in Victoria 

RMCG produced this report for the then Department of Environment and Primary Industries. RMCG 
conducted a survey of 1,000 Victorian hunters on their hunting activity and expenditure on hunting 
trips, and then analysed responses using the Regional Industry Structure and Employment (RISE) 
model to determine the economic impacts of hunting in Victoria. The report provided a breakdown of 
expenditure by the type of animal hunted. 

RMCG (2019) Economic and social impacts of recreational hunting and shooting 

In 2019 the Commonwealth Department of Health commissioned RMCG and several other consulting 
groups to produce a report using the 2014 RMCG survey methodology, but broadening the scope to: 

include target and sports shooting with firearms, and

determine the economic impact of recreational hunting and shooting to all of Australia.

The survey received 16,576 responses, with 4,112 respondents from Victoria. The report did not break 
down expenditure between hunting and recreational shooting, and did not break down expenditure by 
the type of animal hunted. 

RMCG (2020) Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria 

RMCG conducted and updated the 2014 survey on hunting in Victoria, this time receiving 1,671 
responses. We found the 2020 RMCG survey results and methodology to be the most rigorous for 
Victorian native bird hunting, and used the data from that report to form the basis of our own analysis. 

Source: Parliamentary Budget Office, Submission 3,422, p. 5.

FINDING 5: A duck hunting season lasts no more than 12 weeks between March and June 
and avoids the season of breeding and moulting, and typically lasts about 10 weeks, but 
was only 5 weeks in 2023.

18 Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 (Vic) s Schedule 4.

19 Ibid., p. Schedule 3.

20 Game Management Authority, Summary of seasonal arrangements 1958 – 2022, 2022, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf> accessed 5 July 2023.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf
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Figure 3.3 below shows the length of the duck hunting season since 1983.

Figure 3.3   Duck hunting season length from 1983 to 2023
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Figure 3 - Season length and bag limits for game bird hunting in Victoria

Note: Separate bag limit restrictions or prohibitions on hunting the Blue-winged Shoveler applied to all hunting seasons between 
2013 and 2023. Different bag limits apply to native stubble quail.

Source: Game Management Authority. 

Previous studies on game bird hunting 

Australia Institute (2012) Out for a duck: An analysis of the economics of duck hunting in Victoria 

The Australian Institute conducted an online survey of 503 Victorians about participation in hunting 
and travel in Victoria. The report found that 98% of duck hunters would substitute another outdoor 
activity for game bird hunting if it were banned, and argued on this basis that a ban on game bird 
hunting would have no significant impact to the Victorian economy. The report did not give detail on 
survey sampling methods. 

RMCG (2014) Estimating the economic impact of hunting in Victoria 

RMCG produced this report for the then Department of Environment and Primary Industries. RMCG 
conducted a survey of 1,000 Victorian hunters on their hunting activity and expenditure on hunting 
trips, and then analysed responses using the Regional Industry Structure and Employment (RISE) 
model to determine the economic impacts of hunting in Victoria. The report provided a breakdown of 
expenditure by the type of animal hunted. 

RMCG (2019) Economic and social impacts of recreational hunting and shooting 

In 2019 the Commonwealth Department of Health commissioned RMCG and several other consulting 
groups to produce a report using the 2014 RMCG survey methodology, but broadening the scope to: 

include target and sports shooting with firearms, and

determine the economic impact of recreational hunting and shooting to all of Australia.

The survey received 16,576 responses, with 4,112 respondents from Victoria. The report did not break 
down expenditure between hunting and recreational shooting, and did not break down expenditure by 
the type of animal hunted. 

RMCG (2020) Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria 

RMCG conducted and updated the 2014 survey on hunting in Victoria, this time receiving 1,671 
responses. We found the 2020 RMCG survey results and methodology to be the most rigorous for 
Victorian native bird hunting, and used the data from that report to form the basis of our own analysis. 

Source: Game Management Authority, Summary of seasonal arrangements 1958 – 2022, 2022, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__
data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf> accessed 5 July 2023.

While the length of native bird hunting seasons and the daily bag limit vary from 
season to season, introduced game birds which include quail, pheasant and partridge 
can be hunted all year round without a bag limit.21

Bag limits for ducks have been reduced over the years, and in certain years there have 
been additional restrictions due to environmental factors. Table 3.3 below provides a 
summary of bag limits from 1952 onwards, based on Game Management Authority 
Records.

21 Parliamentary Budget Office, Submission 3422, p. 4.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf
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Table 3.3   Bag limits for ducks from 1952 to 2023

Year/s Opening day maximum Other days maximum Additional restrictions/changes

1952–59 20 10 None

1960–75 20 10 Various other limits on certain 
species

1976–82 20a 10 None

1983 No season

1984–86 20a 10 None

1987 20a 10 2 Blue-winged Shoveler

1988 10 10  • 2 Blue-winged Shoveler

 • Sunday hunting allowed

1989–94 10 10 2 Blue-winged Shoveler

1995 No season

1996–97 10 10 2 Blue-winged Shoveler

1998 5  
plus 5 additional 
Wood Duck

5  • 1 Blue-winged Shoveler

 • 3 Teal

1999 10 10 2 Blue-winged Shoveler

2000–01 5 5 1 Blue-winged Shoveler

2002 5 plus 5 additional  
Wood Duckb

5 1 Blue-winged Shoveler

2003 No season

2004 2  
plus 3 additional 
Wood Duck

2  
plus 3 additional 
Wood Duck

None

2005 5  
plus 5 additional 
Wood Duckb

5 1 Blue-winged Shoveler

2007–08 No season

2009 2  
plus 3 additional 
Wood Duck

2  
plus 3 additional 
Wood Duck

 • No Blue-winged Shoveler

 • No Pink-eared duck 

 • No Hardhead duck

2010 5  
plus 3 additional 
Wood Duck

5  
plus 3 additional 
Wood Duck

1 Blue-winged Shoveler

2011–14 10 10 2 Blue-winged Shoveler

2015 10c 10 1 Blue-winged Shoveler

2016 8 4 No Blue-winged Shoveler

2017–18 10 10 No Blue-winged Shoveler

2019 4d 5 No Blue-winged Shoveler

2020 3 3 No Blue-winged Shoveler
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Year/s Opening day maximum Other days maximum Additional restrictions/changes

2021 5 5 No Blue-winged Shoveler

2022 4 4  • No Blue-winged Shoveler

 • No Hardhead duck

2023 4 4  • No Blue-winged Shoveler

 • No Hardhead duck

a. No more than 10 of a particular species.

b. Additional Wood Ducks could be taken on opening Saturday and Sunday.

c. Included a maximum of 2 Blue-winged Shoveler.

d. Limit applied to the opening weekend.

Source: Game Management Authority, Summary of seasonal arrangements 1958 – 2022, 2022, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__
data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf> accessed 5 July 2023.

3.3 Determining seasonal arrangements

The Game Management Authority provides advice to the Minister on upcoming native 
bird hunting season arrangements.

The process relies on consultation and input from key stakeholders, government 
departments, independent experts and draws on collected data about population 
and climate conditions. This data includes information from the previous season, the 
Victorian Helicopter Survey, the Bureau of Meteorology and the Eastern Australia 
Waterbird Survey).22

The following sections give an overview of the key population data that is collected 
and the models used to determine native bird hunting seasonal arrangements.

3.3.1 Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey

The Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey monitors the yearly fluctuations in the 
distribution, population, and breeding patterns of waterbirds, as well as the evolution 
of wetland habitats. The survey provides:

 • an index (not total count) of abundance of waterbirds, including game ducks

 • information on the distribution of waterbird and game duck populations along 
survey bands

 • the extent and distribution of habitat along survey bands, and

 • information on waterbird breeding.23

22 Game Management Authority, Duck season considerations, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/duck-season-
considerations> accessed 15 July 2023.

23 Game Management Authority, Recommendations for the 2023 duck season arrangements, 2023,  
<https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/928264/GMA-Brief-to-Minister-2023-duck-season-
recommendation.pdf> accessed 15 July 2023.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/653189/Summary-of-seasonal-arrangements-1952-2022-1.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/duck-season-considerations
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/duck-season-considerations
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/928264/GMA-Brief-to-Minister-2023-duck-season-recommendation.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/928264/GMA-Brief-to-Minister-2023-duck-season-recommendation.pdf
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The survey consists of bird counts conducted during flyovers at 10 latitude bands over 
eastern Australia. These are illustrated in Figure 3.4 below.

Figure 3.4   Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey bands
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Figure 3 - Season length and bag limits for game bird hunting in Victoria

Note: Separate bag limit restrictions or prohibitions on hunting the Blue-winged Shoveler applied to all hunting seasons between 
2013 and 2023. Different bag limits apply to native stubble quail.

Source: Game Management Authority. 

Previous studies on game bird hunting 

Australia Institute (2012) Out for a duck: An analysis of the economics of duck hunting in Victoria 

The Australian Institute conducted an online survey of 503 Victorians about participation in hunting 
and travel in Victoria. The report found that 98% of duck hunters would substitute another outdoor 
activity for game bird hunting if it were banned, and argued on this basis that a ban on game bird 
hunting would have no significant impact to the Victorian economy. The report did not give detail on 
survey sampling methods. 

RMCG (2014) Estimating the economic impact of hunting in Victoria 

RMCG produced this report for the then Department of Environment and Primary Industries. RMCG 
conducted a survey of 1,000 Victorian hunters on their hunting activity and expenditure on hunting 
trips, and then analysed responses using the Regional Industry Structure and Employment (RISE) 
model to determine the economic impacts of hunting in Victoria. The report provided a breakdown of 
expenditure by the type of animal hunted. 

RMCG (2019) Economic and social impacts of recreational hunting and shooting 

In 2019 the Commonwealth Department of Health commissioned RMCG and several other consulting 
groups to produce a report using the 2014 RMCG survey methodology, but broadening the scope to: 

include target and sports shooting with firearms, and

determine the economic impact of recreational hunting and shooting to all of Australia.

The survey received 16,576 responses, with 4,112 respondents from Victoria. The report did not break 
down expenditure between hunting and recreational shooting, and did not break down expenditure by 
the type of animal hunted. 

RMCG (2020) Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria 

RMCG conducted and updated the 2014 survey on hunting in Victoria, this time receiving 1,671 
responses. We found the 2020 RMCG survey results and methodology to be the most rigorous for 
Victorian native bird hunting, and used the data from that report to form the basis of our own analysis. 

Source: Centre for Ecosystem Science, Eastern Australian Waterbird Survey, 2023, <https://www.unsw.edu.au/research/ecosystem/
our-research/rivers-and-wetlands/eastern-australian-waterbird-survey> accessed 16 July 2023.

The survey was initiated in 1983 with the Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria 
and South Australian Governments, the Commonwealth Government and the CSIRO 
administering the program.

Professor Richard Kingsford, Director of the Centre for Ecosystem Science at the 
University of New South Wales explained at a public hearing the need for the 
cooperation of governments along the eastern seaboard:

The reason the aerial survey started with all the eastern states and the CSIRO in the 
early 80s was that there was a recognition that these ducks did not take any notice of 
state boundaries.24

24 Professor Richard Kingsford, Director of the Centre for Ecosystem Science, University of New South Wales, public hearing, 
Melbourne, 26 May 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 2.

https://www.unsw.edu.au/research/ecosystem/our-research/rivers-and-wetlands/eastern-australian-waterbird-survey
https://www.unsw.edu.au/research/ecosystem/our-research/rivers-and-wetlands/eastern-australian-waterbird-survey
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The New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service ran the program between 
1987 to 2004. It has been overseen by the University of New South Wales since 2005. 
The survey is used to monitor changes to Ramsar wetlands and provides information 
on biodiversity and ecosystem health, including on waterbirds, wetlands and rivers.

3.3.2 Interim Harvest Model

The Interim Harvest Model is used to inform Victoria’s annual duck hunting season 
arrangements. The model was developed by Australian Professors Marcel Klaassen 
and Richard Kingsford, who were both members of the 2019 expert panel reviewing 
a revised approach to implementing the Adaptive Harvest Management (discussed in 
Section 3.3.3 below).

The model analyses the relationship between duck abundance and habitat availability 
for eastern Australia. It uses long running duck population data to understand the 
relationship between abundance and habitat availability producing information on 
the current population status and recommending a daily bag limit for the upcoming 
season.25

However the model notable limitations. As Klassen and Kingsford note in their 
2021 report:

The number of ducks in Victoria and SE Australia are unknown and, despite the best of 
efforts and the use of advanced technology, likely also impossible to know with great 
accuracy. Next-best is a good estimate of duck numbers and status of the landscape 
informing on their breeding potential. 26

Consequently, three other types of data sources are used to aid the model. These are:

 • Victorian hunting bags: data from opening weekend has been collected since 1973 
and may be considered a proxy for game population.

 • Game-duck-species counts across Australia: these began in 1987 and include data 
from over 100 wetlands annually.

 • The Eastern Australian Aerial Waterbird Survey.

Klassen and Kingsford maintain that:

aerial counts can be directly used as proxies for actual game numbers for Victoria and 
the whole of SE Australia, given that the survey is conveniently timed, a few months 
prior to when hunting arrangements for the upcoming hunting season are called and 
has used a consistent methodology.27

25 Game Management Authority, Duck Research, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/research/duck-research> accessed 
18 July 2023.

26 Marcel Klaassen and Richard Kingsford, Relationships among duck population indices and abiotic drivers to guide annual 
duck harvest management, 2021, p. 7.

27 Ibid.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/research/duck-research
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The Victorian Government is moving towards the adoption of an adaptive harvest 
model which is outlined in the following section.28

3.3.3 Adaptive harvest management

Adaptive harvest management utilises a scientific approach to derive wild duck 
population’s potential for harvest. This approach accounts for regulatory control, the 
impact of environmental, social, and economic factors as well as uncertainties in the 
decision-making process.29

Dr Dave Ramsey, Principal Scientist, Program Leader Wildlife Management at the 
Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research, explained at a public hearing:

Adaptive management acknowledges that management decisions often have a large 
uncertainty around their effects, and adaptive management is a way of making robust 
decisions in the face of that uncertainty. In terms of adaptive harvest management, 
some of the uncertainties that we would like to know about are about the capacity 
of duck populations to support harvest. What level of harvest duck can populations 
support over the long term and still maintain a viable population? How do managers 
regulate harvest levels? Some of the instruments that managers use to regulate duck 
harvests include changes in daily bag limits and season lengths, so it is a bit uncertain 
what effect those might have on harvest levels. Adaptive management is an instrument 
that allows managers to learn about how changing those things could change harvest 
levels in game ducks. The other thing is adaptive management also acknowledges 
that duck populations are subject to other factors that affect their numbers, like 
environmental conditions such as droughts, climate change or water regulation. 
Adaptive management allows for this, and it helps managers understand what effects 
those environmental changes might have on duck populations and also the additional 
effect of harvest.30

The goal of incorporating scientific approaches to regulate seasonal hunting 
arrangement is to enhance public confidence in regulatory measures.

In Victoria, harvest modelling was first recommended in 2010 in a report from an expert 
panel of scientists from Australia, New Zealand and the United States. The panel was 
convened to assess whether sustainable waterfowl harvesting could be improved 
through robust scientific methods.31

28 Dr Dave Ramsey, Principal Scientist, Program Leader Wildlife Management, Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental 
Research, public hearing, Melbourne, 21 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 10.

29 David Ramsey, et al., Towards the implementation of adaptive harvest management of waterfowl in south‑eastern Australia 
Victorian Government, Heidelberg, Victoria, 2017.

30 Ramsey, Transcript of evidence, pp. 1–2.

31 Klaassen and Kingsford, Relationships among duck population indices and abiotic drivers to guide annual duck harvest 
management, p. 7.
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This expert panel recommended adopting an adaptive harvest management 
model (based on the North American model)32 and developed prototype models of 
population dynamics.

The panel’s recommendations were not implemented at the time.

As part of the Sustainable Hunting Action Plan, the Victorian Government made a 
commitment in 2016 to adopt adaptive harvest management for duck hunting. This 
commitment led to a comprehensive review of the recommendations outlined in the 
2010 report, as well as the incorporation of advancements in monitoring technology.33

Based on a review conducted in 2017, it was recommended to adopt a revised 
approach to modelling and establish a monitoring program to effectively facilitate the 
implementation of an adaptive harvest management program.

The Victorian Government formed another expert panel in 2019 to evaluate the 
findings and recommendations presented in the 2017 report. The panel’s report 
maintained that:

harvest management models can provide key benefits by reducing uncertainties for 
hunters and other stakeholders, and that the suggested population monitoring and 
modelling framework is theoretically sound and appropriate.34

The Government supported all recommendations of the report aside from undertaking 
modelling of waterfowl relative abundance using historical datasets. In its response to 
the report, it wrote:

Issues with data suitability, resource cost and interstate experience in attempting to use 
existing datasets suggest this approach might not provide a cost-effective contribution 
in the Victorian context.35

The use of adaptive harvest management and the Interim Harvest Model in Victoria is 
discussed further in Chapter 4.

3.3.4 Priority waterbird count

The Victorian priority waterbird count is a statewide survey of game duck species and 
other selected waterbird species on popular duck hunting wetlands. It is conducted 
each year in the lead up to the Victorian duck hunting season.

32 The adoption of adaptive resource management for regulating duck harvests in the United States occurred 
in 1995. For details on this model, see Adaptive Harvest Management, <http://fwf.ag.utk.edu/mgray/wfs560/
AdaptiveHarvestManagement.pdf> accessed 14 July 2023.

33 Klaassen and Kingsford, Relationships among duck population indices and abiotic drivers to guide annual duck harvest 
management, p. 4.

34 Thomas Prowse, Sue Briggs, Rosie Cooney, Richard Kingsford, et al., Waterfowl adaptive harvest model: expert panel review 
report, 2019.

35 Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions Response to the Waterfowl Adaptive Harvest Model: Expert Panel Review, 
Victorian Government, 2021, p. 2.

http://fwf.ag.utk.edu/mgray/wfs560/AdaptiveHarvestManagement.pdf
http://fwf.ag.utk.edu/mgray/wfs560/AdaptiveHarvestManagement.pdf
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In 2023, a count was carried out between 7 and 20 February 2023. However revisits 
were conducted to a subset of wetlands during mid–late March because of the delayed 
season opening.36

The key results of the 2023 count included:

 • the total count of the eight game species of ducks was 28% of the long-term mean

 • the low numbers of ducks in Victoria was presumably the result of extensive floods 
in northern New South Wales and Queensland, creating a breeding habitat that 
attracted waterbirds from other areas of south-eastern Australia

 • 17 Freckled Ducks were counted in the initial count, however 246 were subsequently 
counted at Lake Buloke in early May 2023

 • 10 wetlands were identified as warranting extra management attention during the 
2023 duck hunting season.37

3.4 Wetland closures

There are over 20,000 natural wetlands in Victoria covering an estimated total area of 
over 614,000 hectares. The majority, 69 per cent of these wetlands are on private land. 
Victoria also has a further 11,000 man-made wetlands.38

On certain occasions, specific wetlands or sections of wetlands may be temporarily 
closed to duck hunting, or additional regulations may be imposed to safeguard rare or 
threatened species from disturbance or the risk of accidental shooting.39 Any wetlands 
can be closed to duck hunting temporarily (for up to 12 months) under s 86 the Wildlife 
Act via gazetted notice.

Before issuing a wetlands closure notice, the Game Management Authority in 
consultation with the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action will 
assess information from the priority waterbird count and inspect wetlands. The Game 
Management Authority will then provide a recommendation to the Ministers on closure 
of the wetlands. Figure 3.5 below describes the process in further detail.

36 Victorian Duck Season Priority Waterbird Count, 2023, p. 1

37 Geoff Brown Peter Menkhorst, Kasey Stamation, Victorian duck season priority waterbird count, 2023, report for Department 
of Energy, Environment and Climate Action, Victorian Government, Heidelberg, 2023.

38 Dr Liz Walker, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA Victoria, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 16.

39 Game Management Authority, Wetland closures – 2023 duck season, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/
wetland-closures-duck-season> accessed 18 July 2023.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/wetland-closures-duck-season
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/wetland-closures-duck-season
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Figure 3.5   Process for evaluation of wetlands for closure process

Source: Game Management Authority, Wetland closure process, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/wetland-closures> 
accessed 18 July 2023.

In addition, s 86A of the Wildlife Act 1975 provides emergency powers for immediate 
closure of any area for up to 7 days. To issue the notice, the Ministers must be satisfied 
that any threatened wildlife or significant numbers of threatened wildlife are under 
immediate threat from hunting or the presence of hunters.

Issues relating to closure of wetlands for threatened species is discussed further in 
Chapter 4.

3.5 The role of government agencies

Native bird hunting is primarily overseen by the Game Management Authority. 
However, several other government agencies and departments oversee other aspects 
such as land management, environmental policy, research and enforcement.

3.5.1 Game Management Authority

The Game Management Authority is established under the Game Management 
Authority Act 2014. It is an independent government agency entrusted with regulatory, 
investigative, and disciplinary responsibilities relating to the hunting of game animals.

The Game Management Authority is the primary regulator for compliance and 
enforcement of native bird hunting. This includes enforcing restrictions on hunting 
endangered species in accordance with the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. 

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/wetland-closures
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The Game Management Authority also has the authority to propose seasonal closures 
of public lands for hunting. The decision to allow hunting on private lands is at the 
discretion of the landowners.

The Game Management Authority is responsible for monitoring compliance and 
enforcing penalties in cases of violations. Authorised officers have authority to 
confiscate any item that they suspect to be involved in a game hunting violation. 
Typically, this includes hunting gear and vehicles (including boats).40

The Game Management Authority also has the power to enter private land if it has 
received intelligence that a hunt is planned.

The functions of the Game Management Authority were reviewed in a 2017 report by 
Pegasus Economics. The report found it to be ineffective in its compliance enforcement 
responsibilities due to resourcing constraints, regulatory complexity and weaknesses 
in its governance arrangements. The Game Management Authority has since made 
significant progress implement the report’s recommendations.41 The Pegasus Report 
and compliance issues are discussed further in Chapter 6.

The Game Management Authority provides data for hunting maps on the MapshareVic 
website. Users can create maps showing where hunting game and pest species is 
permitted on public land.

The agency also runs educational programs for hunters including online game hunting 
education modules.42

At the time this report was adopted, the Minister for Outdoor Recreation held portfolio 
responsibility for recreational hunting and was the Minister in charge of the Game 
Management Authority.

In 2022, the Game Management Authority received $8.7 million in funding from the 
Victorian Government. This funds 34 full-time equivalent staff, including 19 field staff.43

3.5.2 The role of Ministers

At the time this report was adopted, the Minister for Outdoor Recreation, the Minister 
for Environment, and the Minister for Agriculture jointly oversaw key provisions of the 
Wildlife Act 1975 relating to native bird hunting.

40 Game Management Authority, Compliance Strategy 2020 – 2025, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0019/508042/GMA0015_ComplianceEnforcementPolicy_2019_v13.pdf> accessed 15 July 2023.

41 The progress update can be found here Game Management Authority, Pegasus report progress reporting, 2022,  
<https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/about-us/gma-reporting-and-governance/pegasus-report-progress-reporting> accessed 
15 July 2023.

42 Game Management Authority, New online education modules, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/online-
learning-materials> accessed 14 July 2023.

43 Game Management Authority, Annual Report 2021 – 22, Victorian Government, p. 30.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/508042/GMA0015_ComplianceEnforcementPolicy_2019_v13.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/508042/GMA0015_ComplianceEnforcementPolicy_2019_v13.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/about-us/gma-reporting-and-governance/pegasus-report-progress-reporting
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/online-learning-materials
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/online-learning-materials
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The Ministers share joint responsibility and authorisation for implementing seasonal 
modifications, such as:

 • the prohibition of hunting specific game species adjustments.

 • season duration.

 • bag limits.

 • modifications to hunting times within the season opening.

Any statutory decisions made under the Act or regulations require the approval of all 
three Ministers.

3.5.3 Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action

The Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action manages Victoria’s 
groundwater, catchments and waterways. This includes conducting research to inform 
the development of guidelines, tools and methods to manage Victoria’s wetlands.

The Department coordinates the annual priority waterbird count which provides 
data on the presence of threatened species and breeding waterbirds to inform the 
closure of any wetlands. It maintains online spatial maps which identify where hunting 
is permitted and is responsible for determining public land classifications and the 
permitted activities that can occur on such land, including hunting.

The Department also administers the Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental 
Research. The Institute is an independent agency that conducts environmental 
research including yearly abundance counts of native ducks and quail.

The Department also provides authorised officers to assist the Game Management 
Authority in compliance during duck season.44

The Department provides policy advice in relation to wildlife management and 
threatened species recovery. It administers the Wildlife Act 1975, Wildlife Regulations 
2013 and Wildlife (State Game Reserve) Regulations 2014. It works with the 
Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions and the Game Management Authority 
to prescribe seasonal arrangements45 and to further mitigate risks that may emerge 
leading up to the season opening or during the season. For example, closure or further 
regulation of hunting at wetlands holding significant numbers of threatened species.

44 Game Management Authority, Responsibilities for game management and hunting in Victoria, 2023,  
<https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/Laws,-Policies-and-Strategies/laws/responsibilities-for-game-management-and-hunting-in-
victoria> accessed 18 July 2023.

45 See for example Authority, Recommendations for the 2023 duck season arrangements; Authority, Duck season 
considerations.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/Laws,-Policies-and-Strategies/laws/responsibilities-for-game-management-and-hunting-in-victoria
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/Laws,-Policies-and-Strategies/laws/responsibilities-for-game-management-and-hunting-in-victoria
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3.5.4 Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions

The Department of Jobs, Sport, Industry and Resources is responsible for developing 
game, animal welfare and pest animal policy in Victoria.46 It provides support to the 
Minister for Outdoor Recreation in their portfolio responsibilities related to native bird 
hunting.

The Department is responsible for preparing documentation, such as gazettal notices, 
to establish annual recreational native bird hunting seasons, make modifications to 
seasons, and, if necessary, implement emergency wetland closures.

Additionally, the department plays a coordinating role47 collaborating with other 
departments, agencies, and the Game Manage Authority on matters concerning native 
bird hunting.48 This collaboration involves setting policies, plans, and strategies, as well 
as addressing Ministerial powers related to recreational native bird hunting.

3.5.5 Other agencies

Parks Victoria

Parks Victoria manages parks and most reserves in Victoria and the hunting that takes 
place on these lands. National Parks and State Game Reserves are two categories of 
lands that Parks Victoria manages.

Parks Victoria is responsible for the enforcement of hunting and firearms carriage and 
use laws on these lands.49

Victoria Police

Victoria Police is responsible for regulating and licensing the sale, ownership, 
possession, storage and use of firearms and controlled weapons in Victoria under the 
Firearms Act 1996 and the Control of Weapons Act 1990.50

The most popular form of firearm licence in Victoria are those issued for the purpose of 
hunting. This includes Category A and B Longarm licences. To hunt gave birds, hunters 
must hold a firearm licence in addition to a game hunting licence.

46 Game Management Authority, Responsibilities for game management and hunting in Victoria.

47 Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions Game Hunting in Victoria, 2022, <https://djsir.vic.gov.au/game-hunting> 
accessed 17 July 2023.

48 Game Management Authority, 2023 Duck season compliance summary, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-
releases/2023/2023-duck-season-compliance-summary> accessed 15 July 2023.

49 Game Management Authority, Responsibilities for game management and hunting in Victoria.

50 The objective of this Act is to govern the regulation of weapons other than firearms. It also regulates body armour.

https://djsir.vic.gov.au/game-hunting
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-releases/2023/2023-duck-season-compliance-summary
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-releases/2023/2023-duck-season-compliance-summary
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3.6 Other Australian jurisdictions

Native bird hunting regulations differ between Australian jurisdictions. At the time 
of writing, there were recreational hunting season openings in Victoria, the Northern 
Territory, Tasmania, and South Australia.

Many stakeholders opposed to native bird hunting described Queensland, Western 
Australia and New South Wales as having ‘banned’ native bird hunting. However 
others noted that although these states had removed the specified season opening, 
native bird hunting was still permitted under various circumstances.

Table 3.4 below gives an overview of these arrangements.

Table 3.4   Overview of regulatory arrangements for native bird hunting in 
Australia

Jurisdiction Summary Relevant Bodies/Agencies Relevant Legislation

Australian 
Capital 
Territory

Native bird hunting has never been 
permitted in the ACT.

Recreational hunting is limited 
to vermin control on rural land.

 • Parks ACT

 • Environment, Planning 
and Sustainable 
Development Directorate

 • Firearms Act 1996 (ACT)

 • Nature Conservation Act 
2014 (ACT)

New South 
Wales

Recreational hunting of native 
game birds was put to an end on 
public lands and public waterways.

Native game bird hunting is 
allowed for individuals licensed and 
endorsed for the private land NSW 
Native Game Bird Management 
Program.

 • NSW National Parks and 
Wildlife Service

 • Department of Primary 
Industries

 • Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 2016 (NSW)

 • Game and Feral Animal 
Control Act 2002 (NSW)

 • Game and Feral Animal 
Control Regulation 
2022 (NSW)

 • NSW Game Hunting 
Licence Code of Practice

Northern 
Territory

Hunting for magpie geese and 
certain native duck species is 
permitted during the official 
gazetted hunting season. 
Hunters can hunt on public and 
private land. On private land, 
hunters are required to have 
express permission from the 
landholder.

Hunters must have a Waterfowl 
Hunting Permit. This includes any 
waterfowl hunting on private and 
public land.

Firearm users must have an NT 
shooters licence or equivalent 
interstate licence.

Department of 
Environment, Parks 
and Water Security

 • Territory Parks and 
Wildlife Conservation Act 
1976 (NT)

 • Firearms Act 1997 (NT)

Queensland Recreational hunting of native 
ducks and quails is prohibited.

Department of 
Environment and Science

 • Nature Conservation Act 
1992 (QLD)

 • The Nature Conservation 
Amendment Bill 2006 
amended the Nature 
Conservation Act to 
prohibit native duck and 
quail hunting.
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Jurisdiction Summary Relevant Bodies/Agencies Relevant Legislation

South 
Australia

South Australia has designated 
season openings for recreational 
duck and quail hunting.

Duck hunting requires a permit 
during season openings. Hunters 
are also required to pass a 
Waterfowl Identification Test to 
obtain a permit.

Stubble quail is the only native 
breed that can be hunted in the 
state. A quail hunting permit is 
required.

The South Australian Legislative 
Council has established a select 
committee to review its native bird 
hunting arrangements.

Department for 
Environment and Water

 • National Parks and 
Wildlife Act 1972 (SA)

 • National Parks and 
Wildlife (Wildlife) 
Regulations 2019 (SA)

 • National Parks and 
Wildlife (National Parks) 
Regulations 2016 (SA)

 • National Parks and 
Wildlife (Hunting) 
Regulations 2011 (SA)

Western 
Australia

Western Australia was the first 
state in Australia to end duck 
hunting as a sport in 1992.

However, shelducks and wood 
ducks are declared pests of 
agriculture under the Agriculture 
and Related Resources Protection 
Act 1976 and are allowed 
to be hunted under certain 
circumstances.

Department of Primary 
Industries and Regional 
Development

 • Conservation and Land 
Management Act 
1984 (WA)

 • Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 2016 (WA)

 • Agriculture and Related 
Resources Protection Act 
1976 (WA)

 • Duck, geese and quail 
shooting was ended 
through the Acts 
Amendment (Game Birds 
Protection) Act 1992 (WA).

Tasmania Certain species of native ducks and 
the brown quail are allowed to be 
recreationally hunted during season 
openings.

A recreational game licence is 
required to hunt native game birds. 
Hunters are required to pass a 
Waterfowl Identification Test.

Department of 
Natural Resources and 
Environment

 • Nature Conservation Act 
2002 (Tas)

 • Nature Conservation 
(Open Seasons) Order 
2004 (Tas)

 • Nature Conservation 
(Wildlife) Regulations 
2021 (Tas)

Source: Select Committee on Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements.
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Case Study 3.1   New South Wales

In New South Wales, recreational hunting of native game birds is banned on public 
lands and public waterways.

However, there is a recognition that game can have impacts on agricultural production, 
the environment and communities and hunting is recognised as one of a number of 
tools used in the management of game.

Consequently, native game bird hunting is allowed for individuals licensed and 
endorsed for the private land NSW Native Game Bird Management Program. This 
includes managed agricultural land that is licensed under the Program. The Program 
began in 2014 and is managed by the New South Wales Department of Primary 
Industries Game Licensing Unit.

Hunters are required to have a Restricted or General Game Hunting Licence that is 
endorsed for hunting native game birds. They are required to hold a current Category 
A or B firearms licence endorsed for Recreational Hunting/Vermin Control or Primary 
Production.

Land holders are required to have a Native Game Bird Management (Owner/Occupier) 
Licence. There is no fee to acquire this licence. Land holders can also list their details on 
a Landholder Register if they want to be contacted by licensed hunters, but this is not a 
requirement.a

The objective of the Program is to ensure that landholders can protect their crops from 
native varieties of game duck species, while also ensuring that such native game duck 
populations are sustainable and viable into the future.b

To do this, harvest levels (quotas) are set by the Program based on surveys and data 
on regional duck populations.c Abundance and population dynamics that respond 
predictably to climatic changes are important factors that influence harvest quotas 
resulting in different quotas set for each species.d

Duck hunting in New South Wales mostly takes place on rice farms.

The Program sets out a framework that ‘allows licensed, responsible volunteer hunters 
to help landholders manage the impacts of native game birds over their agricultural 
lands’.e

(Continued)
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Case Study 3.1 continued 

Hunters are required to secure permission, either in written or verbal form, from a 
landholder who possesses an owner/occupier licence. Permission to enter land for 
hunting game ducks is a mandatory condition of the New South Wales Game Hunting 
Licence Code of Practice. Hunters are also required to pass a Waterfowl Identification 
Test before they can take part in the program.

A licence is required to hunt non-indigenous game animals on public or private land.

a. Department of Primary Industries, Native game bird FAQs, 2023 <https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/
game-and-pests/native-game-birds/native-game-bird-faqs> accessed 18 July 2023.

b. Department of Primary Industries, Don’t wing it, 2023, <https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0008/748655/dont-wing-it-booklet.pdf> accessed 17 July 2023.

c. Department of Primary Industries, Native game bird quotas, 2023, <https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/
hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds/native-game-bird-quotas> accessed 18 July 2023.

d. Stephen McLeod, 2022‑2023 Annual Waterfowl Quota Report to NSW DPI Hunting, report for NSW 
Department of Primary Industries, NSW Government.

e. Department of Primary Industries, Native game birds, 2023 <https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/
game-and-pests/native-game-birds> accessed 16 July 2023.

https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds/native-game-bird-faqs
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds/native-game-bird-faqs
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/748655/dont-wing-it-booklet.pdf
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/748655/dont-wing-it-booklet.pdf
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds/native-game-bird-quotas
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds/native-game-bird-quotas
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds
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Chapter 4  
Environmental and economic 
issues

Australian native fauna is unique and should be afforded special care to ensure long 
term sustainability. The Committee’s decision to recommend and end to recreational 
native bird hunting was motivated largely by its environmental impact. Native bird 
populations across Australia are in long term decline and population bursts during 
wet seasons have not offset declines from dry and drought periods. In addition, there 
is a considerable risk during open season that threatened and non-game species will 
be disturbed, wounded or killed. Whilst the Committee acknowledges this is usually 
inadvertent, it presents an unacceptable risk to Victorian native fauna.

Although deaths from bird hunting may comprise a relatively small number in relation 
to total bird population numbers, in the Committee’s view we should not be placing 
additional pressure on already strained native fauna.

The Committee is also concerned about the impact of historical habitat loss, including 
environmental effects caused by climate change and the impacts of environmental 
conditions in the upper Murray–Darling Basin. 

The Committee wishes to acknowledge the considerable conservation work conducted 
by hunters, most of whom are volunteers. Their efforts have revitalised barren lands 
into wetlands that are now home to many different species of flora and fauna.

The Committee also considered the economic impact of native bird hunting. There is 
little data available, and what is available varies considerably on the total impact on 
the Victorian economy. Whilst there is a clear direct benefit to some regional towns in 
Victoria, the Committee was not presented with evidence to suggest that ending native 
bird hunting would have a significant economic impact.

4.1 Environmental impacts of native bird hunting 

Although deaths from native bird hunting may comprise a relatively small number in 
relation to total bird populations, the Committee is concerned about the long-term 
trends of decline. These are evident in both the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial 
Survey and the Victorian priority waterbird count.

4.1.1 Population trends in Victorian native birds

Native waterbird populations have shown a decline over the long term since the Eastern 
Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey began in 1983, primarily due to habitat loss and climate 
change as mentioned by Professors Kingsford and Klaasen. Figure 4.1 below illustrates 
the population decline measured by the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey.
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Figure 4.1   Changes over time in total abundance of breeding species in 
the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey (1983‒2022)
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Figure 1. Changes over time in a) total abundance, b) wetland area, c) breeding 
and d) number of breeding species in the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey 
(1983-2022); horizontal lines show long-term averages.
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Figure 4. Decadal means of a) wetland area, b) total abundance, c) number of 
breeding species and d) breeding index in the Eastern Australian Waterbird 
Aerial Survey (1983-2022). Error bars are SE.
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Source: Porter, J.L., R.T. Kingsford, R. Francis, K. Brandis and A. Ahern, 2022 Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey: Annual 
summary report, Centre for Ecosystem Science, University of NSW, 2022, p.4

Although the majority of birds counted by the survey are non-native, this shows a 
general trend that extends to native birds.

While waterbird populations have increased in years with accommodating conditions 
such as good rainfall, the trend however is directed towards decline. 

Data from the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey shows a reduction in total 
wetlands area covered by the survey bands, illustrating a total habitat loss over time. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2   Decade average of wetland area (hectares) in the Eastern 
Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey (1983‒2022)
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Figure 1. Changes over time in a) total abundance, b) wetland area, c) breeding 
and d) number of breeding species in the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey 
(1983-2022); horizontal lines show long-term averages.
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Figure 4. Decadal means of a) wetland area, b) total abundance, c) number of 
breeding species and d) breeding index in the Eastern Australian Waterbird 
Aerial Survey (1983-2022). Error bars are SE.
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Source: Porter, J.L., R.T. Kingsford, R. Francis, K. Brandis and A. Ahern, 2022 Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey: Annual 
summary report, Centre for Ecosystem Science, University of NSW, 2022, p. 7.
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Similarly, the 2023 Victorian priority waterbird count found the total count of game 
duck was 25% of the average for the past decade.1

4.1.2 Habitat loss

Key stakeholders also recognised the primary driver of waterbird population decline 
was habitat loss. At a public hearing the Committee heard evidence from Professor 
Richard Kingsford, a river ecologist and conservation biologist who has worked 
extensively with government agencies on waterbird research. He explained that:

These are long-term declines. The analogy that I quite often use to explain what is 
going on is if you can imagine waterbirds, and actually lots of things, like fish as well, 
in our river systems having these bounce-backs, a bit like in the natural system – a 
superball would bounce back to the same level. Now, what we are seeing with these 
long-term agricultural practices is that those bounces are still happening, but they are 
more like a tennis ball. They are just not as high as they used to be, and therefore we 
are seeing that declining bounce over time.2

Unregulated consumption of water in the Murray-Darling Basin has compounded 
issues of water shortage accelerating habitat loss of waterbirds. The Murray-Darling 
Basin is home to 16 internationally significant wetlands, 35 endangered species and 
120 different species of waterbirds.3 Adequate water supply in the Basin is critical to 
ensuring long-term ecological sustainability. However, the Basin Plan’s implementation 
has been delayed by delays over issues of water sharing, problems in large-scale 
coordination across multiple jurisdictions and conflict in matters of water governance. 

Dr Holly Sitters, an ecologist who gave evidence at a public hearing, noted that the 
loss of freshwater habitat is a global problem and that the impact of this loss has been 
profound across ecosystems around the world:

based on data from 6000 populations comprising over a thousand species of bird, 
mammal, amphibian, reptile and fish. The Living Planet Report shows that populations 
in the freshwater living planet index have been hit the hardest. They host a rich 
biodiversity, including a third of vertebrate species, despite covering less than 1 per 
cent of the planet. Major threats that have driven this colossal decline include water 
extraction and pollution as well as hunting, fishing and a heating and drying climate. 
Only this past week a paper was published in Science showing that more than half of 
the world’s lakes have shrunk over the past 30 years due to climate warming.4

In contrast, Dr Brian Hiller, a professor of wildlife biology at Bemidji State University, 
described the cycle as a ‘boom-bust’. He believed that native birds could be 
appropriately harvested through managing a ‘core breeding population’:

1 Geoff Brown Peter Menkhorst, Kasey Stamation, Victorian duck season priority waterbird count, 2023, report for Department 
of Energy, Environment and Climate Action, Victorian Government, Heidelberg, 2023, p. 11.

2 Professor Richard Kingsford, Director of the Centre for Ecosystem Science, University of New South Wales, public hearing, 
Melbourne, 26 May 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 3.

3 Australian Government, The Basin, 2023, <https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin> accessed 8 August 2023.

4 Dr Holly Sitters, public hearing, Melbourne, 26 May 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 55.

https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin
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What happens when all those extra birds are produced … they might produce 15, 16 
or 18 ducklings that survive to fledging age … when the bust comes, you are going to 
shrink back to your core breeding population. As you were just mentioning, one of 
the things in terms of a cautionary approach when those busts happen is to be more 
conservative in your approach to the harvest. You do not want to harvest the core 
breeding population; you want to harvest the stuff that gets produced above that. 
That is really where that boom-bust comes in. That boom produces a lot of extra birds 
that at some point – when the bust comes – are going to die. The question is simply: 
how, and what is going to be the cause of mortality.5

Professor Kingsford noted that native bird hunting, has a very small impact on native 
bird populations:

The fundamental issue here is that we have been losing waterbird habitat, wetland 
habitat, over decades as a result of increasing extractions and regulation of the rivers 
for the Murray–Darling, and we see that in the impacts on freshwater organisms 
that rely on those flows. At the same time, we also investigated whether there was 
any effect of hunting on those species, and we found a very small effect, which was 
considerably overridden by the loss of habitat effect.6

This was also conceded by Dr Holly Sitters. However she noted that an end to native 
bird hunting would reduce the rate of decrease in populations.7

Lucas Cooke, Chief Executive Officer of Field & Game Australia, said that there had 
been no ‘massive increase’ in game bird species in New South Wales since the state 
ended duck hunting. He also believed that wetlands management advocated by 
hunter–conservationists would help to increase waterbird populations:

A catchment management authority that is trying to make a wetland survive can 
put water into those temporary shallow wetlands once every five years, and the 
wetland will survive and still be a wetland. But birds will not thrive, because obviously 
an Australian native duck that lives three to five years needs water more than once 
every five years to breed and thrive. When you have hunters advocating for wetlands 
and managing for abundance and they are trying to make sure those wetlands get 
environmental water flows once every two or three years, that is when we see ducks 
and other waterbirds thrive.8

Dr Sitters detailed the current phase in climatic cycle and informed the Committee 
about the expected arrival of an El Niño climate phase, which is set to bring hotter and 
dryer conditions: 

We have had three wet years, I think it is now, and so the status of things currently is 
looking pretty good. But we have also heard a lot about El Niño, which is due to return 
later in the year, I think current predictions are, and is expected to stay around for a 

5 Dr Brian Hiller, public hearing, Melbourne, 26 May 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 43.

6 Professor Richard Kingsford, Transcript of evidence, p. 2.

7 Dr Holly Sitters, Transcript of evidence, p. 58.

8 Mr Lucas Cooke, Chief Executive Officer, Field and Game Australia, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 9.
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while, and of course that will lead to completely different conditions to what we are 
seeing now.9 

The Committee recognises that deaths from native bird hunting may constitute 
a relatively small number in relation to total populations of native birds, however 
the Committee is particularly concerned with the downward trends in native bird 
populations since the Eastern Australia Waterbird Aerial Survey for the past 40 years. 

In the context of decreasing habitat and the impacts on the environment caused by 
climate change and water management, native bird hunting puts undue pressure on 
already strained bird populations.

4.1.3 Assessment of the interim harvest model on ensuring population 
sustainability

As discussed previously, adaptive harvest management is concerned with using 
data to inform decision making. This method is based on continuous monitoring and 
learning from the outcomes of previous management actions. Professor Kingsford 
explained that:

We have got more and more sophisticated in terms of translating that data into 
decision-making, and the adaptive harvest model is the most recent sophistication 
of that. Certainly it gives me a lot more confidence than I had in the past that we are 
moving to a more rigorous basis for managing duck hunting.10 

The Interim Harvest Model was used in setting arrangements for the 2022 and 2023 
native duck hunting season.

At a public hearing, the Committee heard evidence from Dr Dave Ramsey, Principal 
Scientist, Program Leader Wildlife Management, Arthur Rylah Institute for 
Environmental Research. He described how adaptive harvest management is used to 
control harvest levels based on changing population levels caused by different factors:

some of the uncertainties that we would like to know about are about the capacity 
of duck populations to support harvest. What level of harvest duck can populations 
support over the long term and still maintain a viable population? How do managers 
regulate harvest levels? Some of the instruments that managers use to regulate duck 
harvests include changes in daily bag limits and season lengths, so it is a bit uncertain 
what effect those might have on harvest levels. Adaptive management is an instrument 
that allows managers to learn about how changing those things could change harvest 
levels in game ducks. The other thing is adaptive management also acknowledges 
that duck populations are subject to other factors that affect their numbers, like 
environmental conditions such as droughts, climate change or water regulation. 
Adaptive management allows for this, and it helps managers understand what effects 

9 Dr Holly Sitters, Transcript of evidence, p. 57.

10 Professor Richard Kingsford, Transcript of evidence, p. 9.
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those environmental changes might have on duck populations and also the additional 
effect of harvest.11

The Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria) support the use of this model 
to determine hunting season arrangements. The organisation stated:

Since its inception, SSAA Victoria has supported decisions on seasonal variations based 
entirely on the recommendations from the IHM. Although imperfect, the IHM provides 
a clear objective framework that ensures sustainability and favours full-length hunting 
seasons.12 

Other stakeholders were concerned about the application of adaptive harvest 
management and the use of the Interim Harvest Model. Many noted that the model 
itself does not set a baseline for an acceptable population of birds. Rather, it is used 
to set the harvest levels for a season no matter how low the populations are though 
harvest levels can be set to zero should the science dictate this.

For example, Animals Australia argued that the model provides ‘false hope’ and ‘a 
more objective assessment would have noted the difficulties and vagaries of AHM for 
Victorian bird shooting.’13

In its submission, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting criticised the model 
as ‘basing its predictors on the past 30 years of hunting seasons … which have resulted 
in our game ducks now being at just 25% of their long-term average’. It also noted that 
since 1958 whilst overall season lengths have increased, the bag limit for game birds 
had increased from 5 to 8.14

At a public hearing Sean Dooley, Public Affairs Manager, BirdLife Australia, had similar 
concerns. He noted the additional pressures caused by bird hunting given the decline in 
total populations:

they do not deal with shifting baseline syndrome. So we do not really know under 
those models what the baseline is that we are trying to regard as sustainable. Are we 
looking at the 2022 population as the baseline, which we know for a lot of species is 
90 per cent less than it was 40 years ago? If that is the case, it is very limited in vision. 
Are we trying to hold on to what we have got and saying that is okay, or do we go 
back to a former baseline where waterbirds were far more abundant and saying that 
is what we want to reach? I think that was interesting – Ms Bath’s comment about the 
Klaassen report and Kingsford report, saying the impact of hunting, the direct impact, 
may not be any greater in terms of number of birds than it was 40 years ago. But the 
pool of birds that are there available to be shot is infinitesimally smaller, so the impact 
of hunting has become proportionally greater. That is the thing that really concerns us. 
We are seeing this with other groups of birds, like the migratory shorebirds, which have 

11 Dr Dave Ramsey, Principal Scientist, Program Leader Wildlife Management, Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental 
Research, public hearing, Melbourne, 21 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, pp. 1–2.

12 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, p. 16.

13 Animal Australia, Submission 1,590, p. 11.

14 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, Submission 1,587, p. 30.
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reduced by 80 per cent in numbers on their migrations between Russia and Australia, 
and they still have hunting pressures. Fifty years ago those hunting pressures were 
not a problem because there were so many of them, but when you have so few, those 
one-off events can really do a lot of damage.15

The Committee also highlights that although wetland area has increased in the 
past decade due to wetter conditions, there has not been a relative increase in bird 
populations. 

In the Committee’s view the key limitation of the model is that is does not account for 
the population decline of a species in setting harvest numbers. The model does not 
provide a cutoff point or baseline to stop hunting to allow a species to recover from an 
ongoing downward trend.

4.1.4 Impact on threatened and other species

The Committee received evidence of threatened native birds that had been wounded 
or killed. This included images and video. 

The Committee also heard evidence that hunting associations provide training and 
education to their members to avoid inadvertently shooting threatened species. 
However, by the nature of bird hunting it is almost impossible to reduce the wounding 
or kill rates of threatened birds to zero.

Many stakeholders provided evidence that recreational hunting results in disturbances 
or death of threatened species. Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer and Executive 
Director, Wildlife Victoria gave an overview of her organisation’s experience conducting 
veterinary triage at wetlands:

This year we had across the first five days 22 waterbirds that were still alive when 
they were brought in. We also saw threatened species – so blue-winged shovelers, 
hardheads and a freckled duck – that were deceased on arrival but on veterinary 
assessment and X-ray were also wounded. We also saw in total around 73 birds across 
the first five days. On examination of those birds – so what happens is the vets assess 
them and they X-ray them to determine a cause of death. Any that are alive of course 
we try and save. But of those that were brought in across that period, 67 per cent of the 
73 definitively had a cause of death by gunshot wound – so they were birds that had 
been left in field that were brought into our triage unit. In terms of the wounds, and I 
give a couple of examples in the submission, there is evidence of shotgun pellets. It is 
typically broken bones, entry wounds, things like that – but a lot of fractures.16

Lynn Trakell, Assistant Director for the Coalition Against Duck Shooting believed 
that rule changes and changes to hunting arrangements have done little to prevent 
misconduct during the current hunting season towards threatened species:

15 Mr Sean Dooley, National Public Affairs Manager, Birdlife Australia, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, 
pp. 22–23.

16 Ms Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director, Wildlife Victoria, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, pp. 80–81.
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Wherever our rescuers go they find wounded birds, they find illegally shot protected 
and threatened species, they find illegally buried birds and they find that shooters 
breach the regulations consistently – wherever we go – so it has not improved, no. 

….

Well, I was at the wetlands during the first five days, and all the rescuers there heard 
shooting start before the legal shooting time. And like I said, one of the first birds 
that was brought in was a blue-winged shoveler, which is a protected and threatened 
species, so yes, the non-compliance goes on and on.17 

Laurie Levy, Campaign Director of the Coalition Against Duck Shooting, raised similar 
concerns, stating:

Last year even, the 8 o’clock start was really good and the midweek opening was really 
good, but even on the opening morning in 2022 rescuers found threatened species that 
had been illegally shot, and it was the same again this year. You would have thought 
that even with duck shooters knowing that their activity is under pressure at the 
moment, they would not be doing that sort of thing. They still do it.18

Lynn Trakell highlighted concerns relating to threatened species noting that another issue 
is the credibility of the data on how many are shot or wounded. Ms Trakell mentioned:

I am really concerned about this because the government and Kingsford rely on figures 
from shooter surveys. Shooters are not going to say that they have shot above the bag 
limit. They are not going to own up to shooting and wounding birds that fly away. They 
are not going to own up to shooting protected and threatened species and burying 
birds that they have shot over the bag limit. How on earth can they judge how many 
birds are killed every year, relying on shooter surveys? It is just insane. We actually have 
no idea at all how many birds are shot. It could be twice as many. Who knows? It could 
be twice as little.19 

When asked what is an acceptable number of threatened species that may be harmed 
in a season, representatives of the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria) 
stated ‘ultimately, none’. However they conceded it was ‘realistically’ inevitable.20

Similarly, Lucas Cooke, Chief Executive Officer, Field and Game Australia, maintained 
that while no threatened or non-game species should be harmed, in reality this is not 
the case:

We obviously aim for zero. We work pretty hard to educate our members as much as 
we possibly can. We are probably not going to sit here and say it should be okay if it is 
five or 10 or 50. I think the aim should always be zero.21 

17 Ms Lynn Trakell, Assistant Director, Coalition Against Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 50.

18 Laurie Levy, Campaign Director, Coalition Against Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 50.

19 Ms Lynn Trakell, Transcript of evidence, p. 52.

20 Mr Barry Howlett, Transcript of evidence, p. 32; Mr David Laird, Transcript of evidence, p. 32.

21 Mr Lucas Cooke, Transcript of evidence, p. 2.
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Mr Cooke explained that he believed the hunting community, the government, and the 
Game Management Authority do well to collectively enforce compliance on this matter:

I think, generally speaking, very well. Certainly historically this was not the case. 
Perhaps there was not the care or engagement from hunters in the past. There are 
certainly some stories from the annals of history of not a lot of care being taken. But 
currently, right now in 2023, I think hunters are very attuned to needing to take care in 
this thing. Unfortunately, this year we have still seen instances where obviously people 
did not take enough care, and we would hope to continue working to reduce those 
people and remove them from the hunting community or educate them to the point 
where they do take the utmost care and we could sit here, hopefully, in future years and 
say zero threatened species have been harmed.22

Studies in 2019 and 2022 conducted by the Arthur Rylah Institute highlighted concerns 
that hunting had adverse effects for non-game waterbird species:

In Victoria, the hunting of eight species of native duck (game species) is allowed during 
a defined open season. Hunting takes place on natural and constructed wetlands 
that are also habitat for numerous other animal species, some of which may be 
unintentionally adversely affected by the activities of hunters, especially when large 
numbers of hunters gather at a wetland. Potential adverse effects (excluding death 
or injury from shotgun pellets) include: abandonment of nests or young due to the 
close presence of hunters in areas not normally visited by people, reduced feeding 
and resting opportunities due to disturbance by noise and movement, increased 
energy expenditure as a consequence of having to spend longer periods in flight 
following disturbance and reduced habitat availability resulting from the temporary 
abandonment of a wetland due to disturbance.23 

The Committee was also notified that Victorian wetlands are home also to a range 
of nesting or migratory threatened and non-game species affected by game duck 
hunting. In its submission, Birdlife Australia stated:

Notable threatened or non-game species at risk include Australasian Bittern, Australian 
Painted Snipe, Brolga, Great and Intermediate Egrets, Blue-billed, Freckled and Musk 
Ducks as well as flocks of migratory shorebirds feeding in wetlands to fuel up for their 
departure for the northern hemisphere in late March/early April.

Even if these birds are not directly shot, the disturbance to them in their habitat can 
have drastic and detrimental effects. Nests may be abandoned, courtship rituals for 
flocking Brolgas can be disrupted, shy and cryptic species that rely on dense fringing 
vegetation will be spooked into breaking cover.24

22 Ibid.

23 Peter Menkhorst, Assessing waterbird susceptibility to disturbance by duck hunters in Victoria, Arthur Rylah Institute for 
Environmental Research, Heidelberg, 2019; Peter Menkhorst and Louise Thompson, Assessing waterbird susceptibility to 
disturbance by duck hunters in Victoria (2022 update), Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research, Heidelberg, 2022.

24 Birdlife Australia, Submission 1,606, p. 8.
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Lisa Palma noted that game hunting risks frightening nesting birds and colonies: 

Yes, sure. So last year we had reports of swans at Kerang – Lake Bael Bael near Kerang 
– that had left their nests. Unfortunately, given the time of year, all of those nests had 
eggs in them. The swans left the nests in fright once they heard the gunshots go off, 
rendering those eggs unviable, so that is what we mean by losing an entire generation 
of swans at that location. We were able to save one very small swan that subsequently 
went into care and was released, but nothing else.25

4.1.5 Wetland closures under the Wildlife Act 1975

As noted in Chapter 3, section 86 of the Wildlife Act allows the Ministers26 to declare 
certain areas closed for native bird hunting, for up to 12 months. Section 86A also 
provides emergency powers for immediate closure if the Ministers are satisfied a 
threatened species is under immediate threat due to hunting activity.

In the 2023 season, 18 areas were closed under closure provisions.27

In responses to questions on notice, the Department of Energy, Environment and 
Climate Action noted signs advising of wetlands closures made under s 86 or 86A of the 
Act were erected by agencies. However it noted that the Game Management Authority 
uses other forms of communication28 since signs are occasionally defaced or stolen.29

The Committee heard concerns about the process and speed of closing wetlands as a 
consequence of the presence of threatened or protected species.

Animals Australia believed that the threshold for triggering wetland closures was ‘too 
high’. It also noted criticism from regional Victorian residents who complained the 
Game Management Authority had not properly addressed their concerns that certain 
wetlands should be closed.30

In contrast, the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria) argued that 
wetland closures should be used only as a last resort. At a public hearing, David Laird, 
Hunting Development Manager at the association, described the process as ‘opaque’, 
and advocated for an objective process:

We are very unsure what results we get in different circumstances and actually why 
they occur. We want to see, and it is one of our recommendations, that there is a clear, 
objective set of circumstances where wetlands are closed. We do not oppose wetlands 
being closed in all circumstances, certainly not where there are legitimate concerns and 

25 Ms Lisa Palma, Transcript of evidence, p. 84.

26 At the time of writing, this was jointly administered by the Ministers for Outdoor Recreation, Agriculture and Environment.

27 Game Management Authority, Wetland closures – 2023 duck season, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/
wetland-closures-duck-season> accessed 18 July 2023.

28 Including media releases, social media posts, information on its website and text messages to licence holders.

29 Carolyn Jackson, Deputy Secretary, Environment, Climate Action and First Peoples, hearing, response to questions on notice 
received 27 July 2023, p. 14.

30 Animals Australia, Submission 1,590, p. 13.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/wetland-closures-duck-season
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/wetland-closures-duck-season
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issues there. We fully support that, and we have supported wetland closures in the past. 
This year there has been a whole lot, and the whole thing seems to have been highly 
politicised, and that is a concern. If there are genuine scientific or welfare concerns that 
we need to address in particular areas, we are more than happy for that to happen.31

Some stakeholders who opposed native bird hunting highlighted a perceived low-level 
of closures during open season. Simon Toop from the Game Management Authority 
noted this was a result of variations between seasons:

I did have a look, because somebody raised these figures the other day of only a 
maximum of five in the last three years. The year before that there were 10. It just 
varies on the season and depends on where the birds are distributed and can depend 
on things like drought conditions. If we have drought conditions, we often get freckled 
duck in particular who will come and seek refuge in Victoria. We might get very 
large populations of freckled duck in a year where there is drought and very small 
populations or no birds in this state when there is lots of water, say, in inland New South 
Wales. It really depends on the circumstances at the time.32

Other stakeholders also believed that certain wetlands had been closed through 
ministerial intervention and had circumvented the proper process. However, Graeme 
Ford noted this was ‘standard practice’ and stated that the Game Management 
Authority is routinely contacted by the Ministers’ offices to recheck for presence of 
threatened species.33

4.1.6 Volunteer hunter conservation programs

Many stakeholders highlighted the significant conservation work undertaken by 
hunter–conservationists, the majority of whom are volunteers. The works throughout 
the state have included:

 • wetlands rehabilitation and management

 • nesting boxes 

 • tree planning

 • feral and pest animal and weed eradication.

Evidence heard by the Committee that conservation work is undertaken by 
environmental protection organisations including First Nations groups. 

31 Mr David Laird, Hunting Development Manager, Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), public hearing, 
Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 14.

32 Mr Simon Toop, Director, Strategy and Research, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 12.

33 Mr Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 7.
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Dr Holly Sitters stated:

we have some fantastic groups out there who are doing some brilliant work involved 
in wetland research and restoration – for example, DEECA working with ARI….they 
are currently undertaking the WetMAP project, which is designed to improve wetland 
health across the state. They are working with CMAs and wetlands specialists to 
manage grazing such that it helps remove weeds and does not degrade wetland 
systems. ARI is also undertaking an assessment of wetlands habitat connectivity at the 
statewide scale. The Blue Carbon Lab’s Victorian coastal wetland restoration program 
is a multidisciplinary project that is focused on restoring wetland conditions in the 
more coastal areas. The Victorian Landcare program of course is highly successful. 
It is a community-based volunteer movement that facilitates and coordinates action to 
care for the environment again across the state and across ecosystems. Several NGOs, 
like the Nature Conservancy and Trust for Nature, work a lot with private landholders 
to restore habitat and maintain habitat quality, and the Wetland Revival Trust is 
also working with the community and traditional owners in order to restore wetland 
condition. So we have large networks of people out there working to conserve and 
restore wetlands.34

Contrary evidence presented by the Victorian Traditional Owner Land Justice Group 
detailed environmental destruction including habitat loss at the hands of shooters. 

Paul Haw stated:

As I said before, there are numerous wetlands around Boort. The only thing I ever hear 
is destruction. I cannot name one project in the last 20 years – what they have done 
around the wetlands in Boort. I have to go and do it myself out of my own pocket. 
At the moment I am growing 4000 trees to plant back in Lake Boort, and I have to 
call upon schoolchildren to plant them. There is just nothing they do around Boort.

…

The firewood – it actually goes out in tons and tons now, out of especially Yando 
Swamp and Lake Leaghur, because they have got lots of black box trees.35

Some sites are also used by environmental research organisations to assist in data 
collection and monitoring of birds.

The Committee saw this work in person during site visits to Lake Connewarre and 
Heart Morass wetlands. Representatives from Field & Game Australia and local 
conservationist gave the Committee insights into the changes that have occurred at 
these sites which have been driven by local efforts.

34 Dr Holly Sitters, Transcript of evidence, p. 60.

35 Mr Paul Haw, public hearing, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 54; ibid., p. 50.
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Case Study 4.1   Heart Morass wetlands

In the beginning, Heart Morass was nothing but barren, salinity‑affected farmland 
which was virtually uninhabitable for most native wildlife. 

Vegetation was almost non‑existent except for problem weeds such as blackberry, 
and some big old‑growth trees that had managed to struggle on despite the 
extremely harsh conditions.

Painstaking effort by Wetlands Environmental Taskforce members went into an 
extensive weed spraying and removal program which targeted boxthorn (now almost 
totally eradicated) and blackberry, and other pest species such as nightshade, sweet 
briar, cocksfoot, thistles and cobbler’s peg. This work continues to this day.

Gary Howard OAM, Submission 9,433.

Heart Morass wetlands is managed by Field & Game Australia’s Wetlands 
Environmental Taskforce Trust. Between 2006 and 2013, parcels of former farmland 
at Sale were purchased, funded primarily by donations from hunters. The Land Title is 
currently held by Field & Game Australia.

As many as 66,000 trees have been planted on the site by volunteers of the Taskforce. 
The site has seen an increase in bird population from 20 to 25 species on the property 
to between 80 and 100 at present.

In 2009 a Field & Game representative was prosecuted and fined for illegally diverting 
water onto Heart Morass.

Duck hunting is permitted on Heart Morass as a private property. Hunters are given 
access to the site for a fee. The fees are used to fund future conservation work on the 
site, and provide the bulk of this funding.

Pedestrian public access is available for people to partake in birdwatching, 
photography, bike riding and nature walks.
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Figure 1. Changes over time in a) total abundance, b) wetland area, c) breeding 
and d) number of breeding species in the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey 
(1983-2022); horizontal lines show long-term averages.
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Figure 4. Decadal means of a) wetland area, b) total abundance, c) number of 
breeding species and d) breeding index in the Eastern Australian Waterbird 
Aerial Survey (1983-2022). Error bars are SE.
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wetlands, 2007.
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Case Study 4.1 continued
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Figure 1. Changes over time in a) total abundance, b) wetland area, c) breeding 
and d) number of breeding species in the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey 
(1983-2022); horizontal lines show long-term averages.
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Figure 4. Decadal means of a) wetland area, b) total abundance, c) number of 
breeding species and d) breeding index in the Eastern Australian Waterbird 
Aerial Survey (1983-2022). Error bars are SE.
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and d) number of breeding species in the Eastern Australian Waterbird Aerial Survey 
(1983-2022); horizontal lines show long-term averages.
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Source: Select Committee on Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements.

Photos 2–4:  
Heart Morass 
wetlands, 2023.
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Many stakeholders were concerned what would happen to these sites if hunting were 
no longer allowed. Many believed that hunter–conservationists would not continue 
volunteer work at the sites if there were no incentive for them to do so.

Danny Ryan, Chairman of Field & Game Australia, stated that regardless of the 
outcome of the Inquiry, the organisation would ‘continue to own [the sites] and care for 
them in some manner and form’.36

FINDING 6: The Victorian Government should ensure that there is adequate funding and 
support to enable increased conservation and restoration projects of Victorian wetlands by 
First Nations, community (including hunting groups) and environmental organisations.

4.1.7 Ammunition

The Committee was informed that litter and lead as a by-product of hunting produces 
environmental disturbances and costs. 

The use of lead shot—along with other toxic shot—has been banned for duck hunting 
since 2002. However, lead shot is still permitted for quail hunting.

Lead is a toxic substance that poses risks to humans, wildlife, and the environment. 
The primary cause of lead poisoning is attributed to the ingestion of spent lead shot 
ammunition commonly used in waterfowl hunting. As Professor Kingsford explained: 

The problem was that all of these lead pellets – the wasted ones; the ones that spread 
out – were sitting in the wetlands. I am not sure if the committee knows this, but ducks 
do not actually have the digestive system that we do with teeth. They have got a 
thing called a gizzard, which essentially is like a very muscular grinder, and they often 
take rocks and stones in naturally to do that. So they were taking lead pellets in and 
grinding them up and getting lead poisoning. That was the fundamental problem with 
ducks. To some extent that could happen with quail, but I suspect because quail can 
be found in all sorts of areas it is probably not a huge impact. But I would certainly be 
saying we should not be putting any more lead in the environment than we need to.37

Lucas Cooke from Field & Game Australia highlighted the organisation’s support for a 
ban on lead shot in waterways due to the danger of ducks ingesting pellets. However, 
he considered quail hunting a different situation: 

lead in farmland and lead disbursed across stubble quail habitat does not concentrate 
and is not ingested by the birds, so I think it is a very different thing to consider. It is 
not quite as simple as saying, ‘It’s banned for ducks; why don’t we just ban it for quail 
as well?’ It has very different effects on those environments.38

36 Mr Danny Ryan, Chairman, Field & Game Australia, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 12.

37 Professor Richard Kingsford, Transcript of evidence, p. 14.

38 Mr Lucas Cooke, Transcript of evidence, p. 13.
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Dr Holly Sitters also spoke about the concerning level of microplastics left in wetlands 
from spent ammunition:

I have heard about the level of plastic pollution that ends up in wetlands following 
duckshooting season, and so, yes, that is certainly of great concern to me. I think 
knowledge of microplastics and their effects on our environment is really growing and 
is absolutely horrifying to learn about. So yes, the levels of plastic pollution in particular 
but any forms of pollution out there in the wetlands are of great concern because they 
affect the whole food chain.39

Dave Evans, an individual sharing his experiences as a rescuer, similarly stated:

I have four 44-gallon drums full of shotgun shells that beg to differ that the wetlands 
are clean. These are shotgun shells that are picked up by rescuers, because we clean up 
the wetlands as we rescue birds.40

As discussed previously, the Conservation Regulator does not allow lead shot for use 
under any Authority to Control Wildlife permits issued to control birds. Given the known 
impacts of lead on the environment and human health, the Committee believes that 
lead shot should no longer be used in any type of bird hunting or control.

4.1.8 Pest control

In the past, some species of native ducks have been declared pests in Australian 
jurisdictions.

The Committee heard some evidence of native ducks considered as pests through 
destruction of crops. Some stakeholders were concerned that ending native bird 
hunting would cause population increases which would have a flow on effect to 
increased issues as pests.

Similarly, others highlighted how native bird hunting can be used a management 
tool to control population whilst allowing people to participate in it as a recreational 
activity. Some highlighted the destruction of bok choy crops on the Mornington 
Peninsula in March 2023 which was publicised on social media.

Other stakeholders were concerned that without population control from native birds 
harvest during hunting season, this would cause an increase in pest population. Some 
pointed to New South Wales as an example, as the state allows bird hunting to occur 
on private lands under the Native Game Bird Management Program.41

39 Dr Holly Sitters, Transcript of evidence, p. 65.

40 Mr Dave Evans, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 49.

41 Department of Primary Industries, Native Game Bird Management Program, 2023, <https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/
game-and-pests/native-game-birds> accessed 20 July 2023.

https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/hunting/game-and-pests/native-game-birds
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However, the Committee notes that the majority of participants in the program relate 
to rice farms, whilst Victoria does not have a significant rice-growing agricultural 
industry. In 2021–22, 58% of participants of the program were ricegrowers.42

The Committee heard evidence that culling from New South Wales rice fields is 
less than 5–6% of the harvest from Victoria’s recreational duck shooting season. 
Jo Wilkson, consultant at Animals Australia stated:

I am happy to say that a lot has been made about the rice crop protection in New 
South Wales. People do not necessarily look at the stats. But if you look at the last eight 
years of stats, which are publicly available, the average cull in the New South Wales 
rice crop program is 5 percent of our recreational cull for that same eight-year period – 
5 per cent. Ours is for recreation; theirs is for economic purposes.43

In the Committee’s view it is likely pest populations of ducks (as well as other birds) 
can be effectively managed under the Authority to Control Wildlife provisions of 
the Wildlife Act 1975. The Committee has also recommended that the Victorian 
Government review pest populations of ducks in the coming years and to consider 
widening the scope for pest control. 

4.2 Economic impact of recreational native bird hunting 
in Victoria

The Committee received a range of conflicting evidence on the economic impact 
of recreational native bird hunting in Victoria. Estimates ranged from a very high 
net ‘contribution’ to almost zero net contribution. The Parliamentary Budget Office 
highlighted that Australian literature on the economic impacts of native bird hunting is 
‘dominated by a small number of participants’.44

For this reason, the Committee considers there is insufficient evidence to accurately 
state the real economic impact of native bird hunting to the Victorian economy. In 
addition, populations of birds are mobile and hunters will follow good conditions, 
leading to a inconsistent or unreliable income for any particular areas. 

Despite this, the Committee notes it is highly likely native bird hunting has a greater 
economic impact on regional Victoria and the practice is supported by some local shire 
Councils. 

At a public hearing Cr Ian Bye, Mayor of Wellington Shire Council, described economic 
effect of native bird hunting in the region:

In Wellington we receive a significant community benefit from duck hunting each year, in 
the amount of around $3.5 million per year. Even in the reduced season the spending was 
as much, talking to local suppliers, as it was in a normal season, so we still had quite a 

42 Ibid.

43 Ms Jo Wilkinson, Consultant, Animals Australia, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 39.

44 Parliamentary Budget Office, Submission 3,422, p. 6.
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lot of people that were participating. Hunters travelling to our region provide significant 
economic advantages via accommodation, purchase of fuel and hunting supplies and 
additional ad hoc purchases in small communities closest to their hunting area.45 

Stakeholders’ main source of data was a 2020 economic contribution study prepared 
by economic consulting group RMCG for the former Department of Jobs, Precincts 
and Regions. The study found that duck and quail hunting made a gross economic 
contribution of $65 million and $22 million respectively each year. This comprised 24% 
of a total $356 million estimated hunting as a whole in Victoria.46 

RMCG also published a report in 2019 on the economic and social impacts of 
recreational hunting and shooting Australia-wide. In this report, RMCG estimated 
a total $2.4 billion gross economic contribution to the Australian GDP, comprising 
$0.8 billion direct and $1.6 billion indirect contribution.

Inquiry stakeholders were divided on the findings of the study. Those who supported 
native bird hunting believed it illustrated considerable direct and flow on benefits 
to the economy. Those opposed to native bird hunting believed the findings were 
overstated and did not reflect the true economic impact of the activity. 

Many stakeholders referred to findings of ‘Out for a duck’—a 2012 economic analysis 
prepared by the Australia Institute for RSPCA Victoria.47 This found the economic 
impact native bird hunting was almost zero. However, some stakeholders were critical 
of this study due to its small sample size and low engagement with 15 hunters in total.

The Committee requested analysis from the Parliamentary Budget Office as an 
independent assessment of available economic data on native bird hunting. The 
Parliamentary Budget Office provided the analysis, which expanded on the findings of 
RMCG’s economic contribution study and the Out for a duck study.

The Parliamentary Budget Office found the net economic impact of native bird hunting 
in 2023–24 to be $12 million and 118.2 full time equivalent jobs.48 Of this, is estimated 
the direct and flow-on economic impact as follows:

 • $5.3 million direct benefit to gross state product and 61.9 full time equivalent to 
aggregate employment

 • $6.7 million flow-on economic benefit to gross state product and 56.3 full time 
equivalent to aggregate employment.49

45 Cr Ian Bye, Mayor, Wellington Shire Council, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 2.

46 RMCG, Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria, report for Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions, 
Victorian Government, 2020, p. i.

47 Australia Institute, Out for a duck: an analysis of the economics of duck hunting in Victoria, Australia Institute, 2012.

48 Parliamentary Budget Office, Submission 3,422, p. 4.

49 Ibid., p. 8.
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According to the Parliamentary Budget Office, native bird hunting has a small direct 
positive impact on the Victorian Budget. The office estimated this to be a net revenue 
of $2.7 million received from licence and test fees in 2023–24 the remainder being 
spent in small businesses and other private enterprise. 

FINDING 7: There is little data on the direct economic impacts of native bird hunting in 
Victoria. Total figures provided to the Committee had a significant difference in their range 
and had inconsistent methodology.

4.2.1 Economic analysis by the Parliamentary Budget Office

Key findings of the Parliamentary Budget Office’s analysis are as follows:

 • in 2023–24 the estimated economic impact of native bird hunting included:

 – $12 million (0.002%) of Victoria’s gross state product: $8.6 million in regional 
Victoria and $3.4 million in metropolitan Melbourne

 – 118.2 full-time equivalent employees (0.003% of Victoria’s employment), 81.3 in 
regional Victoria and 37.0 in Victoria.50

Table 4.1 below shows the Parliamentary Budget Office’s analysis of net economic 
impact and net employment impact of native bird hunting in Victoria. Note that figures 
may not add up due to rounding.

Table 4.1   Parliamentary Budget Office’s analysis of net economic impact 
and net employment impact of native bird hunting in Victoria 2023‒24

Regional Victoria Metropolitan Melbourne Total

Net economic impact ($ million) 8.6 3.4 12.0

Net employment impact (FTE) 81.3 37.0 118.2

Source: Parliamentary Budget Office, Submission 3,422, p. 4.

FINDING 8: Estimates by the Parliamentary Budget Office found approximately 72% of 
net economic impact and 69% net employment impact of native bird hunting is received by 
regional Victoria.

4.2.2 Direct impact on Victorian budget

Table 4.2 below shows the Game Management Authority’s total revenue and expenses 
over the past 5 years. The agency’s revenue is primarily from grants, whereas employee 
and other expenses make up the bulk of total expenditure.

50 Ibid., pp. 1, 11.
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Table 4.2   Game Management Authority total revenue and exependiture, 
2017‒18 to 2021‒22

2021–22 2021–22 restateda 2019–20 2018–19 2017–18
($) ($) ($) ($) ($)

Total revenue 9,085,270 8,855,565 7,473,700 7,329,485 5,538,266

Total expenditure (8,784,931) (7,940,415) (6,637,693) (5,056,723) (4,998,342)

Net result 300,339 915,149 836,007 2,272,762 539,924

a. Due to a write-off of intangible assets relating to the online Game Licencing System. 

Source: Game Management Authority, Annual report 2012–22, p.28.

In its analysis, the Parliamentary Budget Office provided the following estimates for 
revenue from native bird hunting:

 • $2.7 million in the current Budget, comprising $3.3 million in licence and test fees 
less $0.5 million in operating expenses from Game Management Authority staffing

 • $11.1 million over the next 4 years, comprising $13.4 million in licence and test fees 
less $2.2 million in operating expenses from Game Management Authority staffing

 • $32.5 million over the next 10 years, comprising $39.1 million in licence and test fees 
less operating expenses of $6.6 million from Game Management Authority staffing.51

It did not consider any impact of native bird hunting revenue from firearms licences.52 

The Parliamentary Budget Office also noted additional funding provided to native bird 
hunting since 2019:

 • $14 million from 2019–20 to 2022–23 to support recreational hunters and sporting 
shooters

 • $5.3 million in 2020–21 provided to the former Department of Jobs, Precincts and 
Regions to develop the Sustainable Hunting Action Plan, with $0.3 million in funding 
allocated for 2023–24

 • $2.3 million in 2023–24 to the Game Management Authority to maintain local 
enforcement, compliance with hunting regulations and stakeholder engagement.53 

In responses to questions on notice, the Game Management Authority noted the 
following costs of duck and stubble quail abundance surveys in 2022:

 • $425,000 for the game duck abundance estimates (comprising aerial survey, 
ground surveys and wetland extent estimate, data analysis and report writing)

 • $185,000 for the stubble quail abundance estimates (comprising ground surveys 
and habitat extent estimation, data analysis and report writing).54

51 Ibid., p. 19.

52 Ibid.

53 Ibid., p. 16.

54 GMA responses to questions on notice, p. 4.
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In addition, the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Change advised 
that in the 2023 year, 524 hours of work was done by regional staff undertaking 
wetland surveys, and an additional 83 hours of threatened species verification surveys. 
This involved 33 staff members, and while the cost of this was not quantified it is a 
considerable allocation of departmental resources. 

In its response to questions on notice, the Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry and 
Regions provided a breakdown of funding allocated to projects under the Sustainable 
Hunting Action Plan 2021–2024. This is listed in Table 4.3 below.

Table 4.3   Projects allocated funing under the Sustainable Hunting 
Action Plan 2021‒2024

Project Funding
($)

Waterfowl and quail wounding reduction action plans 30,000

Waterfowl wounding monitoring 240,000

Quail abundance monitoring 400,000

Game duck abundance monitoring program 765,000

Develop game duck adaptive harvest management framework and strategy 38,288.67a

Sustainable hunting grant program projects:

 • Hen houses construction and installation: $48,134

 • Research investigating diversity and abundance of waterfowl in restored wetlands in 
western Victoria compared to drained wetlands: $74,500

 • Education programs for school students about local biodiversity at Heart Morass and 
Connewarre Wetlands: $40,000

162,634

Total 1,635,922.67

a. Spent to date. 

Source: Beth Jones, Deputy Secretary Regional and Suburban Development, Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions, 
response to questions on notice received 27 July 2023. 

In addition, the Department stated that $965,000 of funding under the plan was 
provided to the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action. This was to 
enter into grant agreements with four Traditional Owner Corporations for Traditional 
Owner Game Management Strategy pilot projects.55 

4.2.3 Analysis of 2020 RMCG report: economic contribution

In 2020 RMCG prepared a report for the former Department of Jobs, Precincts and 
Regions. The study was into economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria. 
The report was a comparison of contributions by all types of hunting in Victoria 
between 2013 and 2019.

55 Beth Jones, Deputy Secretary Regional and Suburban Development, hearing, response to questions on notice received 
27 July 2023, p. 7.
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The report was based on an online survey, supplemented with targeted phone calls to 
correct any bias in the sample. In total 1,671 complete responses were collected. RMCG 
noted the report was not a ‘benefit–cost analysis’.56

The report found recreational hunting had a gross contribution of $356 million 
($160 million direct and $196 million flow on) and 3,138 jobs (1,626 direct and 1,513 
flow on).57 

The report noted that in 2019 the total contribution to gross state product fell 28% 
since 2013. Deer hunting expenditure increased substantially, however duck, quail 
and pest hunting fell.58 It noted that much of the reduction between the two years 
occurred in Greater Melbourne compared to regional Victoria, with 43% ($187 million 
to $107 million) and 13% ($281 million to $244 million) reductions respectively. 

The report attributed this in part to an increase in hunter effort and game licences for 
deer and changes in duck hunting seasonal conditions and reduced opportunities to 
hunt duck.59

Many stakeholders discussed the findings of this report. Those in favour of native bird 
hunting highlighted the gross economic contribution figures and full time employment, 
and stated this as a reason to continue bird hunting arrangements. Others considered 
the findings as overestimating the total impact of native bird hunting to the Victorian 
economy. 

In its submission, the Parliamentary Budget Office described how it considered the 
economic impact as a more appropriate reporting measure, as opposed to gross 
economic impact or ‘contribution’ in the RMCG report:

The gross economic impact of game bird hunting captures the direct expenditure 
of hunters (e.g. equipment, ammunition and accommodation) as well as flow-on 
expenditure, such as employment in the businesses that supply accommodation or food 
in hunting regions …

This measure only describes the direct economic value of game bird hunting activity. 
It does not account for activities which game bird hunting displaces.

The economic impact is the difference between the gross economic impact and the 
gross economic impact of alternative activities that could replace hunting activity. 
That is, the economic impact accounts for the substitutability of native bird hunting.

This net measure is more defensible and useful as an estimate of the economic value or 
impact of game bird hunting.60

56 RMCG, Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria, p. ii.

57 Ibid., p. 25.

58 Ibid.

59 Ibid., p. iii.

60 Parliamentary Budget Office, Submission 3,422, p. 7.
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In its ‘Out for a duck’ analysis, the Australia Institute considered existing government 
economic data on native bird hunting and also considered findings of an online survey 
conducted in September 2012. The survey comprised 10 questions about participation 
in duck hunting and travel in Victoria and received responses from 503 Victorians.61

Out for a Duck estimated that ending duck hunting would benefit the Victorian 
economy $60 million per year.62 It found:

 • Less than 0.5% of Victorians were active duck hunters, while 87% supported a ban 
on duck hunting.

 • 3% of survey respondents had participated in duck hunting and intended to do so 
again.

 • Claims that duck hunting (or other recreational hunting) contributed significantly to 
the Victorian economy ‘are false’.

 • There would be ‘no impact’ on expenditure in Victoria if duck hunting were banned 
since existing hunters would likely go fishing, hunt other species or go camping.

 • Revenue from non-hunting tourism was ‘far more important’ to the Victorian 
economy than duck hunting.

 • More than half of survey respondents were less likely to holiday in an area with duck 
hunting.

 • 30% of respondents were willing to pay to end duck hunting.63

The report also considered non-monetary benefits of duck hunting and improvement 
of welfare of non-hunters were ‘far greater than the non-monetary losses that hunters 
would incur from a ban’.64 

At a public hearing, Rod Campbell, Research Director and Elizabeth Morrison, 
Researcher from the Australia Institute expanded on the Out for a duck analysis and 
criticism of RMCG’s economic contribution study.

Mr Campbell summarised his criticism of RMCG’s economic contribution report as 
follows:

They were administered to a particularly active, engaged part of the hunting 
population. The hunting advocacy groups promoted those surveys. In our submission 
we highlight a post from the Australian Deer Association that emphasises to their 
members that this study and this survey will provide useful dollar-value figures that 
will help with hunting advocacy, and when a survey is being promoted like that 
to a particular part of the sample population, it gives every incentive to provide 
exaggerated results65

61 Australia Institute, Out for a duck: an analysis of the economics of duck hunting in Victoria, p. 11.

62 Ibid., p. 2.

63 Ibid.

64 Ibid.

65 Mr Rod Campbell, Research Director, Australia Institute, public hearing, Melbourne, 26 May 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 30.
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When questioned about the generalisations of the Out for a duck report due to the 
sample size of the survey, Mr Campbell stated:

while the statistical power of talking to – let us say you are right – 15 hunters about 
hunting might be limited, the logic of it is what is useful here. If you are not allowed to 
hunt ducks, you are likely to hunt another species or undertake another outdoor activity 
that is in a lot of ways similar to duck hunting. I do not think the psychology or logic of 
that is controversial.66

4.3 Economic contribution of substitute outdoor 
recreational activities

Economic analysis of native bird hunting generally considers the impact of hunters 
substituting to other activities. Native bird hunting is considered to have a high level of 
substitutability as it is often linked with similar outdoor recreational activities such as 
other types of hunting, fishing and camping.

In addition, it is likely most native bird hunters will continue to hunt deer, as they hold 
multiple game licence entitlements. At 30 June 2022 only 19% (11,230) of game hunters 
held only a licence to hunt game birds including duck, and a further 2% (1,089) to hunt 
game birds not including duck.67

RMCG’s 2020 report on the economic contribution of hunting used two scenarios for 
substitutable outdoor activities:

 • low substitutability (the bulk of hunting expenditure diverted to household 
expenditure rather than outdoor activities): $57 million in net contribution to Gross 
State Product and 627 full time equivalent jobs

 • high substitutability (the bulk of hunting expenditure diverted to outdoor activities): 
$19 million in net contribution to Gross State Product and 246 full time equivalent 
jobs.68

The report concluded that without hunting, the impact at a state level would be small 
as much of the economic activity would be replaced by expenditure on other activities. 
However, it noted the gross contribution of hunting indicating the importance of 
hunting in regional and town economies, and towns reliant on hunting expenditure 
would be affected.69 

In its analysis, the Parliamentary Budget Office considered four main types of 
alternative activities to native bird hunting in Victoria:

 • hunters could hunt other animals

 • hunters could engage in other outdoor activities

66 Ibid., p. 32.

67 Game Management Authority, Game licence statistics: summary report 2022, Victorian Government, Melbourne, 2022, p. 7.

68 RMCG, Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria, p. iv.

69 Ibid.
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 • non-hunters could pursue activities in the locations and at the times native bird 
hunting currently operates

 • interstate substitution of hunting activities.70

The Parliamentary Budget Office’s analysis relied primarily on the findings of RMCG’s 
economic contribution report. It also noted that the Australia Institute’s analysis relied 
on a small sample size of 17 hunters who intended to hunt in future.71 

The Parliamentary Budget Office noted there was limited data on substitutability of 
hunting activities on wetlands and state game reserves.72 However, in its analysis it 
noted the following if native bird hunting were no longer in place:

 • hunters would likely substitute to alternative activities, but these may not occur in 
the same locations hunting currently does 

 • the net economic benefit from native bird hunting would not necessarily be 
replaced.73

 • hunters who would likely shift their expenditure from Victoria to other states as they 
are likely travel to where native bird hunting is allowed.74

4.3.1 Nature‑based tourism

Nature-based tourism is a substitute outdoor activity that could offset any economic 
impacts of an end to native bird hunting. The Committee believes that there is a 
significant benefit in promoting nature-based tourism in Victoria, particularly in 
regional towns. 

However, the Committee did not receive compelling evidence of a significant foregone 
economic benefit from nature-based tourism due to current native bird hunting 
arrangements. As with the economic impact analysis of native bird hunting, there is 
little analysis of the impact of substitute nature-based tourism. 

Many stakeholders believed that nature-based tourism is a key substitute for native 
bird hunting. Birdwatching was often highlighted as a key activity and others included 
kayaking, photography and bushwalking.

The Committee also heard how recreational activities including First Nations led 
cultural tours are put on hold while duck shooting takes place. Paul Haw described the 
impact duck shooting has on his cultural tours of Boort: 

No. I cannot conduct them in season because my place is only 20 metres from the edge 
of the lake. By law I can get fined even for being that close. What shocked me is that 
the Dja Dja Wurrung themselves are not allowed in the water while duck shooting is on, 

70 Parliamentary Budget Office, Submission 3,422, p. 1.

71 Ibid., p. 15.

72 Ibid.

73 Ibid., p. 2.

74 Ibid., p. 15.
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and it is to do with native title. I just find that hard to believe – that duck shooters have 
got more rights than native title.75

In its submission, Birdlife Australia provided data based on two reports:

 • a 2022 it had commissioned into bird and nature tourism in Australia

 • data from Tourism Australia collected in 2019.

Birdlife Australia stated the findings of these reports indicated:

 • birdwatching day trips were incorporated in the tourism activities of 516,000 people 
and 316,000 overnight stays, generating $283 million altogether

 • birdwatchers spent an average of $181 per night, ‘more than any other nature based 
tourism sector’.76

The Coalition Against Duck Shooting believed that the Dja Dja Wurrung wetlands at 
Boort could become a tourist destination and the Kerang wetlands could become 
‘Victoria’s Kakadu’.77

Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting noted numbers of people involved in bird 
watching at areas such as Winton Wetlands (near Benalla), Melbourne Waters’ Western 
Treatment Plant and Phillip Island Nature Parks.78 On its site visit at Lake Connewarre, 
the Committee also heard it was used for kayaking, canoeing and water skiing. 

However other submissions assert that certain nature-based tourism locations like 
Winton Wetlands are yet to be economically sustainable without significant Victorian 
Government grants.

75 Mr Paul Haw, Transcript of evidence, p. 52.

76 Birdlife Australia, Submission 1,606, p. 10.

77 Coalition Against Duck Shooting, Submission 1,607, p. 1.

78 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, Submission 1,587, p. 47.
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Chapter 5  
Cultural and social impacts 
of native bird hunting

The Committee received concerning allegations of destruction of Aboriginal cultural 
heritage sites cases by hunters during season opening and notes the lack of clarity 
from departments and agencies about who should be responsible for management 
and enforcement protection.

Whilst native bird hunting season opening is only for a small portion of the year, 
it excludes the vast majority of the public from using a large amount of public land 
during this time. There is no other recreational activity that has this much impact on 
the general public.

In addition, residents close to hunting sites suffer amenity loss in their local area. 
The Committee heard from stakeholders who described the disruption to their lives 
during season opening and the effects of gunfire noise on their wellbeing and the 
wellbeing of their pets and other livestock.

However, Committee also acknowledges the significant impact native bird hunting as 
an outdoor recreational activity has for hunters. In the Committee’s view it important 
that if the Government ends recreational native bird hunting that it invests resources 
into maintaining outdoor recreational sites and ensuring public land is available for 
outdoor recreational use

5.1 Aboriginal cultural heritage impacts

The Committee heard from some Traditional Owner stakeholders that hunting was an 
important cultural practice which should be shared by all Victorians. However, others 
disliked the use of guns and the presence of hunters at important cultural sites. 

The Committee was provided with evidence of damage to Aboriginal cultural heritage 
sites allegedly caused by duck hunters. The Committee is deeply concerned about this 
loss to significant cultural heritage sites and believes there is more the government 
agencies can do to educate and prevent this occurring in the future.

5.1.1 Traditional Owner organisation views on recreational native bird 
hunting

Some Traditional Owner people across Victoria practice hunting as a way of continuing 
the practices of their ancestors and maintaining connection to country.
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 In its submission, the Federation of Victorian Traditional Owner Corporations said:

Hunting, game and wildlife management is both a way of life and expression of identity 
for the Aboriginal people of Victoria. Traditional Owners within Victoria continue the 
cultural practices of their ancestors, particularly with respect to the animals they hunt 
as game. Many of these animals have spiritual and ceremonial significance.1

As noted in Chapter 3, Traditional Owner corporations may pursue a Natural Resource 
Agreement under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010. Among other things 
this allows them to hunt certain animals agreed upon, including birds. This hunting 
framework is separate to the recreational hunting framework provided for in the 
Wildlife Act 1975.2 Traditional Owner corporations may also be recognised under the 
Native Title Act 1993 (Cth).3

The Victorian Government worked with the Federation of Victorian Traditional Owner 
Corporations to develop the Traditional Owner Game Management Strategy in 2021.4 
The strategy sets out how the Victorian Government will partner with Traditional 
Owners to build participation in hunting, land management and conservation.5 

Rodney Carter, Chief Executive Officer of Dja Dja Wurrung Group believed that others 
should have the opportunity to hunt:

I think – with the brilliant respect that the state has afforded First Nations people – that 
my descendants and I will enjoy hunting for all time. If the inquiry and the government 
can somewhat see it in their mind to afford other Victorians the opportunity – and 
visitors to our homelands – to be able to enjoy something similar, I think truly it can be 
managed.6

Mr Carter explained to the Committee he thought that hunting created a connection 
to the environment and a respect for the animals being hunted.7 He believed it would 
be unfortunate if Victorians who are not traditional owners were no longer able to 
continue the practice:

I think it is extremely unusual in that it is a legal or licensed activity at the moment, 
which for my people, in a sense, is something we will enjoy no matter what. We think 
it is important in our advocacy and leadership that we support the continuance of 
something that is culturally significant to us that other Victorians enjoy. There is so 
little, I think, as Victorians, that we can enjoy of what I and what my ancestors enjoyed.8

1 Federation of Traditional Owners, Submission 1,612, p. 1.

2 Ms Carolyn Jackson, Deputy Secretary, Environment, Climate Action and First Peoples, Department of Energy, Environment 
and Climate Action, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 10.

3 Ibid., p. 11.

4 Federation of Victorian Traditional Owner Corporations, Traditional Owner's game management strategy, report for 
Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions, Victorian Government, p. 1.

5 Federation of Traditional Owners, Submission 1,612, p. 3.

6 Mr Rodney Carter, Chief Executive Officer, Dja Dja Wurrung Group, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 2.

7 Ibid.

8 Ibid., p. 5.
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However, the Committee also received evidence from Traditional Owner stakeholders 
who were opposed to duck hunting. They noted cultural reasons such as a desire to 
preserve waterways and landscapes. Others highlighted that in some Nations the duck 
is a sacred cultural Totem.

At a public hearing, the Committee heard from Gary Murray from the Traditional 
Land Owner Justice Group. He told the Committee he did not believe most of the First 
Nations groups across the state supported recreational native bird hunting: 

I think that you will not get much support from the 38 First Nations across this state 
once this issue is analysed properly and we discuss it. There is no way the majority of 
First Nations will support it.9

When asked if he thought recreational native bird hunting was an activity that is 
culturally important for Aboriginal Victorians, Mr Murray distinguished between 
traditional hunting practices and modern practices. He said:

Traditional practices – well, there are traditions like somebody would get down one end 
of the creek, they would throw a boomerang and scare the ducks and they would fly up 
the creek. There would be a net straight across the creek and they would be caught, in 
these old traditional practices.10

…

But I would say this: we have been dispossessed, dispersed like the four winds, 
deculturalised. Our languages have been taken away from us, our country, our water, 
all the stuff that we value as occupiers of a particular country, and we have got to 
address that. There are some things you will pick up from traditional customs; there are 
other things you will not. Guns are not one of them.11

Mr Carter from the Dja Dja Wurrung Group discussed how he had accessed funding 
as part of the Traditional Owner Game Management Strategy. This was used to 
produce signage to educate hunters at a state game reserve about the Aboriginal 
cultural sites there:

We targeted the Tang Tang state game reserve. For us it has significant cultural values 
so we have a great interest in that area, but we were respectful of the regulation 
around that as a form of place that can be accessed by the public for hunting. We 
wanted to communicate ourselves, our culture, so our interpretive signage and 
improvement regarding fences. As a first of its kind, we created a car park at that area 
adjacent to the reserve and not in the reserve and that was about people going into 
that place to hunt or for other recreation activities having less of an impact by being at 
that place.12

9 Mr Gary Murray, Victorian Traditional Owner Land Justice Group, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 54.

10 Ibid., p. 59.

11 Ibid., p. 52.

12 Mr Rodney Carter, Transcript of evidence, p. 2.
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Mr Carter believed that it was valuable to educate hunters at wetlands that have 
Aboriginal cultural heritage sites about their importance:

I think what happens through the education is just a greater awareness and 
appreciation of that value that now is a little bit transferable to me as a person and/
or a people. So you are there, say, hunting as an example at a state game reserve, 
now you learn something about cultural heritage. I would like to think then that you 
are better for that and then indirectly it is better for me and my people because the 
opportunity might not have arisen otherwise.13

However, Mr Murray believed that recreational native bird hunting on sites of cultural 
significance impeded efforts to showcase important sites and educate the public about 
them:

We are trying to showcase our cultural heritage to schools and universities, public 
servants and parliamentarians and all that. How can we do that during the duck 
season when there are guns out there? Why would we take 60 kids and 20 leaders 
camping at that lake near Paul’s keeping place when in the morning you are going to 
hear shotguns going off.14 

This view was shared by Paul Haw, the owner of the Aboriginal keeping place, a 
museum at Lake Boort, that showcases Aboriginal cultural artifacts from the region. 
Mr Haw explained that he cannot conduct tours of the site of cultural significance 
around Lake Boort during the duck hunting season:

Last week I had 100 visitors. The week before I had 200. I am mainly looking after 
schoolchildren, but while shooting was on I could not have one schoolchild. My 
participation dropped to probably 10 a week, where it has been up to 200 a week, just 
because of duck shooting.

And this is what the tourists have to face while I am doing tours around the wetlands 
now. It is all the leftovers from duck shooting, and it is just disgraceful. Some people are 
so upset, especially schoolchildren, when they see pictures like that.15

Mr Haw provided the Committee with a photograph of duck feathers which he claimed 
were left behind by hunters. He stated they were one of the reasons he could not take 
school children on tours during duck season. This is shown in Figure 5.1 below.

13 Ibid., p. 10.

14 Mr Gary Murray, Transcript of evidence, p. 51.

15 Mr Paul Haw, public hearing, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 49.
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Figure 5.1   Duck feathers allegedly left by hunters on Lake Boort

Source: Paul Haw, images supplied at public hearing, 29 June 2023.

5.1.2 Destruction and damage of sites

Many stakeholders were concerned about damage and destruction to culturally 
significant sites. Many believed that hunters had shown disrespect to Traditional Owner 
history through poor treatment and behaviour on culturally significant sites. Others 
detailed destruction of cultural heritage, particularly through cutting down scarred 
trees that were used for firewood and taken off site.

At a public hearing, Mr Haw and Mr Murray described the damage allegedly caused 
by recreational native bird hunters, particularly at Lake Boort. The Committee heard 
that Lake Boort has a rich indigenous heritage16 that according to Mr Haw includes 
between 60 and 70 cooking mounds, some dated at over 10,000 years old,17 as well as 
over a thousand scarred trees or culturally modified trees.18 

Paul Haw alleged that he had seen duck hunters damage cooking mounds and scarred 
trees at Lake Boort: 

Then the next thing that really upsets me is when they camp on the Aboriginal cooking 
mounds. I cannot work out why duck shooters do not go through a cultural course to 
know what a cooking mound is and a scarred tree. I have got two cooking mounds 

16 Laurie Levy, Campaign Director, Coalition Against Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 51.

17 Mr Paul Haw, Transcript of evidence, p. 53.

18 Mr Gary Murray, Transcript of evidence, p. 50.
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on one of the wetlands around Boort where they camp and dig holes in. It is just an 
absolute disgrace, and they should be marked and identified.19

…

Boort has the most scarred trees in the world made with stone tools, and here we are – 
we lose so many to duck shooting and chainsaws.20

Mr Haw provided the Committee with a photograph of the alleged damage of a 
cooking mound by recreational duck hunters. This is showing in Figure 5.2 below.

Figure 5.2   Alleged damage to a cooking mound by recreational duck 
hunters at Lake Boort

Source: Paul Haw, images supplied at public hearing, 29 June 2023.

Gary Murray also described the damage to scarred trees he believed were caused by 
duck hunters: 

Then you have got the cultural heritage being destroyed by people coming up from 
Melbourne. They get away for the weekend and have a good time. We all know they 
go to the pub and bring grog back on the bush and all that. Then they get cold and 
they will cut up a tree – and they do not know what they are doing. They could cut up 
a scarred tree not knowing that that tree is protected, and you could go to jail or you 
could get a million-dollar fine, a penalty, under the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Act. 
That is what they are staring down the barrel at – that we start prosecuting them.21

19 Mr Paul Haw, Transcript of evidence, pp. 49–50.

20 Ibid., p. 50.

21 Mr Gary Murray, Transcript of evidence, p. 50.
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Helen Round, an animal rescuer who gave evidence at a public hearing, also described 
how Mr Haw had shown her damaged scar trees and how hunters had camped on 
cooking mounds.22

When asked his view of the alleged damage to Aboriginal cultural sites by hunters, 
Rodney Carter replied:

It is terrible that those things happen in the destruction of cultural heritage. Broadly, 
when we look at the harm to cultural heritage, there are a lot of other types of legally 
sanctioned, regulated activities that create more harm to my heritage. That does not 
prove, in a sense, that if somebody is hunting or doing these other activities that it is 
good that they are harming heritage. It is significant, but it is not as significant when 
compared to the state when we regulate and do development and planning and how 
those things impinge upon the harm to heritage.23

Paul Haw believed hunters should be educated about Aboriginal cultural heritage sites 
so that damage or destruction could be avoided. In addition, he suggested that Parks 
Victoria could signpost them: 

I would like to see duck shooters do a training on what a scarred tree is, what a cooking 
mound is. And Parks Victoria – perhaps they should even mark some of these, because as 
I said, Lake Boort has so many scarred trees and Lake Yando I think has a cooking mound 
every 150 metres. They should be at least taught what they are and to value them.24

Simon Toop, Director of Strategy and Research at the Game Management Authority 
acknowledged a lack of understanding by hunters in relation to cultural heritage. 
He informed the Committee that the Game Management Authority promoted 
information about the issue on its website:

I think there is a real lack of understanding in that sphere. I mean, a lot of these 
wetlands contain these really important sites, but nobody really knows where they are 
or what they are. We have done some information on our website to raise awareness of 
hunters, but I think there needs to be a lot more done in that space because people just 
are not – whether they are hunters or campers or fisherpeople or whoever.25

In response to a question on notice, the Department of Energy, Environment and 
Climate Action acknowledged that only a small percentage of the land it manages has 
been surveyed to understand the cultural heritage value of the land:

Parks Victoria is the land manager for all State Game Reserves. Parks Victoria is aware 
there are more than 13,000 registered Aboriginal places on the land it manages and 
a very small percentage of the land managed has been surveyed to fully understand 
cultural values.26

22 Ms Helen Round, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 50.

23 Mr Rodney Carter, Transcript of evidence, p. 5.

24 Mr Paul Haw, Transcript of evidence, p. 58.

25 Mr Simon Toop, Director, Strategy and Research, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 18.

26 Ms Carolyn Jackson, Transcript of evidence, p. 4.
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5.1.3 Agency roles in cultural heritage education

Given the evidence presented alleging damage or destruction of cultural heritage sites, 
the Committee sought clarity from Government agencies about their responsibilities in 
this area. 

When asked if authorised officers employed by the Game Management Authority 
would be empowered to prevent and enforce the protection of Aboriginal cultural 
heritage sites, Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer of the Game Management 
Authority said ‘I think we would refer them to the Department of Energy, Environment 
and Climate Action’. Mr Ford also did not know how many signposted culturally 
significant Aboriginal cultural sites there were on state game reserves, which he 
said was a matter for the Department.27 However, a Game Management Authority 
representative stated that to their knowledge they had never received a report of 
cultural heritage destruction.28 

The Committee asked representatives from the Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry 
and Regions about mechanisms to report damage or destruction of Aboriginal cultural 
sites by hunters. Mark Sandiford, Director Outdoor Recreation at the Department, 
stated ‘it would probably go to [the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate 
Action]’ because ’it is public land’.29

The Committee questioned representatives of the Department of Energy, Environment 
and Climate Action about enforcement action available for damage or destruction 
of cultural heritage sites at game reserves. Carolyn Jackson, Deputy Secretary, 
Environment, Climate Action and First Peoples said:

So I think that, to my earlier point, sits with DPC. There is a First Peoples–State 
Relations team in DPC, and they also look after the authorised officers for cultural 
heritage disruption and damage. So there are authorised officers, just like we have got 
them in the conservation regulator.30

When asked if the First Peoples–State Relations team at the Department of Premier 
and Cabinet work with her department to protect cultural site on state game reserves, 
she replied:

I am sure they do. I am sure they would work with our authorised officers, but that 
responsibility sits with DPC, and so the enforcement of damage or otherwise would sit 
with DPC under the Aboriginal Heritage Act.31

27 Mr Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 18.

28 Mr Paul Stevens, Director, Compliance and Intelligence, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 18.

29 Mr Mark Sandiford, Director, Outdoor Recreation, Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions, public hearing, 
Melbourne, 3 July 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 51.

30 Ms Carolyn Jackson, Transcript of evidence, p. 59.

31 Ibid.
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In answers to questions on notice, the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate 
Action detailed reporting mechanisms for damage or destruction of Aboriginal cultural 
heritage sites on game reserves:

Parks Victoria and DEECA actively manage cultural heritage values on the Parks 
Victoria estate and in state forests, respectively. 

Incidents of damage by visitors, including hunters, to cultural heritage values on the 
Parks Victoria estate and in state forests are recorded on the shared DEECA and Park 
Victoria intelligence database. Parks Victoria and DEECA report damage to cultural 
heritage values to First Peoples - State Relations (FP-SR) in the Department of Premier 
and Cabinet as the regulator and Traditional Owners of the area. FP-SR is responsible 
for investigating these reports to identify if there have been breaches of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 2006.32

The Committee believes there is a lack of familiarity around the reporting 
arrangements for the damage or destruction of Aboriginal cultural heritage sites 
at game reserves. Given the lack of familiarity with this issue amongst Government 
departments, the Committee is concerned that the level of awareness amongst hunters 
may also be low. 

FINDING 9: The Game Management Authority is the appropriate authority to educate 
hunters to identify Aboriginal cultural heritage sites and ensure they are not disturbed in 
the course of recreational hunting. In addition, hunters should also be made aware of the 
reporting arrangements for the damage or destruction of Aboriginal cultural heritage sites 
on state game reserves.

5.2 Social impacts

Duck hunting has a considerable social impact, which is evident through polarising 
public opinion polls (some of which are noted in Chapter 2).

Organisations and stakeholders highlighted the negative impacts of losing access to 
large amounts of public land for an extended period during season opening. Others 
who were residents of towns near hunting locations described disruptions to their 
amenity caused by gunfire and hunters trespassing on private property.

In contrast, the Committee also heard from stakeholders who were concerned about 
increasing restrictions to access to public land. This was in addition to restrictions on 
activities themselves.

Many were concerned that if a ban on native bird hunting were implemented, it 
would lead to increased government restrictions and further bans on other outdoor 
recreational activity. In particular, they noted deer hunting and fishing. 

32 Ibid.
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The Committee emphasises that its recommendation to end native bird hunting is 
focused on a set of unique issues such as:

 • the long-term decline of native bird hunting populations

 • the uniqueness of Australian birds as distinct from non-native birds and other pest 
animals such as deer which the Committee considers should remain available for 
hunting. 

 • the exclusionary nature of bird hunting, where large amounts of public land are 
inaccessible to others. 

5.2.1 The exclusive use requirements of native bird hunting

There are certain other outdoor activities that are exclusionary to some extent, through 
legislative requirements, ministerial declarations or marine zoning. However no other 
activity requires such a significant exclusive use of public land as native bird hunting. 

While some stakeholders noted that non-hunters had access to the land for the rest 
of the year when bird hunting seasons were closed, others noted they were unable to 
partake in other recreational activities in game reserves during hunting season.

At a public hearing, the Committee asked a representative from the Department of 
Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions for examples of other recreational activities that 
have a similar exclusionary nature. In a response to question taken on notice, the 
Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions gave the following examples:

 • major sporting events declared under the Major Events Act 2009, which exclude 
non-participants and unauthorised persons entering sporting competition space

 • unauthorised persons are restricted from racing areas during race meetings or 
official trials under the Racing Act 1958 (due to commence on 31 December 2023)

 • Activity Exclusion Zones under the Marine Safety Act 2010, which allow a manager 
of a waterway to prohibit users from entering certain waterways (e.g. for sculling 
events held on the Yarra River)

 • Vessel Operating and Zoning Rules under the Marine Act 1988 which exclude people 
from bathing within 50 metres of a boat launching ramp.

The Committee accepts that native bird hunting only occurs for a quarter of the year, 
which leaves nine months of the year for the rest of the public to enter public land used 
during season opening. However it is clear that there is no other recreational activity 
that excludes members of the public at the same scale as native bird hunting.

5.2.2 Impacts on local residents and amenity loss

Some residents living near native bird hunting areas explained to the Committee that 
they felt anxious and threatened by the presence of armed people near their homes 
and disliked the noise levels associated with shooting. However, others argued that 
hunting grounds had been established for many decades and that residential areas 
were encroaching on known hunting grounds.
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Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, an organisation representing ‘those 
negatively impacted by bird hunting’, provided evidence to the Committee from a local 
residents’ point of view. In its submission it provided evidence of the three surveys it 
conducted in 2018, 2021 and 2023, summarising:

The majority of survey respondents said they felt anxiety due to bird shooting occurring 
nearby. Most said they felt unsafe. Many complained of adverse impacts to mental 
health and income.33

Its submission and survey results contained personal examples of residents, including:

 • the impact on other animals on properties such as dogs, horses and livestock, which 
become distressed by the sound of gunshots

 • an inability to work from home or loss of sleep caused by gunshots

 • a loss of access to local areas.

Elizabeth McCann, Campaign Director of the organisation, described how she and 
other members felt disturbed by the presence of hunters near their homes, and claimed 
they leave litter behind:

The gunfire occurs close to our homes, on and adjacent to our properties. That in 
itself is quite disturbing and destructive enough, but we also contend with armed 
trespassers, the distressing sight of dead and injured birds, theft of firewood and the 
aftermath of rubbish and contamination strewn around our properties in the wetlands. 
We have to console our scared and worried children, take measures to manage 
petrified pets and move horses and other stock to agistment. The resultant heightened 
anxiety levels leave some residents legitimately fearful of their safety.34

Kerrie Allen, a spokesperson for Regional Victorians Against Duck Shooting believed 
the noise from shooting experienced by those living near hunting grounds was in 
excess of guidelines set by the Environment Protection Authority:

So a typical shotgun is about 155 decibels. We have spoken to an acoustic engineer 
who said, based on our survey results of where people live, that at 60 metres that noise 
level is still going to be around 100 decibels. Now, there are a lot of variables – wind, 
whether it is open country or whatever – but 100 decibels is way over the guidelines. 
The guidelines are 35 to 50 decibels. Coming into 350 metres, and I think, what was it, 
16 per cent of our survey respondents lived within 350 metres, the decibel level was still 
– I have got to look at my notes, sorry – 85 decibels, so well over. Its noise is shocking. 
Now, EPA actually has restrictions on the use of gas guns. Gas guns are quieter. They 
are about 122 decibels, and you are not allowed to use them within 300 metres of a 
dwelling. So noise is an issue.35

33 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, Submission 1,587, p. 2.

34 Ms Elizabeth McCann, Campaign Director, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 
29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 63.

35 Ms Kerrie Allen, Spokesperson, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 74.
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Ms McCann described the impact of hunting nearby on her and her neighbours:

One neighbour has horses that he has to move off the property. They have put up signs 
along their boundary to keep shooters off their property. The other neighbour suffers 
post-traumatic stress as he is a war veteran. The shooting is pretty unpleasant for him. 
He is also a farmer and has problems with trespass on his property.36

One of the principal causes of these issues is residential encroachment on areas 
used for residential native bird hunting. Victoria’s increasing population, including in 
regional areas, necessitates a need for more housing. 

The Committee saw evidence of this on its site visit to Lake Connewarre wetlands in 
Geelong, where new housing had begun to encroach on wetland areas. This included a 
supermarket that was easily visible from hunting areas.

Ms McCann highlighted this issue ‘Whether we like it or not, our population is 
expanding, and more people live in the regions and in closer vicinity to the shooting 
areas than they may have 100 years ago.’37

When asked about the concerns of people who live near areas reserved for shooting 
Barry Howlett Communications Manager at the Sporting Shooters Association 
Australia (Victoria) said:

People are entitled to their views, and there is a wide range of views on this. A lot of 
those wetlands, pretty well all of the public wetlands, have been available for hunting 
since the 1950s at least.38

Mr Snowdon agreed with this sentiment:

The game reserve boundary is not expanding out to the houses; the houses are 
expanding into the game reserve. It is like putting a house next to the airport and 
complaining about aeroplanes.39

5.2.3 Importance of outdoor recreation for Victorians

Another key issue raised during the Inquiry was access to land for outdoor recreational 
activities. Stakeholders highlighted the importance of outdoor activities for their 
personal health and wellbeing. Others noted that their participation in outdoor 
activities—including hunting—had given them a greater appreciation of nature in 
general.

Some told the Committee how their participation in outdoor activities led them to join 
conservation groups as volunteers to help implement rehabilitation.

36 Ms Elizabeth McCann, Transcript of evidence, p. 74.

37 Ibid., p. 63.

38 Mr Barry Howlett, Communications Manager, Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria), public hearing, 
Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 46.

39 Mr Darryl Snowdon, Conservation and Pest Management Training Development Coordinator, Sporting Shooters Association 
of Australia (Victoria), public hearing, Melbourne, Transcript of evidence, p. 47.
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Hunter wellbeing was also a focus of RMCG’s 2019 and 2020 reports on the economic 
contribution of hunting. In survey responses, game licence holders reported a relatively 
higher overall level of general health and personal wellbeing. 

According to the RMCG report the types of hunters with the highest self-reported 
wellbeing were:

 • those who hunt to continue a family or cultural tradition of hunting

 • those who go hunting to spend time with friends, for the sport of hunting or to get 
exercise

 • duck or stubble quail hunters.40

Troy Gray, Victorian Branch Secretary of the Electrical Trades Union, spoke of the 
importance of outdoor recreation on union members working on public infrastructure 
projects:

The jobs at the moment – the big infrastructure ones – are all underground. You go 
to Swanston Street, you drop 80 metres into the ground and you live six days a week 
underground. What they look forward to is getting out when they have their bunched 
up RDOs and long weekends to the outdoors. Whether it be fishing, hunting – ducks, 
deer – or whatever it may be, it is critical for them to keep going41

At a public hearing in Sale, Trevor Williams, Mining and Energy Union Victorian District 
President, spoke about the importance of working-class Victorians having access to 
traditional pursuits on public land: 

Victoria has had a proud history when it comes to access to public land for recreational 
activities. That principle has been supported by previous governments, whether they 
be Labor or Liberal. This has enabled generations of Victorians from working-class 
backgrounds the freedom to enjoy pastimes, including hunting and fishing. These 
freedoms would not be possible without access to public land and would only be 
available to the privileged few. Over the years we have seen a sliding decline in the 
standard of some of the state game reserves – how they are being managed – with 
poor access in a lot of cases. Hunters have reasonable expectations that tracks 
should be properly maintained into these areas. Our members believe hunting, 
fishing, camping, four- wheel driving and motorbike riding should be encouraged and 
supported by all governments as a healthy pastime for public land users. We would 
call on all governments to take a conservative approach when assessing the future of 
long-term held freedoms that people have had, no matter how small that group may 
seem.42

40 RMCG, Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria, report for Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions, 
Victorian Government, 2020, p. 20.

41 Troy Gray, State Secretary, Electrical Trades Union, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 18.

42 Mr Trevor Williams, Victorian District President, Mining and Energy Union — Victoria, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence.
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5.2.4 Increasing access for other outdoor recreation 

Many stakeholders highlighted the increased number of restrictions on outdoor 
recreation that had occurred over the years through successive governments.

In its submission, the Electrical Trades Union considered the regulation of outdoor 
activities as ‘outdated and no longer fit for purpose’. It highlighted recreational fishing 
as the exception, however noted increasing concerns about access from the fishing 
community.43

At a public hearing, Troy Gray, Victorian Branch Secretary of the Electrical Trades 
Union, spoke about how the reduced 2023 native bird hunting season had prompted 
many union members to contact him. He told the Committee the members were 
concerned that this was another restriction on outdoor recreational activities imposed 
by the Government:

When the minister’s announcement was made and there was a walk-off on one of the 
biggest infrastructure jobs in Melbourne, our phones rang off the hook. I do not know 
how they do it and I would not do it, but the rock climbers were ringing us – we have 
members that do that. They say 90 per cent of their area has been banned. The gold 
prospectors rang us; many of our members are into that as well. They say that 60 per 
cent of their land – and I have no science to back that up – that has gone. The people 
that ride the horses through many of the state forests rang and said, ‘We’ve been 
banned from doing that.’ The people that used to just grab a caravan, a barbecue and 
their dog and go into the Wombat State Forest and go off the park a little bit, which 
is what you want to do – that has been banned. The people that used to go out and 
collect firewood in many places – that has been banned. So you name an outdoor 
recreation – and there is a reason for it, which I can explain later – our members are 
into it, and it is big to what they do. It is big on their mental health, and it keeps them 
going to work six days a week to build everything that Victoria needs.44

Mr Gray went on to describe the union members’ sentiment that governments would 
continue to impose further restrictions:

there is a sentiment out there that there is too heavy a hand in regard to outdoor 
recreation, and there are many examples of that – of gated ways, of treated pine posts 
being put in there and of heavy machinery being brought in to drop logs on old walking 
paths that fishermen used to use. Now it is duck hunting. There is talk about changing 
deer from a ‘game’ definition to ‘vermin’. What is behind that is that they will then 
helicopter and 1080 those deer and try to eliminate all the deer through it.45

The Committee acknowledges that through government restrictions, increasing areas 
of public land that were once available for outdoor recreation are no longer available. 
Although the Committee acknowledges that in some instances this has been due to 

43 Electrical Trades Union, Submission 1,794, p. 18.

44 Troy Gray, Transcript of evidence, p. 13.

45 Ibid., p. 22.
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environmental or cultural heritage reasons, it is concerned about mismanagement of 
public land that has resulted in it being locked out for outdoor recreation. 

As noted in Chapter 4, native bird hunting is generally considered a 
‘highly-substitutable’ activity. Those unable to hunt native birds will likely engage in 
other outdoor activities such as deer hunting, fishing or other outdoor activities. 

Given its recommendation to ban native bird hunting, the Committee strongly believes 
the Government should support access to other outdoor recreational activities and to 
restoring the natural environment for the benefit and enjoyment of Victorians now and 
into the future.

Outdoor recreation is important for many Victorians, and the Committee believes 
that the State Government could do more to support outdoor recreation in Victoria. 
In particular by converting the existing State Game Reserves used for duck hunting 
to outdoor recreation reserves, with a priority on recreational activities at these sites. 
This conversion of land use should be subject to an assessment for Aboriginal cultural 
significance and environmental significance, especially on Ramsar listed wetlands. 

Changing the land use arrangements in this way would allow more Victorians to 
participate in outdoor recreation activities.

5.3 Management of outdoor recreational areas

The Committee heard from many stakeholders about the conservation efforts by local 
volunteers.

However others were critical of government management of public outdoor 
recreational sites. They noted that many sites had seen less upkeep over the years, and 
some had fallen into disrepair.

Trevor Williams, Victorian District President of the Mining and Energy Union, spoke on 
this issue at a public hearing in Sale. He compared the quality of local game reserves 
managed by the Victorian Government with other reserves maintained by Field and 
Game Australia branches:

I think that your group went into the Heart Morass, which I believe as an area of 
wetland is a picture, to be honest. I think you would be hard-pressed probably to 
get a better example. But it would have been interesting if someone had said to you, 
‘Well, let’s go across the river to Dowd Morass’, for instance, where you have not got 
the Field and Game – and others – that have got a fair bit of control about how that is 
groomed and how the roads and the tracks are maintained, because if you went down 
to the riverside there, just across the river, in places it is impassable. Now, that has been 
a state game reserve for a long time. 

You would say the same about Jack Smith Lake and the same about Lake Coleman, 
all those areas where there is not a lot of involvement with the Field and Game as far 
as maintaining things. The tracks are almost impassable most of the time. And that is 
what I said in my initial spiel: that if you are a law-abiding duck hunter, for instance, 
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there should be an expectation that you can get into a state game reserve where you 
can actually do that activity, but there are places at the moment that are impassable. 
They are tracks that have been there since they have been state game reserves, and 
they have slowly gotten worse. I mean, I am 64 years old and I probably have been 
hunting ducks and other game for 50 years, and I have seen the slow decline. But it is 
speeding up. I mean, when I did my tour I also went to Jack Smith Lake, which currently 
does not have water in it. That is another mismanaged wetland.46

He also highlighted that tracks did not seem to be maintained during the year, which 
would also impede people accessing the land for other activities: 

The track into such and such is in an atrocious state. It’s been unkept all through the 
year. Something needs to be done so people can get into that area,’ there seems to be 
a lot of red tape about how you actually go about that. I would have thought it would 
be quite simple – that there would be some sort of budget there. The tracks should be 
maintained most of the year, because other than what we are interested in, we hear 
about people wanting to go in there and look at the birds and the bugs and all the 
other things associated with those wetlands. If duck hunters cannot get in there, neither 
can birdwatchers.47

Mark Richards, Victorian District Secretary of the Mining and Energy Union described 
an instance where access to public land had been restricted: 

In 2019 the upper house Member for Eastern Victoria Jane Garrett had conversations 
with people about access to Lake Coleman. Because I do not know if anyone is aware, 
but in 2019, I think it was, or prior to 2019 – there is an area by Lake Coleman which 
borders the game reserve, I believe. People have been camping there for 80- plus 
years, from my understanding from all the people we talked to. I talked to different 
departments to find out what was going on. Apparently Gippsland Water decided 
there might have been an insurance issue for them, so they just put signs up – with zero 
consultation with anyone – that said, ‘No camping in this area.’ So you can still drive 
there but not camp.48

Mr Richards went on to note that although he was referred to a number of public 
agencies, there had been ‘zero maintenance’ since his first enquires.49 

Similarly Troy Gray, Victorian Branch Secretary of the Electrical Trades Union, 
described current management of access to public reserves as ‘horrible’, explaining:

I can give you many examples, if you have the time, where access has been cut off for 
no reason whatsoever and a blind eye has been taken to other environmental damage 
that has been out there. I think it is very poorly handled. And with the access – whoever 
governs it – every time we ask the question there are about three different bodies and 
ministers that are across accessing bushland and coast land and recreation and all 

46 Mr Trevor Williams, Transcript of evidence, p. 31; Ibid.

47 Ibid., p. 32.

48 Mr Mark Richards, Secretary, Mining and Energy Union — Victoria, public hearing, Sale, Transcript of evidence, p. 32.

49 Ibid.
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the rest of it. It should be under one body, and people that know what they are doing 
should be doing it.50

Michael Watson, Political Officer for the Electrical Trades Union, highlighted that better 
managed land leads to a better environmental outcome:

I think there is probably a way of putting it: that if you are involved with the outdoors, 
if it is used, if it is managed, if it is looked at, it will be kept better. It will be in a better 
state than if it is not. Bush that is closed turns to rubbish. Now, it is important to have 
undisturbed wilderness for certain animals and things, but the general nature is: the 
more the bush is used safely and sustainably, the better it is. A better environment is a 
progressive aim, and hunting and animal management is part of land management. 
So there is the link between the two there.51

50 Troy Gray, Transcript of evidence, p. 14.

51 Mr Michael Watson, Political Officer, Electrical Trades Union, public hearing, Mwelbourne, Transcript of evidence, p. 22.
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Chapter 6  
Compliance with recreational 
native bird hunting regulations 
and guidelines

The Game Management Authority is responsible for enforcing recreational native bird 
hunting regulations.

Following receipt of the Pegasus Report in 2017, the Game Management Authority 
has reformed its compliance and enforcement functions and has focused its efforts on 
education as a means of achieving compliance. However, the Committee has concerns 
about the way it prioritises its enforcement responsibilities and the inherently difficult 
nature of regulating recreational native bird hunting across an enormous number of 
wetlands across the state.

It is intrinsically difficult to enforce compliance with recreational native bird hunting 
regulations due to the geographically dispersed nature of the wetlands where hunting 
takes place, and the localised environmental challenges of ensuring hunter compliance 
on waterways often replete with inaccessible camouflaging vegetation.

The Game Management Authority has limited resources to enforce compliance at 
Victoria’s scores of wetlands. As a result, it has rightly prioritised education as a means 
of promoting compliance with native bird hunting regulations. As discussed further 
in Chapter 7, the Committee received evidence were instances of poor behaviour at 
hunting sites.

However, the Committee has concerns about promoting compliance through 
education when there is no realistic prospect of widespread enforcement. Hunters 
who believe they are unlikely to be punished for infractions against regulations may 
not be receptive to calls to do the right thing. The Committee received evidence of this 
occurring in the 2023 season.

Given the level of community interest in Victoria’s recreational native bird hunting 
arrangements, the Committee believes there should also be a high threshold for 
regulatory compliance. However, it is evident that it cannot be achieved to a level that 
would satisfy a significant proportion of the community.

6.1 The Pegasus Report

In July 2017 the Game Management Authority engaged Pegasus Economics to provide 
an independent assessment of the authority’s compliance and enforcement functions 
(The Pegasus report).
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The report was commissioned by Game Management Authority in response to events 
on the opening weekend of the 2017 duck hunting season. At Koorangie State Game 
Reserve at least 260 protected birds were shot, and more than 1,000 downed ducks 
were not collected.1

The Pegasus report also examined the appropriateness of its operating model 
resourcing levels as well as its capacity and capability to deliver its legislative 
obligations. The report did not investigate the Game Management Authority’s other 
statutory functions, including game monitoring, research and advice.

6.1.1 Problems identified in the report and recommendations made

The Pegasus report identified a series of issues relating to the effectiveness, 
governance, structure and capability of the Game Management Authority. The report 
made 27 recommendations for improvements in these areas.2

Boxes 6.1 and 6.2 below provide a summary of the key findings and recommendations 
of the report.

Box 6.1   Summary of key issues raised in the Pegasus report

Effectiveness

 • The Game Management Authority has not been able to effectively deliver its 
compliance and enforcement responsibilities.

 • Non-compliant behaviour and unsanctioned breaches of game hunting laws are 
widespread and commonplace.

 • It is perceived as unable to influence hunter behaviour or sanction illegal or 
irresponsible behaviours and it is not deemed to be impartial by animal welfare 
groups and community groups.

 • The Game Management Authority’s reporting and complaint handling procedures 
do not meet the standards expected of a contemporary regulator.

Governance

 • The Game Management Authority’s current approach to regulation is poorly 
targeted.

 • While the Game Management Authority reviews some events, it does not routinely 
review and evaluate the effectiveness of its compliance and enforcement efforts.

(Continued)

1 Peter Lanaghan and Fiona Parker, ‘Officials confirm Victorian hunters killed scores of protected ducks in season opening’, 
6 November 2017, <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-06/vic-hunters-kill-hundreds-of-ducks-near-kerang/9121294> 
accessed 5 July 2023.

2 Pegasus Economics, Assessment of the GMA's compliance and enforcement function, report for Game Management 
Authority, Pegasus Economics, Macquarie, 2017, pp. ix-xi.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-06/vic-hunters-kill-hundreds-of-ducks-near-kerang/9121294
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Box 6.1 continued 

 • The Game Management Authority lacks scale and critical mass, however, these 
are not the primary reasons for the lack of effectiveness. The regulatory and 
institutional frameworks in which the Game Management Authority operates in are 
quite complex and challenging to regulate in the field.

Structure

 • An independent statutory authority is a high-cost model for a small regulator, and 
the Game Management Authority lacks the infrastructure to effectively support the 
associated governance and reporting obligations.

 • The requirement to work with Victoria Police restricts the Game Management 
Authority’s ability to operate independently, but it is not clear that it limits the 
Game Management Authority’s effectiveness.

 • The Game Management Authority is a small statutory body and is vulnerable 
to capture by the interests that it is seeking to regulate. In addition, the Game 
Management Authority’s role as a regulator needs to be further clarified. The 
Game Management Authority’s independence of its licensing, compliance and 
enforcement functions needs to be protected.

Capability and capacity

 • The Game Management Authority’s inability to ensure compliance with the hunting 
laws has seriously undermined its credibility as an independent and effective 
regulator and raised questions about the integrity and sustainability of the 
regulatory regime.

 • The Game Management Authority requires access to skilled and qualified 
communication and marketing experts who can engage effectively with a dispersed 
and diverse stakeholder base across a wide range of channels and communications 
media.

 • The funding model that the Game Management Authority operates under needs 
to be reviewed and this should include within in consideration of better ways of 
managing the demand for Game Management Authority’s services.

 • There is scope for the Game Management Authority to more effectively manage the 
demands of its resourcing, including by seeking tighter land access arrangements 
and more selective regulation of some game species.

 • The separation of the Game Management Authority’s regulatory functions from 
other advisor and promotional activities and their location in a larger, related 
regulator would protect the independence of the Game Management Authority’s 
licensing, compliance and enforcement and provide access to additional regulatory 
capabilities and support.

Source: Pegasus Economics, Assessment of the GMA’s compliance and enforcement function, report for 
Game Management Authority, Pegasus Economics, Macquarie, 2017, pp. vii-viii. 
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Box 6.2   Summary of key recommendations in the Pegasus report

Effectiveness

 • The Game Management Authority should work with land management authorities 
to develop more flexible arrangements for land access based on permit and ballot 
systems. This reform will need to be led by policy agencies.

 • Game hunting licences should require more stringent minimum mandatory 
requirements including testing for knowledge of game hunting laws as well as the 
obligations and responsibilities of safe and sustainable hunting.

 • There should be a requirement that prospective duck hunters demonstrate their 
attendance at a shotgunning education program prior to the issue of a duck 
hunting licence.

 • Information and education material should be made available in languages that 
are relevant to the hunting community.

 • The Game Management Authority needs to significantly expand its monitoring 
and information gathering activities, including by enlisting the support of hunting 
organisations, animal welfare organisations and land holders in undertaking actives 
and passive monitoring of game names and the effectiveness of its compliance and 
enforcement activities.

 • The Game Management Authority should review the priority it attaches in its 
compliance and enforcement activities to protestor management.

 • The Game Management Authority should seek to engage more constructively with 
stakeholders across a broader range of interests and values.

 • The Game Management Authority should improve the transparency of its reporting 
and complaint handling mechanisms and ensure that arrangements are in place for 
all complaints to be logged, reviewed and responded to by a senior officer.

Governance

 • The Game Management Authority’s role as a regulator should be clarified and the 
independence of its licensing, compliance and enforcement functions protected.

 • The Game Management Authority’s regulatory functions should be separated from 
the Game Management Authority’s advisor and development functions and located 
in a larger, more broadly-based regulator.

 • If this is not possible the Game Management Authority should put in place 
appropriate governance arrangements including operations separations, 
establishment of an enforcement committee and appropriate protocols, to provide 
additional transparency and protect the independence of its licensing, compliance 
and enforcement functions.

(Continued)
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Box 6.2 continued

 • The Game Management Authority should develop a more dynamic approach 
to compliance and enforcement that is informed by improved information on 
hunters’ understanding of their obligations and better targeted to secure improved 
compliance outcomes.

 • The Game Management Authority should develop an annual compliance strategy 
that sets out specific compliance and enforcement goals, priorities, strategies and 
performance measures that are to be applied in the upcoming period, and the basis 
on which those priorities and strategies have been selected and are to be evaluated 
against.

 • The Game Management Authority’s compliance strategies should be informed by 
improved measures of the knowledge base and compliance posture of the hunters, 
game farms and other agents that it is seeking to regulate.

 • The Game Management Authority should put in place internal arrangements to 
further protect the independence of its regulatory functions.

Structure

 • The existing operating model should be supported by a clear accountability and 
governance framework that provides a definitive statement of the accountability 
framework within which the Game Management Authority and its partner agencies 
are expected to work and detailed agreements between the individual agencies in 
relation to the identification of priorities, the allocation of responsibilities, resource 
sharing and dispute resolution.

 • The Game Management Authority should seek clarification of the Government’s 
intent regarding the requirement that enforcement operations be undertaken 
with Victoria Police and, if necessary, refine and clarify the Game Management 
Authority’s Standard Operating Procedure in which this policy is reflected.

 • The Game Management Authority should encourage the participation of volunteer 
resources from hunting organisations, animal welfare groups and community 
organisations to assist in the collection of information on the effectiveness of its 
compliance and enforcement efforts and support safe, responsible and sustainable 
behaviours in the field.

Capacity and Capability

 • The funding model under which the Game Management Authority operates 
should be reviewed. This should include consideration of better ways of managing 
the demand for the Game Management Authority’s services, its approach to 
regulation, and the balance of resources it allocates to protestor management and 
enforcement activities relative to persuasive strategies to encourage higher levels of 
compliance.

(Continued)
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Box 6.2 continued 

 • The Game Management Authority needs to develop the capacity to develop 
high-level compliance strategies and to apply appropriate regulatory tools and 
capabilities to solve problems, prevent harm and influence behaviour.

 • The Game Management Authority should consider completion of the Australian 
Government Investigations Standards or demonstration of equivalent qualifications 
training as a mandatory requirement for staff involved in investigations.

 • If the Game Management Authority is to continue to perform surveillance 
operations, it should ensure that staff have received appropriate training in safe 
and effective surveillance techniques.

Source: Pegasus Economics, Assessment of the GMA’s compliance and enforcement function, report for 
Game Management Authority, Pegasus Economics, Macquarie, 2017, pp. ix-xi.

6.1.2 The Game Management Authority’s progress against the 
Pegasus Report’s recommendations

According to the Game Management Authority, all 26 of the accepted 
recommendations of the Pegasus report have been implemented or are in the process 
of being implemented. These include recommendations on the effectiveness of the 
Game Management Authority, the Regulatory Governance and approach to regulation, 
the operating model and the capacity and capability.3

At a public hearing, Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer of the Game Management 
Authority gave a further update on progress against the Pegasus report’s 
recommendations. He stated that the Game Management Authority had taken the 
reforms seriously and the organisation has restructured to create four separate 
divisions:

We have created four divisions inside the Game Management Authority; prior to 
that it was really one very flatline structure. We have a compliance and intelligence 
division, led by Paul, which is all the enforcement work. We have stakeholder and 
hunting programs, which looks after the education and licensing systems; strategy 
and research, which looks at how we do our communications and research programs 
– which was probably very limited prior to 2017; and of course there is the corporate 
service, the back-office functions.4

3 Game Management Authority, Pegasus report progress reporting, 2022, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/about-us/gma-
reporting-and-governance/pegasus-report-progress-reporting> accessed 5 July 2023.

4 Mr Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 2.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/about-us/gma-reporting-and-governance/pegasus-report-progress-reporting
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/about-us/gma-reporting-and-governance/pegasus-report-progress-reporting
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Mr Ford detailed the progress that had been made in areas relevant to the Game 
Management Authority’s functions following the implementation of the report’s 
recommendations:

A lot of the work we are doing is around setting baselines, so to measure over time. 
I think that certainly the amount of effort we have put into particularly the research 
function is about getting a greater understanding or a more robust understanding of 
what is happening in the bird populations. Clearly one of the priority activities of ours 
is the sustainability argument, so we need to make sure that hunting does not impact. 
I think that work is doing very well. I mean, it is still early days, and we have moved to 
the interim harvest model, which is a cruder form of the adaptive harvest model, where 
we need to get to. I think that the increased footprint we have, both in the compliance 
function as well as the education and the awareness function, is paying dividends, as 
is the licensing system now, where it is a habit for people to go to our website to access 
the licensing system so we can deliver messages more effectively.5

In general, stakeholders agreed that the Game Management Authority had made 
progress since the Pegasus report was released. However, most witnesses noted 
that although some progress has been made, the Game Management Authority is 
unable to meet its legislated regulatory and compliance requirements due to the size 
of the geographical area it is required to regulate. This issue is discussed further in 
Section 6.3.4

Barry Howlett, Communications Manager for the Sporting Shooters Association of 
Australia (Victoria) said the thought that the Game Management Authority had come 
a ‘very, very long way’ since the Pegasus report.6

Daryl Snowdon, the association’s CPM and Training Development Co-Ordinator stated:

I think the monitoring where it is at the moment is a lot better than it has been in the 
past. Both our association and other hunting associations have pushed in the past for 
higher compliance activity and for more funding in the GMA for compliance activities. 
We have always supported that.7

Other stakeholders believed that the Game Management Authority is unable to 
meet its legislated regulatory and compliance requirements due to the size of the 
geographical area it is required to regulate.

Liz Walker, Chief Executive Officer of RSPCA Victoria appreciates the difficulty the 
Game Management Authority faces in trying to effectively enforce legislation, however, 
was concerned with the number of wetlands that Game Management Authority 
authorised officers attended which was just one per cent of natural wetlands being 
visited.8

5 Ibid., pp. 20-21.

6 Mr Barry Howlett, Communications Manager, Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria), public hearing, 
Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 31.

7 Mr Darryl Snowdon, Conservation and Pest Management Training Development Coordinator, Sporting Shooters Association 
of Australia (Victoria), public hearing, Melbourne, Transcript of evidence, p. 33.

8 Dr Liz Walker, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA Victoria, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 16.
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Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director of Wildlife Victoria 
highlighted that her main concerns relating compliance and enforcement capability. 
She also stated that Wildlife Victoria has not observed a substantive increase in the 
number of Game Management Authority authorised officers since the review was 
completed.9

The Committee acknowledges that the Game Management Authority has undergone 
structural changes and has implemented significant improvements in response to the 
Pegasus report. However, the Committee is concerned about the inherent difficulties 
with compliance and enforcement activities over a large geographic area with limited 
resources.

In addition, the Committee notes the practical compliance issues created by the 
physical environment of native bird hunting, which are often reedy lakes with low 
visibility from shores. 

FINDING 10: The Game Management Authority has made significant progress to 
implement changes based on the findings of the Pegasus report in 2017. However, there 
are inherent difficulties with the Game Management Authority’s legislated compliance 
requirements as identified in the report, which in the Committee’s view cannot be rectified 
without significant investment in additional resourcing.

6.2 The Game Management Authority’s approach to 
compliance and enforcement

The Game Management Authority undertakes compliance and enforcement activities 
across Victoria’s wetlands to ensure native bird hunting is sustainable, humane and 
minimises impacts on non-game animals. Its compliance resources are directed based 
on intelligence received from the public as well as its own experience. However, its 
presence across Victoria’s wetlands during the season is limited due to resourcing and 
operational constraints.

The organisation expends a sizeable proportion of its enforcement resources ensuring 
public safety at a limited number of locations where both hunters and rescuers are 
in attendance. This comes at the expense of enforcing sustainable, humane hunting 
of game species at scores of wetlands across the state where rescuers are not in 
attendance.

The Game Management Authority does not have the resources to prioritise both 
public safety and ensure sustainable and humane hunting of birds at all of Victoria’s 
wetlands. The number and geographic spread of wetlands eligible for hunting makes 
this task almost impossible. Faced with a challenging compliance role, the Game 
Management Authority also looks to education to positively influence compliance 

9 Ms Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director, Wildlife Victoria, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 91.
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with the regulations. The Committee has concerns that promoting compliance through 
education without the realistic prospect of widespread enforcement is not sufficient. 
This is particularly the case given the high level of public concern for animal welfare.

6.2.1 Current compliance resources and outcomes

The Game Management Authority informed the Committee that since receiving 
the Pegasus Report, it has reformed its compliance and enforcement functions. 
A compliance and intelligence division has been introduced which has additional 
resources and capabilities to enforce hunting regulations. Mr Ford explained:

Since 2018 the compliance and intelligence division has grown from five AOs to 16 AOs. 
They are structured up into two regional teams, east and west Victoria. They have got 
offices in Ballarat, Bendigo, Benalla, Traralgon and Lakes Entrance. We have got a 
much greater geographic footprint as well as additional resources. We have also in that 
time put in an intelligence analysis capability, which we did not have prior, which has 
been very helpful in the way we operate, and we have got dedicated staff to carry out 
that function.10

Mr Ford also said: ‘There are an additional 5 education and program officer team 
members, who are also Authorised Officers, who can conduct compliance and 
enforcement duties at peak times.’11

The Committee also heard that the enforcement division has introduced new 
technology to improve its evidence gathering capabilities:

In the enforcement division this led to some new technology we introduced – so body-
worn cameras, the same as police wear. They are very effective on the wetlands, 
particularly when you are dealing with people with guns. The cameras are very good at 
defusing situations. They are also providing obviously very clear evidence if there is an 
offence. 12

The Game Management Authority publish the results of their compliance efforts in their 
in their annual report. The most recent figures for 2022 are outlined in Box 6.3.

10 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 2.

11 Ibid.

12 Ibid., p. 3.
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Box 6.3   A summary of the Game Management Authority’s compliance 
activities for the 2022 season

Summary of 2022 duck season activities:

 • GMA Authorised Officers (AOs) checked 1,253 Game Licences and 979 hunter bags. 
There was 99.90 per cent hunter compliance with the legislated daily bag limit.

 • A total of 38 breaches were detected throughout the season.

 • GMA AOs issued four Banning Notices, one of which was later withdrawn.

 • 18 investigations were commenced, and 22 Penalty Notices were issued.

 • GMA AOs attended a combined total of 641 wetlands, noting numerous wetlands 
received multiple visits.

 • Victoria Police provided regulatory support throughout the season.

Summary of 2022 quail hunting season activities:

 • GMA AOs conducted 35 patrols dedicated to monitoring quail hunting activity.

 • A total of 31 Game Licences and hunter bags were checked. There was 100% hunter 
compliance with the legislated bag limits.

 • There were two reports of quail callers being used during the season. One of these 
matters is the subject of ongoing inquiries.

Source: Game Management Annual Report 2021–22, p. 22.

Table 6.1 below, provides data on the offences detected by the Game Management 
Authority during the 2023 duck season.

Table 6.1   Offences detected throughout the 2023 duck season

Offences detected Hunters Rescuers

Banning Notices – 5

Breach of S86 Notice 9 –

Enter/ Remain in a specified hunting area – 3

Exceed bag limit 2 –

Expired game licence 1 –

Fail to immediately kill game which is alive when recovered 1 1

Fail to leave wing attached 7 –

Fail to retrieve 1 –

Hinder/harass – 3
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Offences detected Hunters Rescuers

Littering – 1

No game licence 2 1

Possess game when unlicenced – 1

Unattended campfire 3 –

Use/ possess toxic shot 4 –

Total offences 30 15

a. Rescuer related.

Source: Game Management Authority, Enforcement Outcomes, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/enforcement/compliance-statistics> 
accessed 28 July 2023.

The Committee heard that in total the Game Management Authority checked the 
licences of 11% of active hunters and the bags of 9%. The Committee heard that active 
hunters comprise 50 to 60% of the 58,332 game licence holders in Victoria.13

Mr Ford estimated that between quarter and a third of the Game Management 
Authority’s total resources are taken up with duck hunting, and the rest on other game 
species such as deer.14

The Game Management Authority told the Committee that only 3 or 4% of its 
regulatory efforts in relation to duck hunting are focused on private property,15 despite 
an estimated 50% of duck hunting occurring on private property.16 There were no 
compliance visits to private properties in 2023.17

The following sections provide an overview of the issues raised relating to how the 
Game Management Authority approaches compliance and enforcement and the 
intrinsic difficulties associated with its compliance and enforcement responsibilities.

6.2.2 Reporting and intelligence‑based resource allocation

The Game Management Authority’s compliance and enforcement resources are 
small despite having a large geographical area it is required to monitor. As a result, it 
concentrates its resources where its intelligence and experience indicate there is a risk 
of non-compliance.

However, some stakeholders argued that this approach resulted in their reports being 
submitted with little prospect of enforcement. They detailed how they had provided 

13 Ibid., p. 6; Game Management Authority, Game licence Statistics, p. 6.

14 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 35.

15 Ibid., p. 5.

16 Mr Simon Toop, Director, Strategy and Research, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 5.

17 Mr Paul Stevens, Director, Compliance and Intelligence, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 9.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/enforcement/compliance-statistics
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evidence of non-compliance and illegal activity to the Game Management Authority 
but were dissatisfied with the outcome or lack of investigation into the allegations.

Mr Ford said the compliance efforts are focused where the organisation’s intelligence 
and experience suggest the risks of harms will be greater:

My point would be that our effort is targeted where we think we will need to do the 
most work to provide the best benefit to the community, based on identifying where 
there is a risk of priority harms.18

This approach has been formalised in the Ministerial Statement of Expectations for 
the Game Management Authority 2020–2022. The document sets out the following 
expectation in relation to compliance:

I expect the GMA to build on its understanding and use of risk-based and intelligence-
led enforcement programs through which it can monitor, measure and improve 
compliance. This includes prioritising compliance effort according to the risk to the 
community.19

The prioritisation of risks to the community is discussed in Section 6.2.3.

The Committee heard that while the Game Management Authority allocates its 
compliance resources based on intelligence, it does not act as a first responder. Sue 
Williams from Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting said:

it would be good if GMA had people available. If opening time is at 5 am, at sunrise or 
prior to sunrise, then that is when there should be people available for people like us to 
ring and say, ‘Listen, this is happening at such and such a place right next door to me; 
is there an officer available to go and check it out?’ But there is not anyone there when 
the problems are happening.20

Mr Ford explained that the information provided by the public is used to build 
intelligence, which may contribute to initiating enforcement actions, However he stated 
the organisation does not routinely send staff to respond to single complaints:

I think it is important to understand that GMA are not a first responder. Any report that 
comes through is actually captured and reported upon. So it might be that if we get a 
theme of illegal hunting or early shooting, we will then target a regulatory response. 
We will not get a complaint come through and all of a sudden send and divert staff 
from what has already been identified in our approach for a particular day. That can 
change, and it is a living document where we change and update it accordingly as 
required. It is very dynamic, as you could probably appreciate during the duck season. 

18 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 5.

19 Minister for Agriculture Hon. Mary-Anne Thomas MP, Game Management Authority ‑ 2020‑2022 Ministeral Statement of 
Expectations, (n.d.), <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/694906/20210608-Letter-fr-Minister-M-
Thomas-MP-GMA-2020-22-SOE.pdf> accessed 17 June 2023.

20 Ms Sue Williams, Project Officer, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 71.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/694906/20210608-Letter-fr-Minister-M-Thomas-MP-GMA-2020-22-SOE.pdf
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/694906/20210608-Letter-fr-Minister-M-Thomas-MP-GMA-2020-22-SOE.pdf
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So if we get a number of complaints for particular areas, we will then start to focus on 
that area or that type of conduct to try to get the regulatory outcome we are after.21

When the representatives from Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting were 
asked if they had ever seen officers from the Game Management Authority, they replied:

Kerrie ALLEN: Personally, very rarely. Sue?

Sue WILLIAMS: I have never seen them.

Elizabeth McCANN: I have never seen them. I have got fantastic view. It is a 180-degree 
view over the wetland where the shooting happens, and I have never seen the GMA 
here. I have reported illegal shooting – there has never been follow-up – both to the 
police and the GMA. I have never seen them. 22

However, Fikret Apolzgen from the Australian Cypriot Sport Shooting Association said 
he saw the Game Management Authority carry out compliance activities about 50% of 
the time he was out hunting:

Those bigger lakes that you go to which hold more birds and are a little bit more 
publicised, the GMA has got a lot of presence. Sometimes the smaller lakes tend to dry 
up towards the end of the season, so those bigger lakes are the ones that we actually 
try to attend, and, yes, GMA has always got a presence. 23

…

Just on the closing weekend, GMA attended our camp, looked at all our licences, tested 
all the birds and looked at all the shot. They have been proactive, in our opinion.24

6.2.3 Criticisms of reporting mechanisms and follow‑up

The Committee heard frustrations about the accessibility of reporting mechanisms 
and follow-up action from the Game Management Authority. Ms McCann from 
Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting criticised the availability of a reporting 
telephone line and slow responses from email reports:

There are two ways that people can make a report. One is through the Game 
Management Authority directly. GMA is only available by phone during business hours, 
so Monday to Friday, 9 to 5.

You can make a report online, but typically what happens then is that people get a 
response back in an email saying, ‘Thanks. We’ve got your report. We’ll pass this to an 
internal panel,’ which usually happens in about five days, ‘and then we’ll make a 

21 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 32.

22 Ms Elizabeth McCann, Campaign Director, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 
29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 66.

23 Ms Fikret Alpozgen, Secretary, Australian Cypriot Sport Shooting Association, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 69.

24 Ibid., p. 66.
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decision as to whether we investigate this complaint.’ Usually by the time GMA get to 
that report or that complaint the activity has stopped by then and it is not able to be 
investigated.25

Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting conducted a survey26 that found not 
all incidents are reported to authorities and of those that were, respondents were not 
satisfied with the follow up action:

The stats that came in from the survey of those 821 respondents, about a quarter said 
they had witnessed what they believed was illegal behaviour. Of the ones that actually 
reported that to authorities – and a lot do not; they just feel there is no point – just over 
10 per cent felt that those reports were handled appropriately, so that was a bit of a 
red flag.27

However, Mr Ford told the Committee that the Game Management Authority had 
implemented a case management system with improved tracking of cases:

We have also put in a case management system which allows much more tracking 
of what is happening inside these events. I know there has been a lot of commentary 
around complaints that come in and how they are managed. Well, we have a system 
now that manages that quite effectively as far as we are concerned.28

Paul Stevens from the Game Management Authority informed the Committee there 
is an intake assessment panel for complaints. He gave an overview of the process the 
panel takes when considering complaints:

So any complaint that comes in gets recorded in our case management system. They 
get notified within three business days that their complaint has been received. They get 
notified of the date we are going to send it to our intake assessment panel to review. 
I am the chair of that panel. We have two team leaders who are part of that panel. 
We call in avian experts or legal people to determine and assess and provide expert 
information in regard to assessments. We then determine what the next course of 
action is – is there a prima facie case to warrant investigation or not? All complainants 
are notified within five business days of that outcome of determination, and if an 
investigation continues on, it will go on. 29

Ms Oogies from Animals Australia described poor handling of one case, and said 
overall they believed there was not a willingness by the Game Management Authority 
to progress cases:

Across the board what we found is that there is not a willingness to fully investigate or 
to take it further through. Therefore what we have is a situation where the regulator is 
not providing a situation where hunters could think for a moment that they are going to 

25 Ms Elizabeth McCann, Transcript of evidence, p. 65.

26 The Committee notes Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting’s acknowledgement that this survey was ‘self selecting’.

27 Ms Kerrie Allen, Spokesperson, Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 72.

28 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 3.

29 Mr Paul Stevens, Transcript of evidence, p. 23.
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be sanctioned for any breaches. It is just a very frustrating system. We continue to do it 
because we think it is worthwhile bringing it to the fore.30

However, Paul Stevens told the Committee the issues reported by Animals Australia 
were assessed and after seeking legal advice it was decided the matters could not be 
taken any further.31

Mr Stevens told the Committee that there is sometimes not enough evidence to 
proceed with the reports the organisation receives:

Sometimes it might be just the weight of evidence – there is contradictory evidence and 
not enough to independently corroborate what has been alleged. Sometimes it might 
be just a technicality – so it is just about being able to identify, go through and listen to 
the interviews, weigh up the evidence independently and assess where it is at.32

Graeme Ford said the Game Management has engaged with Animals Australia and 
officials from the then Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning to 
outline the level of evidence needed to be able to take compliance action.33

George Bucchorn, a former Manager of Compliance at the Game Management 
Authority described the difficulties in performing his role at the agency from 2016 
to 2018:

when I tried to increase the level of reporting accountabilities, I was criticised and 
stopped. I was told that I was creating too much paperwork and was stopping 
the senior game officers from doing their jobs. I also wanted to develop working 
relationships with various protest groups and rescuers, as I saw them as a valuable 
resource in assisting with enforcement and an invested stakeholder. I felt that if we 
could develop mutual trust and goodwill, we could work together along the lines of the 
police and Neighbourhood Watch system. Again I got no support.

I started to see that complaints that were being lodged with the GMA were being 
routinely dismissed without any effort being made. I also witnessed the turning of a 
blind eye to cruelty offences.34

6.2.4 A focus on public safety at the expense of other compliance 
priorities

The Game Management Authority explained that it focuses its resources on where 
there is the potential for the greatest harm.35

30 Ms Glenys Oogjes, Chief Executive Officer, Animals Australia, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, 
p. 37.

31 Mr Paul Stevens, Transcript of evidence, p. 23.

32 Ibid., p. 6.

33 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 23.

34 Mr George Buchhorn, Former Manager of Compliance, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 
29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 76.

35 Mr Paul Stevens, Director, Compliance and Intelligence, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 25.
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Paul Stevens from Game Management Authority, when asked what he considers to 
be the greatest harm, answered public safety. He elaborated that the greatest risk to 
public safety occurred where rescuers and hunters came into contact with each other:

The issue is where we have hunters and protesters on the wetlands together. As you 
would be aware, that can be quite a combative situation and we need to be cognisant 
of that.36

Mr Stevens was asked if he was aware that hunter non-compliance happens in areas 
that are away from protesters. And further, why resources weren’t being put into areas 
where there were no rescuers present. He replied ‘we focus on the area of the greatest 
harms, where the public safety issue is the greatest concern for us. They are the 
greatest harms, and that is what we focus on’37

In relation to the amount of resources that are put into attending areas where there 
are protestors and hunters, Mr Stevens said it ‘consumes our regulatory effort’.38 The 
Committee believes it is fair to say that a sizeable proportion of the GMA’s compliance 
and enforcement efforts are spent in this regard.

The Committee agrees that there is the potential for harm where conflict may arise 
between hunters and rescuers. However, according to the Game Management 
Authority’s Compliance and enforcement policy 2020, the organisation has three other 
compliance priorities in addition to public safety:

 • animal welfare

 • sustainable game harvesting

 • non-game protected wildlife.

Enforcement of these priorities is needed not only at the few locations where hunters 
and rescuers attend, but also at potentially thousands39 of other wetlands where 
recreational native bird hunters attend.

The Committee believes that while ensuring public safety is vital, it should not come 
at the expense of all other compliance priorities. The Committee was informed that 
Victoria Police and other Authorised Officers are deployed on the opening weekend of 
the duck hunting weekend to ensure public safety.40

However, during the recreational duck hunting season the Game Management 
Authority is the lead regulator for its other compliance priorities. These include 
ensuring animal welfare, sustainable hunting and the protection of non-game 

36 Ibid.

37 Ibid.

38 Ibid., p. 9.

39 Ms Jo Wilkinson, Consultant, Animals Australia, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 40. 
The figure of 20,000 wetlands was not officially supplied to the witness by a Government agency, and cannot be verified 
by the Committee.

40 Mr Paul Stevens, Transcript of evidence, p. 25.
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species.41 If the Game Management Authority fails to ensure sufficient compliance in 
these areas, no other Government agencies are empowered to take them up and there 
is a danger these important issues could be neglected.

FINDING 11: The majority of the Game Management Authority’s compliance and 
enforcement resources are deployed ensuring public safety at a limited number of locations 
where hunters and rescuers are both in attendance. This comes at the expense of the Game 
Management Authority’s other compliance priorities including of ensuring sustainable 
hunting, the humane treatment of game animals and minimising impacts on non-game and 
protected species.

6.2.5 The difficulty of enforcing compliance across a large geographic 
area

The Game Management Authority prioritises its resources based on the area it 
believes has the highest potential for harm, which is public safety. It also has an 
intelligence-based approach to compliance, which makes a more efficient use of 
resources. The Committee heard that the organisation prioritises its resources in this 
way because it is not feasible to enforce compliance across the large geographic area 
that encompasses all of Victoria’s wetlands open to recreational native bird hunting.

Paul Stevens from the Game Management Authority said ‘I think it is implausible to 
think you are going to be at every wetland at any given time, so we use a targeted 
approach‘.42

The total area available for recreational native bird hunting is considerable. James 
Todd, Chief Biodiversity Officer at the Department of Energy, Environment and Climate 
Action gave an indication of the scale:

Obviously hunting can occur on private and public land, but in terms of the public land 
estate there are approximately 3.5 million hectares of public land where duck hunting is 
possible, based on the land classification.

Then the other bit about that is that the primary locations near waterways cover about 
285,000 hectares, including about 75,000 hectares of state game reserves.43

A number of stakeholders expressed the view that this area is too large to be able 
to effectively regulate, Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director of 
Wildlife Victoria said:

Given the geographic scale of Victoria’s wetlands, with shooting on both public and 
private land, we contend it is near impossible for the GMA to monitor all of the wetlands 
where duck shooting takes place, particularly where shooters are very few in number 

41 Game Management Authority Act 2014 (Vic) s 6.

42 Mr Paul Stevens, Transcript of evidence, p. 25.

43 Mr James Todd, Chief Bioviersity Officer, Department of Energy, Environment and Climate Action, public hearing, Melbourne, 
3 July 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 57.
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and widely dispersed, which is what we have seen the last couple of years, and given 
wetland topography.44

Jo Wilkinson, a Consultant at Animals Australia expressed the same view:

Just in terms of numbers, GMA keeps very tight lips about how many wetlands there are 
available for duck shooting, but unofficially we have been told it is 20,000 wetlands, 
plus streams and waterways. Now if you just look at the numbers, you could have an 
entire army trying to supervise that, and they could not be everywhere.45

The Committee agrees that the geographic size of Game Management Authority’s 
area of operations makes enforcement difficult. In addition, it is not feasible to conduct 
enforcement at an acceptable level over such a large geographical area without a 
significant increase in resources.

Hunting is permitted in areas where retrieval of wounded birds is very difficult, such as 
reeds that are inaccessible to shooters, rescuers and officials.

George Buchhorn, a former compliance manager at the Game Management Authority 
described how the organisation’s compliance resources were not proportionate to the 
task:

Unfortunately, given the size of the GMA and the small number of enforcement officers 
in the whole state of Victoria – and we are not just talking about duck shooting, we 
are talking about deer and quail – it is just impossible with those sorts of numbers to 
enforce any sort of regulation.46

The Committee asked Lisa Palma from Wildlife Victoria is she thought the Game 
Management Authority would be able to fulfil its geographically dispersed compliance 
and enforcement role if it were provided more resources. Her view was negative, 
explaining:

It would be incredibly difficult. Given the size of the state, the number of wetlands, the 
fact that shooting occurs both on public and private property and the wide dispersal of 
shooters as well, I think it would be incredibly difficult for the GMA to be able to cover 
the entire state to supervise shooter behaviour wherever they are.

I think it is impossible. For it to be possible would require, I suggest, a substantive 
increase in the number of authorised officers at the GMA so that there is one authorised 
officer for every shooter.47

44 Ms Lisa Palma, Transcript of evidence, p. 79.

45 Ms Jo Wilkinson, Transcript of evidence, p. 40. The figure of 20,000 wetlands was not officially supplied to the witness by a 
Government agency, and cannot be verified by the Committee.

46 Mr George Buchhorn, Transcript of evidence, p. 78.

47 Ms Lisa Palma, Transcript of evidence, p. 89.
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Her view was shared by Helen Round, an individual who shared her experiences as an 
animal rescuer, who said:

And when you say things have gotten better, it was decided by the Pegasus report 
that no matter how much public money was wasted on enforcement or anything, it is 
logistically impossible for duck shooting to be regulated. No matter how many officers 
you have, you cannot cover every wetland, and these atrocities occur at every wetland.48

FINDING 12: Victoria’s land available for recreational native bird hunting is 
geographically vast and dispersed. This makes it improbable for the Game Management 
Authority to enforce compliance with hunting regulations with the resources they have.

6.2.6 Improving compliance through education and training

The Committee was informed that the Game Management Authority focuses on 
education as a means to positively influence compliance with hunting regulations. 
This helped to address the practical difficulties associated with enforcing compliance 
across such a large area.

Mr Ford explained his view that training and education delivered better outcomes than 
compliance enforcement:

I think our point was that it is not necessarily the compliance effort that is going to 
make the significant difference there. It is the training and education and standards you 
set before you allow people to hunt that will make the difference.49

The Game Management Authority has developed a number of education resources to 
relation sustainable and humane hunting practices. These includes:

 • Manuals and handbooks. These include Game hunting in Victoria, a manual for 
responsible and sustainable hunting, which provides an in-depth description of 
hunting ethics, techniques and laws. Other resources include the Shotgunning 
Education Program Handbook and the Introduction to hunting manual.50

 • Online modules, where participants can complete training courses online on topics 
such as:

 – hunting essentials

 – duck hunting basics

 – quail and introduced game birds.

 – firearms safety51

48 Ms Helen Round, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 45.

49 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 10.

50 Game Management Authority, Education, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education > accessed 17 July 2023.; 
Game Management Authority, Reduce Wounding, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/reduce-wounding> 
accessed 17 July 2023.

51 Game Management Authority, New online education modules, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/online-
learning-materials> accessed 14 July 2023.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/reduce-wounding
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/online-learning-materials
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/online-learning-materials
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 • The DuckWISE online education video.52

 • Practical in-person training such as the Gamebird Hunting Essentials Masterclass, 
which has been developed by Field & Game Australia and the Sporting Shooters 
Association Australia (Victoria). The masterclass is a practical in-person workshop 
which helps participants with marksmanship, estimating distance, matching shot 
load to species and bird retrieval strategies.53

 • The Game Management Authority website also contains educational resources 
relating to firearms safety, non-gamebirds, non-toxic shot and avian influenza.54

Field & Game Australia and Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria) provide 
the shotgun education program in association with the Game Management Authority.55 
The program has been underway since the mid-2000s and is promoted heavily by the 
Game Management Authority.56

The aim of these education resources is to equip hunters with the tools and training 
to practice ethical hunting methods. The Committee heard that since receiving 
the Pegasus report, the Game Management Authority has increased its focus on 
communication and getting these messages to hunters and the wider community.57

Graeme Ford from the Game Management Authority said that educating hunters on 
responsible hunting practices could act to promote compliance with regulation and 
prevent infractions. He said, ‘If the education level and knowledge base lifts and people 
are reinforcing that with the people they are hunting with or other hunters, I think that 
is quite effective.’58

Simon Toop expanded on this view:

I think in our wounding reduction action plan that [education] is one of the key critical 
actions. It is the first action: leadership and changing the culture of hunting. So getting 
that self-regulation is critical, that peer pressure to do the right thing, and then using 
an intelligence-led and risk-based approach to regulation. Then that can target the 
places where the harms are occurring. But really our hunters have to have an improved 
standard of behaviour and they have to be able to pull each other up in the field or 
challenge each other when they are doing the wrong thing, so that is really critical to 
getting that good compliance base to start with.59

52 Game Management Authority, Duck WISE Education Video, 2021, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-
education/duck-wise-education-video> accessed 17 July 2023.

53 Game Management Authority, Gamebird Hunting Essentials Masterclass, 2021, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-
hunting-education/gamebird-hunting-essentials-masterclass> accessed 17 July 2023.

54 Game Management Authority, Education.

55 Mr David Laird, Hunting Development Manager, Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), public hearing, 
Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 41.

56 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, p. 17.

57 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 2.

58 Ibid., p. 25.

59 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, p. 26.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-education/duck-wise-education-video
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-education/duck-wise-education-video
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-education/gamebird-hunting-essentials-masterclass
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/education/duck-hunting-education/gamebird-hunting-essentials-masterclass
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Mr Ford explained that the Game Management Authority works to embed these 
responsible hunting practices by working with hunting organisations to communicate 
the practices to their members.60

At a public hearing in Sale, the Committee heard from Gary Howard OAM, a local 
hunter–conservationist and caretaker of the Heart Morass wetlands project. He told the 
Committee he believed that hunters influencing their peers to carry out ethical hunting 
practices was the biggest factor in influencing hunters to do the right thing:

Peer pressure is probably the biggest factor that can be brought to bear on hunters 
that are doing the wrong thing, and by and large I see them in the minority. The 
majority of hunters that I interact with in this area are quite ethical and follow the rules. 
I think probably the biggest thing is peer pressure. Yes, enforcement is one thing, but 
ultimately it is peer pressure that will rein in this sort of activity.61

The Committee heard evidence that the Game Management Authority’s push for 
education is making some progress. When Fikret Alpozgen was asked where he learnt 
about humane dispatch methods he said:

GMA – GMA releases websites. Education – we run a pre duck season education class 
on any changes in regulations. It is something I am quite up there with in terms of 
legislation. It is all about the education of hunters.62

Game Management Authority representatives told the Committee that the dispatch 
guidelines were the most popular page on the agency’s website.63

However, Kerrie Allen from Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting offered a 
different view, stating that the shotgun education program had ‘very low take-up’.64

Simon Toop from the Game Management Authority acknowledged that the take-
up of the shotgun education program was relatively low, with approximately 
300 participants last year.65 However, he argued that the low take-up was part of the 
reason why the organisation has recommended to the Government, though the draft 
wounding reduction action plan, that proficiency testing be made mandatory.66

6.2.7 The Waterfowl Identification Test

As discussed in Chapter 2, all those applying for a game licence to hunt ducks must 
first pass a Waterfowl Identification Test. This test aims to ensure that hunters can 

60 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 28.

61 Mr Gary Howard OAM, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 61.

62 Ms Fikret Alpozgen, Transcript of evidence, p. 65.

63 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 34.

64 Ms Kerrie Allen, Transcript of evidence, p. 71.

65 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, p. 32.

66 Ibid.
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correctly identify game and non-game species by showing a series of videos and 
asking hunters to identify the species. A score of 85% or greater is required to pass.67

Daryl Snowdon, Conservation and Pest Management and Training Development 
Coordinator at Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria), gave an overview 
of the difficulty of the test:

Officially all you had to do in the past was turn up to a GMA office and sit the test. Now 
you have to actually complete some online training modules before you sit the test. The 
bar has been raised to a point now where a large percentage of hunters are failing it – 
prospective hunters. They are not hunters at that stage; they are sitting the test for the 
first time to become hunters. There is a huge proportion of those that are now failing. I 
believe the numbers are in the 80 per cent sort of region.68

Mr Snowdon added that because of the demanding nature of the test, Sporting 
Shooters Association Australia and Field & Game Australia were providing two-
week courses to prospective hunters to educate them on waterfowl identification in 
preparation for the test.69

Fikret Alpozgen also pointed out that the test is rigorous and complements hunting 
culture which is respectful towards rules and regulations.

I remember when I sat for my WIT test. If you get one answer wrong, you get it wrong, 
you do not get your licence and, you know, you do not get the opportunity to hunt 
ducks. We teach and we educate on ‘If you’re not sure, don’t shoot’. It is as simple as 
that. The people in our circle and the people that we hunt with, we do the right thing all 
the time.

In contrast, other stakeholders opposed to native bird hunting criticised the test.

Animals Australia made comparisons to testing requirements in Denmark, where 
prospective hunters must undertake mandatory training over a weekend and at a cost 
of around $1,000 AUD.

Many noted that the test only needs to be taken once. However other stakeholders 
gave comparisons to other licences (including a drivers licence) that do not require 
additional and ongoing testing after completing a licence.

The Committee notes that hunters visiting from overseas or interstate and children 
aged 12 to 17 do not need to pass the WIT as long as they are accompanied by a hunter 
that has passed it.

67 Game Management Authority, Waterfowl Identification Test, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/waterfowl-
identification-test> accessed 16 May 2023.

68 Mr Daryl Snowdon, Transcript of evidence, p. 39.

69 Ibid.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/waterfowl-identification-test
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/licencing/waterfowl-identification-test
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6.2.8 Hunter knowledge survey

The Game Management Authority conducted a hunter knowledge survey in 2020 to to 
measure the impact of its renewed focus on hunter education.70 Graeme Ford said that 
the knowledge test results set a baseline and that they would conduct another test in a 
few years to measure the progress they are making in terms of educating hunters.71

Many stakeholders opposed to native bird hunting highlighted survey findings that:

 • 86% of participants ‘did not know’ how dispatch ducks that had not died instantly

 • 80% ‘could not tell the difference’ between game ducks and protected species

 • 86% were unaware of the risk they pose to human safety.

In clarifying the results, Simon Toop noted that the question on dispatching downed 
ducks required participants to select three correct answers for the question to be 
considered correct. He also noted that at least 80% of participants selected a correct 
answer, however 50% incorrectly selected windmilling:

With the test – it was quite a difficult test, I might say. In many of the questions you 
had to answer multiple answers correctly in order to get the question correct. For 
that particular one, 13 per cent chose all three of the correct options out of the four 
put to them. Eighty per cent correctly chose swatter load, 50 per cent chose cervical 
dislocation and 40 per cent chose pithing. The issue was that 50 per cent chose 
breaking the duck’s neck, so windmilling it.72

In correspondence to the Committee, the Game Management Authority also clarified 
the result of the question relating to game ducks and protected species:

A multiple-choice question in the knowledge survey asked: ‘why is it important to 
correctly identify a game duck?’. There were four options provided, three of which 
were correct. While 20 per cent of participants selected all three correct answers to the 
question, 97 per cent of participants selected the most important answer, which was 
that protected species were not mistakenly shot.73

The Committee notes the issues identified with the structure of the test and the mixed 
results it produced. The Committee hopes the Game Management Authority can 
produce a test that is more representative of hunter knowledge so that its progress in 
educating hunters on ethical practices can be more accurately measured.

70 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 16.

71 Ibid., pp. 17-21.

72 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, p. 19.

73 Game Management Authority, covering note to Hunter Knowledge Survey report findings, received 24 April 2023.
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Chapter 7  
Hunter and rescuer compliance 
with regulations

The Committee received evidence about concerns with the rate of wounding of 
native birds in recreational hunting, retrieval of wounded birds and the techniques 
used to dispatch them. In addition, there was unease about compliance with season 
regulations and reports of anti-social behaviour amongst some hunters.

The Committee also received evidence of rescuers who were wilfully acting unlawfully. 
This included allegations of breaches to regulations on proximity to shooters and 
retrieving downed birds before hunters could reach them. 

As discussed previously, the Committee is aware of the significant public discourse 
relating to native bird hunting. The Committee strongly condemns anti-social and 
otherwise unlawful behaviour and hopes the findings and recommendations of this 
report will be used by the Victorian Government in an effort to address these issues.

7.1 Wounding regulations and guidelines

Wounding birds is an inevitable consequence of recreational native bird hunting.1 
When a bird is wounded by a non-lethal shot, it must be immediately followed up 
and killed humanely—a practice euphemistically known as dispatching.

The wounding of animals not involved in hunting is an offence under the Prevention 
of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986. Game animals wounded in the pursuit of hunting are 
specifically excluded from the provisions of the Act.2

While game birds are exempt from cruelty offences under Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals Act, there are still codes of practice under the Act to ensure that hunting is 
carried out in a humane manner.3

The Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals in Hunting (revision no. 1) is made 
under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act. The guidelines include the following 
provisions which apply to recreational native bird hunting, as shown in Box 7.1 below.

1 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria) Submission 1,875, p. 40.

2 Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 1986 (Vic). s(6)(1B)

3 Animal Welfare Victoria, Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals in Hunting (revision no. 1), 2023,  
<https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-
for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1> accessed 4 July 2023.

https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1
https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1
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Box 7.1   Provisions applying to native bird hunting in the Code of Practice 
for the Welfare of Animals in Hunting (revision no. 1)

An animal must only be shot at when:

 • it can be clearly seen and recognised

 • it is within the effective range of the firearm, ammunition, or bow and arrow and the 
skills of the hunter

 • a humane kill is likely.

Shooting an animal in the wild for the purpose of testing the proficiency of hunters, or 
hunting equipment, is not permitted. A hunter must shoot to cause a quick and painless 
death. Every animal which is shot must be immediately examined to ensure that it 
is dead. Every animal which is not dead on retrieval must be humanely destroyed 
immediately. If an animal is wounded and escapes, all reasonable attempts must be 
made to locate it so it can be killed quickly and humanely before hunting another 
animal.

Source: Animal Welfare Victoria, Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals in Hunting (revision no. 1), 
<https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-
codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-
no-1> accessed 4 July 2023.

There is a separate Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals on Private Game 
Reserves Licensed to Hunt Game Birds.4 These codes establish obligations for keeping 
animals on private game reserves, including quail.5

The Game Management Authority also produces guidelines on how to avoid wounding 
and for the humane dispatch of downed birds. The Draft waterfowl wounding reduction 
action plan 2022–2026 aims to promote strategies to reduce the wounding of birds. 
This is discussed in Section 7.1.2 below.

7.1.1 Rates of wounding

The Committee heard concerns regarding the number of birds wounded each year 
during the recreational native bird season. Hunting stakeholders told the Committee 
that care is taken to avoid wounding, but conceded that it is not feasible to avoid 
wounding due to the nature of bird hunting. Animal welfare groups argued that the 
rates of wounded birds in comparison to those killed outright were unacceptably high 
and constitute a serious animal welfare concern.

4 Ibid.

5 Ibid.

https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1
https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1
https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestock-and-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/pocta-act-1986/victorian-codes-of-practice-for-animal-welfare/code-of-practice-for-the-welfare-of-animals-in-hunting-revision-no-1
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As part of the Sustainable hunting action plan 2021–24, the Victorian Government 
established a working group made up of stakeholders in the hunting and animal 
welfare sectors to produce a wounding reduction action plan.

The draft wounding reduction action plan states the exact number of ducks wounded 
each year in Victoria is unknown: ‘determining the extent of wounding is difficult and 
there is no perfect method for quantifying wounding rates.’ 6 However, it provides the 
following estimation: 

In Australia, historic wounding rates have varied between different reporting methods, 
ranging from 6–40 per cent. Depending on the scale of the annual harvest, this can 
translate into tens of thousands of birds in a season.7

Dr Liz Walker, Chief Executive Officer of RSPCA Victoria, gave an estimate of how many 
ducks in total may have been wounded during the 2022 season. This was based on the 
estimated rates of wounding outlined in the draft wounding reduction action plan:

There is evidence to suggest wounding rates for ducks could be anywhere between 
6 per cent and 40 per cent, meaning between 15,700 and 105,000 additional ducks 
were wounded and not killed outright in the 2022 season. The top range of this 
wounding rate, 105,000 birds, would be the equivalent of each seat filled at a soldout 
AFL game at the MCG.8

She added that the organisation estimates up to 57,000 quail are wounded each year.9

It should be noted that the draft wounding reduction action plan states that the data 
used to arrive at the 6% to 40% wounding range was gathered from studies carried out 
in the 70s and 80s.10 The plan acknowledges the age of the figures and that the rates 
may have changed with time. However, it adds that ‘wounding rates in the 20 to 40% 
range continue to appear in the contemporary literature elsewhere in the world’.11 

In its submission, Field & Game Australia stated that the majority of birds that are hit 
are struck by a fatal or near fatal shot. It also stated that small percentages of ducks 
receive minor wounds that would allow them to recover.12 

Along with welfare groups, Field & Game Australia is a core member working in the 
Wounding Reduction Action Plan Committee. This consists of a cohort of invested 
stakeholders (Sporting Shooters Association Australia, Beretta Australia, RSPCA 
and others) which have established an agreed draft wounding reduction action plan. 

6 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria) Submission 1,875, p. 42.

7 Ibid.

8 Dr Liz Walker, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA Victoria, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 17.

9 Ibid.

10 A more recent study was carried out by the GMA in 2022 which showed that 3.4% of a sample of birds that were caught 
had shotgun pellets imbedded in them which suggests wounding from hunting. However, the report stated that this is not 
an indication of the total rate of wounding because a majority of wounded birds die and are not available to be sample; 
Game Management Authority, Monitoring trends in waterfowl wounding 2022, report prepared by Game Management 
Authority, Game Management Authority, 2022, p. 13.

11 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, p. 73.

12 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p.21.
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This was presented to the Minister for Agriculture in September 2022, and the 
newly created Minister for Outdoor Recreation in December 2022, for approval and 
implementation.

The draft wounding reduction action plan states that ‘estimates of wounding vary 
between studies, with hunter-reported studies generally recording lower rates and 
trained observer studies (considered more accurate) higher.’13

A key cause of wounding is because hunters use shotguns to hunt native birds. 
Shotguns shoot metal pellets which form a cluster once they leave the barrel. The 
cluster, known as a pattern, produces a larger lethal surface area to hit a bird than a 
traditional bullet. The cluster expands and becomes less dense with pellets the farther 
it goes, and the lethality of the shot diminishes with more range.14 

Animal welfare concerns with the use of shotguns arise when only a small number of 
pellets strike a bird, constituting a non-lethal shot.15 

In its submission, Field & Game Australia explained that barrels of the guns can be 
modified at the end, known as the choke area. A choke can ensure a tighter cluster and 
greater effective lethal range. The type of ammunition used also has a bearing.16

Field & Game Australia argued that hunters understand using weapons with the right 
choke and ammunition for the right circumstance is key to a safe and successful hunt.17

Dr Hugh Millar, Past President of the Victorian Division of the Australian Veterinary 
Association said he believed the nature of shotguns and their use of pellets can 
contribute to wounding:

But again, by the nature of a shotgun spray, if that is the right word, birds will get a 
sublethal impact, and that is the clear concern. We are not concerned about the fact 
that a bird could be killed with a shotgun cleanly and outright. If that was always the 
case, then that would be fine, but it is not.18

This view was also expressed by Glenys Oogies, Chief Executive Officer of Animals 
Australia:

The way that recreational duck shooting is conducted – that is, its inherent nature – is 
that using shotguns which provide an arc of pellets to shoot at flying, moving targets; 
that is always going to mean that animals are going to be wounded.19

13 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, p. 42.

14 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p. 23.

15 Ms Glenys Oogjes, Chief Executive Officer, Animals Australia, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, 
p. 36.

16 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p. 23.

17 Ibid.

18 Dr Hugh Millar, Past President, The Australian Veterinary Association, public hearing, Melbourne, 29 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 33.

19 Ms Glenys Oogjes, Transcript of evidence, p. 40.
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Field & Game Australia argued that there are degrees of wounding and that birds 
may have minor wounds as well as life threatening wounds.20 At a public hearing, 
Lucas Cooke, Chief Executive Officer, Field & Game Australia expanded on the 
organisation’s view:

It is not quite as simple as the rhetoric that comes all the time of ‘Every bird that’s 
wounded suffers this long and painful and terrible death.’ Well, they do not. Our 
contestation is that they do not. Some birds survive and thrive and go on to live 
perfectly fine. Yes, they have suffered some hardship, but they go on and continue 
to live and do not suffer ongoing hardship as a result of being wounded. That does 
not make them not a wounded bird, but it certainly does not make them a bird that 
suffered a long and slow and painful, terrible death in a wetland, as the other side of 
this argument often attests.21

Dr Walker from RSPCA Victoria accepted that some birds will survive their injuries, but 
noted there are welfare issues for those that do survive:

Wounded birds can suffer from the pain and disabling effects of injury, from sickness 
due to wound infection or from thirst or starvation. Injuries to the bill often lead to the 
inability to drink or eat. Wing fractures are common, and as with other injuries, the 
wounded bird is at heightened risk of being taken by a predator.22

A similar view was expressed by Wildlife Victoria,23 which operates a field veterinary 
service in the opening days of the duck season. Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer 
of Wildlife Victoria highlighted that dealing with wounded birds has a mental health 
impact on their staff.24

Clearly there is some uncertainty on the number of ducks wounded each year, and 
the severity of their wounds is contested. Nevertheless, the Committee notes evidence 
from RSPCA Victoria that a wounding rate at the low end of the estimated range (6%) 
would still result in 15,700 birds injured in the 2022 season.25

FINDING 13: There is conflicting and incomplete evidence on the wounding rate of bird 
due to recreational hunting. Estimates provided to the Committee ranged between 6% and 
40% of ducks are wounded each year. A wounding rate at the lowest end of this range (6%) 
would have resulted in the wounding of 15,700 ducks during the 2022 season.

20 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, pp. 18–19.

21 Mr Lucas Cooke, Chief Executive Officer, Field and Game Australia, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 13.

22 Dr Liz Walker, Transcript of evidence, p. 17.

23 Ms Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director, Wildlife Victoria, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 84.

24 Ibid.

25 Dr Liz Walker, Transcript of evidence, p. 17.
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There are efforts underway to reduce the instance of wounding, primarily through 
education campaigns aimed at influencing attitudes in relation to wounding. The Game 
Management Authority’s Guidelines for the dispatch of downed ducks recommends 
hunting practices that will minimise the chance of wounding. This includes:

 • not shooting beyond a maximum shooting skills distance (25 to 30 m is the 
maximum distance for most hunters)

 • isolating a single duck and not shooting into flocks

 • hitting the duck in the front half of the body to target its vital organs

 • having an effective retrieval strategy.26

On its website, the Game Management Authority strongly encourages and promotes 
ethical hunting.27 It describes an ethical hunter as a person who respects the game 
hunted, follows the law and behaves in a way that will satisfy what society expects of 
a hunter.28 In relation to animal welfare issues, this means:

 • concentrating on shot placement to ensure a lethal shot to a single bird

 • following up wounded birds quickly so they can be dispatched quickly and 
humanely29

 • positioning yourself so that shot birds will fall into the open water.30

The draft wounding reduction action explores systemic measures to ensure the 
above-mentioned wounding reduction practices are taken up by recreational native 
bird hunters. The proposed actions identified in the plan include:

 • introducing codes of ethics for hunting organisations 

 • developing and promoting education materials to reduce wounding 

 • promoting improved hunter proficiency in techniques that reduce wounding, 
including the use of gundogs 

 • a once-off online theory game licence test for prospective and existing licence 
holders, which includes questions on wounding

 • a once-off proficiency test for prospective hunters only. A minimum level of 
proficiency for this proposed test has not yet been set31

26 Game Management Authority, Guidelines for humane dispatch of downed ducks, report prepared by Game Management 
Authority, Game Management Authority, Melbourne, 2019, p. 22.

27 Game Management Authority, An introduction to game hunting: Important information for first time game hunters, report 
prepared by Game Management Authority, Game Management Authority, Melbourne, 2017, p. 8.

28 Game Management Authority, Ethical Hunting, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/ethical-hunting> accessed 
5 July 2023.

29 The Game Management Authority website notes a well-trained dog will increase the chances of retrieving a downed bird.

30 Game Management Authority, Ethical Hunting.

31 Mr Darryl Snowdon, Conservation and Pest Management Training Development Coordinator, Sporting Shooters Association 
of Australia (Victoria), public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 32.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/ethical-hunting
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 • researching the current wounding rate, monitoring future wounding rates and 
revising the plan as necessary.32

The Game Management Authority told the Committee that it had established an online 
portal for licencing, which can be expanded in the future to include online testing.33

The draft plan highlights Denmark as a jurisdiction where wounding rates have 
decreased following efforts by hunters to improve their practices and capabilities.34 
It notes that the wounding ratio (the number of geese wounded for each goose 
bagged) dropped ‘from 9.75 in 1992 to 1.99 in 2016, a reduction of 80 per cent’.35 

Simon Toop, Director of Strategy and Research at the Game Management Authority 
was confident that the rate of wounding could be reduced by implementing the 
draft wounding reduction action plan. This was based on similar wounding reduction 
projects he had previously worked on in Victoria, as well as the progress seen in 
Denmark:

We conducted, when I was with another department – the Department of Sustainability 
and Environment, I think, at that time – two small-scale projects, if you like, where we 
took people out into the field and assessed their wounding rates pre training and then 
post training. So that was through practical and theoretical training over the course 
of six days. We did that twice, once in 2008 and once in 2012, and combined we saw 
that the wounding rates went from 31 per cent pre training down to 6 per cent. So the 
evidence before us is that in Denmark in particular these activities have shown there 
can be a substantial reduction in wounding rates, and that was also reinforced by the 
work that we have done as well.36

Clearly, there are a number of measures underway to reduce the rate of wounding of 
native birds during the season. The Committee is satisfied there would be reductions in 
the rate of wounding if the measures outlined in the draft wounding reduction action 
plan were implemented. 

However, the Committee has concerns that even if these measures were realised, the 
rate of native birds wounded by recreational hunters would still likely be unacceptably 
high.

32 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, pp. 13–22.

33 Mr Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Officer, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 3.

34 The Committee notes that birds hunted in Denmark are typically Geese, which are larger than the native birds hunted in 
Victoria and potentially easier to target with a fatal shot because of their size. Ms Mhairi Roberts, Policy and Advocacy 
Manager, RSPCA Victoria, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 22.

35 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, p. 43.

36 Mr Simon Toop, Director, Strategy and Research, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 8.
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Dr Walker from the RSPCA explained that in jurisdictions that had reduced the rate of 
wounding, including Denmark,37 the rates were still estimated at approximately 10%:

And even in jurisdictions where there has been a sustained effort to reduce that, the 
levels that have been achieved still sit at around 10 per cent and fluctuate, but they do 
not go below. That level is still unacceptable, and for that reason the wounding remains 
unacceptable and this practice is unacceptable. That is the problem.38

Mhairi Roberts from the RSPCA also explained that there were inconsistencies in 
comparing a wounding study with geese in Denmark to outcomes for native water 
birds in Victoria, Australia.39

If wounding rates of 10% in Victoria were achieved thousands of birds would still be 
injured each year, even at the lowest extent of the range. This is based on the wounding 
rate noted in the draft wounding reduction action plant of between 6% and 40% 
(between 15,700 and 105,000 birds). 40

RSPCA Victoria highlighted the exceptional nature of accepting the wounding of ducks 
in recreational hunting. Dr Walker highlighted that the wounding of a single animal is 
a cruelty offence under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, however native bird 
hunting is specifically exempt from the previsions of the Act.41 

This was also raised by Dr Millar from the Australian Veterinary Association:

I think it is fair to say that there is no other animal-related pursuit that I can think of 
where this is sanctioned. Indeed our strong legislation in the state would normally deem 
a lot of this activity unacceptable or introduce the cruelty aspect of the legislation, the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.42

The Committee also heard about the lack of mandatory knowledge and proficiency 
testing for hunters. These are both initiatives recommended by the Game Management 
Authority and included in the draft wounding reduction action plan, due to commence 
in 2024. 

Although the Committee heard positive feedback on shotgun education program 
conducted by Field & Game Australia, there were concerns about low participation 
rates. At a public hearing, Simon Toop from the Game Management Authority stated:

They are low. I do not know the exact numbers now from recent programs they might 
have run, but last time I looked was maybe 12 months ago or something and it was 
only about 300 people. That is why we have recommended that proficiency testing be 

37 Dr Liz Walker, Transcript of evidence, p. 25.

38 Ibid., p. 18.

39 Ms Mhairi Roberts, Transcript of evidence.

40 Numbers of birds given are based on the 2022 season; Dr Liz Walker, Transcript of evidence, p. 17.

41 Ibid., p. 16.

42 Dr Hugh Millar, Transcript of evidence, p. 25.
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introduced to make sure that people do come along. If you want to have the privilege 
of hunting, you have got to show that you have got the minimum skills to go hunting.43

The Committee accepts that wounding of birds is not the ultimate goal of hunters 
but that most wounded birds are unlikely to recover. The Committee believes that 
wounding thousands of birds each year as part of the recreational native bird hunting 
season—even at the lower estimated rate of 6%—is unacceptable and constitutes a 
serious animal welfare concern.

FINDING 14: Thousands of ducks would be wounded in Victoria each duck hunting 
season, even if measures outlined in the Draft waterfowl wounding reduction action plan 
2022–2026 were implemented. The Committee considers this ongoing level of wounding to 
be an unacceptable animal welfare outcome.

FINDING 15: Knowledge and proficiency testing, once-off or otherwise, for both 
prospective and existing game licence holders would help to reduce the rates of wounding 
during the recreational native bird hunting season.

7.1.2 Retrieval of wounded birds

Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012, requires hunters to immediately recover downed 
birds after they are shot and recover the meat to ensure they are not wasted. Hunters 
are required to dispatch wounded birds they find straight away. The regulations require 
immediate recovery to ensure that a potentially wounded animal does not suffer 
unnecessarily.44 

As discussed previously, during the 2017 opening weekend of the season at Koorangie 
Mashes, there were reports that a large number of birds were shot and not retrieved.45 
Mr Toop from the Game Management Authority said that following this incident the 
GMA provided advice to the Government that the regulations should be changed so 
that hunters must immediately retrieve the birds they shoot.46

While hunters are required to immediately retrieve birds, including wounded birds, the 
Committee heard concerns remain regarding the retrieval of birds. The concerns arise 
when a bird is difficult to retrieve, or a hunter chooses not to retrieve it immediately.

43 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, p. 32.

44 Game Management Authority, Recovering game birds and salvaging the meat, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/
hunting-methods/new-duck-hunting-regulations> accessed 11 July 2023.

45 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, p. 26.

46 Ibid.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/hunting-methods/new-duck-hunting-regulations
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/hunting-methods/new-duck-hunting-regulations
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In its submission, Field & Game Australia gave an overview of reasons why retrieval 
may be difficult. These include:

 • Evasive ground behaviour: when a game bird is brought to or chooses to go to 
ground or water they will instinctively take cover, hiding away deep in grasses and 
reeds, making further detection extremely difficult, even with the assistance of a 
gun dog.

 • Evasive airborne behaviour: wounded game birds may descend initially then take 
flight once again to further distance themselves from a threat.

 • Terrain challenges: the terrain in which hunters operate is physically challenging, 
be it water-abundant wetlands where game ducks inhabit or dry flats where 
stubble quail exist. Visibility, accessibility, and other factors can make retrieval 
difficult to execute.47

Lynn Trakell, Assistant Campaign Director for the Coalition Against Duck Shooting 
argued that hunters choose to leave wounded birds behind:

On other wetlands they shoot and bring down one bird, the bird is wounded and they 
just keep shooting. Also they have a habit of shooting pink-eared ducks. Pink-eared 
ducks are another game species that will be on the threatened list very shortly. They 
shoot them, and they are a small bird. They do not bother to take them home, so 
they leave them, whether they are dead or wounded, on the water and they just keep 
shooting them.48

However, Fikret Alpozgen, Secretary of the Australian Cypriot Sport Shooter’s 
Association said that in his experience, hunters immediately collect the birds they 
have shot:

I think that we always aim to hit every bird and kill it instantly, and we make every 
effort, in contradiction to what you have heard, to collect our game. So there is not a lot 
of opportunity to shoot the birds and kill the birds, and if we do, we are constantly after 
them, either walking after them or sending a gun dog after them – a trained gun dog. 
We are doing every effort we can to get that bird and retrieve it.49

Mr Alpozgen described the circumstances where on one occasion he was unable to 
retrieve a bird:

I will be honest, somebody else has taken it, someone illegally has run after it, or it was 
picked up by another hunter – they have seen it and picked it up – or for some reason or 
another it has been a situation where we just could not find it.50

47 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p. 19.

48 Ms Lynn Trakell, Assistant Director, Coalition Against Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 53.

49 Ms Fikret Alpozgen, Secretary, Australian Cypriot Sport Shooting Association, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 70.

50 Ibid.
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It is clear that there is some level of inattention to retrieving wounded birds by hunters. 
As discussed previously, rescuers have been attending the hunting season each year 
since 1986. One of their aims is to gather birds that have been wounded and not 
collected by hunters and seek veterinary care for the birds. 

Wildlife Victoria, an organisation that runs a field veterinary service on the opening 
days of the duck season, gave evidence of this. The service provides care to wounded 
birds that are bought in by rescuers. Lisa Palma, Chief Executive Officer and Executive 
Director of the organisation said that they had provided care to 22 birds during the 
2023 season opening. She explained that all of the birds were subsequently euthanised 
on welfare grounds. Their wounds included shotgun pellets and broken bones.51

Field & Game Australia stated that ‘almost all birds rescued by duck protestors 
are dead before they hit the ground’.52 Of those that do survive, those that are 
badly wounded enough to allow themselves to be caught by humans have their life 
expectancy in imminent doubt. They say ‘consequently, those birds that are caught by 
rescuers would most likely die anyway, and those that cannot be recovered are most 
likely not mortally wounded and will recover.’53 Although when asked about this view, 
Dr Walker from RSPCA Victoria said it was ‘nonsense’.54

The extent to which rescuers do not comply with regulations is discussed in Section 7.3.

Dr Millar from the Australian Veterinary Association held concerns about the capacity 
to manage instances of wounding and non-retrieval:

Wounding and non-retrieval is very much at the heart of our concerns. And if I have got 
your question right, that is the element that is very difficult, from our point of view, to 
manage away, under all the circumstances.55

The Committee accepts that wounded birds may come down in difficult terrain such as 
long grass or reeds, making retrieval extremely challenging.56 Given this, it shares the 
concerns it may be difficult to eliminate all instances of non-retrieval. 

7.1.3 Humane and timely dispatch

The Game Management Authority produced Guidelines for the dispatch of downed 
ducks in 2019. The document sets out procedures for hunters to kill downed birds and 
discusses techniques that are not acceptable from an animal welfare perspective.57

The guidelines describe a procedure whereby if it is safe to do so, hunters collecting a 
downed duck should shoot it again with a swatter load, if it is safe to do so. A swatter 

51 Ms Lisa Palma, Transcript of evidence, pp. 79–80.

52 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p. 22.

53 Ibid.

54 Dr Liz Walker, Transcript of evidence, p. 21.

55 Dr Hugh Millar, Transcript of evidence, p. 34.

56 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p. 19.

57 Game Management Authority, Guidelines for humane dispatch of downed ducks, p. 1.
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load is a cartridge with small shot sizes that produce a dense pattern, which is more 
likely to kill a downed duck.58

If it is not safe to shoot again, hunters should manually kill the duck. This involves using 
both hands to render the duck unconscious with a single blow of a blunt tool, then 
performing either:

 • cervical dislocation, a method involving the separation of the skull from the neck 

 • pithing, the use of a tool to insert a spike into the duck’s brain.59

This process is summarised in Figure 7.1 below.

Figure 7.1   Game Management Authority guidelines on the humane 
dispatch of a downed duck

19
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1:
Source: Game Management Authority, Guidelines for the Dispatch of Downed Ducks, 2019, pp. 3–4.

58 Ibid., pp. 4–5.

59 Ibid., pp. 9–15.
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The guidelines also describe methods which are considered inhumane and are 
unacceptable. They include:

 • drowning

 • suffocation

 • rib compression (thoracic compression)

 • hitting a duck’s head against an object.60

The guidelines particularly single out windmilling as a method which is not 
recommended. Windmilling involves swinging a duck in a circle by its neck in order 
to cause dislocation of the neck from the head.61 The guidelines also state this is a 
common practice amongst hunters, however many cannot perform it in a way that 
consistently ensures immediate death.62 

Mr Toop described how in 2019 the Game Management Authority convened a working 
group to review windmilling. It received veterinary advice against the practice which 
stated that birds could remain conscious for up to 30 seconds after the technique was 
performed. As a result the Game Management Authority now advises against the 
practice as a dispatch method.63 

Although windmilling is no longer a recommended practice, the Committee received 
evidence–including videos–of hunters using it as a dispatch method.

Lynn Trakell from the Coalition Against Duck Shooting believed that windmilling was 
still a common practice amongst hunters:

There has been a lot said about windmilling, and we see that all the time. In fact most 
shooters try to kill wounded birds that way, by twirling them round and round and 
round, but the problem is that they are still flapping and moving around – many of 
them are – after they have done that. They hang them on their belts while they are still 
jerking and moving around, or they throw them in their punts while they are still jerking 
and moving around.64

Mhairi Roberts, Policy Manager at RSPCA Victoria said that windmilling is a practice 
that is currently occurring, based on footage that was captured during the opening 
weekend of this season:

I think the amount of footage that was produced following opening weekend really 
demonstrates that there was quite a substantial amount that showed windmilling was 
still in practice, so I would say, based on that, it is still happening with some hunters. 
I think it is pretty evident that that still occurs.65

60 Ibid., p. 21.

61 Mr Darryl Snowdon, Transcript of evidence, p. 38.

62 Authority, Guidelines for humane dispatch of downed ducks, p. 21.

63 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, pp. 15–16.

64 Ms Lynn Trakell, Transcript of evidence, p. 50.

65 Ms Mhairi Roberts, Transcript of evidence, p. 25.
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Animals Australia showed the Committee a video which depicted windmilling as 
part of their opening statement to the Committee during their public hearing on 
29 June 2023.

However, some stakeholders emphasised that that the practice of windmilling is 
not illegal. Darryl Snowdon, Conservation and Pest Management and Training 
Development Coordinator at the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (Victoria) 
argued this case:

It is not illegal. There is some sort of theory here that it is illegal. There is a guide to 
humane dispatch – it is a guide. I do not see where in the dispatch of ducks there is a 
legal requirement that says what method you have to use. That method has been used 
for hundreds of years. Since the shooting of birds has existed, that method of dispatch 
has been used.66

This was confirmed by Simon Toop from the Game Management Authority:

There is nothing in law that tells you, you have to dispatch it in a particular way, and 
really there could be a whole range of other methods which might look unsightly but 
are actually effective and could be considered to be humane.67

Dr Millar from the Australian Veterinary Association also noted the lack of legal 
requirements for the humane dispatch of birds. He believed there needed to be 
practical training on how to perform the task:

I guess the bit that concerns us most is that if birds are retrieved and they are injured. 
I see that in the code of practice it is very general, the ethical principles. The Victorian 
game authority are very general: they should be humanely dispatched. That is easily 
said, but I think that is an area where there should be, if hunters have to go through 
some assessment and training in identification of different waterfowl species and so on, 
then things like the humane killing of birds. It is a bit of a gruesome topic, but wringing 
a bird’s neck is not actually to do it humanely. It is not actually something that is just 
easily done …

… It does require some training. I am not saying it is a difficult thing to learn, but it 
needs to be learned.68

Darryl Snowdon agreed, explaining to the Committee:

I have a problem with it, because people are not educated to do it properly … The 
problem is people are not educated on how to do it correctly. Done correctly, it is a 
perfectly legitimate method of dispatch.’69 

66 Mr Darryl Snowdon, Transcript of evidence, p. 45.

67 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, pp. 15–16.

68 Dr Hugh Millar, Transcript of evidence, p. 31.

69 Mr Darryl Snowdon, Transcript of evidence, p. 42.
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He believed it should not be made illegal because ‘Done by the right people in the right 
hands, it is an effective method’.70 However, Mr Snowdon also explained that there are 
practical difficulties involved with educating people how to perform the task without 
the use of real ducks.71

The Committee believes there is scope to better inform and educate hunters about 
humane dispatch methods. In a baseline test of hunter knowledge in 2020, only 13% of 
hunters answered a multiple-choice question on duck dispatch correctly. Simon Toop 
gave a breakdown of the results:

For that particular one, 13 per cent chose all three of the correct options out of the four 
put to them. Eighty per cent correctly chose swatter load, 50 per cent chose cervical 
dislocation and 40 per cent chose pithing. The issue was that 50 per cent chose 
breaking the duck’s neck, so windmilling it.72

When asked by the Committee why the practice of windmilling was still persisting 
amongst hunters, Graeme Ford, Chief Executive Offier of the Game Management 
Authority replied: 

I guess there has been a culture, if that has been a practice for a long, long time, 
and you know, our guide came out in 2019–20. We would place a great emphasis on 
education around that that practice should be phased out.73

The Committee agrees with the Game Management Authority’s approach in not 
recommending the practice of windmilling.

It is also clear that many hunters are not aware the practice is no longer recommended 
or are not receptive to discontinuing the practice. The Game Management Authority 
should work with its stakeholders to better inform the hunting community that this 
practice is no longer acceptable and should not be performed.

FINDING 16: Although windmilling as a dispatch method is not recommended by the 
Game Management Authority, there is evidence of its continued use amongst native bird 
hunters. 

7.2 Hunter compliance with bag limits and season start 
times

The Committee heard some concerns that hunters were not complying with regulations 
on bag limits and season start times. As discussed in Chapter 3, the bag limit for duck 
hunters each day is typically 10 birds. However, this can change from season to season. 

70 Ibid., p. 38.

71 Ibid.

72 Mr Simon Toop, Transcript of evidence, p. 19.

73 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 16.
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Similarly, season times may change from year to year. These regulations are put in 
place to ensure that the number of birds taken each season can be controlled in a way 
that does not significantly impact overall populations.

For the 2023 season, the bag limit was four ducks and hunting was permitted from 
8.00 am until 30 minutes after sunset each day.74

7.2.1 Bag limits

As discussed in Chapter 6, the incident at Koorangie Marshes in 2017 where hunters left 
a number of deceased birds behind or buried them in pits led to the commissioning of 
the Pegasus report. The Committee also received evidence of another incident where a 
large number of deceased birds were found by rescuers at Box Flat in 2013.75 

Paul Haw said he was previously a hunter, but no longer takes part because he believes 
that hunters do not keep to bag limits:

I was a keen shooter until recent years, and that completely ended after the Box 
Flat massacre, when 2000 birds floated ashore. You have got to realise a lot of duck 
shooters, when they shoot their five birds, just want to keep on shooting. They do not 
pick them up. That was the end of duck shooting for me.76

Dave Evans, an animal rescuer who gave evidence at a public hearing on his 
experiences, spoke of discovering downed birds that were buried in pits:

I take teams after opening to look for wounded and dead. We have crew throughout 
the state who essentially scout for us to see where the shooters are and where they 
are shooting. Generally, beforehand we already know where the birds are because we 
have scouted before the season as well. We get people throughout the state letting us 
know what is going on in other places – to pick up dead and wounded. [In 2017], we 
had a team of seven going out through that wetland that brought in 430 birds. That 
was after the 1489 birds – 430 birds that were shot and left. So essentially this is not a 
food-getting exercise at all; that proves it. And what proves it beyond a doubt is that 
370 birds were found in two pits by a friend of mine, Luke, and me – whole birds that 
were not harvested or whatever that were just essentially shot and buried in order to 
hide the crime.77

Lisa Palma from Wildlife Victoria gave an example to the Committee about what she 
perceived to be a recent example of a hunter exceeding a bag limit. She described a 
non-game endangered species whose meat was harvested after it was dispatched and 

74 Game Management Authority, 2023 duck hunting season arrangements, 2023, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-
releases/2023/2023-duck-hunting-season-arrangements> accessed 16 May 2023.

75 Mr Dave Evans, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 48.

76 Mr Paul Haw, public hearing, 29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 49.

77 Mr Dave Evans, Transcript of evidence, p. 45.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-releases/2023/2023-duck-hunting-season-arrangements
https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/media-releases/2023/2023-duck-hunting-season-arrangements
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left in a tree hollow.78 The Committee was not provided substantial evidence of the 
intention for leaving the bird behind, nor could it confirm that the bird was left behind 
because a hunter had exceeded their bag limit.

Gary Howard OAM, caretaker of the Heart Morass project and himself a hunter, 
believed that there are circumstances where shooting over a bag limit was 
unpreventable:

 I have seen it done – unfortunately take two, three, four birds with one shot.

…

it is not something that you can prevent. The hunter, if they have done the right thing, 
has targeted a particular bird in a mob, but you have a certain amount of spread in 
the shot – particularly with teal, they tend to be at times very thick – and unfortunately 
two or three or four birds can fall with one shot.79 Other witnesses had a different view 
about shooter’s adherence to bag limits. 

Fikret Alpozgen, Secretary of the Australian Cypriot Sport Shooting Association said:

Licensed hunters adhere to strict bag limits – I know I do – species restrictions and 
ethical hunting practices. These guidelines are in place to prevent overexploitation, 
safeguard species diversity and maintain a thriving ecosystem.80

Paul Stevens, Director of Compliance and Intelligence at the Game Management 
Authority said that in the past two years over 99% of the hunters inspected complied 
with the legislated bag limit.81

The evidence provided to the Committee is not substantial enough to make a 
determination either on whether non-compliance through exceeding bag limits is 
a widespread issue. However, as discussed in Chapter 6 the Committee notes the 
efforts that have been made by the Game Management Authority to ensure hunter 
compliance with education following the Pegasus Report. 

However, the Committee is concerned about how bag limit breaches may be 
unpreventable due to the scatter of shotgun pellets. This is compounded by the 
environmental conditions at native bird hunting sites. This can contribute to the 
pressure on native bird populations and may lead to wounded of downed ducks left 
behind by hunters who do not bag birds. 

78 Ms Lisa Palma, Transcript of evidence, p. 81.

79 Mr Gary Howard OAM, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 61.

80 Ms Fikret Alpozgen, Transcript of evidence, p. 64.

81 Mr Paul Stevens, Director, Compliance and Intelligence, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 3 July 2023, 
Transcript of evidence, p. 14.
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7.2.2 Hunting start times

Hunters beginning shooting before the regulated starting time was another issue 
raised by stakeholders.

George Buchhorn, a former manager of compliance at the Game Management 
Authority gave evidence about how season start times were breached at Koorangie 
Marshes in 2017:

The shooting unfortunately started early, at about 7:07 am; the correct start time was 
7:20 am. The lake was still shrouded in darkness, but there were lots and lots of shots. 
We were unable to police or enforce the legislation. It was too dark, and there were too 
many offenders.82

Lisa Palma from Wildlife Victoria also alleged that season starting times had been 
breached more recently. She told the Committee that this year she heard shooting 
begin early during this year’s season: between 7:30 and 7:40 am.83

Lynn Trackell from the Coalition Against Duck Shooting also alleged shooting took 
place before the allotted start time during this year’s season.84

The Committee heard that it is difficult to enforce compliance with season shooting 
times. Graeme Ford from the Game Management Authority explained the difficulties 
involved in identifying individuals who shoot early, as well as getting the evidence 
needed to pursue the matter:

But just simply with the practicalities even if we were responding, for most early 
shootings it is minutes rather than hours prior to the legal start time. Any distance you 
travel would mean that time would pass. Shooting generally occurs in regional areas 
and rural areas where other forms of shooting occur. So again, without eyewitness 
testimony I think it would be a very difficult offence to prove.85

He noted that only one person was charged this year with beginning shooting early.86

7.3 Rescuer compliance with legal requirements

The Committee also received evidence regarding breaches of regulations by people 
associated with the rescuer movement. This included entering the water to gather 
wounded birds and breaching requirements around proximity to hunters. 

The Committee is concerned about allegations of harassment when hunters were 
otherwise acting in accordance with all legal requirements.

82 Mr George Buchhorn, Former Manager of Compliance, Game Management Authority, public hearing, Melbourne, 
29 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, pp. 76–77.

83 Ms Lisa Palma, Transcript of evidence, p. 85.

84 Ms Lynn Trakell, Transcript of evidence, p. 50.

85 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 33.

86 Ibid.
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The regulations for public safety on wetlands are published on the Game Management 
Authority’s website. They state:

 • It is an offence for an unauthorised person to remain in a specified hunting area,87 
between:

 – from midnight of the first day of duck season until 10 a.m. of that day

 – from 2 hours before sunset of each day of duck season (including the first day) 
until 10 a.m. of the following day

 – from 2 hours before sunset of the last day of the duck season until 30 minutes 
after sunset of that day (Note: These restrictions only apply to the waterbody 
and extend out to 25 metres from the water’s edge.)

 • it is an offence for an unauthorised person to approach within 10 metres of a person 
who is carrying a firearm or actively hunting ducks in specified hunting areas during 
the duck season.

 • it is an offence for anyone to hinder, harass, interfere with, or obstruct a person 
engaged in hunting at any location and time.88

If persons are found in breach of these regulations, an Authorised Officer or a Police 
Officer can issue a banning notice. This prohibits an alleged offender from entering or 
remaining in a specified hunting area for a period specified in the notice, not beyond 
the length of the duck season.89

A court may make exclusion order on application by an authorised officer or police 
officer. This bans a person from entering any or all specified hunting areas in Victoria 
for a period of up to 12 months.90

The Game Management Authority notes on its website that these provisions are not 
intended to prevent peaceful protest in a safe manner.91

Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria) stated it recognised the right for 
rescuers to protest. However, it believed the right ‘must be balanced with the citizens' 
rights to participate in lawful recreational activities.’92 

In its submission the association stated ‘Recreational duck hunting stands out in 
Victoria as an activity where hunters' rights are often violated in a systematic, 
organised manner, and the state rarely intervenes’.93

87 An unauthorised person is someone who does not hold a valid game licence and firearm licence. Specified hunting areas are 
all State Game Reserves and hunting areas listed in Schedule 8 of the Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 Game Management 
Authority, Public safety on wetlands, <https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/hunting-methods/public-safety-on-
wetlands> accessed 11 July 2023.

88 Ibid.

89 Wildlife Act 1975 (Vic)., s 58G.

90 Ibid., s 58M.

91 Game Management Authority, Public safety on wetlands.

92 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, p. 24.

93 Ibid., p. 25.

https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/hunting-methods/public-safety-on-wetlands
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David Laird, Hunting Development Manager at the association expanded on this point 
at a public hearing:

If protestors want to stand on the edge of the wetlands or they want to come into 
town and stand on the steps of Parliament, more power to them. They are entitled to 
their view, they are entitled to express that and they are entitled to protest. But we do 
not believe that they have a right to protest where they are actually hindering hunters 
going about their activities. Perhaps the Melbourne Cup might be a good example, a bit 
of an analogy, as a lot of people feel very strongly about that. There are protests about 
the Melbourne Cup. That is fine, but they are not allowed on the track. If they did, they 
would be arrested and they would be dragged off. So they can stand outside and they 
can express their views, but they cannot actually hinder those activities. And we see it 
should be exactly the same for hunters in a wetland going about their lawful activities; 
they should not be hindered by protesters.94

7.3.1 Rescuer practices

The Committee was informed by rescuers that their purpose was to attempt to:

 • keep birds away from hunters at wetlands

 • gather wounded birds that have not been collected by hunters so they can receive 
veterinary care. 

In doing so, some entered specified hunting areas, came within 10 metres of hunters 
with firearms and hindered or harassed hunters, all in breach of regulations.

In describing the tactics of rescuers who intend to keep birds away from hunters, 
Laurie Levy, Campaign Director at the Coalition Against Duck Shooting explained: 

So when rescuers are out there in bright colours, the birds can see them and they will 
keep away. When you are carrying flags that are flying up 50 metres, the birds can see 
the flags and they will keep away from the guns.95

David Laird, from Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria) said that the 
actions of rescuers in scaring away birds impeded the efforts of hunters to stalk birds 
and bring them within an effective distance to reduce wounding:

We want to reduce wounding, and we have got protesters going and disturbing birds 
and chasing them away. We are trying to encourage hunters to change behaviours and 
use decoys to bring animals into that effective distance, and we have got protesters 
who are potentially impacting on that. So yes, as I say, outside the wetlands I am more 
than happy for them protest there and express their views but not get in the way of 
hunters going about their lawful activities.96

94 Mr David Laird, Hunting Development Manager, Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), public hearing, 
Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 44.

95 Laurie Levy, Campaign Director, Coalition Against Duck Shooting, public hearing, Melbourne, 16 June 2023, Transcript of 
evidence, p. 54.

96 Mr David Laird, Transcript of evidence, p. 44.
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In his submission, Dr Brian Hiller stated that rescuers taking downed birds actually led 
to further birds being shot, as hunters were unable to dispatch the bird and add to their 
daily bag:

First, “rescuers” are not “saving” ducks, they are stealing legally harvested locally 
sourced organic food from hunters (literally taking food off their table) and thereby 
forcing them to shoot more ducks in order to reach their daily bag. Lettng hunters take 
their bag limit quickly and leave the marsh would actually reduce the total number 
shot. Those same “rescuers” regularly keep mortally wounded ducks alive for hours to 
days, prolonging the individual’s suffering. Hunters are required to dispatch downed 
birds as quickly as possible and add them to their bag limit. Allowing “rescuers” to 
continue to engage in this process goes directly counter to the hunter’s code of ethics 
and the ongoing efforts to reduce wounding by hunters.97

The Committee heard that rescuers have broken regulations by entering a specified 
hunting area or coming within 10 metres from hunters who are armed. Laurie Levy 
explained to the Committee he was aware that practices involving entering wetlands 
to rescue birds are illegal:

Our rescuers go into the water with the shooters, so we know what is going on out 
there. The reason we go out onto the wetlands – and we go out before 10 o’clock, the 
prescribed time, and yes, we are doing it illegally, Beverley – is because birds are being 
shot from the opening of the duck-shooting season, and our rescuers need to be there 
to help those birds.98

There is no point standing onshore holding a placard. We are not protesters. We are 
rescuers. We have modelled the Coalition Against Duck Shooting on the Red Cross. 
The Red Cross go into a war zone to help the innocent victims, and that is exactly what 
we do.99

Field & Game Australia argued in its submission that retrieval of birds by rescuers 
contributes to poor animal welfare outcomes because they are preventing hunters from 
dispatching them:

Hunters are required to dispatch birds as quickly as possible to alleviate any suffering 
as legislation dictates. This should also be true of protestors. When protestors ‘steal’ 
birds, often severely wounded, from hunters, and choose not to dispatch them but 
instead to parade them before press, and/or be photographed and filmed for social 
media purposes and the like, they are in fact contributing to the pain and suffering 
of that animal. This behaviour is cruel and illegal, and protestors must be charged in 
accordance with Victorian and associated laws.100

97 Dr Brian Hiller, Submission 1,064, p. 3.

98 Mr Laurie Levy, Transcript of evidence, p. 50.

99 Ibid.

100 Field & Game Australia, Submission 1,872, p. 17.
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When asked if he’d ever seen a protestor ‘steal a bird’, Darryl Snowdon from Sporting 
Shooters Association Australia (Victoria) said yes, and added the practice was 
illegal.101 He explained’ they are certainly breaking the law, and many have been 
prosecuted in the past. They are there for one reason, with canoes: to outrun the 
hunters or the hunter’s dog to get those birds.’102 Mr Snowdon believed the practice 
of entering the water is dangerous, and that in 2011 a protestor at Lake Buloke was 
injured.103

Laurie Levy explained to the Committee that his group’s tactics had changed following 
the shooting injury of a rescuer:

In the early days we raced duck shooters for wounded birds when they came down. 
We could move a lot faster than the shooters because we just wore a pair of running 
shorts and a T-shirt and they were bogged down in waders and guns and everything 
else. But we do not do that now, because one of our rescuers, in 2009 – and this was 
not connected with racing a shooter for wounded birds – was shot in the face. She had 
nine pellets lodged in her face. She was rushed down to the Horsham Base Hospital 
and – when I first heard the news, I know the damage a shotgun can do to somebody’s 
face – she was just so lucky.104

When asked if rescuers are now advised to ask shooters to retrieve birds before 
attempting retrieval themselves, Mr Levy replied yes.105

The Committee agrees that it is dangerous for rescuers to be in specified hunting areas 
and close proximity of hunters during season open times. The animal welfare concerns 
of birds do not eclipse the need to ensure public safety in potentially dangerous 
situations. The Committee notes that the Game Management Authority rightly applies 
enforcement measures to rescuers who break the law as well as hunters.

FINDING 17: Rescuers put themselves and others in danger if they break the law to enter 
specified hunting areas during the recreational native bird hunting season.

Rescuers are banned from entering the water during the season, however, persons 
with a valid game licence are entitled to enter hunting areas.106 Sporting Shooters 
Association Australia explained that rescuers had been circumventing regulations 
preventing them from entering hunting areas by obtaining hunting licences:

During the hunting season, anti-duck hunting protesters are ostensibly prohibited from 
accessing or staying on public hunting wetlands before 10 am or two hours before 

101 Mr Darryl Snowdon, Transcript of evidence, p. 39.

102 Ibid.

103 Ibid.

104 Mr Laurie Levy, Transcript of evidence, p. 60.

105 Ibid., p. 61.

106 Mr Graeme Ford, Transcript of evidence, p. 32.
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sunset. However, this law is routinely disregarded by activists exploiting a loophole that 
allows access if they hold a current game hunting and shooting licence.107

The Committee heard evidence from Manfred Zabinskas OAM, the owner of a wildlife 
refuge who spoke about his experiences as a rescuer. He told the Committee that he 
and his partner Helen Round had obtained game hunting licences ‘to go out and rescue 
birds legally so that we can render assistance to them’.108 

The Committee asked Mr Zabinskas whether this complies with the powers of the 
Game Management Authority to issue licences to ‘hunt, take or destroy game’. He 
replied that he had contact with Game Management Authority officers regarding the 
matter and engaged a lawyer to represent his interests. He also noted that his and Ms 
Round’s licences were renewed.

Victoria Police noted that it had cancelled some shooters licenses based on the holders 
of those licenses not having a genuine reason as outlined by the relevant legislation 
and had the licenses under false pretences. The decision by Victoria Police was 
subsequently overturned by VCAT.

Adopted by the Select Committee on Victoria’s Recreational Native Bird  
Hunting Arrangements 
Parliament of Victoria, East Melbourne 
21 August 2023

107 Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria), Submission 1,875, p. 25.

108 Ms Manfred Zabinskas OAM, public hearing, Sale, 26 June 2023, Transcript of evidence, p. 55.
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A.1 Submissions processing summary

The Committee called for submissions in May 2023 through the Victorian Parliament’s 
news service, its website, and other social media sites.

The Committee also identified and wrote to various key stakeholders requesting they 
make a submission.

The Committee received 10,402 submissions to the inquiry. The majority of these 
were received from the Committee’s website, whilst the remainder were emailed 
direct-to-inbox or received by post.

For this inquiry, the Committee agreed to grant most requests for name withheld 
submissions.

The Committee also received a small number of submissions from children under 
18 years. Consistent with broader committee practice, a child’s surname is not 
published online where they have requested their submission is made public.

The Committee received a number of proforma submissions which were processed as 
a single submission with multiple authors. This is consistent with existing committee 
practice. Submissions were only considered as proforma where:

 • the content was identical

 • it was submitted separately by four or more people.

Some submissions were mostly the same in substance as other existing and proforma 
submissions but had various different changes or additions. These were processed 
individually and not as additional proforma submission authors. 

A small number of submission received were not accepted by the committee as they did 
not address the inquiry’s terms of reference or their identity was not able to be varied. 

All public and name withheld submissions are available online at  
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/nativebirdhunting/
submissions. 

A list of names of public submitters is provided in Appendix B.

https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/nativebirdhunting/submissions
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/get-involved/inquiries/nativebirdhunting/submissions
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A.2 Site visits

The Committee conducted site visits as follows:

 • 26 April 2023: Lake Connewarre wetlands and game reserve

 • 26 June 2023: Heart Morass wetlands and game reserve.

The Committee attended Lake Connewarre wetlands on first day of season opening 
for native bird hunting. The Committee was escorted by representatives of the Game 
Management Authority and met with hunters and rescuers on site to discuss their views.

The Committee also attended the Connewarre Wetland Centre for a discussion with 
representatives from Field & Game Australia about local conservation programs.

The Committee toured Heart Morass wetlands ahead of its regional public hearing 
in Sale. Members were hosted by Gary Howard OAM, caretaker of Heart Morass and 
received a presentation on conservation programs that have occurred over the site.

A.3 Public hearings

Friday, 26 May 2023

Davui Room, 55 Saint Andrews Place, East Melbourne, 3002

Name Title Organisation

Professor Richard Kingsford - -

Professor Marcel Klaassen - -

Jencie McRobert Associate RMCG

Heather Bailey Senior Manager BDO EconSearch

Rod Campbell Research Director The Australia Institute

Liz Morison Researcher The Australia Institute

Dr Brian Hiller - -

Dr Holly Sitters - -

Friday, 16 June 2023

Legislative Council Committee Room, Parliament House, Spring Street, East Melbourne, 
3002

Name Title Organisation

Lucas Cooke Chief Executive Officer Field and Game Australia

Danny Ryan Chairman Field and Game Australia

Dr Michael O’Kane Anthropologist -

Dr Liz Walker Chief Executive Officer RSPCA Victoria
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Name Title Organisation

Rebecca Cook Head of Prevention RSPCA Victoria

Mhairi Roberts Policy and Advocacy Manager RSPCA Victoria

David Laird Hunting Development Manager Sporting Shooters Association 
Australia (Victoria)

Daryl Snowdon CPM and Training Development 
Co-ordinator

Sporting Shooters Association 
Australia (Victoria)

Barry Howlett Communications Manager Sporting Shooters Association 
Australia (Victoria)

Laurie Levy Campaign Director Coalition Against Duck Shooting

Lynn Trakell Assistant Director Coalition Against Duck Shooting

Fikret Alpozgen Secretary Australian Cypriot Sport Shooting 
Association

Huseyin Alpozgen President Australian Cypriot Sport Shooting 
Association 

Lisa Palma Chief Executive Officer and Executive 
Director

Wildlife Victoria

Meg Butler Head of External Relations Wildlife Victoria 

Wednesday, 21 June 2023

Legislative Council Committee Room, Parliament House, Spring Street, East Melbourne, 
3002

Name Title Organisation

Dr Dave Ramsey Principal Scientist, Program Leader 
Wildlife Management

Arthur Rylah Institute for 
Environmental Research

Peter Menkhorst Program leader, Waterbirds and 
Wetlands

Arthur Rylah Institute for 
Environmental Research 

Monday, 26 June 2023

Wellington Room, Port of Sale, 70 Foster Street, Sale, 3850

Name Title Organisation

Cr Ian Bye Mayor Wellington Shire Council

Andrew Pomeroy General Manager, Development Wellington Shire Council

David Harper Manager, Natural Environment and 
Parks

Wellington Shire Council

Kirsten Power Business Facilitation and Leveraging 
Officer

Wellington Shire Council

Sean Dooley National Public Affairs Manager BirdLife Australia

Trevor Williams Victorian District President Mining and Energy Union

Mark Richards Secretary Mining and Energy Union

Tania Begg - -
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Dave Evans - -

Helen Round - -

Manfred Zabinskas OAM - -

Gary Howard OAM - -

Glenda Anderson - -

John Byers - -

Thursday, 29 June 2023

Legislative Council Committee Room, Parliament House, Spring Street, East Melbourne, 
3002

Name Title Organisation

Rodney Carter Chief Executive Officer Dja Dja Wurrung Group

Troy Gray State Secretary Electrical Trades Union

Michael Watson Political Officer Electrical Trades Union

Dr Hugh Millar Past President Australian Veterinary Association

Glenys Oogjes Chief Executive Officer Animals Australia

Louise Bonomi Director of Development Animals Australia

Jo Wilkinson Consultant Animals Australia

Gary Murray - Victorian Traditional Owner Land 
Justice Group

Paul Haw - -

Elizabeth McCann Campaign Director Regional Victorians Opposed to 
Duck Shooting

Kerrie Allen Spokesperson Regional Victorians Opposed to 
Duck Shooting

Sue Williams Project Officer Regional Victorians Opposed to 
Duck Shooting

George Buchhorn - -

Monday, 3 July 2023

Legislative Council Committee Room, Parliament House, Spring Street, East Melbourne, 
3002

Name Title Organisation

Corrie Goodwin Acting Chairperson Game Management Authority

Graeme Ford Chief Executive Game Management Authority

Paul Stevens Director, Compliance and Intelligence Game Management Authority

Simon Toop Director, Strategy and Research Game Management Authority
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Beth Jones Deputy Secretary, Regional and 
Suburban Development

Department of Jobs, Skills, Industry 
and Regions

Rachaele May Executive Director, Emergency 
Management

Department of Jobs, Skills Industry 
and Regions

Mark Sandiford Director, Outdoor Recreation Department of Jobs, Skills Industry 
and Regions

Carolyn Jackson Deputy Secretary, Environment, 
Climate Action and First Peoples

Department of Environment, Energy 
and Climate Action

James Todd Chief Biodiversity Officer Department of Environment, Energy 
and Climate Action

Sarah-Jane McCormack Acting Deputy Secretary, Agriculture 
Victoria

Department of Environment, Energy 
and Climate Action

Trevor Pisciotta Executive Director Department of Environment, Energy 
and Climate Action

Superintendent Sussan 
Thomas

- Victoria Police

Inspector John Cahill - Victoria Police
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Appendix B  
Submissions

Submitter names are listed here alphabetically and not by submission number. 
Name withheld and confidential submissions are not included in this list.

Aaron Caruso

Aaron Cheep

Aaron Closs

Aaron Douglas

Aaron Edmondson

Aaron Fagan

Aaron Fraser

Aaron King

Aaron Lendaro

Aaron Missen

Aaron Mudie

Aaron Robert

Aaron Speranza

Aaron Vella

Aaron Young

Aayden Thomas

Abby Blundell

Abby Gee

Abdi Hassan

Abdullah Azhar

Abdullah Veli

Abigail Harrison

Abigail Hartojo

Abigail Ryburn

Abigail Watkins

Abraham Alonzo Guiyab

Achilleas Charalambous

Adalita Srsen

Adam Backman

Adam Busana

Adam Butler

Adam Cardilini

Adam Carson

Adam Cooper

Adam Crabtree

Adam Demmert

Adam Elisha

Adam Elliot

Adam Hageman

Adam Leeworthy

Adam Lovell

Adam Maltman

Adam Mark

Adam McCrickard

Adam O’Byrne

Adam Richardson

Adam Riley

Adam Stephenson

Adam van der Lugt

Adam Villante

Adam Zerella

Adel Mostafa

Adele Albanese

Adele Bartram

Adem Dogan

Aditi Basu

Adrian Baldasso

Adrian Barbara

Adrian Bressan

Adrian Devey

Adrian Dubar

Adrian Elderhurst

Adrian Galimberti

Adrian Gatt

Adrian Giannone

Adrian Gurney

Adrian Hotchin

Adrian Hunter

Adrian Leenaerts

Adrian Norris

Adrian Orchard

Adrian Pickin

Adrian Poloniato

Adrian Trotter

Adrian Wright

Adriano Colarusso

Adriano Serapiglia

Adrienne Davies

Adrienne Murrowood

Adrienne White

Aga Vitsos

Agim Zacellari

Ahlan Dimachki

Ahmad Halwani

Aidan Marshall

Aidan Spitaleri

Aidan Steers

Aidan Thompson

Aiden Dent

Aileen Thompson

Ailsa Denton

Aimee Weir

Ainsley Power Walters

Aisha Quattrocchi

Aisha Slater

AJ Penrose

Ajay Chendira Nanaiah

Akie Leimonitis

Akvan Gajanayake

Alaa Hassan

Alan Baxter

Alan Bowman

Alan Cocks

Alan Crawford

Alan Edwards

Alan Frankham

Alan Grant

Alan Gray

Alan Green

Alan Hewett & Joan Jones

Alan Holmberg

Alan Lappin

Alan Nicolea

Alan Palmer

Alan Sanders

Alan Stannard

Alan Stevens
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Alan Taylor

Alan Walsh

Alan Walton

Alana Bacon

Alana Burton

alanah jackson

Alannah Dore

Alasdair Moodie

Alastair Butt

Albert Ortega

Albert Wright

Aldo Tenaglia

Aldrin Leong

Alec Hand

Alec Robinson

Aleisha Hall

Aleksandar Jakovljevic

Alex Babauskis

Alex Barrie

Alex Collins

Alex D’Adam

Alex Hill

Alex Hodgson

Alex Jevric

Alex Jolly

Alex Leszczynski

Alex McInnes

Alex Pantano

Alex Proft

Alex Rankin

Alex Siderakis

Alex Vardangea

Alex Vickery-Howe

Alex Wilder

Alex Wilson

Alexa Wall

Alexander Delgrosso

Alexander Hall

Alexander Papadakis

Alexander Stefanutti

Alexander Tsotsovis

Alexandra Brooks

Alexandra Delager

Alexandra Douros

Alexandra Pavlova

Alexandra Pellegrino

Alexandra Sarandis

Alexandra Seddon

Alexandria Huerta

Alexis Smith

Aleysha Troup

Alfred Cachia

Alfred Gemayel

Alfred Vella

Ali Elmir

Ali Fulcher

Ali Halwani

Ali Saied

Alice Doherty

Alice Gordon

Alice Knowles

Alice Savage

Alice Wilkinson

Alicia Olive

Alicia Privitera

Alicia Spence

Alina Spektor

Alisdair Eddie

Alisha Tummons

Alison Brennan

Alison Copley

Alison Dean

Alison Fisher

Alison Guesdon

Alison Hamilton

Alison Joseph

Alison Major

Alison Mitchell

Alison Moore

Alison Skene

Alison Street

Alison Turner

Alison Warren

Alison Watson

Alison Wirtz

Alison Yates

Alistair Legione

Alister Air

Alizee Bourgault

Allan Gillett

Allan Hawking

Allan Kilpatrick

Allan Leighton

Allan McGain

Allan Meers

Allan Rogerson

Allan Snashall

Allan Straub

Allan Wilkinson

Allison Easden

Allison Falzon

Allister Davey

Allister Powell

Ally Houlli

Alwyn Henderson

Alyce Brasser

Alyce Lynas

Alycia Marotta

Alysha Bond

Alyson Gale

Alyx Nichols

Amanda Andrews

Amanda Borg

Amanda Emery

Amanda Filshie

Amanda Kakoschke

Amanda La Praik

Amanda Maybury

Amanda McLeod

Amanda Norton

Amanda Stone

Amanda Whitington

Amba Begg

Amber Anderson

Amber Engler

Amber Kelly

Amber Ross

Amber Todd

Amelia Crowe

Amelia Morrow

Amelia Natoli

Amellia Formby

Amie Wilkinson

Amreet Kaur

Amruta Nargundkar

Amy Bolwell

Amy Hiller

Amy Johannsohn

Amy Johnson

Amy Kidd

Amy Lorna Jacka

Amy Reid

Amy Shelly

Amy Sutherland

Amy Tran

Ana-Paula Martins-Fernandes

Anastasia Dowie

Anastasia Zimsen

Anchana Jenkins

Andi Jones
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Andie Austin

Andrea Cusack

Andrea de Lacy

Andrea Dennett

Andrea Lindsay

Andrea Lloyd

Andrea McCarthy

Andrea McKay

Andrea Rohr

Andrea Savage

Andrea Sherko

Andreas Kontou

Andreas Zervides

Andree Fleming

Andrew Atherton

Andrew Balaam

Andrew Bales

Andrew Barnes

Andrew Bennett

Andrew Biggin

Andrew Branton

Andrew Brincat

Andrew Brown

Andrew Buzacott

Andrew Campbell

Andrew Cassar

Andrew Chant

Andrew Chattington

Andrew Collett

Andrew Colverson

Andrew Connor

Andrew Crouch

Andrew Dainton

Andrew Del Romano

Andrew Dooley

Andrew Dragoli

Andrew Dudas

Andrew Dundon

Andrew Egan

Andrew Engert

Andrew Filippone

Andrew Fitzpatrick

Andrew Foster

Andrew Foudoulis

Andrew Gray

Andrew Grech

Andrew Grmusa

Andrew Gunnyon

Andrew Haig

Andrew Hassett

Andrew Hedge

Andrew Hill

Andrew Hine

Andrew Holland

Andrew Hong

Andrew Hughes

Andrew Jeffery

Andrew Jorgensen

Andrew Kee

Andrew Kyprou

Andrew Lack

Andrew Laird

Andrew Leech

Andrew Lisperguer

Andrew Macneil

Andrew March

Andrew Martin

Andrew Mason

Andrew McCabe

Andrew Mcclelland

Andrew McKenzie

Andrew McNaughton

Andrew Meddick

Andrew Mikkelson

Andrew Monks

Andrew Muir

Andrew Napier

Andrew Nicolaoy

Andrew Noble

Andrew Opie

Andrew Pandeli

Andrew Park

Andrew Pedder

Andrew Prentice

Andrew Robertson

Andrew Russell

Andrew Sacchetta

Andrew Sandwith

Andrew Smith

Andrew Soulsby

Andrew Spencer

Andrew Sultana

Andrew Swatton

Andrew Taylor

Andrew Titterington

Andrew Tofari

Andrew Topp

Andrew Verlei

Andrew Walker

Andrew West

Andrew Winn

Andrew Winter-Irving

Andrew Woodyard

Andrew Wuttke

Andy Serkowski

Anette Johannessen

Angel Shrestha

Angela Anderson

Angela Angel

Angela Christa

Angela Constantine

Angela Fayth

Angela Flynn

Angela Gallant

Angela Gibbs

Angela Haynes

Angela Kay

Angela Kloppenborg

Angela Lemanis

Angela Osborne

Angela Pollard

Angela Rats

Angela Savage

Angela Shearing

Angela Snow

Angela Steffensen

Angela Swan

Angela Tarran

Angelica Primrose

Angelika Seegel

Angelina Germano

Angelo Sercia

Angie Kelly

Angie Tonks

Angus

Angus Davidson

Angus Gauld

Angus Kennedy

Angus Long

Angus Redfearn

Angus Woodhill

Anika Helene

Anil Dasari

Animal Biodiversity Alliance

Animal Defenders Office

Animal Justice Party

Animal Liberation

Animal Liberation ACT

Animal Liberation Party Victoria

Animal Welfare Lawyers
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Animals Australia

Anita Weinberg

Anita Xhafer

Anja Schneider

Anja Thomsen

Anjanette Moore

Ann Brown

Ann Capling

Ann Drysdale

Ann Gray

Ann Isaacs

Ann Knowles

Ann Lazzaro

Ann Letch

Ann Lindsey

Ann Marie

Ann Pauwels

Ann Raouf

Ann Robinson

Ann Truscott

Ann Tulett

Ann Whitefield

Anna Bejanoff

Anna Brewer

Anna Charlton

Anna Foletta

Anna Forehan

Anna Gates

Anna Hills

Anna Kosovich

Anna Lanigan

Anna Marshall

Anna Parker

Anna Roberts

Anna Weston

Anna Whitehead

Annabel Richards

Annalisa Cranby

Annalise Naimo

Anne Bolitho

Anne Boyd

Anne Button

Anne Cahir

Anne Collins

Anne Dennis

Anne Edwards

Anne Foster

Anne Frances

Anne Giddens

Anne Grice

Anne Hamilton

Anne Hillerman

Anne Hillier

Anne Holmes

Anne Leith

Anne Makhijani

Anne Marshall

Anne Martinez

Anne McGorrery

Anne Morton

Anne Musgrove

Anne Roberts

Anne Roussac-Hoyne

Anne Savige

Anne Williams

Anne Young

Annelies Chaplin

Anneliese Mathieson

Anneliese Rosenmayer

Anne-Marie Dow

Annette Cooper

Annette Morris

Annette Rielly

Annette Short

Anni Haque

Annie Broadway

Annie Dolan

Annie Duncan

Annie Ernst

Annie Forbes

Annie Holding

Annie Kennedy

Annika Ernefelt

Annika Mills

Annjira Moungmai

AnnMaree McKee

Ant Letto

Ante Marsan

Anthea Swann

Anthony Africano

Anthony Ardolino

Anthony Ball

Anthony Beyer

Anthony Bonnici

Anthony Brown

Anthony Calleja

Anthony Cammaroto

Anthony Capotosto

Anthony Carroll

Anthony Castaldo

Anthony Chalhoub

Anthony Chinnery

Anthony Ciavarella

Anthony Colosimo

Anthony Cook

Anthony Coulter

Anthony D’Adam

Anthony Doyle

Anthony F McDonall

Anthony Falasca

Anthony Foggiato

Anthony Gommers

Anthony Gould

Anthony Grech

Anthony Greed

Anthony Hamilton-Smith

Anthony Hawkins

Anthony Hooper

Anthony Kanavan

Anthony Kandi

Anthony Kee

Anthony Lacco-Nash

Anthony Lemmon

Anthony Lococo

Anthony Mancini

Anthony Marulli

Anthony Mavrias

Anthony Metry

Anthony Morris

Anthony Mortensen

Anthony Neeman

Anthony Noonan

Anthony Parker

Anthony Postuma

Anthony Price

Anthony Psaila

Anthony Pugliese

Anthony Rayner

Anthony Rhoden

Anthony Rogers

Anthony Sillato

Anthony Spiteri

Anthony Symes

Anthony Tana

Anthony Tarpangos

Anthony Tartaglia

Anthony Taylor

Anthony Troup

Anthony Vallelonga

Anthony Vicino
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Anthony Young

Antoinette Dusaid

Anton McIntyre

Antonette Galasso

Antonia Cutajar

Antonietta Salerno

Antonino Fonti

Antonio and Wendy Francis

Antonio D’Agostino

Antonio Ferrara

Antonio Mancuso

Antonio Notaro

Antonio Toppi

Antony Cachia

Antony Clunies-Ross

Antony O’Brien

Antony Wilson

Apostolos Malioris

Apostolos Maltezos

April Los

April Newton

April Vidler

Aras Veral

Arcadia Callow

Arch Van der net

Arlen Mendez

Arline Lohli

Arlo Enemark

Arrabella Dee

Arron Davies

Artemis Stephanou

Arthur Antonopoulos

Arthur Banks

Arthur Byrnes

Arthur Kapotas

Arthur Nixon

Arthur Ozdil

Arthur Pap

Arzu Dogan

Ash Dalli

Ash Phillips

Ash Scott

Asha Billing

Ashkr Audet

Ashleigh Dunsmore

Ashleigh Lee

Ashlen Campbell

Ashley Bolwell

Ashley Griffiths

Ashley Hjorth

Ashley Loughman

Ashley Neilson

Ashley Nunn

Ashley Perkins

Ashley Smirl

Ashley Voight

Ashley Wilson

Ashlie Williaon

Ashton Hakim

Aslin Acisu

Astara Tose

Astrid Werner

Ateeq Ur Rehman Zafar

Athol Brand

Audrey Brown

Audrey Raymond

Audrey Wilson

Audry Reyes

Austin Cram

Australian Cypriot Sport Shooting 
Association

Australian Deer Association

Australian Hunters Club

Australian Wildlife Society

Avalon Launer

Aven Eddington

Avril Gaastra

Avril Green

Avtar Kaur

Ayanthi De Silva

Aydin Doger

Ayelen Gallardo Cubas

Aylah Bonett

Azam Toufic

Baby Boomers for Climate Change 
Action

Back to Country

Baden Butler

Bailey Blackledge

Bailey Kelly

Ballarat Field and Game

Barb Wade

Barbara Allen

Barbara Archer

Barbara Brindley

Barbara Dixon

Barbara J Fraser PhD

Barbara James

Barbara Johnson

Barbara Jones

Barbara King

Barbara Latham

Barbara Logan

Barbara Murphy

Barbara Penson

Barbara Stewart

Barbara Taylor

Barbara Vaughan

Barbera Williams

Barbie Brandrup

Barend Pretorius

Barmera Moorook Field and Game

Barrie Tyson

Barry Anderson

Barry Castle

Barry Cook

Barry Gell

Barry Harrison

Barry Jones

Barry Lingham

Barry Oliver

Barry Papaelia

Barry Sims

Barry Wilson

Barry Wright

Barry Yeatman

Bart Irwin

Bart Turgoose

Bart Walia

Basil Wagg

Bass Halwani

Bassam Halwani

Bastien Marshall

baxter Russle

Beatrix Bayeskennedy

Beatrix Janek-Oefelein

Beau Johnston

Beau Richards

Beba Fazlic

Bec Farley

Bec Poitzmann

Beck Brown

Beck Lamble

Beckie Pluidge

Becky Hill

Belal Haniffa

Belinda Chambers

Belinda Davis

Belinda Edmondson

Belinda Garlick
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Belinda Howard

Belinda James

Belinda Judd

Belinda King

Belinda Loft

Belinda Peel

Belinda Swalling

Belinda Wells

Belinda Whitfield

Belinda Wood

Belinda Wright

Bella Rodrigo

Ben Albanese

Ben and Leah Atherton

Ben Atherton

Ben Burge

Ben Burridge

Ben Caruso

Ben Christian

Ben Collyer

Ben Davies

Ben Davis

Ben Dudenas

Ben Ferrier

Ben Gorski

Ben Grieger

Ben Grimme

Ben Hall

Ben Harding

Ben Henderson

Ben Horstman

Ben Jamieson

Ben Linguey

Ben Neave

Ben O’Donnell

Ben Pickles

Ben Richards

Ben Saunders

Ben Sawyer

Ben Schmitt

Ben Sims

Ben Smith

Ben Stephson

Ben Thomson

Ben Tipping

Ben Townsend

Ben Wakefield

Ben Young

Benjamin Agostino

Benjamin Bickford

Benjamin Cairney

Benjamin Copeland

Benjamin Dew

Benjamin Dodd

Benjamin Franco

Benjamin Kettle

Benjamin Maas-Geesteranus

Benjamin Macdonald
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Category Licences 
(No)

Fee 
($/yr)

Game Licence 
Revenue ($000/yr)

Gun Licence 
Revenue ($000/yr)

Deer (Stalking) 27,699 60.92 1,687 2,093
Deer (Stalking & Hounds) 2,770 60.92 169 209
Game Birds, including Duck 11,083 60.92 675 837
Game Birds, excluding Duck 1,089 60.92 66 82
Deer (Stalking) & Game Birds, including Duck 9,712 91.38 887 734
Deer (Stalking & Hounds) & Game Birds, including Duck 2,085 91.38 191 158
Deer (Stalking) & Game Birds, excluding Duck 3,442 91.38 315 260
Deer (Stalking & Hounds) & Game Birds, excluding Duck 181 91.38 17 14
Total all licence catagories 58,061 4,007 4,387
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Minority reports





Na�ve Bird Hun�ng inquiry 
Minority Report – Jeff Bourman MLC 

 

Overview 

The na�ve bird hun�ng inquiry was forced upon the Upper House by the government in 
response to some incorrect reports of ‘hunter misbehaviour’, the details of which were not 
forthcoming. Game Management Authority enforcement data showed a negligible offence rate by 
hunters and that offence rates by protestors were about the same, with one notable offence being 
for a protestor failing to humanely dispatch an animal. 

 The inquiry was divided upon in the upper house with the SFFP, Liberal Democrats (now the 
Libertarians), PHON and the coali�on vo�ng against it. The numbers of the Labor party, Greens and 
AJP prevailing. 

 An unrealis�c �meline of 31 August for the tabling of the report was set (a�er an 
unsuccessful atempt to add two months to the report date) and requests for submissions made. 

 More than 10,000 submissions were made to the commitee, many of which are s�ll not 
made public (due to technological limita�ons), though the commitee had access to the en�rety of 
the submissions. 

 It is my interpreta�on of the submissions and the evidence presented, and I would contest 
that it would also be the interpreta�on of any unbiased and open minded individual, that regulated 
duck hun�ng as currently performed in Victoria is environmentally wise, sustainable, economically 
beneficial to the most vulnerable communi�es in Victoria; regional and rural communi�es. Also 
animal welfare concerns have already been addressed in a report previously commissioned by the 
government that was being held back for about 18 months, presumably un�l the Government bans 
duck hun�ng as the report did provide a way forward that reduced wounding. 

Ecology 

 Professors Kingsford & Klassen are two eminent ecologists who provide a base line index of 
waterfowl numbers which the government has been using to inform it’s Interim Harvest Model. The 
count is not a raw numbers count, rather it is a long term index of numbers. Those opposed to 
recrea�onal duck hun�ng repeatedly quote Profs Kingsford and Klassen in their efforts to have 
recrea�onal waterfowl hun�ng banned. 

 During their presenta�on, Profs Kingsford and Klassen repeatedly stated that the long term 
decline of waterfowl was due to habitat loss, habitat mismanagement and that duck hun�ng had a 
�ny effect on waterfowl numbers.  

 Professor Brian Hiller also presented evidence to the commitee that properly regulated duck 
hun�ng was sustainable. 

 Those opposed to duck hun�ng could only rely on the evidence of Profs Kingsford and 
Klassen though the evidence those same professors presented that negated their claims was ignored.  

 



Sustainability 

 The evidence of previous professors highlighted that properly regulated waterbird hun�ng is 
sustainable and the Interim Hun�ng Model (which when completed would lead to the Adap�ve 
Harvest Model) allows for the vagaries of climate change and other factors to lead the season 
determina�ons. There is a report that has been commissioned and presented to the government 
which outlines sustainability issues and how waterbird hun�ng is sustainable. The report is �tled 
something like ‘Sustainability Window Report’ and has been requested by the commitee twice and 
has not been presented and as such the commitee should note the lack of co-opera�on from the 
DJSIR. It is my conten�on that the report is being held within the bureaucracy deliberately. 

 

Economics 

 The economics of regulated duck hun�ng is very clear though the figures are obviously 
different depending on methodology and data sourcing. 

RMCG are a reputable consul�ng firm specialising in regional and rural subjects. Being a 
reputable firm, they use industry standard processes with data cleansing and weigh�ng. The RMCG 
report was originally commissioned by the agriculture minister (now Atorney General) in 2019. The 
report showed that waterbird hun�ng has a tangible and direct impact on the Victorian economy, 
par�cularly regional economies in the region of $65 million per year. 

 The Parliamentary Budget Office ran another inquiry into waterfowl hun�ng which provided 
a lower figure. 

 The Australia Ins�tute (AI) is a le� wing ‘think tank’ and their report was a farce with no 
economic substance. The AI report was mostly cri�cising the RMCG report, frequently misrepor�ng it 
as the ‘GMA report’ despite not being commissioned by the GMA. The report is so lacking in any 
credibility it shouldn’t be a factor in anything except an indictment of the waste of resources 
required to print it. 

 

Public Opinion 

 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shoo�ng (RVODTS) presented an opinion poll that 
wasn’t credible as it was self selec�ng and was shared around an� hun�ng groups so was only ever 
going to produce a skewed result. It must also be noted that one of the RVODTS representa�ves 
made their submission via MS Teams whilst wearing a disguise.  

 RSPCA Vic a�er a previous parliamentary inquiry in 2016 stated they wouldn’t indulge in any 
more ac�vism yet shortly a�er started on an� duck hun�ng ac�vism. The RSPCA Vic, at the �me of 
the previous parliamentary inquiry, commissioned a report by Neil Comrie, a re�red Victoria Police 
Chief Commissioner, that stated that having statutory enforcement roles was inconsistent with 
ac�vism. The RSPCA Vic presented two polls to the commitee, one was a poll commissioned by 
themselves, run by themselves and not surprisingly the results showed what they wanted. In fairness 
to the RSPCA Vic they did present a second credible report on no�ce which showed essen�ally the 
same as a subsequent report commissioned by the Spor�ng Shooters Associa�on Victoria (SSAA Vic) 
that there was majority support for recrea�onal waterfowl hun�ng with reform. 
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required to print it. 

 

Public Opinion 

 Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shoo�ng (RVODTS) presented an opinion poll that 
wasn’t credible as it was self selec�ng and was shared around an� hun�ng groups so was only ever 
going to produce a skewed result. It must also be noted that one of the RVODTS representa�ves 
made their submission via MS Teams whilst wearing a disguise.  

 RSPCA Vic a�er a previous parliamentary inquiry in 2016 stated they wouldn’t indulge in any 
more ac�vism yet shortly a�er started on an� duck hun�ng ac�vism. The RSPCA Vic, at the �me of 
the previous parliamentary inquiry, commissioned a report by Neil Comrie, a re�red Victoria Police 
Chief Commissioner, that stated that having statutory enforcement roles was inconsistent with 
ac�vism. The RSPCA Vic presented two polls to the commitee, one was a poll commissioned by 
themselves, run by themselves and not surprisingly the results showed what they wanted. In fairness 
to the RSPCA Vic they did present a second credible report on no�ce which showed essen�ally the 
same as a subsequent report commissioned by the Spor�ng Shooters Associa�on Victoria (SSAA Vic) 
that there was majority support for recrea�onal waterfowl hun�ng with reform. 

 

Animal Welfare 

 The Waterfowl Wounding Reduc�on Ac�on Plan (WWRAP) was provided to the commitee 
as an appendix to the SSAA Vic and not by the government. The WWRAP was commissioned by the 
Andrews government and was presented to the government about 18 months ago. The government 
has not ac�oned the WWRAP in any way and it had been languishing in the Environment Ministers 
office since then. The WWRAP provides a clear and achievable pathway to reducing the wounding 
rate of waterfowl being modelled on similar ini�a�ves in Denmark, ini�a�ves which had showed an 
immediate and appreciable drop in the wounding rate. 

  

Tradi�onal Owners 

 Rodney Carter of the Dja Dja Wurrung said during his presenta�on that Tradi�onal Owners 
want to share in the bounty of the land and that waterfowl hun�ng was tradi�onal but also there 
was no reason to stop one group from partaking in the ac�vity whilst banning another. To allow TO to 
con�nue waterfowl hun�ng whilst saying it is too cruel for non TO to hunt is Incredibly patronising 
and incites division. 

Groups Opposed to Na�ve Bird Hun�ng. 

 The ‘evidence’ provided by opposi�on groups tended towards over exaggera�on, supposi�on 
and hyperbole. Numerous �mes the ‘crimes’ they reported were in fact the result of legal ac�vi�es. 
The most obvious examples were finding ‘pits’ of breasted birds. There was nothing illegal about 
disposing of birds in this manner and the breas�ng demonstrated that the hunters complied with 
relevant regula�ons. 

 A complete lack of any idea about what is evidence, how it needed to be collected, 
documented and presented to enforcement agencies was a clear issue with those opposed to duck 
hun�ng.  

 The majority of the evidence provided by these groups and individuals was that they didn’t 
personally like duck hun�ng so it should be banned. 

Quail Hun�ng. 

 It is clear from the whole process that Quail Hun�ng was nothing more than an opportunis�c 
grab at something that never been really a contested space. The inclusion of Quail hun�ng 
demonstrated that this issue is nothing more than a cynical poli�cal exercise aimed at pleasing a 
single member of parliament who is not even a member of the Labor party. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Recommenda�ons & observa�ons 

Recommenda�on 1 in the main report is simply not defendable against the evidence 
presented. This recommenda�on alone completely destroys the overall credibility of the 
Commitee Report. 

Recommenda�ons; 

1. Waterfowl hun�ng should con�nue under the current regime. 
2. Protestors should be banned from water ways used for hun�ng during hun�ng 

season to allow enforcement agencies to concentrate on hunters and not 
separa�ng those illegally present from hunters. 

3. Funding for Tradi�onal Owner educa�on and appropriate signpos�ng/fencing to 
protect sites of importance should be increased across the board, not just for 
places such as State Game Reserves. 

4. Funding for Professors Kingsford and Klaasen needs to be locked in otherwise 
important research will cease, further exacerba�ng the overall decline in 
waterfowl numbers due to lack of informa�on. 

5. The Wounding Reduc�on Ac�on Plan should be immediately released and 
discussed.  

 

. 
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Introduction 

This minority report has been produced in response to the submissions and hearings 
held to gather evidence for the Legislative Council Select Committee on Victoria’s 
Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements (the Committee). This report is 
informed by evidence and experiences of people who presented at the hearings and 
in the many thousands of submissions to the inquiry. Through the course of the 
inquiry and the subsequent majority report, the Committee would have benefitted 
from a more considered examinations of the following: 

• Traditional Owner involvement; 
• Sustainable regulations, enforcement and compliance; and 
• The economic, social and cultural wellbeing of Victorian communities. 

My contribution as outlined in this report and subsequent recommendations is 
informed by my work as a Committee member in evaluating the evidence heard by 
this Inquiry. Additionally, I have drawn upon my experiences in formulating public 
policy in environmental regulation, Native Title and Indigenous land use and my 
cultural responsibility to listen to the wisdom and knowledge of my Elders. As 
Committee proceedings have progressed, it has become clear that further action 
was needed to adequately address and acknowledge the value of First Nations 
connections to Country and their land-based practices and traditions. The 
opportunities to forge greater partnerships with other parties that work on Country, 
including government, civil society, and the outdoor recreation sector, also need to 
be addressed. 



I felt it necessary to make recommendations that speak to a commitment to self-
determination and that highlight the cultural practices important to the path to Treaty 
that this state boldly embarked upon, in this, a most pivotal year for First Nations 
Peoples in Victoria.  

My recommendations will enable the continued practice of hunting for the people of 
Victoria, in particular First Nations Victorians, who demonstrated across numerous 
submissions and evidence that they wish to share the cultures and traditions of our 
connection to Country that span many thousands of generations. I recognise and 
honour Uncle Rodney Carter for his esteemed leadership in Indigenous land use, 
Native Title and more recently as the elected Elders’ Voice co-convenor on the First 
Peoples’ Assembly of Victoria. I also recognise and honour Uncle Gary Murray and 
thank him for sharing his wisdom with the Committee through evidence that provided 
Committee Members with the perspective needed to consider the aspirations of First 
Nations Victorians. 

The recommendations presented below contrast to the recommendations of the 
majority report, which gave prominence to non-Aboriginal aspirations for land use 
and outdoor recreation activities in this state. Furthermore, my recommendations 
effectively balance the need to address both regulatory and compliance issues and 
the social, emotional and cultural wellbeing of working people through the practice 
of native bird hunting, especially those located in regional areas. Regulatory and 
compliance issues in native bird hunting should not be relegated to the ‘too hard’ 
basket as a matter of course and expedience, with an approach that denies the 
community the outdoor recreation of native bird hunting, in favour of ‘best guess’ 
estimations and wholesale change that involves complex transitions in land use for 
regional communities. The recommendations of the majority report, if implemented, 
will deny ordinary working Victorians an activity that they treasure. 

The Committee missed the opportunity to adequately examine and consider the 
public land management issues surrounding environmental degradation and 
remediation, costs and resources currently apportioned by community groups and 
land users, and the overall cost to the Victorian Government of the recommendations 
to change land use practices resulting from ending native bird hunting. 

It is my view that the findings and recommendations outlined in the majority report 
did not appropriately consider the above issues. The majority report did not explore 
the regulatory complexity of land management, nor the cost, substantive time frame 
or the need for ongoing care that is associated with this. This ineffective 
consideration of associated risks also has the added effect of undermining the ability 
of First Nations Victorians to undertake the age-old cultural practice of native bird 
hunting, as the vast majority of land in Victoria is not covered by Native Title Natural 
Resource Agreements (NRAs). There are only three such areas in Victoria outlined 
in the majority report. 

  



Findings on Recreational Bird Hunting in Victoria 

Native bird hunting is an activity that was shown through the submissions and 
evidence provided to the Committee to contribute positively to mental health 
outcomes. We know that ill mental health and well-being will impact most Victorians 
at some point in our lives - and some of the most at-risk segments of our community 
are working people and their families. 

Throughout the evidentiary process, the Committee heard that, for many working 
Victorians, native bird hunting can contribute to positive mental health outcomes. 
We saw through evidence provided to the Committee that outdoor activities such as 
native bird hunting are important recreational activities for working people, many of 
whom work in physically demanding roles and enjoy these outdoor activities during 
their recreation time. In this way, such outdoor recreational activities can act as an 
anchor for these communities, providing them with an outlet and an opportunity to 
relax and recharge when not at work. 

We can’t promote mental health on the one hand and deny working people the 
opportunity to take part in an activity that clearly has positive mental health outcomes 
on the other. The Committee received dozens of personal stories from ordinary 
Victorians who have told us the important role native bird hunting plays as they deal 
with the stresses and anxieties of everyday life. Looking after Victorians and allowing 
them to take part in the activities they love should be an integral focus as seen in 
the thousands of submissions to the committee that highlight the long and strong 
heritage of native bird hunting in the community, a heritage that spans back to my 
ancestors. 
 
Many in the native bird hunting community have shared their personal stories about 
what this activity means for them, their families and their communities. It’s clear that 
neglecting to effectively listen to and engage with community members involved in 
native bird hunting will have a negative impact on the many communities that we call 
home. Native bird hunting is more than just a sport or obscure hobby as some would 
portray it. It’s a way of life, a part of their culture and identity.  
 
This was a recurring theme in the thousands of submissions from ordinary 
Victorians. One submission outlined how as a rural veterinary nurse, native bird 
hunting was a family pastime. It continues to be a pursuit that her family does 
together, a recreation activity that teaches her children about the importance of 
responsible hunting practices and the sustainable harvesting of wild game. It is 
ordinary members of the Victorian community like this that show the importance of 
this practice as a family and social activity done responsibly with sustainable 
environmental considerations at its core. 
  
At a time when cost of living pressures are acute for many regional communities, we 
don’t have the luxury of closing an entire industry that contributes so significantly to 
rural communities. The committee received submissions and reports on the value of 
the native bird hunting industry. Of note was the report commissioned by the current 
Victorian Government in 2020 that estimates the contribution of the industry to the 
Gross State Product (GSP) as being over $350m (2019). This industry employs 
more than 3100 Victorians in some of the most outlying regions of our state.  



  
We can’t let down the rural communities who rely on the tourism income from 
interstate and intra-state visitors for native bird hunting. Many people from these 
industries and these communities have reached out to me directly and contributed 
submissions, showing how tough they’re doing it. There is simply a lack of other 
industries and economic alternatives that can replace the lost economic benefits 
caused by a ban on native bird hunting. This was explored in detail through the 
committee process however it was often framed as hunting to the exclusion of all 
other outdoor pursuits and recreation opportunities, not being explored in a 
complementary framework, including positive opportunities for First Nations people. 
 
There is another way. We can prevent the ‘closed’ signs going up on the doors of 
many local rural businesses by simply addressing regulatory, compliance and 
enforcement concerns from the community through better practice and 
management. Management that adopts scientific and evidence-based approaches 
at its core, and management with adequately resourced compliance and 
enforcement. 
 
Protecting Indigenous cultural heritage and practice 

Hunting as a cultural practice and an expression of identity for Indigenous people in 
Victoria did not garner appropriate weight through the deliberation of the committee. 
Overwhelming evidence was provided by Traditional Owner Groups, and 
submissions by the First People of Victoria, showing the importance of hunting.  

Traditional Owners have rights, interests, and responsibilities to care for Country that 
stem from their own systems of governance. Indigenous concepts around caring for 
Country often do not align with the approach taken through mainstream or non-
Indigenous management of landscapes. Considering this, the current Victorian 
Government supported the development and adoption of the Traditional Owner 
Game Management Strategy, launched by Minister Thomas in March 2021. 

The Federation of Traditional Owners best expressed the importance of hunting, 
game and wildlife management to the First Peoples of Victoria: 

“Hunting, game and wildlife management is both a way of life and expression of 
identity for the Aboriginal people of Victoria. Traditional Owners within Victoria 
continue the cultural practices of their ancestors, particularly with respect to the 
animals they hunt as game.” (Federation of Traditional Owners, submission 1,612.)  

The importance of continuing these cultural practices was highlighted throughout 
many submissions by First Nations people: 

“I am a proud Wurundjeri Man and have lived most of my life on Dja Dja Wurrung 
country. I am a Koori Court Elder and although I will retire soon, I currently serve my 
local community as the Justice Worker at the Bendigo and District Aboriginal 
Cooperative. Hunting and eating native fauna is a major part of my culture (dating 
back 60,000 plus years), as is sharing native game food with Community” (Mark 
Little, submission 665.)  



“I am an Aboriginal woman with close cultural connections to Victorian traditional 
areas of country. It is vitally important to me to learn and maintain for future 
generations the cultural practices, including the women’s business practice of using 
duck feathers, to strengthen my connection to land and water” (name withheld, 
submission 10,394.) 

These recommendations embody the wishes of Victorians, especially those in 
regional communities, and centralise the importance of traditional cultural practices 
to the identity of First Nations Victorians. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

This report recommends the following: 

RECOMMENDATION 1: 

That the Victorian Government implements more stringent management, 
regulation and compliance in regard to the annual recreational native bird 
hunting season. That these strengthened provisions apply to all existing 
public and private land that is currently used for native bird hunting and that 
the further restrictions and protections are to be implemented as 
recommended in this report. 

This recommendation is set in stark contrast with the majority report, which did not 
effectively engage with several thousand submissions from ordinary working 
Victorians, many from regional Victoria, outlining how the outdoor recreational 
pursuit of native bird hunting is important to them, their families and their 
communities. These submissions outlined the importance of their experiences in 
hunting native birds and how this hunting can be improved and strengthened through 
harnessing; 

-    Indigenous traditional knowledge and care of country; 

-    Stronger regulation; 

-    Stronger enforcement; 

-    Inclusion of traditional knowledge and local Aboriginal land managers; and 

-    Adherence to scientific and evidence-based game management in regulating 
and managing native bird hunting. 

  

RECOMMENDATION 2: 

The GMA must be supported to implement the outstanding action items 
related to native bird hunting and the lands used for native bird hunting as 
stated in the ‘Traditional Owner Game Management Strategy’ as released in 
2020 and currently in place as a Victorian Government policy and hunting 
regulation strategy. 



Evidence presented and further evidence made readily available to the committee 
by First Nations People was not given due consideration by members of the 
committee. The ‘Traditional Owner Game Management Strategy’, developed and 
adopted by the Victorian Government, containing actions on how to make hunting a 
more ethical and environmentally sustainable practice was not given proper 
consideration and weight within the committee's deliberations. 

The implementation of the actions set out within this strategy would lead to hunting 
practices being more consistent with the aspirations as outlined by Uncle Rodney 
Carter as a representative of a recognised Traditional Owner Group. Furthermore, 
the Committee failed to consider the future of our state and the growth of the 
Indigenous land estate under Native Title, future Natural Resource Agreements 
under the Traditional Owner Settlement Act and other opportunities such as the 
forthcoming Treaty.  

 

RECOMMENDATION 3: 

The Victorian Government must explore the involvement of First People’s in 
the management of game reserves as a reflection of its commitment to the 
partnerships with Traditional Owners groups. 

The Committee heard that Traditional Owners are seeking further opportunities for 
leadership and decision making on the management of game reserves within 
Victoria. Pilot programs funded under the Traditional Owner Game Management 
Strategy such as the example of the Tang Tang Swamp, highlighted the interest that 
Traditional Owners have in future management, restoration and employment 
opportunities that hunting on country presents. Increasing the statewide involvement 
of First Nations communities in the management of game reserves and having 
traditional land management practices being undertaken by Traditional Owners will 
significantly increase the health of these environments.   

  

RECOMMENDATION 4: 

That state game reserves, used for duck and quail hunting, be used for other 
outdoor recreational activities outside of the time specified by game 
management authorities for native bird hunting. This must be accompanied by 
appropriate investment in camping, boating and outdoor recreation related 
infrastructure.  

Evidence to the committee often approached the competing uses for land from a 
‘winner takes all’ standpoint, not exploring complementary or diverse activities and 
subsequent increased usage, a practice which already occurs in so many outdoor 
spaces in Victoria with other outdoor pursuits such as fishing, prospecting, 
bushwalking, trail bike riding and foraging amongst many others. There are several 
clear examples as ways forward to ensure that the Victorian community can benefit 
from the public use of game reserves outside of the defined hunting season 
permitted. This should also be combined with traditional land use and Indigenous 
land management practices. 



  

RECOMMENDATION 5: 

The GMA should receive further recurrent funding and resourcing to be able 
to check compliance adequately and effectively with native bird hunting 
requirements. 

A consistent theme of the evidence presented to this inquiry was that game 
management regulators were underfunded and suffered a lack of recurrent 
resourcing. Given the recommendations for added measures of regulation, 
compliance and enforcement. Game management authorities need this support to 
be able to carry out their duties effectively. 

A stronger game management regulator will allow for proper compliance to be 
carried out throughout Victoria and significantly decrease illegal hunting activity and 
behaviours to occur.  

  

RECOMMENDATION 6: 

The Victorian government strengthened the requirements to be able to receive 
endorsement for duck and quail hunting licences by instituting a yearly 
competency and knowledge test for duck and quail hunters in addition to 
making the waterfowl identification test a yearly requirement. 

Identification is crucial, knowledge should be kept current and bird species may be 
deemed off limits for hunting as evidence demands. Ensuring that these bird species 
are not targeted by hunters can be achieved through an increase in hunter 
competency training that would occur yearly before the start of each season. 

Further knowledge of endangered and off limit species along with good practice 
hunting behaviours being a mandatory prerequisite for a hunter to be allowed to hunt 
native birds will see the number of at-risk bird species injured during hunting 
decrease significantly. 

  
  
RECOMMENDATION 7: 

Membership of government approved native bird hunting clubs which have 
mandatory training as a component of membership being stipulated as a 
necessary requirement for native bird hunters.  

Given the majority recommendation to effectively end native bird hunting, the 
Committee then limited its exploration of effective models of training and education. 
A model that I wished to explore includes the further integration of mandatory training 
into hunting clubs to appropriate training as recommended in recommendation 6 and 
the majority report. Furthermore, compulsory membership of a government 
approved club may enhance hunter knowledge and compliance rates. Hundreds of 
submissions detailed native bird hunting as a family and community activity and 
reinforcing this with mandatory club membership will further cement a strong 



community knowledge base and further embed responsible native bird hunting 
practices through training. 

Conclusion 

I thank the many thousands of people who so thoughtfully and meaningfully engaged 
in the work of the Committee and submit this report, finding and recommendations 
to shape the path ahead for the regulation and practices of recreational native bird 
hunting in Victoria. 

Sheena Watt, MLC for Northern Metro Region 
Committee Member - Legislative Council Select Committee Inquiry into Victoria’s 
Recreational Native Bird Hunting Arrangements. 
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Labor MP for Northern Metropolitan 

G04, 23 Black Street, Brunswick VIC 3056 
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Cover: Heart Morass near Sale where almost 3,200 acres, worn down by a century of stock grazing and salinity, 
was brought back to life as a wetland primarily by volunteers. Since the first land was purchased in 2006, over 
50,000 native trees have been planted, 20 tonnes of introduced (and invasive) carp have been removed, and 
seeds have been collected from over 50 native plant species for revegetation, thanks to hunters and the Heart 
Morass project partners Field & Game Australia, Watermark Inc., Bug Blitz, West Gippsland Catchment 
Management Authority, and the Hugh D.T. Williamson Foundation. Field & Game Australia formed the Wetlands 
Environmental Taskforce (WET) in 2002 with the purpose of purchasing, restoring and maintaining wetland 
habitats, rehabilitating ecosystems and restoring biodiversity. Other WET projects include the Australian 
National Hunting Archive on the role of hunting in Australia’s history and culture; the project at Connewarre, 
where Field & Game Australia volunteers have constructed a centre for research into wetland habitats, 
waterfowl nesting and breeding habits, as well as educating hunters and the public on the benefits of wetland 
habitats and hunter-led conservation efforts. (Field & Game Australia webpage 2023). 

 

“Habitat is key - If you have habitat, you have birds.” 
Dr Brian Hiller (Professor of wildlife ecology Bemidji State University, Minnesota)  
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SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 
Native game hunting in Victoria is a sustainable activity based on science and conducted in a safe and 
responsible way. Victoria’s recreational native bird hunting is highly regulated and under the Sustainable 
Hunting Action Plan (SHAP), hunter education, animal welfare and research are being strengthened. 

The Game Management Authority (GMA) is responsible for regulating game hunting in Victoria. GMA has made 
significant progress implementing changes based on the findings of the independent Pegasus report in 2017. The 
GMA has undertaken a comprehensive restructuring and has the appropriate governance and policies in place to 
manage conflicts of interest. The majority of the GMA’s compliance and enforcement resources are deployed 
ensuring public safety at a range of locations where hunters and rescuers are both in attendance. This is in line 
with the GMA’s statutory requirements. 

The majority of surveyed respondents (56% to 61%) support a continuation of duck hunting under new rules to 
protect native species, including 39% of Labor voters who are opposed to a ban on duck hunting in Victoria. 
There is strong union support for the continuation of duck hunting. Unionists acknowledge the significant impact 
on wellbeing that native bird hunting has as an outdoor recreational activity for hunters. 

Australia’s peak hunting body runs accredited training programs on the use of firearms and game bird hunting, 
providing a sound pathway to licencing of game bird hunters. Resources are in place to train and assess native 
game bird hunters in all aspects of the activity and implement any new training requirements that may be 
required, including training in the protection of cultural heritage. We respect the importance of identifiable 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage sites on public wetlands and recognise the value in improving hunter and 
community education to preserve sites. 

Prior to ruling on the annual hunting arrangements, the Victorian Government is provided with output from a 
scientifically based interim harvest model designed to deliver scientifically based guidelines for the upcoming 
season. This model uses aerial surveys, priority wetland counts and the amount of water in the landscape over 
the preceding three year period in south-eastern Australia. 

An open duck hunting season lasts no more than 12 weeks between March and June and avoids the breeding 
and moulting cycle, and typically lasts about 10 weeks, but was only 5 weeks in 2023. For the 2023 duck season, 
the Minister for Outdoor Recreation ignored the GMA Board recommendations based on the scientific Interim 
Harvest Model.  GMA recommended a full season length season (15 March to 12 June), but with a reduced daily 
bag limit of only four ducks per day. 

Hunting has little impact on game bird populations because mortality impacts from hunting, predation, 
starvation, malnutrition and disease are not additive but are compensatory. Competition for food is often 
reduced when hunting or predators remove some animals from the population, and therefore fewer animals die 
from starvation, malnutrition, sickness or disease. 

Victoria’s Game Management Authority reports exceptionally high compliance with regulations - 99.9% for duck 
hunting and 100% for quail in 2022. 

In 2019 Victorian hunters contributed $356 million and 3,138 jobs to the Victorian economy with most in 
regional Victoria. If native bird hunting is banned, some regional towns that are particularly reliant on hunting 
expenditure would be adversely affected. The areas of regional Victoria that benefit from native bird hunting 
include many regional communities that have been adversely affected by contraction in economic activity 
caused by the Andrews governments forest, energy and water policies. 

The Victorian Government receives about $4 million pa from game licence revenue plus another $4.4 million in 
hunter firearm licence revenue – total $8.4 million from 58,000 licenced hunters. 
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Loss of wetland habitat is the key issue affecting waterbird populations and hunting has a very small effect that 
is considerably overridden by loss of habitat. Managing environmental flows in the Murray-Darling is required to 
improve waterbird habitat. We need  to explore how we may engineer both improved flood mitigation and 
harvest the water from damaging peak floods and use it to enhance environmental flows. 

In Victoria duck hunting is sustainable and regulated according to an Adaptive Harvest Model based on good 
science. Hunting does not put a dent in the population given the biology of ducks – they are prolific breeders. 

There is no scientific basis for changing the length of the hunting season (as the Minister did for the 2023 
season). It is best to just change the hunting bag limit, which has been shown in other countries to be an 
effective way of regulating hunting.  

Ducks reproduce at an early age, have large broods with no density dependence, and are less affected by loss of 
habitat. Wood ducks are taking over farm dams and golf courses. 

Flood and drought cause an ‘episodic irruptive boom-bust cycle of waterfowl’. In boom flood times chestnut teal or 
grey teal or black ducks may double brood and produce up to 18 ducklings to fledging age, that are likely to die 
from starvation, disease or predation when the bust comes. Regulation of the harvest in the busts periods (e.g. 
lower bag limits) is an effective way to reduce the impact on core breeding populations. 

Native game bird hunting does not pose an added threat to non-target species because licenced hunters are 
trained to take care to avoid impact on non-game species. 

Hunting organisations and animal welfare groups have established and agreed on a Wound Reduction Action 
Plan. The cohort of invested stakeholders included Field & Game Australia - Victoria, Sporting Shooters 
Association Australia, Beretta Australia, RSPCA and more. They presented the Plan to the Minister for Agriculture 
in September 2022, and the newly created, Minister for Outdoor Recreation in December 2022, for approval and 
implementation.  

Field & Game Australia has a long and proud history of educating and engaging hunters to reduce the 
occurrences of unintentional wounding. Specialists in the fields of ecology and wildlife management agree that 
this is the most effective way to drive improvements in hunting outcomes.  

Protestors should exercise their right to protest from the shore and not directly enter active hunting areas and 
put themselves and hunters at risk. Protesters should remain at least 100m from any hunter. 

The economic benefit from game bird hunting is unlikely to be replaced by nature-based tourism. Nature-based 
tourism operations like Winton Wetlands are yet to be economically sustainable without significant Victorian 
Governments grants. Winton Wetlands 2021-22 annual report shows a loss of $542,000 despite government 
grants totalling $1.32 million. The combined impact on the ‘public purse’ being $1.86 million in one year.  

Volunteer hunting organisations such as Field & Game Australia have demonstrated a great track record in 
voluntarily improving wetland habitat and breeding of wildlife across Victoria. Examples are Connewarre 
Wetland, near Geelong and Heart Morass, near Sale. This valuable volunteer resource should be encouraged and 
supported. These hunter–volunteer conservationists, have contributed a considerable amount to conservation 
and restoration projects across many Victorian wetlands. 

For millennia Traditional Owners hunted for sustenance and for connection to country. In doing so they 
managed and respected a renewable resource.  

Non-native invasive species are a threat to water birds. DEECA and Parks Victoria have been unable to 6deliver 
effective control of non-native invasive pests that threaten native wildlife and habitat, due to inefficiencies, 
including managing a rural operation with a workforce that is predominantly city-based. 
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 Recommendations 
Implement a consistent, balanced, and permanent native game bird hunting season based on a robust and 
defendable scientific model to set the season and retain Traditional Owner hunting rights. 

That the Victorian Government continues the annual recreational native bird hunting open season on public and 
private land, under regulations administered by the Victorian Game Management Authority (GMA) using the 
Interim Harvest Model and eventually the Adaptive Harvest Model (within three years). The hunting regulations 
are based on sound science and the GMA report a high degree of compliance. 

The Game Management Authority should continue with its intended purpose as an independent authority 
responsible for the regulation of game hunting, through research, education and enforcement, to achieve 
responsible and sustainable game hunting in Victoria. State Game Reserves should continue to be used and 
maintained for their intended purpose which is sustainable hunting and conservation.  

The Victoria Government should optimise the use of the resources of relevant agencies to ensure there is active, 
adaptive and accountable management on all public land, to address the broader threats of bushfires, invasive 
species and adverse climatic events such as droughts and floods. Optimising resources includes decentralising 
the Government’s city-based workforce. 

The Victorian Government should review the process to report damage or destruction of Aboriginal cultural 
heritage and introduces additional protections for these sites.  

In addition to passing the Wildlife Identification Test, hunters should participate in an Aboriginal cultural 
heritage awareness education program. 

The Victorian Government should immediately approve and fund the implementation of the Waterfowl 
Wounding Reduction Action Plan, which has bilateral support from hunting and animal welfare organisations. 

The Victorian Government should continue to use the Interim Harvest Model (IHM) and fully fund the transition 
to an Adaptive Harvest Model (AHM) within three years. 

Future game bird hunting seasonal arrangements should be determined based on the Interim Harvest 
Model (IHM and eventually AHM) recommendations, and the arrangements announced no later than the 31st 
of December in the year preceding the upcoming game duck season. 
 
The Victorian Government implements additional measures to restrict the capacity of protesters to hinder the 
lawful conduct of duck hunters. 

That the Victorian Government introduces a new civil offence for non-hunting persons (i.e. protesters) entering 
a wetland whereby they are within 100 metres of a hunter. 

The Victorian Government explores ways to deliver improved environmental flows that enhance waterfowl 
habitat, and if possible in conjunction with much needed improvement in flood mitigation. 

The Victorian Government assist volunteer hunting organisations such as Field & Game Australia with their 
efforts to improve wetland habitat in Victoria, by way of grants such as funding some of the consumables 
required. 
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11.. AAbboouutt  tthhee  IInnqquuiirryy  
11..22  TTeerrmmss  ooff  RReeffeerreennccee  
A Select Committee of nine members be established to inquire into, consider and report by 31 August 2023 on 
Victoria’s recreational native bird hunting arrangements, including but not limited to — 

(a) the operation of annual native bird hunting seasons; 

(b) arrangements in other Australian jurisdictions; 

(c) their environmental sustainability and impact on amenity; 

(d) their social and economic impact. 

 

Committee Chair Ryan Batchelor said, “This Inquiry is looking at the operation of annual native bird hunting 
seasons here in Victoria, as well as arrangements in other Australian jurisdictions.” “We’ll also examine the 
environmental sustainability of the practice, it’s impact on amenity and the social and economic consequences.” 
 

The Committee received over 10,000 submissions to the Inquiry including the ‘dumping’ of submissions on an 
‘industrial scale’ by those opposed to current arrangements. 

 

11..22  CCoommmmiitttteeee  MMeemmbbeerrsshhiipp  
Ryan Batchelor – Chair, Labor Party 

Michael Galea – Deputy Chair, Labor Party 

Melina Bath – The Nationals 

Bev McArthur - Liberal Party 

Evan Mulholland – Liberal Party 

Georgie Purcell – Animal Justice Party 

Jeff Bourman – Shooter, Fishers and Farmers Party 

Sheena Watt – Labor Party 

Katherine Copsey – Greens Party 
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11..33  FFoorrwwaarrdd  bbyy  tthhee  LLiibbeerraallss  aanndd  NNaattiioonnaallss    
The Liberals and Nationals members on the Select Committee Inquiry into ‘Victoria's recreational native bird 
hunting arrangements’, were motivated to prepare this Minority Report because of major concerns with the 
Committee Report. 

Our concerns were primarily to ensure balance, equity and fairness - the cornerstone of a democratic society. 
We have strived to ensure that our findings are based on scientific and socioeconomic evidence and expert 
opinion backed with factual data.  

One of the challenges for rural and regional Victoria has been decisions made in Spring Street based on the 
demands of minority but noisy activists, focus groups, and electoral expediency. Many of these ‘city centric’ 
decisions have resulted in a raft of policies that have had devastating social, economic and environmental 
impacts on rural and regional communities (e.g. misguided forest, fire, flood and energy policies). We have tried 
to ensure that the voice of rural and regional Victorians as well as metropolitan Melbourne are heard.   

We have tried to ensure that key submissions are used in decision making and that the findings of 
knowledgeable and experienced experts have been captured. In many cases, rather than paraphrase points 
made in submissions or hearings, we have quoted verbatim key points, taking care to ensure context. 

We have also strived to ensure that our recommendations are consistent with a balanced approach to 
ecologically sustainable development, balancing the environmental, economic and social dimension of decision 
making. Without balance you are unable to deliver equity and fairness and you increase the risk of adverse 
outcomes. 

Based on submissions and testimony it became obvious that the cornerstone of conservation of water birds in 
Australia is sufficient habitat and more can be done to improve wetland habitat. We also heard of the 
considerable voluntary work undertaken by hunting organisations to improve water bird conservation.  

Rural and regional Australia has always rode on the back of hard working volunteers. At the Inquiry evidence in 
submissions and testimony spoke of the substantial voluntary contribution duck hunters make to the 
establishment and maintenance of wetland habitat and breeding conditions for water birds.  

This is a prime example of how making something ‘valuable’ helps with conservation, not just valuable in a 
monetary sense but valuable spiritually. Because duck hunting is a valuable recreational activity, volunteers pitch 
in and develop new wetlands and maintain them essentially without using the public purse. 

Volunteers have a vested interest in enhancing wetlands, improving conservation outcomes and in ensuring 
compliance with hunting regulations. Why - because they have a vested interest in being able to continue their 
recreation. They have ‘skin in the game’. Ban duck hunting and you risk losing this. We applaud volunteer effort 
and call on the Victorian Government to encourage this contribution.  

The Victorian Government should not be banning duck hunting, but working out ways to harness hunter 
contribution to enhance water bird habit and ensuring hunter compliance with regulations.  

 

       
 

Melina Bath    Evan Mulholland   Bev McArthur 
The Nationals    Liberal Party    Liberal Party 
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22.. IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  
This report has been prepared by the Liberals and Nationals to ensure that sound and balanced commentary, 
findings and recommendations have not been ignored, and that they rightly inform policy decisions. 

We heard time and time again that habitat is the main constraint to the conservation of waterbirds – if you have 
habitat you have birds. Below are some photos of the Heart Morass before volunteer hunters became involved 
(2007) and after their efforts in 2023 (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Heart Morass before volunteers established the wetland (LHS) and afterwards (RHS)1 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 
1 Source Field and Game Australia. 
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33.. RReegguullaattiioonn  ooff  rreeccrreeaattiioonnaall  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  iinn  VViiccttoorriiaa  
33..11  LLeeggiissllaattiivvee  ccoonnttrrooll  ooff  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  
Hunting in Victoria is one of the most highly regulated in Australia, in relation to firearm ownership and 
accountability. Subsequently, hunters are subjected rightly to a host of licencing and regulatory scrutiny.  

The Wildlife Act sets the rules around how we protect, conserve, sustainably manage and use wildlife in Victoria. 
The Act outlines the objectives and scope for wildlife in Victoria and a best-practice regulatory framework for 
achieving its objectives. It recognises and protects the rights and interests of Traditional Owners and Aboriginal 
Victorians around wildlife and their role in decision-making, along with the best way to encourage compliance 
with the Act and appropriate deterrence and punishments.2 

In Victoria, native game bird hunting, such as sanctioned duck species and stubble quail, is legal and is controlled 
by the Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012 which sets out the basis for a legislated season and daily limits on 
harvest. This legislation stipulates that birds shot in Victoria MUST be collected, and at least the breast meat 
taken for human consumption. So not only do hunters eat what they harvest – they are REQUIRED to do so by 
law! Field & Game Australia firmly refutes any reference to hunting as “sport.” This is incorrect and misleading. 
Sporting shooting occurs when firing at targets for scores, not ducks for food.2  

The Ramsar Convention 1975 defines WISE USE as ‘the sustainable use of wetland resources in such a way as to 
benefit the human community while maintaining their potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future 
generations. Field & Game Australia and its members understand and comply unquestionably with the intent of 
the Ramsar Convention 1975 and dedicate significant resources (financial, physical and intellectual) towards its 
full compliance.2 

  
33..22  RReegguullaattiioonn  rreessttrriiccttss  aann  ‘‘ooppeenn’’  dduucckk  sseeaassoonn  ttoo  nnoo  mmoorree  tthhaann  1122  wweeeekkss  
Public land in Victoria covers approximately 8 million hectares in area, which is approximately one third of the State. It 
is made up of over 110,000 parcels which form parks, reserves and areas of State Forest.3 

State Game Reserves occupy 75,000 hectares or less than 1% of Victoria’s total public land.   

An open duck hunting season lasts no more than 12 weeks between March and June and avoids the breeding 
and moulting cycle, and typically lasts about 10 weeks, but was only 5 weeks in 2023. 

For the 2023 duck season, the Minister for Outdoor Recreation ignored the GMA Board recommendations 
(based on the Interim Harvest Model) for a full season length with a daily bag limit of four ducks per day, 
commencing on Wednesday 15 March and ending on Monday 12 June. 

  

 
2 Field and Game Australia Submission No 1872. 
3 www.forestsandreserves.vic.gov.au/land-management/managing-crown-land. 

FINDING 1: The native game bird hunting season is short (less than 12 weeks) and during the ‘open 
season’ the Victorian public still have access to almost all of the 8 million hectares of Crown land. In 
2023 the ‘open season’ was reduced to 5 weeks by the Minister for Outdoor Recreation, who 
ignored expert opinion and the recommendation from the Game Management Authority to just 
reduce the bag limit, consistent with expert advice. 
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33..33  VViiccttoorriiaann  GGaammee  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  AAuutthhoorriittyy  rreegguullaattee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  
In Victoria game hunting is closely regulated by the Game Management Authority (GMA) who reported4: 

“We aim to ensure game hunting in Victoria meets community expectations as a sustainable and 
well-regulated activity. Sustainable game hunting is based on science and conducted in a safe and 
responsible way.” 

“As part of the newly funded Victorian Government’s Sustainable Hunting Action Plan 2021-2024 
(SHAP), announced in the 2021 State budget, the Game Management Authority (GMA) has a 
number of responsibilities across the areas of education, animal welfare and research. The GMA is 
already making progress towards delivering on the SHAP, including developing a suite of education 
modules aimed at educating and training new hunters on firearm safety, hunting laws and 
methods. The GMA is also enhancing hunter education for existing experienced game hunters 
wanting to increase their knowledge of hunting laws, responsible hunting methods and firearm 
safety”.  

“Reducing waterfowl wounding is a strategic priority for the Game Management Authority (GMA) 
and is a key action in the Victorian Government’s SHAP. A draft Waterfowl Wounding Reduction 
Action Plan was endorsed by the GMA Board in June 2022 and has been submitted to government 
for consideration.” 

In hearings David LAIRD Hunting Development Manager, Sporting Shooters Association Australia 
(Victoria) supported the waterfowl wounding reduction action plan and the adaptive harvest model:  
 

“The association does consider the waterfowl wounding reduction action plan is a critical part of the 
logical path forward for duck hunting in Victoria. It is informed by international best practice, which 
is not a bad thing, but it is a uniquely Victorian plan developed by an expert panel covering the 
broad range of interests and chaired by an acknowledged impartial expert. The other critical path 
forward is the continued development of the interim harvest model leading into an adaptive harvest 
model.” 
 

In hearings Lucas COOKE, Chairman, Field & Game Australia commented on the favourable impact of good 
hunting practises: 

“We have certainly seen in the last 25 years an advancement in information technology in particular; 
we have seen a lot more emphasis on certain good, high-level hunting practices to ensure that you 
bring birds in closer and ensure that you do everything that you possibly can to make good decisions.” 

During 2021-22 the Game Management Authority (GMA) provided advice to the Victorian Government on 
several matters relating to regulation of game hunting, including:  

• 2022 duck season arrangements, which included use of the interim harvest model to inform the 
daily bag limit.  

• Closure or partial closure of six wetlands for 2022 duck season.  
• Re-opening of one wetland to duck hunting during the 2022 duck season.  
• Prohibition of electronic quail callers for the 2022 stubble quail season.  
• Reform of the sunsetting Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012. 

 
4 Game Management Authority Annual Report 2021-22. 

FINDING 2: Game hunting in Victoria is a sustainable activity based on science and conducted in a safe 
and responsible way. Recreational native bird hunting is highly regulated and under the Sustainable 
Hunting Action Plan (SHAP), education, animal welfare and research are being strengthened.  
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33..44  CCoommpplliiaannccee  wwiitthh  rreegguullaattiioonnss  ffoorr  rreeccrreeaattiioonnaall  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  iiss  hhiigghh    
Of the 358 matters assessed by the Game Management Authority (GMA) in 2021-22, those pertaining to duck 
hunting were only 14% of the total and quail hunting only 2% of the total.  

Matters relating to deer and illegal hunting were 49%, kangaroos 8%, animal cruelty/welfare 4%, hunting with 
hounds 3%, protestors 2% and non-game hunting related matters 18%4. 

 

For the 2022 duck season the Game Management Authority (GMA) reported 99.9% hunter compliance with the 
legislated daily bag limit based on attending 641 wetlands with numerous wetlands receiving multiple visits and 
checking 1,253 Game Licences and 979 hunter bags4.  

For the 2022 quail season the Game Management Authority (GMA) reported 100% hunter compliance with the 
legislated daily bag limit based on conducting 35 dedicated quail patrols and checking 31 Game Licences and 
hunter bags4. 

 

33..55  HHuunntteerrss  rreeqquuiirree  ggaammee  aanndd  ffiirreeaarrmmss  qquuaalliiffiiccaattiioonnss  aanndd  lliicceenncceess    
Regulation in place ensure new and existing hunters are prepared and aware of their responsibilities because 
there is a significant upfront commitment prior to being able to partake in a live field hunting experience. 
Hunters in general, but in particular those who hunt native game birds, are highly regulated and acutely aware 
of their obligations. They willingly subject themselves to a rigorous process including:  

• Basic firearms licence training course and test which includes a thorough police check and takes a 
minimum of three months to complete.  

• Completion of a ‘permit to acquire’ in order to purchase and own a firearm which comes with yet 
another round of validation and an additional 28-day approval period.  

• Duck hunters must specifically undergo a Waterfowl Identification Test (WIT) that requires considerable 
financial cost.  

• The time commitment - in excess of 100 hours to prepare - requires a significant investment by hunters.  
• Game licence application and the associated costs.  
• Once successful, becoming beholden to numerous agencies including Victoria Police, GMA, Parks 

Victoria and DEECA. 

In response to a question in hearings David LAIRD, Hunting Development Manager, Sporting Shooters 
Association Australia (Victoria) offered information on improvements to firearm training and licensing: 

“We do a lot of education in gun safety. We run a practical firearms training program for new shooters, and 
that is part of the pathway for people to get their shooters licence. We have been running that for about the 
last five years. We started it initially as a firearm safety course to teach people how to competently use 
firearms. Victoria Police then came on board and recognised it as an approved safety course for the purposes 
of getting a shooters licence.  

FINDING 3: The Victorian Game Management Authority responsible for regulating game hunting in 
Victoria report exceptionally high compliance with regulations – compliance was 99.9% for duck 
hunting and compliance was 100% for quail. 

RECOMMENDATION 1: The Game Management Authority should continue with its intended purpose as 
an independent authority responsible for the regulation of game hunting, through research, education 
and enforcement, to achieve responsible and sustainable game hunting in Victoria. 
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We have subsequently become a registered training organisation, and that course is a nationally recognised 
course. We also do a lot of training. We run courses for various corporate entities teaching them how to 
safely use firearms. We are involved in a partnership with the Game Management Authority running hunter 
education courses with them. We have obviously got the shotgun education program that we have been 
running for quite a few years, and we have run some pilot programs with GMA on duck and quail hunting and 
also deer hunting for newly licensed game licence holders.” 

  
33..66  TThhee  sscciieennccee  ssuuppppoorrttss  ccuurrrreenntt  rreegguullaattiioonn  ooff  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  iinn  VViiccttoorriiaa    
During hearings in response to this question from Melina BATH: “The interim harvest model you have both 
worked on and formatted – how robust is the science and are you convinced of the sustainability of this model,” 
Professor Marcel KLAASSEN offered the following reply:  

“Yes,…….. Regarding robustness, I think it is robust. I think we did a good job there.” 
 

During hearings Professor Marcel KLAASSEN elaborated: 

“In 2021 Richard and I were tasked to develop a model to guide the duck harvesting in Victoria, and as Richard 
just explained, such a model needs to take into consideration not only the numbers of ducks in Victoria but also 
outside of Victoria and also the breeding conditions, both in Victoria and outside Victoria, because ducks have 
wings and they do migrate over long distances.” 

“Based on the aerial surveys and the so-called priority wetland counts, which are in Victoria – these are 
counts, just before the hunting season, of a number of wetlands in Victoria – those counts, the aerial 
surveys, the priority wetland counts and water in the landscape over a three-year period throughout all of 
south-eastern Australia are being taken into consideration to end up with these five indices. 
We proposed this model, and it was accepted. So for the 2022 hunting season and this year’s hunting season the 
model was used to advise, ultimately, the minister to make a decision on the hunting arrangements for 2022 
and this year.” 

 

33..77  CCoommmmeennttss  ffrroomm  HHuunntteerrss..  
Organisations and entities with ‘skin in the game’ can make a profound impact on delivering improved 
environmental, social and economic outcomes and deliver spill-over benefits to the community as a whole, not 
just the members of the entity. The Inquiry was presented with evidence of the considerable improvements to 
the Heat Morass and Lake Connewarre undertaken by volunteers belonging to Field & Game Australia and the 
Sporting Shooters Association of Australia. Testimony was also provided on the importance of hunting as a 
connection with the land. 

FINDING 5: Prior to ruling on the annual hunting arrangements, the Victorian Government is provided 
with output from a scientifically based Interim Harvest Model designed to deliver scientifically based 
guidelines for the upcoming season. This model uses Aerial surveys, priority wetland counts and the 
amount of water in the landscape over a three year period in south-eastern Australia. 

RECOMMENDATION 2: That the Victorian Government allows the continuation of the annual 
recreational native game bird hunting open season on public and private land, under regulations 
administered by the Victorian Game Management Authority.  

FINDING 4: Australia’s peak hunting body runs accredited training programs on the use of firearms 
and game bird hunting, providing a sound pathway to licensing of game bird hunters. 
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33..77..11  CCoommmmeennttss  ffrroomm  TTrraaddiittiioonnaall  OOwwnneerrss  
Rodney CARTER, Chief Executive Officer of Dja Dja Wurrung Group made some very important points in the 
hearings5. Mr CARTER believed that others should have the opportunity to hunt:  

“I think – with the brilliant respect that the state has afforded First Nations people – that my 
descendants and I will enjoy hunting for all time. If the inquiry and the government can somewhat see it 
in their mind to afford other Victorians the opportunity – and visitors to our homelands – to be able to 
enjoy something similar, I think truly it can be managed.” 

“I think more broadly to the importance of being a hunter – a hunter as such holding a very significant place 
within society, within a family, as a provider of sustenance to people. We also describe … the importance for 
us as First Nations people – but extending that to us as humans – of the need for us actually to be in 
landscape, to be at place, to be connected…” 

Mr CARTER explained to the Committee that hunting created a connection to the environment and a respect for 
the animals being hunted. He believed it would be unfortunate if Victorians who are not traditional owners 
would no longer be able to continue the practice:  

“I think it is extremely unusual in that it is a legal or licensed activity at the moment, which for my 
people, in a sense, is something we will enjoy no matter what. We think it is important in our advocacy 
and leadership that we support the continuance of something that is culturally significant to us that 
other Victorians enjoy. There is so little, I think, as Victorians, that we can enjoy of what I and what my 
ancestors enjoyed.” 

Mr CARTER believed that it was important to educate hunters at wetlands that have Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
sites about their importance:  

“I think what happens through the education is just a greater awareness and appreciation of that value 
that now is a little bit transferable to me as a person and/or a people. So you are there, say, hunting as 
an example at a state game reserve, now you learn something about cultural heritage. I would like to 
think then that you are better for that and then indirectly it is better for me and my people because the 
opportunity might not have arisen otherwise.” 

 

  

33..77..22  CCoommmmeennttss  ffrroomm  FFiieelldd  &&  GGaammee  AAuussttrraalliiaa  
Field & Game Australia strongly advocated for a consistent, balanced, and permanent native game bird hunting 
season based on a robust and defendable scientific model to set the season. Some key points from their 
submission6 are: 

• Compelling, independent evidence has been provided to confirm that hunting and conservation can and 
does co-exist, not only in Victoria, but in the majority of OECD countries across the world. Hunting is 
embraced by progressive societies and not vilified as an outdated activity or pastime but a necessary 
practice. 

• The Victorian native game bird hunting season is heavily regulated by domestic and international laws 
and conventions currently in place. Victorian hunters are amongst the most compliant and regulated 
members of our public. 

• Ducks can be legally hunted or controlled in every state of Australia under appropriate permits or 
exceptions. 

 
5 Mr Rodney Carter, Chief Executive Officer, Dja Dja Wurrung Group, public hearing, Transcript of evidence Melbourne, 29 June 2023.  
6 Field and Game Australia (2023). Submission No 1872. 

FINDING 6: Hunters identify the importance of being connected to the landscape through an ancient and 
traditional pursuit.  
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• Recreational hunting does not threaten native bird abundance and that, overall, regulated duck hunting 
is good for populations. It promotes engaged, pro-active hunters who take ownership of the resources 
and improve animal welfare and management. 

• Hunter-led conservation practices benefits all species, flora and fauna, not only native game birds.  
• This is why the Ramsar Convention 1975 recognises hunting as a ‘wise use’ of natural environments. 
• Victoria’s wetlands are so important that they are internationally recognised under the Ramsar 

Convention in relation to wetlands. Victoria’s Ramsar sites are home to as many as 1,300 species of 
native plants and 450 species of native animals, including more than 100 species of waterbirds of which 
hunters hunt only eight game species.  

• Remove the political subjectivity of native game bird seasons and implement a scientific season setting 
process.  

• End the farce of “wildlife rescue” in Victorian wetlands by implementing safe and sound protocols for 
protesters.  

• The Game Management Authority should (like the Victorian Fisheries Authority) proactively grow 
hunting in Victoria and the associated economic and social benefits (for regional communities). 
 

33..77..33  CCoommmmeennttss  ffrroomm  tthhee  SSppoorrttiinngg  SShhooootteerrss  AAssssoocciiaattiioonn  ooff  AAuussttrraalliiaa  
The Sporting Shooters Association of Australia has a vested interest in maintaining their ‘social licence’ and 
made specific representations that support good regulation of native game bird hunting. SSAA asked that the 
Select Committee should: 

• Acknowledges that native bird hunting is a well-regulated, beneficial activity that should continue. 
• Acknowledges that the Game Management Authority (GMA) has undertaken a significant 

restructuring since the release of the Pegasus Report in 2017 and that the GMA has appropriate 
governance and policies to manage actual and perceived conflicts of interest. 

• Acknowledges that the Waterfowl Identification Test (WIT) must be successfully completed before 
hunters are licenced and clarify that the assertion that licenced hunters have not successfully completed 
the WIT is false. 

• Note that modifying seasonal bag limits is the most effective method of manipulating the total harvest 
and that altering the length of the hunting season has an unnecessary negative impact. 

• State that a well-regulated game hunting season in Victoria in the twenty-first century has no 
demonstrable impact on the populations of game species. 

• Recommend GMA develop a transparent and objective procedure for managing the potential impacts of 
game duck hunting. Stakeholders, such as hunting organisations and Birdlife Australia, should be 
involved in this process, and closure of public wetlands should be a last resort. 

• Recommend that the Minister for Outdoor Recreation immediately endorse, fund and implement 
the Waterfowl Wounding Reduction Action Plan. 

• Recommend that the Victorian Government acknowledge Victoria’s position as Australia’s best 
practice game management leader. 

• Recommend the Government continue using the Interim Harvest Model (IHM) and fully fund a 
transition to an Adaptive Harvest Model within three years. Future seasonal arrangements should be 
determined based on the IHM recommendations and announced via the GMA website no later than 
the 31st of December in the year preceding the upcoming game duck season. 

• Recommend that the Government restricts protestors’ hindering lawful duck hunting. 
• Recommend that future economic reports remove speculative and irrelevant questions about 

substitutability. Alternatively, the committee could recommend that every government-sponsored 
industry economic report include similarly framed questions about substitutability. 
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33..88  TTrraaiinniinngg  bbyy  SSppoorrttiinngg  SShhooootteerrss  AAssssoocciiaattiioonn  ooff  AAuussttrraalliiaa  
In response to a question on notice on current training offerings, the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia 
(SSAA) replied indicating a high capability of professional training. SSAA Victoria’s training department offers 
both accredited and non-accredited courses covering a range of needs and recreational and occupation-specific 
obligations. Courses include:  

Recreational  
• Course in Practical Firearm Training (RTO accredited; recognised by Victoria Police)  
• Firearm Safety Course (recognised by Victoria Police) 
• Introduction to deer hunting (collaboration with GMA)  
• Advanced deer hunting  
• Introduction to duck and quail hunting (collaboration with GMA)  
• Shotgunning Education Program / Gamebird Hunting Essentials  
• Waterfowl Identification Course training  
• Advanced centrefire rifle shooting  
• Advanced shotgun shooting  
Occupational  
• Humane dispatch of animals (RTO accredited)  
• Use of firearms on an airfield (RTO accredited)  
• Practical Firearm Training Course for Airport Officers  
• Practical Firearm Training Course for Council Officers  
• Practical Firearm Training Course for Zoo Rangers  
• Commercial Kangaroo Firearms Proficiency Accreditation Course  
Internal  
• Range officer training  
• Conservation and Pest Management Accreditation (collaboration with Parks Victoria)  
• Thermal optics training (collaboration with Parks Victoria) 
 

RECOMMENDATION 4: The Victorian Government continues to use the Interim Harvest Model (IHM) 
and fully fund a transition to an Adaptive Harvest Model (AHM) within three years. 

RECOMMENDATION  5: Future game bird hunting seasonal arrangements should be determined 
based on the Interim Harvest Model (IHM) recommendations and announced no later than the 31st 
of December in the year preceding the upcoming game duck season. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 6: The Victorian Government implements additional measures to restrict the 
capacity of protesters to hinder the lawful conduct of duck hunters. 

FINDING 7: The Game Management Authority (GMA) has made significant progress implementing 
changes based on the findings of the Pegasus report in 2017, including a significant restructuring and 
ensuring appropriate governance and policies in place to manage conflicts of interest. 

RECOMMENDATION 3: That the Victorian Government immediately endorses and funds the 
implementation of the Waterfowl Wounding Reduction Action Plan. 
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In response to a question on notice on the availability of trainers and training locations, the Sporting Shooters 
Association of Australia (SSAA) replied indicating that they have good training facilities: 

• SSAA Victoria operates a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). The Association employs an RTO 
Manager, a Training Development Manager, and an Administration Officer full-time; together with 
sixteen casual trainers (Certificate IV in Training and Assessment qualified) across their network.  

• In addition, SSAA Victoria has a similarly sized pool of experienced trainers who do not hold this formal 
qualification.  

• We currently operate, or have access agreements with, fifteen shooting facilities located across Victoria 
that are suitable for shotgun training.  

• SSAA Victoria’s new, purpose-built training centre at the Eagle Park complex (near Avalon Airport) is due 
to open later this year. Classroom-type facilities are also available at most of the Association’s other 
venues. 

In response to a question on notice on the cost of training, the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (SSAA) 
replied indicating that they offer training at low cost (excluding Waterfowl Identification Test WIT that requires 
over 100 hours and considerable financial cost): 

• As a not-for-profit association, SSAA Victoria offers training to recreational hunters and shooters at a 
low cost.  

• The Association’s Practical Firearm Training Program (PFTP), for example, is an intensive, one-day 
training course aimed at ensuring that new firearm licence holders are suitably skilled to use firearms 
safely and effectively. PFTP is labour and resource intensive (2 x Trainers, plus 1 x Range Officer 
administers each practical session). The cost to participants is just $160.  

• SSAA Victoria has a proven history of delivering quality training for recreational hunters at a minimal 
cost. 

In response to the question on notice “State of preparedness to run additional training programs for Native Bird 
Hunting should that become a requirement of licensing”, the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia (SSAA) 
replied indicating that they are well prepared to provide additional training programmes: 

• SSAA Victoria is well positioned to quickly bring online new training offerings and make them available 
across metropolitan Melbourne and regional Victoria.  

• Whilst longer lead times are ideal, some courses have previously been conceived, developed, and 
successfully delivered within just a few months.  

• The Association stresses that if additional training programs were to become a requirement of obtaining 
a Game Licence, the focus should be on ‘training and assessment’ rather than simply ‘proficiency 
testing’. Best practice training courses, such as the Shotgunning Education Program and Practical 
Firearms Training Program, go beyond testing a baseline level of marksmanship or theoretical 
knowledge. Put simply; testing is an event; assessment is an educative process. 

  

FINDING 8: Resources are in place to train and assess native game bird hunters in all aspects of the 
activity and implement any new training requirements that may be required, including training in the 
protection of cultural heritage. 
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33..99  PPrrootteeccttiioonn  ooff  ccuullttuurraall  hheerriittaaggee  vvaalluueess  
We respect the importance of identifiable Aboriginal cultural heritage sites on public wetlands and recognises 
the value in improving hunter and community education to preserve sites. 

Mr CARTER from the Dja Dja Wurrung Group in testimony5 shared his vision of the value of education for 
hunters at wetlands to recognise and better understand Aboriginal cultural heritage sites.  

“I think what happens through the education is just a greater awareness and appreciation of that value 
that now is a little bit transferable to me as a person and/or a people. So, you are there, say, hunting as 
an example at a state game reserve, now you learn something about cultural heritage. I would like to 
think then that you are better for that and then indirectly it is better for me and my people because the 
opportunity might not have arisen otherwise.” 

 

 

44..  CCoommmmuunniittyy  ssuuppppoorrtt  ffoorr  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  
44..11  SSuurrvveeyyss  ssuuppppoorrtt  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg    
This section draws heavily on considered replies to Questions on Notice supplied to the Committee from the 
Australian Sporting Shooters Association (SSAA).7 

In February 2023, before the opening of the season, SSAA commissioned Community Engagement to undertake 
a survey of 2,003 Victorians of voting age in several electorates held by government members in peri-urban and 
suburban Melbourne and regional Victoria. RSPCA Victoria commissioned Redbridge to ask 1,908 people the 
same question in early 2022. These two independent surveys both found majority support for hunting to 
continue under new rules to protect native species: 

• 56% +/-3.2% of respondents supported “new rules on duck hunting to protect native species and allow 
hunting to continue, such as introducing mandatory training for duck hunting licence holders.” 
(Community Engagement survey). 

• 62% +/-3.2% of respondents supported “new rules on duck hunting to protect native species and allow 
hunting to continue, such as introducing mandatory training for duck hunting licence holders.” 
(Redbridge survey). 

Both surveys had a minority of respondents who were hunters themselves: 
• 15.3% of respondents to the Community Engagement survey reported that they “participate in 

recreational hunting”. A further 26% said they had friends and family who did.  
• 16% of respondents to the Redbridge survey reported “ever participating in duck hunting”.  

Other similarities exist between these separate research projects. The Community Engagement survey identified 
a base level of opposition to hunting of any kind within the community. Approximately 25% of respondents 
opposed the hunting of “non-native species, like rabbits, foxes, pigs or deer”.  

 
7 SSAA (2003). Responses to QON. July 2023. 

RECOMMENDATION 7: That the Victorian Government reviews the process to report damage or 
destruction of Aboriginal cultural heritage and introduces additional protections for these sites. 

RECOMMENDATION 8: In addition to passing the Wildlife Identification Test, hunters should participate in 
an Aboriginal cultural heritage awareness education program. 
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33..99  PPrrootteeccttiioonn  ooff  ccuullttuurraall  hheerriittaaggee  vvaalluueess  
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• 26.2% oppose a ban on duck hunting in Victoria (Redbridge statewide survey on recreational native 
bird hunting). 

• 44.9% of voting age people living in electorates held by government members oppose a ban on duck 
hunting (Community Engagement Survey in peri-urban and suburban Melbourne and regional Victoria). 

• Less than 28% of voters support a ban.  
• Overall, 39% of those people who indicated that they voted for a Labor candidate at the 2022 State 

election stated that they ‘oppose’ or ‘strongly oppose’ a ban on duck hunting. A further 29% hold a 
neutral position.  

• 15% of Labor voters stated they would be ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to change their vote if the 
Government permanently banned duck hunting in Victoria. 

The last point is corroborated by several unions (traditional Labor strongholds) who provided submissions calling for a 
continuation of native game bird hunting and were strongly opposed to any ban on the activity.  

Barry HOWLETT Communications Manager, Sporting Shooters Association Australia (Victoria) offered the 
following comment in hearings:  

“We looked at large numbers of duck hunters and looked at marginal seats where they lived, to see that. We 
basically found that had Labor gone to the 2022 election, for example, saying they were going to ban duck 
hunting, the seat of Bass most likely, on our figures, would not have gone to Labor.” 

 

44..22  UUnniioonn  SSuuppppoorrtt  ffoorr  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  
The inquiry received submissions from many unions in support of the continuation of native game bird hunting. 

At the Sale Hearings, Trevor WILLIAMS Mining and Energy Union Victorian District President, spoke about the 
importance of working-class Victorians having access to traditional pursuits on public land:  

“Victoria has had a proud history when it comes to access to public land for recreational activities. That 
principle has been supported by previous governments, whether they be Labor or Liberal. This has enabled 
generations of Victorians from working-class backgrounds the freedom to enjoy pastimes, including hunting 
and fishing. 
 
These freedoms would not be possible without access to public land and would only be available to the 
privileged few. Over the years we have seen a sliding decline in the standard of some of the state (public) game 
reserves – how they are being managed – with poor access in a lot of cases. Hunters have reasonable 
expectations that tracks should be properly maintained into these areas. Our members believe hunting, 
fishing, camping, four-wheel driving and motorbike riding should be encouraged and supported by all 
governments as a healthy pastime for public land users. We would call on all governments to take a 
conservative approach when assessing the future of long-term held freedoms that people have had, no 
matter how small that group may seem.” 

FINDING 9: The majority of respondents (56% to 61%) support a continuation of duck hunting under 
new rules to protect native species and 39% of Labor voters were opposed to a ban on duck hunting 
in Victoria. 

FINDING 10: There is strong union support for continuation of duck hunting. Unionists acknowledge 
the significant benefit of native bird hunting as an outdoor recreational activity for hunters. 
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55.. LLooccaattiioonn  aanndd  ssoocciiooeeccoonnoommiiccss  ooff  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  
55..11  LLooccaattiioonn  ooff  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  
Native game bird hunting is permitted on 199 state reserves, in some wilderness and coastal parks, and on 
private land with the permission of the landowner.8 The activity is rural and a significant drawcard for Victoria’s 
regional service industries and draws participants from both rural and metropolitan areas. 
 
The regional LGAs with the highest percentage of hunters include East Gippsland, Wellington, Latrobe, 
Shepparton and Geelong. Within Melbourne, Brimbank City, Hume City and Melton Shire have a relatively high 
concentration of duck hunters.8  

 
55..22  GGaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  sseeaassoonn  iiss  sshhoorrtt  bbuutt  aavvooiiddss  ssuummmmeerr  aanndd  ssnnooww  sseeaassoonn  
An open duck season typically lasts for 12 weeks between March and June and avoids the breeding and moulting 
cycle. However, the Game Management Authority (GMA) may shorten or cancel a season, set a daily bag limit 
for hunters, or prohibit shooting of specific game bird species for conservation purposes. The last full (12 week) 
game bird hunting season occurred in 2022, and before that, in 2018. In 2023 the Victorian Government 
shortened the season to five weeks, with a bag limit of four birds per day. For the decade 2013-2023, the 
average game bird hunting season was 69 days8 (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Season length and bag limits for game bird hunting in Victoria (source PBO) 

 
 

 

55..33  TThhee  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  ggaammee  lliicceenncceess  aanndd  lliicceennccee  rreevveennuuee  
There were 58,016 fully licenced game hunters (58,332 including provisional licences) in Victoria on 30 June 
2022. Of these, 27,810 were licenced with an entitlement to hunt game birds. Victoria receives 4 million dollars 
in game licence revenues and about another $4.4 million in hunter gun licence revenue (Table 1)9.  

 

 

 
8 Parliamentary Budget Office submission 3422. 
9 Derived from GMA (2022 Game licence statistics, summary report 2022 & Vic Police webpages assuming 1.5 firearms per shooter and by applying 
2022-23 fee of $15.23/unit. 

FINDING 11: An open duck hunting season lasts no more than 12 weeks between March and June and 
avoids the breeding and moulting cycle, typically lasts about 10 weeks, but was only 5 weeks in 2023. 
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Table 1: The number of game licences and game and firearm licence revenue9 

 

 
55..44  SSoocciiooeeccoonnoommiicc  ccoonnttrriibbuuttiioonn  ooff  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  aaccccoorrddiinngg  ttoo  RRMMCCGG  
Victorian Game Licence holders hunt to spend time in places special to them and to spend time outdoors and 
contribute to regional economies across Victoria. In 2019 these hunters contributed $356 million and 3,138 jobs 
to the Victorian economy with most in regional Victoria. The RMCG report is based on 1,671 responses. Hunters 
took an average of 6 hunting trips during 201910.  

The RMCG estimates of economic contribution would have been higher if based on a full 87 day season and 
normal 10 bird per day bag limit. (RMCG’s estimated economic contribution was based on the 2019 season of 
only 65 days and bag limit of only 4 to 5 birds per day, and hunters took an average of 6 hunting trips).10  

The majority or 69% of expenditure was located outside Melbourne in regional Victoria. The Local Government 
Areas with the highest gross economic contribution were Mansfield ($12M), East Gippsland ($11M) and Latrobe 
($11M). The towns with the highest hunting-related expenditure were Mansfield ($21M), Horsham ($11M), 
Wodonga ($10M) and Bendigo ($9M). 10  

The areas of regional Victoria that benefit from native bird hunting include regions that have suffered 
considerable socioeconomic hardship, as a result of Andrews Government policies that have contributed to 
thousands of job losses in these regions. Jobs have been lost as a result of closure of power stations and coal 
mines, reduced access and eminent closure of native forests for timber production and reduced water 
availability for agriculture.  

 
The breakdown in contribution between hunted species was $65 million for ducks and $22 million for quail.10 

RMCG also estimated the net economic contribution by assuming that if hunting was banned some of the game 
hunting economic contribution would flow to other outdoor activities or household expenditure and subtracted 
this sum from the gross economic contribution. RGCC note that it is difficult to predict where hunters would 
spend their money and modelling of net economic outcomes are uncertain10.  

 
10 RMCG (2020). Economic contribution of recreational hunting in Victoria. Final Report, Department of Jobs Precincts and Regions. June 2020. The 
study is an action under the Victorian Government’s Sustainable Hunting Action Plan.  

Category Licences 
(No)

Fee 
($/yr)

Game Licence 
Revenue ($000/yr)

Gun Licence 
Revenue ($000/yr)

Deer (Stalking) 27,699 60.92 1,687 2,093
Deer (Stalking & Hounds) 2,770 60.92 169 209
Game Birds, including Duck 11,083 60.92 675 837
Game Birds, excluding Duck 1,089 60.92 66 82
Deer (Stalking) & Game Birds, including Duck 9,712 91.38 887 734
Deer (Stalking & Hounds) & Game Birds, including Duck 2,085 91.38 191 158
Deer (Stalking) & Game Birds, excluding Duck 3,442 91.38 315 260
Deer (Stalking & Hounds) & Game Birds, excluding Duck 181 91.38 17 14
Total all licence catagories 58,061 4,007 4,387

FINDING 12: The Victorian Government receives about $4 million pa from game licence revenue plus 
about another $4.4 million in hunter firearm licence revenue from 58,000 licenced hunters. 

 

FINDING 13: The areas of regional Victoria that benefit from native bird hunting include many 
regional communities that have been adversely affected by contraction in economic activity caused 
by the Andrews Government’s forest, energy and water policies. 
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RMCG noted that the gross contribution provides a clear picture of the importance of hunting to regional and 
town economies. If hunting expenditure were replaced by other expenditures, some towns that are particularly 
reliant on hunting expenditure would be adversely affected10. 

In this Report we focus on gross economic contribution because we also believe that estimates of net economic 
contribution are uncertain and they are based on assumptions around ‘substitutability’ that are unknown or 
uncertain, such that estimates of net economic contribution cannot be relied upon. 

 

55..55  SSoocciiooeeccoonnoommiicc  ccoonnttrriibbuuttiioonn  iinn  WWeelllliinnggttoonn  SShhiirree  
Cr Ian BYE, Mayor of Wellington Shire offered the following commentary on the importance of duck hunting to 
the Wellington Shire economy and reducing duck damage to farmer’s crops: 

“As we stated in our submission, the Sale Field & Game branch has the highest membership of any Field 
& Game branch in Victoria. The branch is not just a shooting club. They have been active for many years 
in helping preserve the Heart Morass wetlands.” 

“In Wellington we receive a significant community benefit from duck hunting each year.” 

“Hunters travelling to our region provide significant economic advantages via accommodation, purchase 
of fuel and hunting supplies and additional ad hoc purchases in small communities closest to their 
hunting area.” 

“Speaking to many duck hunters, in 40 years they have never seen the number of ducks that are in the 
area this particular season. Wellington is one of the largest agricultural areas in the state. The 
devastation has been felt by many farmers, with ducks destroying pastures and crops.” 

“In Wellington we have never had problems with duck hunters and tourists visiting our beautiful 
wetlands and waterways. They can act together quite well.” 

“We must keep advocating for the most appropriate outcome for our community, which we believe is to 
support duck hunting as a longstanding sport which also supports the local environment and agricultural 
practices.” 

 

66.. NNaattiivvee  bbiirrdd  eeccoollooggyy  
66..11  HHaabbiittaatt  iiss  tthhee  kkeeyy  ddrriivveerr  ffoorr  wwaatteerrffoowwll  ppooppuullaattiioonnss  
Professor Richard KINGSFORD is Director of the Centre for Ecosystem Science at the University of New South 
Wales, and has undertaken the longest waterbird surveys in the world, where he has surveyed 50 species across 
about a third of Australia. Professor KINGSFORD was involved in studies on impacts of lead shot, and chaired a 
national task force which recommended the phase-out of lead shot for steel shot. He also led an independent 
inquiry into duck hunting in New South Wales in the 90s. During the hearings Professor Richard KINGSFORD’s 
take home message based on his considerable scientific experience was: 

“The fundamental issue here is that we have been losing waterbird habitat, wetland habitat, over decades 
as a result of increasing extractions and regulation of the rivers for the Murray–Darling, and we see that in 
the impacts on freshwater organisms that rely on those flows.” 

“At the same time, we also investigated whether there was any effect of hunting on those species, and we 
found a very small effect, which was considerably overridden by the loss of habitat effect.” 

FINDING 14: Victorian hunters contributed $356 million and 3,138 jobs to the Victorian economy with 
most in regional Victoria in 2019. If native game bird hunting was banned some rural and regional 
towns particularly reliant on hunting would be adversely affected. 
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During hearings Brian HILLER, Professor of wildlife biology at Bemidji State University, Minnesota made the 
following comment:  

“Habitat is key. If you have habitat, you have birds.” 

66..22  EEnnssuurriinngg  eennoouugghh  hhaabbiittaatt,,  nnoott  bbaannnniinngg  hhuunnttiinngg  iiss  tthhee  kkeeyy  ttoo  wwaatteerrbbiirrdd  ccoonnsseerrvvaattiioonn  
In response to the following question from Melina BATH: “Professor, your data is often quoted as a reason to 
ban recreational game bird hunting. As a scientist, do you believe banning recreational hunting will improve 
overall waterbird population sustainability?” Richard Kingsford offered the following answer:  

“My overall message is really the way you best cater for conservation of game species and other 
waterbirds is to ensure they have enough habitat. Currently we are not doing that, and that is by far the 
biggest driver of these long-term declines.” 

In response to a question from Bev McARTHUR: “So how would you advise a government about managing the 
habitat better if habitat loss is the main issue why bird populations are declining?”, Richard KINGSFORD offered 
the following answer:  

“I would fundamentally advise the Victorian government to engage strongly in environmental flow 
management in the Murray–Darling. I think in the past few years we have not seen that. If we were 
really looking after wetland and waterbird habitat, we would be doing that.” 

Following on from a question during hearings from Sheena WATT on whether there was breeding abundance 
seen in particular species, or was it right across the board as a result of extra rainfall during 2022, Richard 
KINGSFORD offered the following response: 

“……there is little doubt that all of the species were breeding, apart from those that do not breed in 
Australia……..and that breeding index was up as well.” 

“I do not want to be totally doom and gloom, because I think there are some wonderful things that are 
actually happening out there, and there are great communities involved in this and very committed 
governments, but we do need to do more. But to your good question about these big wetlands, that is 
where a lot of the action is, and our ability to protect those and allow them to flood and get the water 
that they need to create the habitat for all of these different organisms we share the planet with is really 
important.” 

“Sure. All of the above. Some of them have national parks and reserves; some of them, like the Gayini 
wetlands, are primarily managed by the Nari Nari Tribal Council, led and supported by others. There are 
some areas that are managed by Bush Heritage Australia, Australian wildlife – so private conservation 
areas. Another fundamental part of the package is the management of environmental flows by state and 
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder. A lot of that water that has been brought back as part of 
the Murray–Darling Basin plan is fundamentally important in terms of creating the habitat or restoring 
the habitat that used to be there.” 

  

FINDING 15: Loss of wetland habitat is the key issue effecting waterbird populations and hunting has a 
very small effect that is considerably overridden by loss of habitat. 
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66..33  IImmppaacctt  ooff  wwaatteerr  hhaarrvveessttiinngg  oonn  wwaatteerrbbiirrdd  hhaabbiittaatt  
During hearings Richard KINGSFORD, Director of the Centre for Ecosystem Science at the University of New 
South Wales said 11:  

“And I guess the take-home message was that we have had a 72 per cent decline in waterbird 
abundances in the Murray–Darling, which was different to the northern Lake Eyre basin where we have 
similarly been monitoring the birds. The fundamental issue here is that we have been losing waterbird 
habitat, wetland habitat, over decades as a result of increasing extractions and regulation of the rivers 
for the Murray–Darling.” 

“The Lake Eyre Basin starts in western Queensland. There is no major irrigation or hydro-electricity, so 
the flows and the rainfall translate into habitat. Therefore that water flows across that landscape and all 
the waterbirds use that, as they would have done for millennia, and they breed in the same sort of 
numbers that we would have seen in the past.” 

“At the same time, we also investigated whether there was any effect of hunting on those species, and 
we found a very small effect, which was considerably overridden by the loss of habitat effect.” 

“We have done lots of other work to show that essentially what is happening is we are getting a long-
term decline in the amount of water that gets to the end of a river system.” 

“Our data seems to indicate that by far the biggest effect in terms of history is the effect of the building 
of dams and extraction of water from rivers.” 

 
Scope may exist to explore the potential of harvesting the damaging peak flood flows during La Niña to improve 
environmental flows, particularly in El Niño.  Following floods in 2010 and 2011 a Parliamentary Inquiry12 
suggested some strategies for dealing with damging flood flows. Some of these or other flood mitigation actions 
perhaps may deliver spin off opportunities for environmental flows.  

 
66..44  TThhee  sscciieennccee  ddooeess  nnoott  ssuuppppoorrtt  bbaannnniinngg  dduucckk  hhuunnttiinngg  
When asked during hearings what would be the impact of banning duck hunting and how the management of 
the wetlands would continue, Richard KINGSFORD said:  

“there would be some impact but not a major impact, because it is all about habitat and it is availability 
(of habitat) that is important. I think there is also some local conservation by duck hunters and others 
looking after wetlands, which is also very important.” 

In response to questions during hearings from Bev McARTHUR, Richard KINGSFORD offered the following: 

“We have got more and more sophisticated in terms of translating that data into decision-making, and 
the adaptive harvest model is the most recent sophistication of that. Certainly it gives me a lot more 
confidence than I had in the past that we are moving to a more rigorous basis for managing duck 
hunting.” 

 
11 Inquiry Transcript 26 May 2023 
12 Environment and Natural Resources Committee (2012). Inquiry into flood mitigation infrastructure in Victoria. Parliamentary Paper 
No.169    Session 2010–2012. 

RECOMMENDATION 9: The Victorian Government explores opportunities to deliver improved 
environmental flows in conjunction with much needed improvement in flood mitigation.  

FINDING 16: Managing environmental flows in the Murray-Darling is required to improve waterbird 
habitat. 
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“there would be some impact but not a major impact, because it is all about habitat and it is availability 
(of habitat) that is important. I think there is also some local conservation by duck hunters and others 
looking after wetlands, which is also very important.” 

In response to questions during hearings from Bev McARTHUR, Richard KINGSFORD offered the following: 

“We have got more and more sophisticated in terms of translating that data into decision-making, and 
the adaptive harvest model is the most recent sophistication of that. Certainly it gives me a lot more 
confidence than I had in the past that we are moving to a more rigorous basis for managing duck 
hunting.” 

 
11 Inquiry Transcript 26 May 2023 
12 Environment and Natural Resources Committee (2012). Inquiry into flood mitigation infrastructure in Victoria. Parliamentary Paper 
No.169    Session 2010–2012. 

RECOMMENDATION 9: The Victorian Government explores opportunities to deliver improved 
environmental flows in conjunction with much needed improvement in flood mitigation.  

FINDING 16: Managing environmental flows in the Murray-Darling is required to improve waterbird 
habitat. 
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In response to a question during hearings of whether regulated recreational game bird hunting is sustainable, 
Professor Marcel KLAASSEN from Deakin University replied: 

“Yes. “Yes. I have said a couple of times already that any management of wildlife – this is not just related 
to a duck harvesting, needs to be associated with monitoring. You can have models, but you also need to 
have a check on models.” 

During hearings Professor Marcel KLAASSEN offered the following comment on the impact of hunting on duck 
populations:  

“I can refer here to a study that Richard did looking at the effects of various drivers in duck populations. He 
found the major effect was water and the landscape, and there was a tiny effect from hunting. Of course 
when you hunt animals, it has an impact on the population – numbers go down. Now, given the specific 
biology of ducks, it does not really put a dent in the population.” 

During hearings Lucas COOKE, CEO Field & Game Australia, offered the following comment:  

“There is a long-term decline (waterbird numbers) in eastern Australia. A very large amount of eastern 
Australia does not have hunting. Trying to blame hunting for a long-term decline is a fallacy. Long-term 
decline is being caused by habitat loss quite often or largely in a state like New South Wales that does not 
have a recreational duck season. So any attempt to pin a long-term decline in waterbird numbers on hunting 
is a fallacy. We would argue it is grossly misleading to the public, with 66 species of non-game waterbirds 
being counted in that long- term decline in waterbirds, that you are trying to blame game bird hunting.”   

 

Brian HILLER Professor of wildlife biology at Bemidji State University, Minnesota, in response to a question on 
notice, advised that hunting has little impact on game bird populations, because mortality impacts from 
hunting, predation, starvation, malnutrition and disease are not additive but are compensatory. Competition 
for food is often reduced when hunting or predators remove some animals from the population and fewer 
animals die from starvation, malnutrition, sickness or disease because of the interaction with predation (and 
hunting)13: 

“Most game animals are relatively short-lived, have high reproductive rates, and have relatively high 
overall mortality rates. In the situation where game populations are hunted, the animals removed by 
hunting actually may create more opportunity for the remaining individuals to have a greater likelihood 
of survival. Most of the species of waterfowl that are listed as game species and are regularly available 
for harvest have breeding strategies as described above. As a result, when conditions are favourable for 
breeding they take full advantage and often produce multiple broods. When these conditions are 
present, the mortality via harvest by hunting is most likely compensatory for the population and reduces 
competition among the remaining individuals & increases their likelihood of subsequent survival.” 

“The impact of the hunting harvest is minimal on the core breeding population. The animals that are 
shot would have likely died from some other source of mortality. When environmental conditions are less 
optimal and breeding rates decline, the total population also likely declines and harvest may have a 
greater impact on survival rates. Overall, in normal to good conditions hunting harvest for most hunted 
species (especially Grey teal, Pacific black duck, Wood duck, Pink-eared ducks, and Chestnut teal) will 
likely have minor to no impact on the population.” 

 
13 Hiller, B J (2023). Submission in Support of Continued Native Game Bird Hunting in Australia, Additional supplemental information as requested 
by the Committee. Prof Hiller cited Bolen, Eric G. and William L. Robinson. 2003. Wildlife Ecology and Management, Fifth Edition.  

FINDING 17: In Victoria duck hunting is sustainable and regulated according to an adaptive harvest 
model based on good science, and hunting does not put a dent in the population given the biology of 
ducks – they are prolific breeders. 
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“More research is needed into the potential impacts of hunting harvest on species such as Hard 
head ducks and Mountain ducks.” 

66..55  TThhee  sscciieennccee  ddooeess  nnoott  ssuuppppoorrtt  sshhoorrtteenniinngg  tthhee  dduucckk  hhuunnttiinngg  sseeaassoonn    
In response to questions during hearings from Melina BATH on how robust is the science and are you convinced 
of the sustainability of the interim harvest model, and why a recommendation of the model is to generally not 
shorten the seasons, Professor Marcel KLAASSEN from Deakin University offered the following comments: 

“With a mechanistic model you know exactly how a system works, and so whatever happens you can 
make predictions. But this is a statistical model, so it is based on patterns that we have seen in the past 
and you extrapolate from those patterns.” 

“On average hunters go out four times during a season to hunt – and irrespective of the length of the 
season, they do not change it much. So, yes, you can change the length of the season, like we have 
done this year, but scientifically there was not really a good basis for it.” 

“So let us keep it simple and only change the hunting bag, because also that has shown in other 
countries to be an effective way of regulating hunting.” 

Professor Marcel KLAASSEN offered the following comments on length of season: 

“But by and large the hunting season takes place in a period in which there is very little reproduction 
going on – very, very little. To change the hunting season based on small variations that you have when 
they reproduce or not I do not think is sensible.” 

Professor Richard KINGSFORD offered the following comments on length of season: 

“The history of duck hunting in Australia – the timing of it was determined primarily on, as Marcel said, 
the breeding season. The breeding season is in spring, primarily, in the south-east of the continent. Some 
birds will occasionally breed in a wet autumn, but not many.” 

“The other driver was what is called moult. These birds lose their flight feathers and cannot fly. So the 
timing was meant to occur so that they were able to be undisturbed in that period, and in general that 
occurs reasonably well.” 

“If you have got a long season and you cut it by a week, three weeks, two weeks or whatever, it does not 
necessarily have the effect of halving or cutting by that same amount the amount of take, because you 
are not affecting those major points when the duck shooting occurs.”14 

 

 
14 Opening weekend and long weekends. 

FINDING 19: There is no scientific basis for changing the length of the hunting season, so it is best to 
just change the hunting bag limit, which has been shown in other countries to be an effective way of 
regulating hunting. 

FINDING 18: Hunting has little impact on game bird populations, because mortality impacts from 
hunting, predation, starvation, malnutrition and disease are not additive but are compensatory. 
Competition for food is often reduced when hunting or predators remove some animals from the 
population and therefore fewer animals die from starvation, malnutrition, sickness or disease. 
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66..66  DDuucckkss  aarree  pprroolliiffiicc  bbrreeeeddeerrss  aanndd  tthheerree  iiss  nnoo  ddeennssiittyy  lliimmiitt  ttoo  bbrreeeeddiinngg  
In response to a question from Jeff BOURMAN on if the abundance of wood duck, black duck and grey teal (that 
make up made up 85% of hunters’ bags) were at risk from regulated duck hunting in Victoria as it works now, 
Professor Marcel KLAASSEN offered the following reply: 

“Just generally, for ducks, they are very resilient. They reproduce at a very young age, possibly even 
within a year, notably here in Australia, and when the conditions are right they just keep on breeding – 
many species of ducks. They also have large broods. When opportunities arise for reproduction they 
reproduce, and there is also no so-called density dependence observable in ducks, not only in Australia 
but just generally. So it is not that they hit a limit; it is really that when there is a good environment for 
them they breed, and they breed and they can bounce back quickly.” 

“Now, given the specific biology of ducks, it does not really put a dent in the population.” 

And Professor Richard KINGSFORD offered the following reply: 

“wood ducks – and I published on this – have certainly been the least affected of perhaps all of the duck 
species because they have taken over farm dams and golf courses and they breed in all sorts of places 
that they probably did not breed in in the past. We still believe that in the big systems they have been 
impacted by the loss of habitat with river regulation, but they are one of the species that are certainly a 
lot less affected than others.” 

“Certainly Victoria has been the state with the most amount of duck hunting occurring and has more 
duck hunters than South Australia and Tasmania – the other two. The Northern Territory is the other 
jurisdiction that has hunting. New South Wales has pest mitigation as well, but I would suspect that 
Victoria will still dominate in terms of a relative national scale.” 

  
66..77  BBrreeeeddiinngg  ccyyccllee  ooff  wwaatteerrffoowwll  
In response to a question in hearings from Melina BATH on ‘episodic irruptive boom-bust cycle of waterfowl’. Dr 
Brian HILLER replied:  

“Yes. It is sort of similar to what I just mentioned in that when you have large rain events or large flood events 
across a landscape, that is when the birds are going to take advantage of essentially additional habitat that 
was not there prior to the rain. When that happens – again, similar to what Dr Kingsford was talking about 
earlier – flooding events come and the birds go and breed. And they did, and they have done that for 
millennia. What happens when all those extra birds are produced – and again, if you have chestnut teal or 
grey teal or black ducks or some others that are double brooding in some cases, they might produce 15, 16 
or 18 ducklings that survive to fledging age. Well, that is fine during this boom period, right? But when that 
water recedes– and again, if you look back through the BOM data on waterfall and rain abundance, you can 
see where the boom years are and where the bust years are – when the bust comes, you are going to shrink 
back to your core breeding population. As you were just mentioning, one of the things in terms of a 
cautionary approach when those busts happen is to be more conservative in your approach to the harvest. 
You do not want to harvest the core breeding population; you want to harvest the stuff that gets produced 
above that. That is really where that boom-bust comes in. That boom produces a lot of extra birds that at 
some point – when the bust comes – are going to die. The question is simply: how, and what is going to be the 
cause of mortality? The duck does not particularly care if it is by shotgun or by starvation or by bacteria or 
predation or whatever else. That is not relevant to them. Honestly, from a management standpoint, we try 
and control the things we can control. One of the few things we have control over is harvest, right? So we 

FINDING 20: Ducks reproduce at an early age, have large broods with no density dependence, and 
are less affected by loss of habitat, with wood ducks taking over farm dams and golf courses. 
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try to regulate the harvest as a result. When the bust comes, we regulate the harvest to reduce the harvest 
of core breeding populations.” 

 

66..88  VVoolluunntteeeerrss  eennhhaannccee  wweettllaanndd  hhaabbiittaatt  aanndd  bbrreeeeddiinngg  ooff  wwaatteerrbbiirrddss  
In response to a question in hearings from Melina BATH on artificial nesting boxes, Dr Brian HILLER replied:  

“These are artificial nest boxes that are erected by the Field & Game association at Sale. They have over 500 
of them currently scattered around Heart Morass in the Lake Wellington area. So my interest in that was: 
what is coming out of them from a biology standpoint? What additional birds are being produced if these 
things were not here? And so I instructed them and sort of gave them some guidance on how they might be 
able to collect data so that they could have a better understanding of what their work was actually 
accomplishing and if it was accomplishing anything.” 

“We started the work in 2019, which was sort of the end of the bust period. That bust period, again, you 
shrink back to your core population, and your core population at that time – we had relatively few boxes 
being used, but the boxes being used had a 75 per cent success rate. So if a bird nested in the box, 75 per 
cent of those boxes actually produced at least one duckling. That is considered a successful nest. And in 
that case, I want to say we had about 730-something ducklings that were produced that year. In each of 
the past three years where we have had these boom periods we have had a lot of excess birds on the 
landscape” (Figure 3)15.  
 

Figure 3: Volunteer’s nesting boxes enhance breeding of waterbirds at Heart Morass 

  
   

 
15 Derived from Hiller, B (2023). Response to Question on Notice 7 June 2023. 

FINDING 21: Flood and drought cause an ‘episodic irruptive boom-bust cycle of waterfowl’. In boom 
flood times chestnut teal or grey teal or black ducks may double brood and produce up to 18 ducklings 
to fledging age that are likely to die from starvation, disease or predation when the bust comes. 
Regulation of the harvest in the busts reduces the impact on the core breeding population. 
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66..99  IImmppaacctt  ooff  dduucckk  hhuunnttiinngg  oonn  nnoonn--ttaarrggeett  ssppeecciieess  
In response to a question in hearings from Georgie PURCELL: “Do you think that duck shooting poses an added 
threat to species that are not on the game species list that are already struggling due to the other factors”, 
Professor Richard KINGSFORD offered the following reply:  

“But generally they are fairly small numbers in the big scheme of things because people are not doing 
that. I do not think non-target species is an issue.” 

In response to a question in hearings on non-target species Danny RYAN, Chairman Field & Game Australia 
offered the following comments:  

“The hunting community is much interconnected. We have a large amount of members not only nationwide 
but with the majority in Victoria, and we constantly get reports in the lead-up to the season in particular, 
because that is always an issue that the hunting community looks at and tries to second-guess and work out 
where they will be going and what potential closures there may be. And then in turn, in our lead-up 
discussions with the GMA we often bring up those particular points, particularly where they are large 
quantities of protected birds or congregations of protected birds.” 

 

Non-native invasive pests pose a threat to non-target species and we need more efficient and cost –effective 
management and control of non-native invasive pests. The Victorian Government should optimise resources 
within DEECA and Parks Victoria, which are highly centralised with too many people working in the CBD of 
Melbourne and too few people delivering real outcomes in the field.  

 

77..  CCoonncceerrnnss  aabboouutt  nnaattiivvee  ggaammee  bbiirrdd  hhuunnttiinngg  
The debate over native game bird hunting in Victoria, Australia, and elsewhere, revolves around a set of 
multifaceted concerns, which can be broadly categorised into environmental, ecological, ethical, social, and 
economic aspects. Here are some of the reasons cited by opponents of recreational duck hunting along with 
commentary provided by experts that refutes many claims. 

77..11  EEccoollooggiiccaall  ccoonncceerrnnss  --  hhuunnttiinngg  ddooeess  nnoott  ppuutt  aa  ddeenntt  iinn  wwaatteerrbbiirrdd  nnuummbbeerrss  
On the decline in waterbird numbers, the Committee heard overwhelming advice from multiple experts that 
hunting is not a concern at the population level for native game birds. The evidence from Australia’s leading 
experts on Australian wetlands and waterbirds that hunting has a “very small” effect on duck populations, and 
possibly a positive effect on non-target species populations due to hunter led habitat conservation and 
restoration. 

FINDING 22: Native game bird hunting does not pose an added threat to non-target species because 
Field and Game Australia liaise with GMA and licenced hunters take care to avoid non-target species. 

FINDING 23: Non-native invasive pests are a threat to native birds and DEECA AND Parks Victoria 
workforce is too city-based to deliver effective control of non-native invasive pests that threaten 
native wildlife and habitat.  

RECOMMENDATION 10: The Victoria Government should optimise the use of the resources of 
relevant agencies to ensure there is active, adaptive and accountable management on all public land, 
to address the broader threats of bushfires, invasive species and adverse climatic events such as 
droughts and floods. Optimising resources includes decentralising its city-based workforce. 
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Professor Richard KINGSFORD – leader of Australia’s longest running and most comprehensive wetland survey 
was un-equivocal in this. He states: 

“The fundamental issue here is that we have been losing waterbird habitat, wetland habitat, … At the 
same time, we also investigated whether there was any effect of hunting on those species, and we 
found a very small effect, which was considerably overridden by the loss of habitat effect.” 

Professor Marcell KLAASSEN also contributed when asked “what part does hunting play in the long-term 
numbers of those (game) species”: 

“…given the specific biology of ducks, it does not really put a dent in the population”. 

Professor Richard KINGSFORD, when asked directly: “As a scientist, do you believe banning recreational hunting 
will improve overall waterbird population sustainability?” replied:  

“Look, I am a conservation biologist, so I believe in trying to do the best things in terms of the 
conservation of species. My overall message is really the way you best cater for conservation of game 
species and other waterbirds is to ensure they have enough habitat. Currently we are not doing that, 
and that is by far the biggest driver of these long-term declines.” 
 
“Hunters can and do have a positive effect on conserving and restoring habitat – and in fact, with some 
surety around seasons can and would do even more. Banning Recreational game bird hunting WILL 
NOT cease the decline in waterbird numbers, in fact, like observed in NSW – it will likely lead to 
further loss of habitat, and species decline.” 

 

77..22  DDiissttuurrbbaannccee  ttoo  bbrreeeeddiinngg  ––  tthhee  hhuunnttiinngg  sseeaassoonn  iiss  oouuttssiiddee  tthhee  bbrreeeeddiinngg  sseeaassoonn    
The Committee heard of concerns that the hunting season can disturb breeding waterbirds. When asked about 
this – Professor Marcel CLAASSEN said that:  

“…by and large the hunting season takes place in a period in which there is very little reproduction 
going on – very, very little. To change the hunting season based on small variations that you have 
when they reproduce or not I do not think is sensible.” 

Australian Ducks and Quail are not migratory. They are what is sometimes referred to as “conditionally 
nomadic”. So they move around the country in response to localised or national conditions, not with a season as 
in northern hemisphere birds. Migratory shorebirds that visit Australia generally reside in coastal regions. The 
most important coastal habitats are already closed to recreational hunting.  

In dry years when inland waterways become vital to these birds, adaptive harvest models and sound scientific 
management of hunting areas can provide safety networks as required. Provision of quality habitat and food 
sources is the most important aspect of protecting our migratory birds. 

77..33 MMiissiiddeennttiiffiiccaattiioonn  ooff  SSppeecciieess 
With several duck species and other waterfowl in the region, there's the possibility of hunters misidentifying and 
shooting protected or threatened species. When asked directly if he thought hunting posed a risk to threatened 
species, Professor KINGSFORD replied:  

“If you do not mind me responding, Marcel. I did at one stage – it was some time ago in New South 
Wales – look at the issue of non-target species, which is separate to wounding. There are two issues that 
you have talked about. One is what happens to those birds that are shot which should not be shot, like 

FINDING 24: Conservation biologists conclude that banning recreational game bird hunting will likely 
lead to further loss of habitat and species decline. 
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the freckled duck and blue-winged shoveler. I think those species are suffering the same decline, so any 
loss of those species is of concern. But generally they are fairly small numbers in the big scheme of things 
because people are not doing that. I remember some horrific times when I was doing surveys of duck 
hunters in the 80s, where all sorts of birds were being shot, and it was just horrible. We would get a 
boatload of parrots and spoonbills and swans – a whole range of things. Thankfully that has completely 
changed, in my opinion. We do not see nearly as much of that, but it still sometimes occurs because we 
get rogue elements of people out there. I do not think non-target species is an issue.” 

77..44  CClliimmaattee  iimmppaacctt  oonn  hhaabbiittaatt  lloossss  
In response to the question when asked: “Specifically, … what do you think the impact of that (climate change) 
will be on duck numbers?” Professor Marcel CLAASSEN replied:  

“I am an optimist, and maybe others will consider that to mean that I am naive. But I do see that there is 
more attention for these problems. … we also have climate change to take into consideration, so yes, 
fluctuations are likely to be higher. …(but) not necessarily for ducks, because they are quite a resilient 
species, so they can go through troughs, provided that they are well managed when they are going 
through those troughs. For other waterbird species it might be more problematic. Notably for species 
that are already present in low numbers it does not look good.” 

77..55  BBiiooddiivveerrssiittyy  ––  hhuunntteerrss  hhaavvee  iimmpprroovveedd  bbiiooddiivveerrssiittyy    
The Committee heard that recreational duck hunting poses no risk at all to biodiversity due to the fact ducks are 
among the most adaptable and resilient of Australia’s native waterfowl. 

In fact, hunter led wetland conservation efforts like that of Field & Game Australia’s Connewarre wetland centre 
and Heart Morass provide much needed habitat for over 1300 species of plants, animals, and insects, increasing 
biodiversity in those areas. 

77..66  EEtthhiiccaall  aanndd  AAnniimmaall  WWeellffaarree  ccoonncceerrnnss  iiggnnoorree  ppooppuullaattiioonn  ddyynnaammiiccss  
The Committee heard of concerns of animal welfare at an individual bird level, but ecologists and biologist 
supplied information that hunting provides a welfare benefit at the population level by contributing to habitat 
and ensuring birds have safe places to breed, nest and raise young (all critical on the welfare scale).  
 
The Committee was presented with the argument that not all birds shot are killed instantly; many are wounded 
and suffer prolonged pain or slow deaths. However, Dr Brian HILLER, a professor of wildlife biology at Bemidji 
State University, Minnesota said:  

 
“That boom (in Australian climate conditions and breeding) produces a lot of extra birds that at some 
point – when the bust comes – are going to die. The question is simply: how, and what is going to be the 
cause of mortality? The duck does not particularly care if it is by shotgun or by starvation or by bacteria 
or predation or whatever else. That is not relevant to them. Honestly, from a management standpoint, 
we try and control the things we can control. One of the few things we have control over is harvest, 
right? So we try to regulate the harvest as a result. When the bust comes, we regulate the harvest to 
reduce the harvest of core breeding populations.” 
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77..77  MMoorraalliittyy  ooff  HHuunnttiinngg    
The Committee was presented with the argument that people feel that killing for sport or pleasure, rather than 
for survival or sustenance, is ethically questionable. In fact the term “sport shooting” was used deliberately and 
emotively by those opposed to hunting. Hunters, however, presented that Victoria already has laws requiring 
ALL harvested birds to be collected, and for at least the breast meat to be salvaged. Duck hunters hunt for food. 
Part of a growing trend in responsible food sourcing involved people taking responsibility for where and how 
their meat is grown and is harvested. Again, Dr Hiller noted that: 

“In addition to hunting ducks, I also hunt deer, turkeys, geese, grouse, and doves. I also keep and eat fish 
that I catch. I also forage in the forest for wild edibles such as mushrooms. I also grow my own 
vegetables. My family also cans/preserves our own salsa. I help friends raise and butcher chickens. 
Sometimes, I even have to resort to going to the grocery store for some of my food. My point here is that 
I hunt to participate in collecting my own food locally from wild, free-range, organic sources based on 
what is seasonally available and abundant.” 

A very small number of Australians and Victorians do not consume animal products but the majority of 
Victorians do. The majority that consume meat such as hunters and the general public have a moral decision to 
make on where they get their meat from. A minority group assuming moral responsibility on another and 
prohibiting hunting on morality grounds is itself immoral and undemocratic. 
 
Certainly while presenting to the Committee on the morals of game bird hunting Dr Holly SITTERS response 
shows that her moral or professional objection with game bird hunting is not specific to game birds, or 
scientifically based. – she is in fact opposed to ALL lethal control of animals – even of feral pests. When asked 
“So we should ban, do you think, all forms of hunting?” Dr Holly Sitters replied “Yes”. 

Those opposed to hunting native game birds in Australia on moral grounds, must by needs oppose ALL hunting, 
and fishing, and animal agriculture. This particular argument is opposed by the Liberals and Nationals and it is 
clearly outside the terms of reference and scope of this committee to consider. 

77..88  WWoouunnddiinngg  aanndd  pprrootteessttoorr  bbeehhaavviioouurr  
Wounding is an unintentional consequence of hunting. All hunters aim to dispatch their quarry as quickly as 
possible. Ideally, every shot bird would be immediately dispatched. However, the fact is that despite best 
efforts, unintentional wounding may occur. Hunters would argue that whilst wounding could occur as a result of 
infrequent behaviour, it is never “intentional.” The intent is always to dispatch the bird. 

Field & Game Australia has a long and proud history of educating and engaging hunters to reduce the 
occurrences of unintentional wounding. Specialists in the fields of ecology and wildlife management agree that 
this as the most effective way to drive improvements in hunting outcomes. 

Hunting organisations and animal welfare groups have established and agreed on a Wound Reduction Action 
Plan. The cohort of invested stakeholders included Field & Game Australia - Victoria, Sporting Shooters 
Association Australia, Beretta Australia, RSPCA and more. They presented the plan to the Minister for Agriculture 
in September 2022, and the newly created, Minister for Outdoor Recreation in December 2022, for approval and 
implementation. 

Finding 25: The Committee notes that hunting organisations and animal welfare groups have 
established and agreed on a Wound Reduction Action Plan. The plan has been in the hands of the 
Victorian Government since September 2022. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 11: The Victorian Government immediately approves and fund the 
implementation of the Waterfowl Wounding Reduction Action Plan, which has bilateral support from 
hunting and animal welfare organisations. 
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The Committee agrees with the view that protestors can exercise their right to protest – but should not be able 
to directly enter active hunting areas and put themselves and hunters at risk. Any persons protesting must 
remain at least 100m from any hunter.  

Protesters get in the way of hunters trying to dispatch their quarry, putting themselves and hunters at risk. 
Complete data from the 2022 duck hunting season identified that 38% of the infractions were incurred by 
protestors and anti-hunting protesters themselves, including major breaches of the following sections of the 
Wildlife Act 1975 such as6:  

• S58C - Offence for certain persons to enter on or remain in specified hunting area and  
• S86 - Notices prohibiting, regulating or controlling the taking, destroying or hunting of wildlife. 

 

88.. SScciieennttiiffiicc  bbeenneeffiitt  ooff  hhuunnttiinngg  
The committee heard from Professor Marcel CLAASSEN that:  

“My research and that of others in this space – Agriculture Victoria, for instance – make use of the 
services, if you like, of hunters that help them in collecting samples for avian influenza research. I have 
been doing the same, so they form an important part of my research, but I am not exclusively relying on 
those samples, and I think the same applies for Agriculture Victoria. By the way, the same is also 
happening in other states. Tasmania importantly rely, for their avian influenza monitoring, on hunted 
ducks.” 

 
While these and other studies could continue without the assistance of recreational hunters, the access for 
science to reliable biological samples would significantly reduce or would need to be replaced by other 
methods. 

99.. MMiisslleeaaddiinngg  tteessttiimmoonnyy  bbyy  TThhee  AAuussttrraalliiaa  IInnssttiittuuttee  
The examination of The Australia Institute’s submission shows there are valid concerns regarding its credibility. It 
contradicts itself, with conflicting and misleading economic comments. It has also failed to provide alternative 
evidence to convincingly support its claims and has failed to highlight the limitations of its own research. 
Furthermore, The Australia Institute appears to have attempted to discredit a report based on a false claim of its 
origins. The Australia Institute has shown itself to not have a credible, coherent economic argument for the 
banning of native bird hunting by contradicting itself and giving misleading testimony (Appendix 1). 

 

  

RECOMMENDATION 12: The Victorian Government implements additional measures to restrict the 
capacity of protesters to hinder the lawful conduct of duck hunters and introduce civil offence for 
persons entering a wetland whereby they are within 100 metres of a hunter. 
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Appendix 1: Misleading testimony by the Australia Institute 

a) Introduction 
The Inquiry into Victoria's recreational native bird hunting arrangements has examined the potential economic costs 
of ending Duck Hunting in Victoria. One of the submitters in favour of banning native bird hunting is The Australia 
Institute, represented at the hearing by Rod Campbell and Elizabeth Morison.  

We raise concerns with the credibility of The Australia Institute, given conflicting testimony was provided by its 
representatives.  

There was also a concern that The Australia Institute witnesses gave misleading statements. They suggested that a 
report showing the benefits of duck hunting season was commissioned by the Game Management Authority when in 
fact it was the Minister for Agriculture who commissioned the report.  

Additionally, we are of the view that The Australia Institute has used economic evidence and statistics in a misleading 
manner which leads to questions over its credibility. 

b) Misleading economic testimony 
In The Australia Institute’s opening statement to the committee, Elizabeth Morison, provided evidence that duck and 
quail hunting results in an economic benefit:  

“Based on calculations from RM Consulting Group, duck and quail hunting results in  
economic activity of between $4 million and $11 million each year.”16 
 

This net economic benefit is based on spending by hunters, such as on travel, accommodation and other spending in 
the regions less what they may spend on unknown substituted activities in unknown locations. The Australia Institute 
uses this unreliable net economic benefit as evidence that the economic benefit of native bird hunting is very low. 

However, Rod Campbell contradicts Elizabeth Morris’s earlier claim in The Australian Institute’s statement by claiming 
that the argument for banning duck hunting is that it imposes a large cost on Victorians, which suggests its view is that 
native bird hunting is a net economic negative. In response to a question as to why native bird hunting should be 
banned, Rod Campbell states: 

“Because it imposes a cost on a large number of Victorians.”17 

The Australia Institute’s arguments are inconstant. On the one hand it is willing to use a report as evidence that native 
bird hunting provides a small economic benefit and therefore it should be banned, (the methodology used is 
inappropriate). Then on the other hand, it claims that native bird hunting imposes a cost on Victorians and therefore it 
should be banned.  

We observe that whilst The Australia Institute is willing to refer to its own dated research funded by the RSPCA, it did 
not refer to the welfare benefits of hunting. 

The Australia Institute has been misleading by holding out the RMCG modelling as a best-case scenario despite the 
fact it does not consider the welfare of hunters. This is akin to claiming that the benefit of the Fitzroy Gardens is small 
because only occasionally someone buys a coffee from a local café because they can sit in the gardens. 

Additionally, there are significant concerns with the use of the criterion validity (CV) of willingness to pay method in 
the type of research used by The Australian Institute. There are potential for biases including design bias, strategic 
bias and hypothetical bias. Notably, meta-analyses have shown the hypothetical bias effect to be significant, 
particularly for environmental and conservation issues.18 

Despite claiming that native bird shooting provides little value to Victorians, The Australian Institute makes no attempt 
to value the other benefits of native bird hunting, as outlined by the Sporting Shooters Association Australia: 

 
16 Submission, The Australia Institute. 
17 Hearing transcript. 
18Lucy Kanya, Sabina Sanghera, Alex Lewin, Julia Fox-Rushby, The criterion validity of willingness to pay methods: A systematic review and meta-
analysis of the evidence, Social Science & Medicine, 2021. 
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16 Submission, The Australia Institute. 
17 Hearing transcript. 
18Lucy Kanya, Sabina Sanghera, Alex Lewin, Julia Fox-Rushby, The criterion validity of willingness to pay methods: A systematic review and meta-
analysis of the evidence, Social Science & Medicine, 2021. 
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The social interaction of hunters with friends, family, and local communities is greatly enriched by duck 
hunting. Common motivations for bird hunting include sourcing free-range game meat, physical exercise, 
maintaining a connection with nature, mental well-being and positive social interaction with friends and 
family.  

According to statistics, hunters have better mental and physical health than non-hunters. This is because 
hunters tend to have a tangible and genuine connection with nature. Most people say that connecting with 
nature is important to them. Hunters actually participate in nature, making their connection even stronger.19 

c) Misleading report origin claims 
The Australia Institute in its submission to the inquiry seeks to call into question the validity of the report from the 
RMCG into the economic benefits of duck hunting. The claim by The Australia Institute is because the Game 
Management Authority (GMA) uses that report to back up the GMA’s view on the benefits of duck hunting, that this 
report from RMCG is more appropriate to advocacy for hunting than to inform policy. 

The Australia Institute claims that this report is favourable to the GMA and their interests, and even goes so far as to 
state: 

“… in research commissioned by Victoria’s Game Management Authority (GMA) and written by RM Consulting 
Group (RMCG) in 2020.”20 

It seems to suggest that because GMA commissioned the report it should be looked at sceptically. However, this claim 
is debunked by the Member for Eastern Victoria, Jeff Bourman, who highlighted that this report was not 
commissioned by the GMA. Instead, it was commissioned personally by the then Minister for Agriculture, Jaclyn 
Symes: 

“It was done by the department, and I have it on extremely good authority that it was actually commissioned 
by the minister herself at the time, who is now the Attorney-General.” 

Rod Campbell's belief that the research is more appropriate to advocacy is an interesting claim, and calls into question 
how seriously The Australia Institute’s submission should be taken by the inquiry if it does not understand the origin 
of a report that it has used to base some of its arguments on and has suggested that readers should be sceptical of, on 
the false basis that it was commissioned by the GMA.  

d) A deeper dive into the statistics on duck hunting  
On the front page of the submission from The Australia Institute, it quotes a statistic that 0.17% of the population 
engages in duck hunting, down from 1% in 2012. However, context must be applied. Since then, the Victorian 
Government has been making it harder for people to engage in duck hunting. John Byers, a life-long hunter, referred 
to the Minister having evidence to support a full-length season: 

“The fact that the minister had the available science in her hand to say that we could have had a full-length 
season …”21 

A full-length season in 2012, was 87 days - almost 3 months - while in 2023 the season is just 35 days.22 The statistic 
referred to by The Australia Institute could suggest that the Victorian Government by making it harder to engage in 
duck hunting is reducing participation. Therefore, it is worth noting that these statistics provided by the Australia 
Institute may be correlated to more restrictive policies of the Victorian Government rather than a loss of interest in 
the activity.  

 

 
19 SSAF Submission. 
20 Australia Institute Submission, pp1. 
21 Submission, John Byers. 
22 https://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/duck/duck-season-considerations/historical-summary-of-seasonal-arrangements. 




